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Abstract

Suvi-Jonna Martikainen
Meaningful Work and Eudaimonia: Contributing to Social Sustainability in the
Workplace
Lappeenranta 2022
120 pages
Acta Universitatis Lappeenrantaensis 1020
Diss. Lappeenranta-Lahti University of Technology LUT
ISBN 978-952-335-801-0, ISBN 978-952-335-802-7 (PDF), ISSN-L1456-4491, ISSN
1456-4491

Meaningful work (MW) is one of the most topical interests in working life and
organisational studies as it is seen to result in many benefits, including eudaimonic
wellbeing. It is also an objective in and of itself. The literature on MW has recently
developed to multifaceted maturity, yet there is a call for greater understanding as to how
employees experience MW. Furthermore, it is important to understand how employee
experiences of MW and eudaimonic wellbeing occur in interaction within broader, non-
individual contexts, such as one’s job, organisation, and society, and how those contexts
may facilitate or support MW. The dissertation also argues that examining experiences of
meaningless work (MLW) can shed light on the quality of work and ways it can be
developed. By adding to our understanding of authentic employee experiences of
meaningfulness and meaninglessness and examining the relationship between contextual
factors and individual experiences, this dissertation investigates how experiences of MW
and eudaimonia may be supported at various contextual levels impacting working life and
how MW could contribute to more sustainable futures, especially through constructing
social sustainability.

This dissertation consists of two parts. The introductory part presents the research
background, literature review, and methods, and discusses the results and their
implications. The second part introduces five sub-studies conducted in different working
life contexts. In each of the sub-studies, qualitative, arts-based, and narrative approaches
are applied to elicit and explore employee views of MW and/or wellbeing. The results
and conclusions of this dissertation are based on the findings of these sub-studies, which
are analysed as a whole in the introductory part of the dissertation.

This dissertation makes several contributions. Firstly, it describes authentic MW and
MLW experiences and adds to our understanding of the quality of those experiences.
Secondly, it emphasises the importance of developing social, organisational, cultural, and
societal practices that allow identification of and reflection on employees’ authentic
meaningful day-to-day moments and experiences and the values underpinning them.
Thirdly, it suggests organisational, dialogical perspective-taking as a practical method of
fostering MW and developing quality of work in an authentically employee-driven
manner. Finally, it concludes that understanding MW and MLW experiences, providing
access to MW, and facilitating discussions around MW can have wider organisational and



societal benefits, for example by re-imagining work, informing the development of
measures of wellbeing, and ultimately contributing to a more socially sustainable society.

Keywords: meaningful work, meaningless work, eudaimonic wellbeing, employee
experiences, social sustainability
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Introduction

1.1 Background

According to a recent survey conducted by the Finnish labour union ERTO, one in three
employees suffers from mental and emotional fatigue weekly, and one in five experiences
illbeing at work (erto.fi, 2020). These figures indicate work-related fatigue, exhaustion
and burnout may be considered epidemics in Finland. At the societal level, exhaustion
has significant costs – statistics compiled by the Finnish social insurance institution
KELA estimate a yearly loss of 5.2 million workdays due to exhaustion (erto.fi).
Furthermore, the consequences of fatigue, exhaustion, and burnout obviously include
misery at the individual level.

Considering these alarming findings, it is easy to see why meaningful work (MW) has
risen as a topic of critical importance in recent studies of working life. Previous research
suggests that experiencing one’s work as meaningful – i.e., valuable, fulfilling,
purposeful, and worthwhile (Hackman and Oldman, 1976) – correlates negatively with
burnout, absenteeism, and turnover (Allan et al., 2019a; Rasmussen et al., 2020; Fouché
et al., 2017; Borritz et al., 2005). In addition to protecting from burnout, MW is positively
correlated with wellbeing at work (Rasmussen et al., 2020; Duffy et al., 2012; Steger et
al., 2012). Thus, MW proposes new bases and pathways for research into and practical
development of wellbeing in the workplace, understood especially as eudaimonic
wellbeing. Meaningful work and eudaimonic wellbeing are further linked to the concept
of social sustainability, which is a necessary element of present-day organisational and
societal development. These three concepts – meaningful work, eudaimonic wellbeing,
and social sustainability – are at the core of this dissertation. The dissertation is based on
data consisting of employee experiences of MW and meaningless work (MLW) and
discussions around them gathered in a range of organisational and working life contexts.

Meaningfulness is seen as a central human condition, and work as a central area where
people seek meaning (Frankl, 1963; Lips-Wiersma and Morris; Bailey et al., 2019; Allan
et al, 2019a; Martela et al, 2021). MW and MLW have emerged as critical topics in
organisational research and studies of working life since being first examined in job
characteristic models developed in the 1970s (Hackman and Oldman, 1976; Bailey et al.,
2019). In addition to being considered a desirable goal in itself, MW is seen to entail
various benefits generally expressed in terms of feeling and working better (Allan et al.,
2017; 2019; Martela et al, 2021), while MLW is viewed as a detrimental phenomenon
leading to alienation and illbeing (Bailey and Madden, 2019). MW is seen as having a
central link to eudaimonic wellbeing and thus contributing to a good life (Chalofsky and
Cavallaro, 2019; Steger, 2019; Bibija and Rendall, 2021).

Consequently, there has been a call to update development indicators to reflect the
realities of the present era, which is characterised by social, societal, environmental, and
financial instability (Salonen and Joutsenvirta, 2018; Salonen and Konkka, 2015; Martela
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and Ahokas, 2021). In recent decades, economic and financial development contributed
significantly to wellbeing in the Nordic countries, but they no longer necessarily jibe with
current notions of progress. Previous research suggests the successful meeting of material
needs leads to a post-materialistic phase, during which standards of progress are
negotiated in immaterial terms, such as wellbeing and a good, worthwhile, and valuable
life. This shift complements notions of sustainable development that respond to the
threats of natural-resource depletion and the resulting social inequality (Salonen, 2010).
As part of this paradigm shift, peoples’ experiences of a valuable, meaningful life are thus
highlighted as a central issue in development toward more sustainable futures (Salonen
and Konkka, 2015; Salonen and Joutsenvirta, 2018; Diener, 2000; Inglehart, 1977).

In working life contexts as well, meaningfulness contributes to eudaimonic wellbeing
and, thus, a good working life. Developing meaningfulness and eudaimonic wellbeing
would consequently develop social sustainability at work. Studies show development of
wellbeing, life satisfaction, and economic factors have become detached from each other
at the societal level, and that traditional measures of progress do not and will not
necessarily meet current and future needs (Martela and Ahokas, 2021; Salonen and
Joutsenvirta, 2018). There is, then, a profound need for new understanding around the
issue of a good life, meaningful work and the resources that contribute to it.

1.2 Research gap in the literature and research objectives

This dissertation contributes to several scholarly discussions in the field of MW studies.
Firstly, it presents an experiential approach to MW and MLW, complementing more
commonly used evaluative approaches. Thus, the dissertation participates in the academic
discussion that recognises the conceptual distinction between people’s experiences and
evaluations and the need to approach these phenomena not only through different
methods but by utilising different epistemologies. This discussion has been especially
relevant in studies of wellbeing, which indicate that peoples’ experiences of life events
differ from their evaluations of life events, and both may vary over time.
(Kahneman,2011; Kahneman and Riis, 2005, Schwartz et al., 2009; Dolan and Kudrna,
2016; Dolan, 2014; Scollon et al., 2009; Fisher, 2012). For example, evaluations based
on memories and reflections exhibit biographical and emotional aspects it is important to
identify in order to grasp the richness of experiences of meaningfulness and of
meaninglessness (Schwartz et al., 2009). This calls for definitional, methodological, and
theoretical investigations into these topics.

Secondly, to address this existing gap in the research, this dissertation takes a mostly
inductive orientation to examining the phenomena of MW and MLW as experienced and
then discussed by those who had the experiences. The dissertation is based on the
empirical investigation of peoples’ lived work experiences. This inductive orientation is
supported by qualitative methodologies that aim to further understanding of peoples’
lived experiences in the world. Previous research on MW has been dominated by
quantitative, positivistic approaches, suggesting a need to empirically understand
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experiences of and processes related to MW and MLW through alternative approaches
and to develop methodologies for studying them (Bailey et al, 2019a). Furthermore, this
dissertation includes an examination of experiences of MLW, adding to our
understanding of the overall quality of working life. Previous studies have identified the
central significance of MLW experiences, but there are few studies that simultaneously
examine experiences of MW and MLW (see e.g., Bailey and Madden, 2016).

Thirdly, this study contributes to organisational and working life studies by listing the
implications of MW and MLW experiences in terms of how MW could be supported. The
notions of MW support and facilitation are presented at various contextual levels based
on an integrative multilevel framework of factors that foster MW (Lysova, 2019). Recent
research literature on MW has emphasised the need to understand contexts instead of
examining the concept purely from a subjective viewpoint (ibid., Bailey et al., 2019a;
Lips-Wiersma, 2002). Thus, the dissertation combines subjectivist, relational, and
constructivist approaches to understanding MW and MLW, filling the research gap in
understanding employees’ subjective experiences of MW as well as in the factors that
influence these experiences (Lysova et al.,2019, Yeoman et al., 2018; Bailey et al.,
2019a). The dissertation brings together job-related, organisational, and societal
considerations in supporting experiential findings and thus aims to avoid the harmful
individualisation of MW and MLW experiences (Lips-Wiersma et al., 2020).

Finally, in considering experiences of MW, MLW, and eudaimonic wellbeing as concepts
interrelated with critical factors at a variety of levels, the dissertation reveals important
implications about how MW is not only an individual issue, but also a social and societal
one. In doing so, the dissertation examines the importance of understanding how MW
contributes to socially sustainable work in two ways: it frames MW in broader, more
systemic contexts interrelated with social and societal conditions as opposed to individual
experiences, moving beyond thinking of MW as a purely personal responsibility, and
argues ways the phenomenon and concept of MW could facilitate the development of
more sustainable working life.

In short, this study adds to our understanding of the relationships between MW and MLW,
work-related eudaimonic wellbeing, and socially sustainable work. These concepts are
interrelated and mutually supporting; their examination is timely in an era of grave
ecological, social, and economic challenges. The ultimate aim of the dissertation is to
help open pathways to a future in which a good, meaningful life is based largely on
immaterial conceptualizations of wellbeing (Salonen and Joutsenvirta, 2018).

1.3 Research scope

The objective of this research is to examine employee experiences of MW and MLW,
investigate how MW may be supported and facilitated in organisations, and describe how
experiences of MW contribute to social sustainability.
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The following research questions aim to respond to the research objective:

1) How do people experience meaningfulness, meaninglessness, and eudaimonia at
work?

2) How can meaningful work be supported and facilitated in organisations?
3) How can meaningful work contribute to social sustainability?

This dissertation developed via multidisciplinary trains of thought. The author has a
background in the humanities and liberal arts and has since worked in organisational
studies and university-led organisational development, the primary context in which this
research emerged. As a result, it reflects humanistic and arts-based orientations and values
and emerges from the tradition of qualitative research. The cross-disciplinary aspect was
further emphasised and developed in the sub-studies, which were conducted in
international interdisciplinary teams. The dissertation brings together perspectives and
orientations from the humanities, arts-based research, organisation, business, and
management studies, psychology, and the behavioural sciences. Furthermore, the
research was conducted within a variety of participating organisations representing, for
example, nursing, caregiving work, and early childhood education and is linked by
implication to sustainability studies.

The qualitative approaches used in the sub-studies rely on descriptive-interpretive
methods (Elliott and Timulak, 2005). These methodological choices support the inductive
orientation of the study. The central aim is to understand and describe the phenomena
under study as experienced by the participants themselves – in what aspects do the
phenomena appear, why do they appear, and how do they ‘unfold over time’ (ibid., p.
149), and thus the study furthermore draws from phenomenological research orientation.
However, this dissertation also contains normative elements similar to action research
and critical research approaches, as it considers the organisational implications of
employee experiences and social change within organisations based on those experiences
(ibid.). MW represents a positive objective towards which data capturing peoples’
experiences could indicate possible directions, and indeed the dissertation suggests how
experiences of MW could be supported and contribute to more sustainable futures.

1.4 Definitions of key concepts

Eudaimonic wellbeing

Eudaimonia is a form of wellbeing that entails conceptions of ‘a good life’. It can be
traced back to the Aristotelian tradition of virtue ethics – i.e., ‘good’ translated as virtuous
activity, ‘doing and living well’. Eudaimonia is a contested concept, and it is seen as
comprising meanings including a ‘fulfilling, inspiring, meaningful life’ or ‘living life in
a deeply full and satisfying way’ and entailing ‘self-discovery, perceived development of
one’s best potentials, a sense of purpose and meaning in life, intense involvement in
activities, investment of significant effort, and enjoyment of activities as personally
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expressive’. Eudaimonia is sometimes conceptualised in contrast to the parallel concept
of hedonia, or affective, pleasure-based wellbeing. (Aristotle, 1906; Huta, 2013, p. 201;
Deci and Ryan, 2008, p. 1; Waterman, 1993; Waterman et al., 2010; Chalofsky and
Cavallaro, 2019). Eudaimonic wellbeing sometimes translates as psychological
wellbeing, using for example measures of the degree to ‘which a person is fully
functioning or realising full potential’ and ‘the fulfilment of psychological needs, and the
experience of meaning and purpose in life’, personal growth and development, and a
sense of purpose and meaning in life (Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019, p. 102, Waterman,
1993; Ryan and Deci, 2001; Ryff, 1989).

Eudaimonia is considered to have a prominent overlap with literature on MW, as
meaningfulness is seen as entailing meaning-making as a ‘crucial process in organising
experience’ and satisfying needs ‘for purpose, value, sense of efficacy, and self-worth’
(Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019, p. 102; Baumeister and Vohs, 2002). In organisational
and working-life contexts, eudaimonia is considered the ‘experience of personal growth,
purpose and social significance’ and the ‘sense of contribution and purpose that comes
from working’. Three components of MW are aligned with the concept of eudaimonia:
sense of self, the work itself, and the workplace. (Turban and Yan, 2016, p. 1006;
Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019, p. 102 – 103, Dik et al., 2009, p. 629.)

Hedonic wellbeing

As with eudaimonia, the roots of hedonia lie in ancient Greek philosophy before the
concept was further developed as part of Benthamite utilitarian philosophy. In the
thinking of Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832), hedonia is considered wellbeing as defined in
terms of pleasure attainment and pain avoidance. As such, a focus on happiness and
pleasure are central to hedonic wellbeing. However, nowadays there exists great variance
as to what is considered pleasure and happiness, from pleasures of the body and mind to
self-interest. (Ryan and Deci, 2001, p. 141 – 144.)

Peoples’ preferences are central to research on hedonic wellbeing, which assumes that
people prefer experiences of pleasure and happiness over pain and misery (ibid., Dolan
and Kudrna, 2016). Indicators of subjective wellbeing (SWB) are often used to assess
hedonic wellbeing. However, the interchangeability of hedonic wellbeing and SWB as
well as psychological wellbeing and eudaimonia are debated in the literature on
wellbeing, and the measures and concepts remain contested (Diener, 2000; Diener et al.,
2002; Vittersø, 2013).

Usually, eudaimonic wellbeing is considered more relevant in working life and
organisational contexts, but elements of hedonic wellbeing – job satisfaction,
experiencing positive affect, and avoiding negative affect at work – are also measured
using SWB indicators (Fisher, 2014). Furthermore, Chalofsky and Cavallaro (2019) have
suggested hedonia is linked to extrinsic rewards from work, such as pay, and eudaimonia
to intrinsic gains, such as contributing to people’s identities (Alvesson et al., 2008;
Harding, 2019).
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Subjective wellbeing and objective list theories of wellbeing

The concept of subjective wellbeing (SWB) has significant overlaps with the study of
subjective experiences of MW and MLW. Subjective wellbeing refers to self-reported
measures of life satisfaction, happiness, and positive affect and is defined as life
satisfaction, satisfaction with work and other important domains, high levels of positive
affect, and low levels of negative affect (Diener, 1984; 2000, p. 34). As a result, SWB
interrelates with hedonic wellbeing. According to Diener (2000), SWB is measured in
cognitive and affective evaluations of peoples’ lives, and the subjectivist accounts of MW
studies can be seen as drawing from SWB research.

Objective list theories may be regarded as the counterpart of SWB in wellbeing studies.
In objective list theories, a plurality of higher goods, such as meaningful relationships,
achievement, or knowledge, are seen as contributing objectively and ultimately to
peoples’ wellbeing, even despite of their reactions to them (Rice, 2013; Crisp, 2001). This
dissertation enquires into the subjective experiences of MW and MLW, but since it also
draws from the study of eudaimonic wellbeing that, in its Aristotelian origins, can be seen
as rooting into objectivist philosophy, it is relevant to discuss both of the accounts.

Meaning of work and meaningfulness

In this instance, the concept of meaning refers to the interpretations and associations
people assign to their work, which may be positive, negative, or neutral: work may mean,
for example, a livelihood, a creative realm, oppression, a career trajectory, or a routine
(Rosso et al., 2010; Budd, 2011). Meaningfulness refers to the amount of significance, or
meaning, within an experience assumed to be positive (Rosso et al., 2010). According to
Martela and Steger (2016), there are three dimensions to meaningfulness: coherence as
the comprehensibility and ability to make meaning of experiences; purpose as the sense
of control of one’s aims and directions in life; and significance as the sense of conviction
about the value and importance of one’s life. Steger (2019) has suggested there is a
relation between these concepts that refer to meaning in life (MIL) and meaningful work
(MW).

Meaningful work

Meaningful work (MW) is a contested research topic with several definitions. In this
dissertation, MW is defined as work that is ‘concerned both with undertaking work-
related activities that are pleasant, enjoyable and personally enriching, as well as
contributing to something beyond pure self-interest’ (Bailey et al., 2017, p. 417).

Drawing particularly from research by Bailey and Madden (2016; 2017; 2020), Bailey et
al. (2018; 2019a; 2019b), Lysova et al. (2019), MW is also conceptualized in his
dissertation as a work-related ‘positive, subjective, individual experience’ that is temporal
and episodic, as Ryff and Singer (1998, p. 8) note: ‘an ongoing, day-by-day, constantly
unfolding phenomenon, not an end state, that is once-and-for-all resolved’. That is to say,
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MW and MLW are regarded in this dissertation through employee experiences defined
as moments of meaningfulness and meaninglessness. Thus, MW is achievable regardless
of occupation (Bailey et al., 2018; Mercurio, 2020). This subjectivity means MW is not
highly responsive to outside control, yet, paradoxically, subjective experiences are
located within a multidimensional sphere of influence that moulds, affects, and causes
tensions within the experience (Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2012; Lysova et al., 2019).
MW may thus be supported, promoted, fostered, and facilitated – as well as suppressed
or destroyed – by organisational, job related, and/or societal conditions (Lysova et al.,
2019).

Meaningless work

Meaningless work (MLW) is an understudied topic in the MW literature (Bailey and
Madden, 2019). Steger et al. (2012) define MLW in terms of work that is ‘not perceived
as meaningful’ (p. 348). Bailey and Madden (2019) are careful to distinguish MLW from
alienation, which it sometimes seen as synonymous with, resulting from ‘functional
rationalities associated with modernity, privileging the “most efficient realisation of
ends” and diminishing workers’ choice and control’ (Seeman, 1959, 789; Bailey and
Madden, 2019, p. 2). They define MLW based on empirical investigation as a subjective
and intersubjective process related to a broader, societal context. Furthermore, they define
MLW as a relational process associated with experiences of powerlessness,
disconnection, devaluation, and self-doubt, emphasising that experiences are influenced
externally by other people (Bailey and Madden, 2019; Mercurio, 2020). Graeber (2018)
points out that MLW may, at its worst, result into work that is subjectively sensed as
pointless, unnecessary, or even pernicious (a ‘bullshit job’).

Social sustainability

The concept of ‘triple bottom line’ suggests that sustainable development consists of
environmental, economic, and social components (Elkington, 1994; Slaper and Hall,
2011).  Social sustainability refers to the ‘human dimension’ of sustainable development
(Vallance et al., 2011, p. 342) that is concerned with the ‘maintenance and improvement
of the wellbeing of current and future generations’ (Chiu et al., 2003, p 245). Furthermore,
Rogers et al. (2012, p. 3) consider wellbeing a central component of social sustainability,
a requirement to meet multi-dimensional and contextual physical, emotional, and social
human needs; they define social sustainability as ‘living in ways that can be sustained
because they are healthy and satisfying for people and communities’. In addition to
individual human needs, societal autonomy and cultural diversity are defined as central
to socially sustainable development (Rogers et al., 2012).

In organisational contexts, social sustainability is ‘conceived as the ability of
organisations to add value to the communities within which they operate by increasing
the human capital of individual partners as well as furthering the societal capital of these
communities’; employees are thus considered the most valuable asset of organisations
(Lee et al., 2021, p., 752; Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002). In this dissertation, social
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sustainability is examined from the viewpoint of employee wellbeing and experiences of
MW and how they may contribute to social sustainability.

1.5 Structure of the dissertation

This dissertation consists of two parts, Part I and Part II. Part I introduces the dissertation
in five chapters. Chapter 1 presents the research background, gap in the research, and
research objective and scope, defines key concepts, and introduces the structure of the
dissertation. Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical background. Chapter 3 presents the
methodology, including descriptions of the research approach, research design, data
collection and analysis methods. Chapter 4 reports the results and concludes the findings
of the study. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the results of the dissertation, as well as assesses
the quality of the study.

Part II consists of five sub-studies that constitute the results and conclusions of this
dissertation. Figure 1 illustrates the contents of the two parts of the dissertation.

Figure 1: Structure of the dissertation.
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Theoretical background
This chapter will review the latest research on MW and MLW, eudaimonic wellbeing,
the interplay of factors that influence them and, finally, their relation to social
sustainability. The theoretical background will inform the research questions as described
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Theoretical background in relation to the research questions.

2.1 Meaningful work (MW) and eudaimonic wellbeing

Substantial interest in MW during recent decades has led to many research initiatives.
Steger (2017) states that MW is one of the most exciting contemporary topics in
organisational and working-life studies. MW is viewed as central to human flourishing, a
source of fulfilment, and an existential need that entails the possibility for human growth
(Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2012). Work is considered an area of life where it is possible
to create and find meaning in life (Bailey et al., 2019a; Lepisto and Pratt, 2017; Martela
et al., 2021), and so MLW ‘drain[s] and damage[s] a human being’ (Veltman, 2016, p. 1)
and is ‘alienating, absurd, and demeaning’ (Ariely, 2008, p. 676). Work constitutes a large
portion of many adults’ lives and has the potential to make a substantial impact on their
wellbeing (Lysova et al., 2019).

In the literature on MW, work-related wellbeing is defined as originating mostly in
eudaimonic experiences and, thus, differs from, for example, studies of job satisfaction,
which are seen to derive definitionally from hedonic wellbeing (Bilbija and Rendall,
2021). As a concept, eudaimonia has its roots in Aristotelian thinking and has become a
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central concept in the psychology of wellbeing (see e.g., Ryan and Deci, 2001). Central
questions for these schools of thought are ‘what is a good life?’ and ‘what does it mean
to have lived well?’ In eudaimonic terms, ‘good’ is thus defined as a ‘life of virtue’ rather
than a life filled with pleasant and positive emotion. (Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019, p.
101). In its rooting to virtue ethics, eudaimonia can be seen as stemming from objective
list theories. Waterman (1993) refers to eudaimonic wellbeing as the possibility to
function fully as a human and realise one’s true potential through self-actualisation.

Eudaimonia is seen as having an essential relation to MW, and MW is seen as contributing
to eudaimonic wellbeing in various ways (Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019; Steger, 2019).
Chalofsky and Cavallaro (2019, p. 101) view MW as constructed of three components:
sense of self, the work itself, and the workplace. The sense of self component includes,
for example, identity, agency, purpose, and self-efficacy; the work itself refers to one’s
tasks and their fit with the sense of self, mastery of work-related competencies, and
constant learning; and the workplace component is about the spaces provided in the
workplace context – the organisational or virtual setting or an individual practitioner’s
setting – that allow ‘individual flourishing and development’ (ibid.).

2.1.1 Definitions of MW

MW has recently become not only a hot topic in organisational and working-life research
but a massive trend in day-to-day working-life and employment discourse. Thus, MW
research includes various definitional streams. This chapter takes a look at the variety of
definitions and describes the definitions of MW most relevant to the present study.

First of all, it is important to define the concepts of meaning of work and meaningfulness
of work. Meaning of work consists of all the meanings people associate with their work
(Rosso et al., 2010; Madden and Bailey, 2019). Budd (2011) has distinguished ten central
meanings of work based on a cultural conceptual examination: a curse, freedom, a
commodity, occupational citizenship, disutility, personal fulfilment, a social relation,
caring for others, identity, and service. Wrzesniewski (2003) distinguishes the meaning
of work in three orientations: work as a job, a career, or a calling.

The meaningfulness of work, on the other hand, refers to the significance a person
associates with their work that also has a positive influence on the individual (Rosso et
al., 2010; Lips-Wiersma et a., 2016). It is defined as consisting of dimensions that
integrate individual development, autonomy, and fulfilling potential into ‘greater-good
motivations’: to contribute, serve others, and have a positive impact on the world (Steger
et al., 2012; Martela et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2019a; Both-Nabuwe et al., 2017). MW is
defined, for example, as ‘experiencing positive meaning in work, sensing that work is a
key avenue for making meaning, and perceiving one’s work to benefit some greater good’
(Steger et al., 2012, p. 322). According to Rosso et al. (2010, p. 95), MW is ‘work
experienced as particularly significant and holding more positive meaning for
individuals’; according to an integrative definition of 14 studies by Both-Nabuwe et al.
(2017, p.12), ‘meaningful work is the subjective experience of existential significance
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resulting from the fit between the individual and work’. These definitions show, that
subjective experiences are central for MW.

The variety of and lack of consensus among MW definitions can be explained as resulting
from the variety of research traditions engaging with the concept. Bailey et al. (2019a)
distinguish the origins of MW definitions and thus, the central research orientations of
MW into five streams: meaningfulness derived from the job characteristics model,
meaningfulness within workplace spirituality literature, meaningfulness within the
humanities tradition, meaningfulness as a multifaceted eudaimonic psychological state,
and meaningfulness as an occupation-specific phenomenon. (Bailey et al., 2019a, p. 88–
92.)

The job characteristics model (JCM) (Hackman and Oldman, 1976) is considered the first
theory where MW makes an appearance. JCM considers MW to result in work
motivation, satisfaction, and performance as a variable when employees find work to
positively correlate with skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and
feedback (ibid.). All five characteristics, but especially the first three – skill variety, task
identity, and task significance – can influence the psychological state of experienced
meaningfulness, which in turn functions as a variable that, together with the variables of
experienced responsibility and knowledge of the outcomes of work, results in high
motivation, work satisfaction, and effectiveness. (Hackman and Oldman, 1980.)

In workplace spirituality literature, MW originates in the work of Ashmos and Duchon
(2000), which characterizes MW as work that is in a nourishing relationship with an
employee’s inner life. Thus, organisations can promote wellbeing and human flourishing
by providing conditions that fulfil the human spiritual needs of an inner life, community,
and meaningful work (Bailey et al., 2019; Ahmad and Omar, 2016; Albuquerque et al.,
2014; Daniel, 2015).

The humanities tradition of meaningfulness originates primarily in the work of Viktor E.
Frankl. In this tradition, meaning-making is considered a central, innate ‘condition of
being human’ (Frankl, 1963; Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009, p. 503–4; Bailey et al.,
2019). MW plays a central part in rendering life meaningful. The humanities tradition
defines MW as a moral, political, and a social issue, one closely connected to ethics
(Bailey et al., 2019; May et al., 2014). The research approaches in the humanities tradition
are generally qualitative and inductive, focusing on the subjective experience of MW. For
example, the Comprehensive Meaningful Work Scale (CMWS) is a central contribution
to measures used in humanistic MW studies. It proposes that meaningfulness arises from
the coherence of four interactive domains: unity with others, expressing full potential,
serving others, and developing and becoming oneself (Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2012;
Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009; Lips-Wiersma et al., 2016; Bailey et al., 2019a).

In the fourth stream of MW definitions, meaningfulness is viewed as a multifaceted
eudaimonic psychological state. This approach has its origins in positive psychology as
well as the workplace spirituality and humanities perspectives and divides into two
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significant branches of research contributions. The first is based on the work of Steger,
Dik, and Duffy (2012) and Steger, Littmann-Ovadia, Miller, Menger, and Rothmann
(2013) and results in the Work and Meaning Inventory Scale (WAMI; Steger et al., 2012).
In this stream, MW is defined as a eudaimonic psychological state composed three-
dimensionally from the subjective sense of positive meaning people derive from work,
the relationship between overall meaningfulness in life and meaningfulness at work and
contributing to greater good. The second stream, where meaningfulness is viewed as a
multifaceted eudaimonic psychological state, emerges from research by Bunderson and
Thompson (2009) and suggests there is a positive link between callings and MW.

Finally, meaningfulness is defined in the fifth stream as an occupation-specific
phenomenon. This approach examines MW in different occupations, for example in the
military (Britt et al., 2001; Britt et al., 2007) or amongst teachers (e.g., Van Wingerden
and Poell, 2019; Minkkinen et al., 2020). Occupation-specific MW studies have
contributed to important questions about the generalisability of MW research (Bailey et
al., 2019).

This research taps both the humanistic tradition of MW research and the examination of
MW and MLW as a multifaceted eudaimonic psychological state, as it is rooted in the
humanistic ontologies and epistemologies that argue experiencing meaningfulness is a
central condition and requirement for human life that has social, cultural, and ethical
dimensions, but also investigates the experience of MW as a psychological state.

As the five definitional streams show, the meaningfulness of work has been defined from
both subjectivist (SWB research) and objectivist perspectives (objective list theories).
However, a significant philosophical debate exists between these views, and some
scholars claim there is a dominance of definitions that derive from understanding MW as
a subjective experience, or ‘Meaningful Work Subjectivism’. But opposing views, which
consider MW an objective and normative concept, have also arisen. (Michaelson, 2014;
2021). Michaelson (2021) defines MW in such objective and normative terms as
‘purposeful activity that one has good reasons to experience as meaningful, that others
have good reasons to perceive as socially worthwhile, and that is independently
(intersubjectively or objectively) meaningful – i.e., the meaningfulness of which is at least
partly independent of whether it is individually experienced or socially perceived as
meaningful and worthwhile.’ (Michaelson, 2021, p. 420.)

2.1.2 Defining MW through central paradoxes

A recent contribution to the studies defining MW is the paradox view of MW (Bailey et
al, 2019b), which successfully applies both–and logics to the objectivist–subjectivist
debate. In this approach, meaningfulness as a phenomenon is associated with complex
tensions, which necessitates ‘integrative and holistic approaches’ to explore, understand,
and theorize on the subject (Bailey et al., 2019b, p. 489; Symon and Whiting, 2019;
Raisch et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2017; Schad and Bansal, 2018). For this dissertation, the
paradox view is a suitable framework, because it captures the nonlinearity and complexity
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of human experiences of MW and MLW (Bailey et al., 2019b) while explaining the
quality of experiences as subjective psychological states that are nevertheless dependent
on the extrinsic world and its conditions, be they social, societal, ethical, and/or cultural.

The paradox view lists five central paradoxes that characterise MW (Bailey et al., 2019b).
The first of the five paradoxes is the individual’s drive to seek MW to fulfil inner needs
despite its potential to cause overload and ‘push them to harmful excesses’ (ibid., p. 489).
While scholars from the humanities tradition stress that seeking out meaningfulness, or
the ‘will to meaning’, is an inherently human condition (Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009),
and meaningful experiences are shown to reduce the risk of burnout, assigning excessive
meaning may also be harmful, resulting in overwork, accepting poor working conditions,
or tolerating difficulties – especially in work that is considered a calling (Allan et al.,
2018a; Bunderson and Thompson, 2009).

The second paradox describes the tension between the self and others: self-actualisation
is deemed central to meaningfulness, yet it cannot possibly come to realisation in a
vacuum of the self; it requires others. The individual need to experience self-actualisation
via work activities (Lepisto and Pratt, 2017; Waterman, 1993) and to have congruence
between the personal values and values the workplace represents (Bailey et al., 2017) is
fundamental. At the same time, other people are deeply involved in MW: a sense of
belonging and contributing, prosocial aims, and benevolence are found to be central to
experiences of meaningfulness (Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2009; Martela and Pessi,
2018; Grant, 2007). As Allan et al. (2019; p. 501) put it: ‘meaningful experiences are
individual but not necessarily self-serving’.

The third paradox concerns the contradiction between subjectivity and objectivity:
meaningfulness is based on subjective experiences and evaluations, yet it is dependent on
an external context that defines what is socially, culturally, and legitimately approved as
meaningful for an individual. Thus, what is subjectively considered MW is influenced by
several external factors, including social, cultural, organisational, and occupational
factors (Bailey et al., 2019b; Lysova et al., 2019; Lepisto and Pratt, 2017; Michaelson,
2021). In addition, more than one interpretation of one’s experience of MW exist, and
contextuality plays an important role in the formation and understanding of even one’s
own experiences. Furthermore, there might be a discrepancy between the evaluative and
experiential realms: thus, work that is considered meaningful according to social and
cultural norms may not subjectively feel meaningful to the employee, or vice versa.

The fourth paradox is related to the third: MW experiences, as personal and subjective
they are, will not yield to ‘managerial control, yet they are normatively regulated’ (Bailey
et al., 2019b, p. 493). This refers to the ambiguous relationship between subjective,
personally found, and emotionally felt experiences, and the ability of an organisation to
foster, promote, or contribute to the meaning-making process around experiences of MW.
It has been suggested that ‘job design, human resource management, values and culture,
and leadership’ represent organisational strategies that may help foster MW experiences
but aiming to manage them also includes fundamental tensions (Bailey et al., 2019b, p.
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493-494; Cartwright and Holmes, 2006; Ghadi et al., 2013; May et al., 2004; Pratt and
Ashforth, 2003; Lysova et al., 2019). This paradox is also defined as the ‘agency–control
debate’ (Ciulla, 2012; Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009).

The fifth paradox associates MW with a temporal quality and claims it as both momentary
and pervasive. Pervasiveness describes a sustained sense of positivity in one’s job, while
momentariness denotes the episodic quality of the flux in work-related experiences. In
their research, Bailey and Madden (2016) found that meaningfulness was associated with
moments at one’s job that could be distinguished from the whole. However, in a later
study, they showed these distinct momentary episodes were associated with the broader
temporal whole of the work (Bailey and Madden, 2017). It is suggested, but not yet widely
empirically evidenced, that ‘individuals draw on temporal and spatial resources in
generating and sustaining a sense of meaningfulness’ (Bailey et al., 2019b, p. 495).

2.1.3 Evaluative and experiential approaches to MW

Recent contributions to the literature on eudaimonic wellbeing have called for adding to
our understanding of the experience of MW (Bailey et al., 2019). For the most part, MW
has been studied using evaluative as opposed to experiential approaches and measures,
possibly because by definition, the concept of eudaimonia steers towards exploration of
the values, virtues, and actions underlying wellbeing (Huta and Waterman (2014). As a
result, MW is approached as a cognitive process involving meaning-making and
reflection. However, MW and especially MLW also operate at emotional, affective, and
experiential realms (Steger et al., 2013; Bailey and Madden, 2016; Dolan and Kudrna,
2016). The distinction between experiences and evaluations of MW is central to this
study, and it aims to illuminate it both theoretically and methodologically.

A conceptualisation that illustrates the difference between experiential and evaluative
meaningfulness characterizes MW experiences as processes of MW and evaluative MW
‘as the global judgement that one’s work accomplishes significant, valuable, or
worthwhile goals that are congruent with one’s existential values’ (Allan et al., 2019a, p.
502). Processes of MW are defined as consisting of episodic, temporary meaningful and
meaningless moments that are considered to have an emotional, affective quality that
signifies the importance of these moments. These moments or reflections on them are
integrated into a belief system about work through meaning-making processes and
introspective reflection (ibid.; Carton, 2017; Kahneman and Krueger, 2006; Bailey et al,
2017).

One stream of wellbeing research concentrates on differentiating day-to-day experiences
and affective wellbeing from the global judgments of wellbeing. Studies on and
theoretical considerations of the distinction suggest viewing ‘the experiencing self’ and
‘the evaluating self’ as mutually distinct, as they introduce different and enriching views
of the phenomenon (Kahneman and Riis, 2005). Dolan and Kudrna (2016) refer to
cognitive evaluations and experiences, ‘how people feel during the experiences of their
lives’ (p. 5; Kahneman and Riis, 2005), as the levels of assessment in wellbeing research.
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In the context of MW, the evaluating self makes meaning of the external judgments of
the significance of work, while the experiencing self adds understanding to the episodic
and momentary subjective experiences that, it is proposed, also involve an emotional
aspect. On a practical level, experiences and evaluations of MW most probably integrate
to form a whole (see Figure 3) and are not generally differentiated by those perceiving
MW. Yet problematic discrepancies may result if, for instance, day-to-day experiences
conflict with evaluations. For example, a person may evaluate their work as meaningful
and eudaimonic, but feel meaninglessness on a momentary, day-to-day level due to, for
example, their tasks or relationships in the workplace (Dolan, 2014; Dolan and Kudrna,
2016).

Drawing from Allan et al. (2019a), and Dolan and Kudrna (2016), Figure 3 illustrates the
differentiation between the integrated levels of experiential/evaluative and
process/judgment views of MW.

Figure 3: Integration of the differentiated experiential/evaluative levels of MW.

Both the experiential and evaluative levels are necessary to understand the complex
dynamics of MW and, furthermore, to develop relevant measures, research
methodologies, and supportive practices (Dolan and Kudrna, 2016). Previous literature
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on MW has welcomed qualitative, inductive research approaches that show promise in
broadening the epistemological and conceptual footings of MW research, of which the
distinction between experiential and evaluative MW is a functional example (Bailey et al,
2019a).

Finally, over recent decades, broader discussions of national measures of wellbeing have
arisen across Western countries, and wellbeing is topical in, for instance, Finnish society,
where experts have emphasised the need for a measure to gauge subjective and
experienced wellbeing (Martela and Ahokas, 2021). As such measures must be grounded
in research and empirical evidence, distinguishing and detailing experiential vs.
evaluative approaches to wellbeing is central to this discussion (Dolan and Kudrna, 2016).
In addition, as operationalisations of meaningfulness are proposed as part of wellbeing
measures, it is critical to understand the evaluative and experiential strands of
meaningfulness (Martela and Ahokas, 2021).

2.1.4 Antecedents and outcomes of MW

Generally speaking, the literature on MW has focused on the factors that create MW and
the outcomes of MW. This chapter discusses these two topics. The antecedents of MW
are defined as ‘processes by which work is rendered meaningful’ (Bailey and Madden
2019, p. 1; Mitra and Buzzanell, 2017; Rosso et al., 2010; Allan et al., 2019a), while the
outcomes of MW are defined as the perceived positive consequences of MW (Allan et
al., 2019a).

A number of studies have dismantled the characteristics involved in the processes of MW
since the classic Hackman and Oldham study of job characteristics (1976) (see the
previous chapter), and these sorts of ‘thematic examinations’ have been typical of MW
literature, thus influencing the diversity of MW definitions and the measurement scales
used in MW research (Allan et al., 2019a). MW is seen to emerge when work allows
autonomic decision-making, intellectual and initiative possibilities (Schwartz, 1982);
provides purpose, allows the use and development of one’s abilities, integrates different
sectors of life holistically (Veltman, 2016); leads to the major MW sources of the self,
others, the work itself, and the spirituality of work (Rosso et al, 2010); ‘feels meaningful’,
serves a purpose in the organisational whole, is harmonious with perceptions of meaning
in life, and provides an opportunity to contribute to the greater good or societal aims or
to serve others, offers a transcendent cause, allows self-expression, and facilitates inner
self-development (Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009; Berthoin-Antal et al., 2018); is
significant in terms of authentic, autonomic self-realisation and a broader purpose, such
as doing good or contributing to others, offers both autonomy and potential for
beneficence (Martela and Pessi, 2018; Martela et al., 2021); and/or offers fulfilment in
subjective aspirations, achievements, autonomy and growth, as well as participation in
something objectively valuable or a connection with a community (Wolf, 2010;  Barrick
et al., 2013).
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MW experiences are also characterised not as a permanent psychological state but as
personal, transcendent, poignant, episodic, and reflective, and emerge in the four
overlapping areas of task meaningfulness, job meaningfulness, interactional
meaningfulness, and organisational meaningfulness (Bailey and Madden, 2016). Task
meaningfulness refers to the sense of contribution produced by individual tasks, job
meaningfulness in the perceived role of one’s work in relation to others or society,
interactional meaningfulness in connection to other people, and organisational
meaningfulness in the comprehensibility of organisational purpose and its alignment with
a personal sense of purpose. Furthermore, MW is seen as interconnecting positive,
significant personal experiences, one’s role, contributions to the broader whole, and a
sense of belonging; the dynamic processes of connecting to different sources of
meaningfulness rather than just one is likely to result into meaningful experiences (Bailey
and Madden, 2016; Bailey et al, 2019; Allan et al., 2019; Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009;
Pavlish and Hunt, 2012).

Previous research has identified several outcomes of MW. It is seen as central to
wellbeing and flourishing through, for example, the spill-over effects of the
meaningfulness leading to positive affective outcomes (Both-Nabuwe et al., 2017; Bailey
et al., 2019a). In a meta-analysis based on the job characteristics model, Allan et al.
(2019a, p. 500) found significant correlations between MW and work engagement,
commitment, and job satisfaction; moderate to large correlations between MW and life
satisfaction, life meaning, general health, and withdrawal intention; and minor
correlations between MW and organisational citizenship behaviours, self-rated job
performance, and negative affect. MW is seen as contributing to work–life balance, a
sense of community, meaning in life, moral flourishing, job satisfaction, happiness, and
psychological wellbeing or SWB (Johnson and Jiang, 2017; Steger, 2019; Wingerden,
2017; Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009; Michaelson et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Bailey et
al., 2017). When viewed through task attributes, MW is shown to be associated with better
self-rated health in a teaching occupation and MLW with low self-rated health
(Minkkinen, et al., 2020). At the organisational level, MW is seen as pivotal for positive
organisations due to its benefits in health and wellbeing (Pratt and Ashforth, 2003).

2.1.5 Shadows of meaningfulness

Although MW and eudaimonic wellbeing are valued as positive and desirable
phenomena, their critical examination is also necessary. Understanding how these
concepts may be used in improper ways that backfire is mandatory, because research
indicates that falling into the pitfalls of MW has consequences in terms of peoples’
authentic wellbeing. Hence, the pitfalls of MW and eudaimonic wellbeing need to be
clearly identified. This section identifies and discusses ‘shadows of meaningfulness’ that
call for consciousness and cautiousness especially in the development of MW.

Some scholars have identified wellbeing as a cultural imperative in our time (Tourish,
2018). A cultural imperative is defined by Lewis (2002) as a demand to conform to a
certain cultural norm in order to be accepted or successful. It could also be considered a
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dominant social narrative that is taken for granted and valued as favourable without space
for criticism (ibid.). In other words, the paradigm of wellbeing is easily considered an
absolute and of objective value. Nevertheless, values are based on deeply rooted cultural
beliefs and dominant narratives, and as such must be subjected to critical reflection: as
Dewey (1910, p. 6) puts it, the ‘active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief’.
The problem of cultural imperatives lies primarily in concepts that are considered
favourable turning into vehicles of control.

It is thus beneficial to reflect on the motives behind values imposed as cultural norms.
For example, Davies (2015, p. 6) sees the wellbeing imperative and the focus on
happiness as a mental state overriding ‘political and material problems’. Similar concerns
have been raised in several contexts that suggest the individual sphere is the solution to
social, cultural, and political problems. For example, Brunila et al. (2014; 2021) have
identified a societal trend of ‘therapeutic power’: an overall emphasis on therapeutic –
i.e., intrinsic and individual – approaches to social and societal actions, such as education,
employment, or work. This results in the solutions to societal problems becoming
individual and personal responsibilities (Brunila et al., 2021). With regard to experiences
of MW, therapeutic power calls for caution. MW experiences form subjectively and hold
existential connotations, and meaningfulness may become an imperative in a similar vein
to wellbeing, aspects that easily may tilt the phenomenon of MW into becoming the
responsibility of the employee. In order to be wary of this therapeutic power as it relates
to employee experiences of MW, it is essential firstly to understand the factors at various
levels that influence MW (Lysova et al., 2019) and secondly to include the phenomenon
of meaningless work (MLW) in examinations and discussions of MW. Experiences of
MLW may hold important information about the structural and societal factors
influencing experiences of non-functional work.

Moreover, it is necessary to understand the implications resulting from the imperative of
wellbeing and happiness in the context of work and organisations. Wellbeing, happiness,
and meaningfulness at work have been discussed critically in terms of identifying the
‘dark side of meaningful work’ (Bunderson and Thompson, 2009; Michaelson et al.,
2014; Allan et al., 2018a). MW has been seen to play a role in problems with, for example,
the ‘new corporate enclosure movement’ (Fleming 2014; Tourish 2018, p. 337);
management of meaning (Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009); the agency–control debate
(ibid, Tourish, 2018); burnout (Bailey et al., 2019b; Jones et al., 2018); issues of socio-
economic privilege (Autin and Allan, 2020); and existential indifference (Schnell et al.,
2013).

The new corporate enclosure movement, management of meaning, and the agency–
control debate all refer to similar tensions between personal, subjective, and even
existential MW experiences and their working-life contexts. Yeoman et al. (2019, p. 5)
note that, unlike any other construct in organisational studies, the construct of
meaningfulness involves the whole person, which calls for an essential sensitivity around
the subject. The new corporate enclosure movement raises concerns about incorporating
all human experiences as factors of, for example, work-related wellbeing (Fleming, 2014;
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Tourish, 2018). In the context of MW, meaningful experiences drawing from personal
and existential contemplations exist in a similarly fraught area. Management of meaning
conceptualizes a problematic relationship between the aim to ‘provide and manage
meaning through leadership or organisational culture’ and the intrinsic human ‘will to
meaning’, which does not necessarily correlate with managerial or organisational notions
of meaning (Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009, p. 491). This dilemma is also
conceptualised as the ‘agency–control debate’, in which the intrinsic will to meaning is
seen as a key element of human agency and the aim to manage it a potentially harmful
control that could lead to undermining authentic employee experiences of meanings in a
managerial pursuit of ‘the creation of shared meanings’. Furthermore, meanings may
emerge from non-managed domains, such as resistance. (Ibid., Tourish, 2018, p. 331).
Bailey and Madden have further conceptualised the problematics of managerial aims to
provide meaning as ‘existential control’ of employees that extends to ‘managing the soul’
(Bailey et al., 2017).

In addition, the problematics of experiencing MW are seen as entailing a heightened
possibility of burnout and excessiveness of work, which may be detrimental to other
sources of meaningfulness in life (Bailey et al., 2019b). The concept of MW is seen as
entailing privilege, as studies point out that MW is sought after and desired across socio-
economic groups but access to it is limited for those in less privileged socio-economic
groups (Autin and Allan, 2020). Finally, it is important to raise the concept of ‘existential
indifference’: the argument that questions of meaning are not important to all people, and
some may be disinterested in the topic (Schnell, 2010; Schnell et al., 2013; Tommasi et
al., 2020).

Some research has suggested authenticity as a counterbalance to the pitfalls of
meaningfulness and the phenomenon of MW. In line with the problems of existential
control and labour, research has suggested that interventions in work-related wellbeing
may backfire if not experienced as authentic by the employees (Lyubomirsky and Fritz,
2017). Thus, understanding employee experiences, how they may emerge, and ways of
inquiring about them are essential to supporting MW. For instance, research has proposed
that critical and conscious discussions about access or barriers to MW may increase a
sense of agency in one’s environment and thus lead to positive career outcomes (Autin
and Allan, 2020; Diemer, et al., 2017; Diemer and Hsieh, 2008).

2.2 Meaningless work (MLW)

The definitions of meaningless work (MLW) are as varied as the definitions of MW. Lips-
Wiersma and Morris (2009) characterize meaninglessness as follows: ‘When someone
experiences his or her life as meaningless, this is a subjective experience of the
purposefulness or existential significance of one’s life being diminished. Meaningless
work is often associated with apathy and detachment from one’s work’ (p. 492; see also
May et al., 2004). They point out that MLW arises in conditions where meaning is
controlled, substituted, and no longer authentic (p. 494).
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Attention to MW has eclipsed MLW in previous research, and there appears to be even
less consensus regarding the definitions of MLW than those of MW. Prior studies have
noted a lack of empirical knowledge in understanding the absence of meaningfulness
(Lepisto and Pratt, 2017) and a need to study meaninglessness alongside meaningfulness
to discover those organisational characteristics that either support or suppress MW
through individual experiences (Lips-Wiersma and Morris; 2009; Lips-Wiersma and
Wright, 2012). The outcomes of MLW are seen as severe: alienation, illbeing, and sense
of worthlessness, and furthermore societal inequality and organisational inefficiency
(Steger et al., 2013; Bailey and Madden, 2019; Ariely et al., 2008; Veltman, 2016;
Graeber, 2018).

Lepisto and Pratt (2017) characterise meaninglessness as the absence of meaningfulness.
They have developed a dual conceptualisation of realisation and justification
perspectives, which define meaningfulness through core problems and the solutions the
conceptualisations suggest. The realisation perspective proposes that meaningfulness
arises as self-realisation, and ‘fulfilment of needs, motivations, and desires associated
with self-actualization’ (ibid., p. 104). In this perspective, the core problem that hinders
meaningfulness is alienation, which is caused by working conditions that entail constraint
and limited autonomy (ibid., p. 105) and can be addressed by enriching work with
conditions that enable self-realisation. The justification perspective proposes a different
core problem as inducing meaninglessness and annihilating meaningfulness: the
experience of anomie, in which one questions the value and worthwhileness of one’s
work: i.e. ‘why is my work worth doing?’ Meaning-making that opens new insights into
accounts of value, or justification, can address this core problem and add to MW (ibid.,
p. 108).

Previous research indicates that experiences of meaninglessness occur across occupations
(Bailey and Madden, 2016; Bailey et al., 2017; 2019a). Experiences of MLW are seen as
resulting from experiences of powerlessness, undervaluation, self-doubt, and lack of
connection to others. Similarly, Mercurio (2020) emphasises relationality and ‘being
controlled or influenced by other people’ as resulting in MLW experiences in stigmatised
occupations. MLW is seen as resulting in negative emotions, such as disappointment,
anger, and cynicism, as well as in fatigue and problems with motivation and engaging
with one’s work (Bailey et al., 2017; Chadi et al., 2017). Studies also emphasise that
whereas experiences of MW are individually formed, experiences of MLW are often a
response to poor management (Bailey and Madden, 2016; Lips-Wiersma and Morris,
2009).

Bailey et al. (2017) suggest MLW is an erosion of meaningful experiences that is caused
by a need to engage in the ‘existential labour’ that is a response to efforts in managing
meaning experienced as inauthentic. When organisational efforts aiming at inducing or
enhancing meaningfulness at work are experienced as misaligned with the employee’s
own perceived meaningfulness, the dissonance may cause negative responses, including
anger, cynicism, replacing authentic emotions with ones presumed acceptable for one’s
working-role expectations, and stress (Bailey et al., 2017; Leidner, 2006; Cartwright and
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Holmes, 2006; Mesmer-Magnus et al., 2012). Existential labour is manifested as deep or
surface existential acting, which means that the employee either ‘internalizes the
meaningfulness mandated by the organisation’ or ‘acts in accordance with the
organizational expectations’ (Bailey et al, 2017, p. 422). The authenticity of experienced
meaningfulness at work is key to avoiding existential acting. Authenticity may be
hindered by any variety of job-related, organisational, and/or societal factors, such as
‘insecure jobs, reward systems that focus on the alignment with values, CSR initiatives
that are not aligned with what is personally meaningful to employees, control and
surveillance and strong employee branding…[and] a discrepancy between espoused and
enacted organizational values or between their personal values and those of the
organization’ (ibid., p. 424).

In a later study, Bailey and Madden (2019) take a relational approach to discussing
meaninglessness at work. They conducted an empirical study of 45 employees in various
occupations using a narrative approach, analysing stories about moments when the
subjects found their work meaningless and how they placed themselves in these narratives
from a relational viewpoint. They name this process emplotment: ‘a relational process
whereby people construct biographical coherence and significance through integrating
narratives based on their experiences and interactions with others’ (p. 3). The findings
indicate that meaninglessness arises in relational processes characterised by
powerlessness, disconnection, devaluation, and self-doubt. They further list agential
coping strategies that employees use to confront experiences of meaninglessness:
responsibility-taking to change the situation if possible; resistance; acceptance of the
situation; distancing oneself from the source of the meaninglessness; minimising the
importance of one’s meaningless experience; and devaluing the person or a group whose
opinion caused the meaninglessness to emerge. They further state these coping strategies
help employees either reduce or reinstate experiences of meaninglessness. Yet these
strategies are not available to all employees in all occupations, which suggests the
experience of meaninglessness is particularly ‘stratified’. (Bailey and Madden, 2019, p.
5.)

2.3 MW as an interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic factors

2.3.1 Interaction of individual and context in MW experiences

The relationship between lived experiences of MW and the systems that surround them
is a significant emerging area of MW research: a variety of factors contribute to employee
experiences of MW, and there is a critical need to move beyond understanding MW
experiences individually (Lysova et al., 2019; Bailey et al., 2019a). Taking a look at the
factors that influence employee experiences also expands the implications MW may have
in terms of societal questions and sustainability issues.

Lysova et al. (2019) conducted a multilevel review of the MW literature, grounding the
study in the argument that individual experiences arise from the interplay of factors at the
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levels of the individual, the job, the organisation, and society as a whole. In parsing these
factors, they discuss how organisations may account for and promote MW experiences.
Their study contributes to MW research by creating an integrative multilevel framework
of factors that foster MW. In this framework, each factor exists in an interactive
relationship with the other factors (see Fig. 4). The study suggests that MW and its
fostering should be studied as a system of factors interacting and relating to each other.
If these factors are to be tapped in organisational efforts to foster MW experiences,
organisational strategies may create an environment that facilitates finding meaning at
work, but these strategies need to be perceived as authentic and honest by employees
(Bailey et al., 2019).

This integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW is structured on four levels: the
individual level, the job level, the organisational level, and the societal level. This
framework will be used to structure the findings in this dissertation. Figure 4 presents the
integrative multilevel framework of MW and the essential factors at each level.

Figure 4: An integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW. Adapted from Lysova et al.
(2019).

Individual factors

Firstly, MW experiences are supported by a person – job fit, an alignment between the
individual and the job (Edwards, 1991). As organisations are by definition a collection of
interacting and interdependent individuals striving towards a ‘common explicit purpose
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or goal’ according to a certain structure, hierarchy of authority and responsibility (Schein,
1980, p. 15; Duncan, 1978; Chell, 1987), it is evident that an individual with a purpose
very divergent from the organisational purpose may struggle to find purposeful work in
said organisation – think a vegan in a butcher shop. Individual purposes are rarely formed
simply and one-dimensionally, and work carries a range of meanings, i.e., ‘perceptions
or interpretations of elements in one’s environment’ (Lysova et al., 2019, p.375) above
and beyond the individual’s effort to realise the organisation’s purposes – therefore MW
may occur despite the degree of person – job fit.

Lysova et al. (2019, p. 377) characterise the individual level as consisting of ‘dispositional
signatures’ such as extroversion, conscientiousness, and neuroticism, which have a
negative influence on MW, and positive affective disposition, job performance, and
signature strengths that influence MW positively. In addition, the individual level
contains characteristic adaptations, such as intrinsic motivation, volition to carry out
one’s work, and motivations of service and the greater good. Finally, factors at the
individual level include personal narratives in the form of shared experiences, work that
fosters autonomy, and work that syncs with one’s identity. Within personal narratives,
seeking and finding coherence between disparate work-related experiences is key to
sense-making of and deriving meaning from one’s work. A profound understanding of
one’s work-related narratives is found to associate with MW experiences. (Lysova et al.,
2019.)

Job-level factors

In the integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW, job-level factors consist of the
type, quality, and amount of work, and safe and fair working conditions. Particularly in
white-collar jobs, these job-level factors contribute positively to MW, whereas
underemployment or limited developmental resources exert a negative influence on the
experience of MW (Duffy et al., 2017; Allan et al., 2017). Job design also plays a role in
MW experiences: the inherent characteristics of the job and the possibility to shape them
contribute positively to MW.

Organisation-level factors

Organisations hold great potential in the ability to foster MW. However, it is important
that organisations distinguish between ‘enabling opportunities for meaningfulness
creation’ and ‘management of meaning’ and focus on the former (Lips-Wiersma and
Morris, 2009).

According to Lysova et al. (2019), the organisational level of fostering MW involves
firstly transformational, ethical, and empowering leadership, where leaders represent
‘architects of meaning’ in the work community and communicate the organisational
mission to employees. Secondly, an organisational culture that is innovative and
supportive and integrates elements of an ethical culture has a positive impact on MW,
whereas hierarchical cultures have been found to be detrimental to MW. Thirdly,
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organisational practices that promote engagement and development, such as corporate
social responsibility and corporate volunteering, positively influence experiences of MW.
Finally, the organisational context includes the social context of work, which consists of
good relationships and a healthy social–moral climate at the workplace. (Lysova et al.,
2019.)

Notwithstanding the paradoxical nature of MW (see Chapter 2.1.2), Bailey et al. (2019a)
suggest that MW may be fostered in organisations by shaping employee experiences.
Experiences of MW may be fostered by means of job design, human relations
management, organisational values and culture, and leadership. Building ‘less structured
and more qualitative systems’ within an organisation may support employees’ personal
development and self-realisation by creating arenas that enable ‘self-reflection and open
pathways to understanding meaning’ – all aspects of organisational culture. (Ibid., p.
494.)

Other studies have noted that leaders do not carry responsibility for MW, but MW is
nevertheless related to leadership (Lysova et al., 2019; Bailey and Madden, 2016).
Frémeaux and Pavageau (2020) expand on this notion by suggesting a mode of strategy
for leadership: leaders should not take responsibility for attempts to create and search for
shared meaning within the organisation (and thereby avoid the imposition of managerial
control) but instead develop awareness of their own experiences of MW and
understanding of the interwoven nature of those experiences with employee experiences.
They call this process the ‘dynamics of meaningfulness’. The same study lists
‘meaningfulness components’ that leaders identified in their work: moral exemplarity,
awareness of their own work and actions, personal and professional support, a spirit of
community, shared commitment, and a positive attitude towards people and situations.
(Ibid.)

Society-level factors

Of all the factors that foster MW, those at the societal level are the least studied (Lysova
et al., 2019). Such factors include access to decent work in terms of safe working
conditions, access to health care, adequate compensation for one’s work, working hours
that allow free time and rest, and the opportunity to match organisational, cultural, and
family values with one’s work. In addition, the societal level entails cultural norms seen
to contribute to the experience of MW: the authors identify an emphasis on individual
fulfilment and wellbeing that is enabled in the context of one’s working life as such
contemporary cultural norm (ibid.).

Lips-Wiersma et al. (2020) underline the strong relation between ethical organisational
practices and MW. They see ethical organisational practices as consisting of fairness,
responsible leadership, and ‘worthy work’. Worthy work is defined as being subjectively
aligned with the employee’s values, but also as work that has independent value in the
surrounding society, for example work that fulfils the requirements of corporate social
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responsibility or a positive business–society relationship. They also refer to definition of
worthy work by Ciulla, likening an objective list (2012, p. 127):

‘They are jobs in which people help others, alleviate suffering, eliminate
difficult, dangerous or tedious toil, make someone healthier and happier,
aesthetically or intellectually enrich people, or improve the environment in
which we live. All work that is worthy does at least one of these things in
some big or small way.’

Through this ethical emphasis, Lips-Wiersma et al. (2020) caution against over-
individualising experiences of MW, and their ethical view of worthy work broadens
organisational practices to encompass the surrounding society as well.

2.3.2 Relational aspects in and social construction of MW

Recent studies have emphasised the need to study the relationality and social construction
of MW. Social construction refers to an epistemological scientific stance that argues
reality is a social agreement constructed, produced, maintained and transformed through
social interactions between people. Language is a central means for social construction.
(Anttila, 2017; Berger and Luckmann, 1966). With respect to this epistemology, Graeber
suggests, that the world and its’ ways is created by people, and thus transforming it is also
possible for and by people (Graeber, 2015).

Discussions of the social construction of MW experiences and perceptions is rather recent
in the context of MW studies (Yeoman et al., 2019). Scholars have called for
examinations of the interactions between subjective MW experiences and the wider
significance of these experience in terms of ‘self, others, organization, and society’ (ibid.,
p. 5). It thus becomes necessary to integrate the intrasubjective (i.e., intrinsic and
individual) and intersubjective (i.e., social and relational) as well as subjective and
objective dimensions of MW. These aspects include, for example, acknowledgement of
the affective and emotional aspects of work as well as the organisational and institutional
settings that allow meaning-making processes regarding the things of value in one’s work
to take place. (Ibid.)

Constructivist approaches to MW have been embedded in previous studies, especially in
thematic identifications of the antecedents of MW. Relational and social construction of
MW is seen to happen via ‘unity with others’ and ‘serving others’ (Lips-Wiersma and
Wright, 2012); interactional meaningfulness in connection to others and task
meaningfulness in connection to the work’s relation to the world (Bailey and Madden,
2016); and connection and contribution to other people (Pavlish and Hunt, 2012). In the
study of MLW experiences, Bailey and Madden (2019) found the experiences and coping
strategies associated with them were relational processes. They used the concept of
‘netdoms’, taken from sociology, to describe ‘intersecting socio-cultural realms of
experience, or different but overlapping and entangled social networks and domains,
which are simultaneously a source of ambiguity and meaning’ (Bailey and Madden, 2019,
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p. 2; Fontdevila et al., 2011). Netdoms influence the perceptions of value of one’s work
due to social comparisons and interaction. In other words, what people consider
meaningful in their work is either strengthened or questioned in interactions with the
netdoms in which they participate. Bailey and Madden conclude that when one’s personal
perception is strengthened in a particular netdom, a sense of belonging and recognition
and thus highlighted meaningfulness results, whereas if it is questioned or denied, it may
result in sensing otherness, alienation, and, thus, meaninglessness (Bailey and Madden,
2019; Nair and Vohra, 2009).

Less research has concentrated on the social construction of MW processes, as MW
experiences are seen to exist mostly in the individual, subjective domain (Bailey et al.,
2019). Yet, as the paradoxical quality of MW suggests, MW experiences also occur due
to intersubjective, societal, and cultural relations, norms, and contexts, which suggests a
greater need to understand the social construction of MW processes, including the social,
interactional, and relational qualities of working life that may generate meaningfulness,
such as mutual respect (Yeoman et al., 2019; Bailey and Madden, 2016; 2017; 2019).

2.4 Facilitating and supporting MW

As stated, MW has various benefits and is widely sought-after at levels from the
individual to organisational (Pratt and Ashforth, 2003). But how can MW be supported
in the workplace? Research has identified a dilemma concerning promotion and
management of MW: management of MW is seen as happening at the individual level of
existential considerations, and as a result, ‘management of meaning’ risks being
perceived by employees as emotional and existential control (Lips-Wiersma and Morris,
2009; Lips-Wiersma et al., 2020). Attempts to manage meaning may also destroy and
undermine the authentic experiences employees have attached meaning to, which, as in
the case of resistance, may originally be of unmanaged origins (Tourish, 2019, p. 331).
Authenticity is a critical element of efforts to support meaning. According to Bailey and
Madden (2017), inducing meaning experienced by employees as inauthentic not only
‘erodes’ their individual, authentically experienced MW but leads to ‘existential labour’
that accelerates MLW and may result in alienation. In summary, studies propose that
practices fostering MW and management – or even manipulation – of meaning may be
perilously close to one another and call for critical examination of ethics (Lips-Wiersma
et al., 2020; Michaelson et al. 2014; Bailey and Madden, 2016).

It is critical to keep these concerns in mind when facilitating organisational processes
aiming at developing or supporting MW. Overall, the previous literature recognizes a gap
between MW research and the practical development of ‘a coherent and cohesive set’ of
meaningful interventions ‘grounded in robust theory or an evidence-based approach’.
And yet previous interventional studies offer promising directions for models of
facilitating meaningfulness-based development activities in the workplace. (Fletcher and
Schofield, 2019, p. 8; Bailey et al., 2018.)
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Theoretically, Pratt and Ashforth (2003) identify a set of organisational practices that
foster MW in the contexts of meaningfulness in work, which refers to enriching task
attributes (‘doing’), meaningfulness at work, which refers to enriching work-community
membership and joining the occupational and organisational context (‘being’), and
transcendence, which refers to enriching both. These dimensions correspond to those in
the CMWS, which organises MW on the continuums of being–doing and self–others
(Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2009; Lips-Wierma and Morris, 2012). Thory (2016) found
the CMWS framework empirically functional in interpreting how leaders and managers
started to perceive work as meaningful in an emotional intelligence training context.

Experimental studies have shown that perceiving one’s work as benefitting others also
resulted in experiencing it as more meaningful, which implies that meaningfulness may
be increased at work by, for example, discussions of how one’s work ‘helps others or
contributes to greater good’, identifying these experiences in detail, or focusing on
executing tasks viewed as benefitting others (Allan et al., 2018, p. 10). Furthermore,
artistic interventions have been shown to foster MW experiences in the categories of
developing the self, developing relationships, service to others, and contributing to
something of value – and yet the same study does not emphasise artistic interventions as
an instrumental way of increasing meaning at work, but instead stresses the opportunities
for learning from experiences that management may well encourage (Berthoin-Antal et
al., 2018). Questionnaire-based studies have provided evidence that opportunities for self-
development and learning may reinforce meaningfulness (Bailey et al., 2018; Fletcher,
2016; Fletcher and Schofield, 2019).

One field intervention study aimed specifically at developing MW through self-reflection
and awareness of the purpose of roles, a sense of identity within the organisation, and
reinforcing relationality to construct a ‘shared sense of meaningfulness’, categories drawn
from Pratt’s and Ashforth’s (2003) theoretical study (Fletcher and Schofield, 2019, p. 9).
In the interventions, employees reflected on past MW experiences, set MW goals for the
future in terms of having an impact at the workplace, and evaluated the fulfilment of past
goals. Statistical results showed that these interventions ‘significantly increased levels of
meaningfulness, employee engagement, and personal initiative’ (p. 27).

In the interview section of the same study, the results revealed issues on different levels
the interviewees saw as relevant in their experiences of the intervention. At the micro-
level, interviewees saw motivational, ability, and skill issues as having an impact on the
intervention experience. At the meso-level, team climate and in-group relations and the
role of managers emerged as relevant, and social influence was seen as key to
meaningfulness implementation in the workplace. Embedding meaningfulness
interventions within HRM practices and organisational culture also emerged as a meso-
level influencer of MW. At the macro-level, interviewees saw the broader socio-political
and economic climate as influencing their perceptions of meaningfulness. All of these
contextual factors should be taken into account when designing MW interventions or
trying to foster MW at the workplace through, for instance, management practices.
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All these models for interventions aimed at making work more meaningful indicated that
understanding employee experiences of meaning within the organisation is critical. In a
paradoxical way (as proposed by Bailey et al., 2019), experiences of MW are subjective
and personal but hold valuable information about the organisational context and the
quality of work in more general cultural and socio-political spheres.

Examining MW through a temporal lens, Tommasi et al (2020) have identified another
‘dual nature’ of MW: MW is both a permanent mindset and an episodic and thus shifting
experience influenced by factors at three levels – the individual, work, and organisational,
and contextual and socio-political levels. Based on this framing, they propose MW
interventions should be facilitated in a way that aims to align MW development aims with
employee expectations through both episodic and permanent MW views of the
individuals and contextual factors (Bailey et al., 2018; Fletcher and Schofield,
2019; Yeoman et al., 2019). In addition to intervention approaches in facilitating and
fostering MW at workplaces, studies have also seen ethical antecedents of fairness and
worthy work, especially work with a positive business–society relationship as influencing
MW (Lips-Wiersma, 2019).

2.5 MW and social sustainability

The concepts of MW and social sustainability can be seen as essentially interconnected:
social sustainability in the workplace is reflected in concerns about the quality and
conditions of work as illustrated by the Rana Plaza disaster of 2013, when the collapse of
the Rana Plaza sweatshop killed or injured thousands of workers (Chowdhury, 2017).
Although the case may seem remote in comparison to workplace issues in Western
societies, they are relevant in terms of understanding the spectrum of decent, worthy, and
meaningful work. As formulated by Lips-Wiersma (2019, p. 425), the central question
regarding MW and social sustainability is: ‘How, through meaningful paid and unpaid
work, do we rebuild economic, social and political systems to support the good life for
all?’.

According to the theoretical notions presented in this chapter, it is important to note that
MW and eudaimonic wellbeing – and especially MLW and the resulting alienation – are
seen as being influenced not only by individual factors, but by a variety of social,
organisational, and societal factors as well. Consequently, MW and eudaimonic
wellbeing may be seen as building blocks for making organisations and societies more
sustainable, supporting ‘the good life for all’ (ibid.). MW and eudaimonic wellbeing are
not, thus, issues that impact individuals and their wellbeing alone but are an important
factor of social sustainability, when defined as the societal ability to provide fulfilment
of human needs and satisfying ways of living, such as meaningfulness. Thus, MW may
be defined as a novel and necessary human and societal capital that, at its best, contributes
to broader sustainability issues as the main elements of wellbeing are reframed in terms
of a meaningful life rather than material abundance (Salonen, 2020).
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Vallance et al. (2011) present a three-fold definition of social sustainability by
distinguishing a variety of interrelated social aspects and how they contribute to
sustainable development. Firstly, ‘development sustainability’ refers to, for example,
addressing basic needs, facilitation of social capital, and supporting justice. The concept
draws from the definition of sustainable development provided in the Brundtland report,
which states sustainable development ‘meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (Brundtland,
1987, p. 40). This definition is concerned with fulfilment of needs from the very basic,
such as housing, safety, nutrition, and healthcare, to ‘higher-order’ ones, such as
employment, education, equity, and justice. Furthermore, development sustainability is
associated with social capital, social inclusion, and social cohesion. (Vallance et al.,
2011.)

Secondly, ‘bridge sustainability’ is conceptualised as the positive outcomes resulting
from sustainable bio-physical and social conditions that make people actively contribute
to, for example, environmental issues (Vallance et al., 2011, Chiu, 2003). Vallance et al.
(2011) further distinguish these conditions into non-transformative and transformative
approaches: non-transformative approaches refer to traditional and limited ways of
participating in and contributing to change that remains incremental, such as ‘adopting
technological innovations rather than changes in lifestyles of beliefs’ or basing decisions
on seemingly objective knowledge without assessing values, emotions, and ethics beyond
the decision making. Transformative approaches, on the other hand, refer to socially
constructing, renewing, and ‘re-imagining’ our relationships with the ‘environment, non-
humans, and other humans’. Transformative approaches require critical thinking around
philosophies, values, worldviews, and cultural concepts regarding ways of being in the
world. (Vallance et al., 2011, p. 344.)

Recently, one of the most urgent challenges to wellbeing originates in ecological
conditions; a more expansive perception of the good life involves awareness of the
interwoven nature of climate change, limited natural resources, and human activity
(Salonen and Joutsenvirta, 2018). Ecological, economic, and social sustainability are seen
as connected through the concept of bridge sustainability. According to the transformative
bridge sustainability, renewing and transforming societal values is seen as both pivotal
and possible because of the successful fulfilment of more basic needs, especially in
welfare states. (Vallance et al., 2011). Thus, on a path to more sustainable futures, the
vitality of nature is seen as the foundation of good human lives and mutual trust is seen
as a central building block of societies and their systems of work, production, and
economies (Salonen and Joutsenvirta, 2018).

Finally, ‘maintenance sustainability’ refers to the ‘traditions, practices, preferences and
places people would like to see maintained (sustained) or improved’ in various contexts,
for example quality of life or pleasant work. Yet contradictions between elements of
development, bridge sustainability, and maintenance sustainability exist, particularly in
terms of what people need and want, what is best for the bio-physical environment, and
what people want and what they need. (Vallance et al., 2011, p. 344.)
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Wellbeing is seen as a central element of social sustainability. For Rogers et al. (2012),
social sustainability means ‘meeting the needs of wellbeing’, which

‘requires providing for material, social and emotional needs, avoiding
behaviors that result in poor health, emotional distress and conflict, and
ensuring that we do not destroy the social structures (such as families and
communities), cultural values, knowledge systems and human diversity that
contribute to a vibrant and thriving human community’. (Rogers et al.,
2012, p. 3.)

In the context of social sustainability and MW, intraorganisational social sustainability is
linked to employee wellbeing. This is particularly the case in purpose-driven
organisations that aim for sustainability goals because employees are prone to experience
the effects of work intensification, troubles in work–life balance, devotion to the job, and
self-management. (Dupret and Pultz, 2021). Lee et al. (2021) define social sustainability
in organisations to conceive the human capital within the organisations as well as the
societal capital the organisation is able to further in the surrounding community. In this
aim, employees become the most valuable resource of the organisation as the most
relevant agents in contributing to societal capital and, thus, employee experiences of
authentic meaningfulness that contribute to their wellbeing represent an important
organisational asset (ibid.).

In Finland, experts have recommended introducing a new measure for subjective
wellbeing in assessments of societal development, suggesting the indicators for societal
development should consist of economic, environmental, and social or human dimensions
measured through subjective and experienced wellbeing. These multidimensional
indicators of human wellbeing should measure subjective experiences of life satisfaction,
positive and negative feelings, satisfaction of psychological needs, agency, a positive
outlook on the future, and meaningfulness, and these indicators should inform policy-
making processes (Martela and Ahokas, 2021; Martela, 2018).

2.6 The future of MW in the era of sustainability transitions

In the Nordic welfare states, the role of work is considered to have undergone a
transformation in recent decades, from providing an individual livelihood to creating
material growth and increasing gross domestic product. There seem to be clear indications
that, for privileged first-world citizens, mere pay is no longer a sufficient motivator for
work. Instead, the future is seen to be guided by a sense of meaningfulness. (Salonen,
2020; Salonen and Joutsenvirta, 201.)

Roles within work organisations have also undergone a significant change in recent
decades. The role of management has diminished, and motivational thinking based on
self-determination theory (SDT) is the mainstream approach in organisational research
and development. The emphasis on intrinsic motivation and self-determination have been
found liberating from traditional organisational hierarchies, leading to ‘new forms of
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organising’, for example self-managing organisations. (Puranam et al. 2014; Launonen et 
al., 2020; Martela, 2019). Nevertheless, this development may obscure job descriptions 
and occupational roles and fragment responsibilities.

Robotisation and digitalisation of work are crucial issues in the future of the quality of 
working life and MW. Scholars have argued that robotisation poses both threats and 
opportunities for MW. Opportunities include the possibility for employees to enhance 
skills by transferring tedious and repetitive tasks to robots and leaving employees room 
for job crafting, pursuing the worthiness and purposefulness of one’s work and 
interpersonal contact, and new forms of relatedness. Threats include a reduction of needed 
skills, challenging tasks and, thus purposefulness of work, social interaction, employee 
agency, and opportunities for job crafting as well as ethical concerns. (Smids et al., 2020.)

The quality of working life is an issue not only in work contexts, as it involves larger
systemic linkages to social, societal, political, global, and environmental development.
Previous studies have stressed the importance of working life in the search for solutions
to sustainability issues (Taipale and Houtbeckers, 2021). The transition to socially
sustainable systems will require the rethinking of ‘socio-ecological relations, in which
both social change and ecological transformation’ need attention (Griessler and Littig,
2005, p. 12). As part of this rethinking, work and social wellbeing will also need to be
reconsidered. For example, transforming work in a socially sustainable direction has
necessitated ecologisation of current jobs; creating new environmentally and socially
sound jobs that contribute to wellbeing; redistribution of work that answers to
intersectional equity; and the ‘freedom to choose from different forms of work while
being entitled to social security’. To bring about such a transformation, economic models
and the economic pillar of sustainability will need to respond compatibly. (Ibid., p. 13.)
In summary, work – especially decent and meaningful work – and work-related
wellbeing are phenomena that are under threat while at the same time offering a major
opportunity to build good working lives that contribute to sustainable change during a
period of great societal turbulence.

Relevance of eudaimonia and MW in the post-pandemic era

At the time of writing of this dissertation, the Covid-19 pandemic has caused turbulence 
and set a global turning point for numerous customs and social conventions. According 
to the World Economic Forum, the Covid-19 crisis threatens to leave the world more 
fragile and less sustainable. It is necessary to rebuild a better society after the worst global 
public health crisis in recent memory, unemployment, economic recession, and various 
consequences for human wellbeing, social equity, and the environment. On the other 
hand, the pandemic has shown that rapid and radical changes to what is considered 
essential, including in the context of work, are possible. The WEF suggests a set of actions 
named ‘the great reset’ as the solution for rebuilding. The great reset would include 
markets aiming at fairer outcomes, investments that promote sustainability and equality, 
and the utilisation of innovations for the public good. The role of regulating governments
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and the private sector engaging in the transformation is seen as essential in this rebuilding.
(World Economic Forum, 2021.)

However, some scholars see the need to reach beyond the great reset and call for a more
fundamental systems change that questions the prevailing logic of the market and
proposes alternatives, such as anti-growth thinking. The change requires addressing the
root causes of environmental, social, and economic crises and repairing them through, for
example, the economics of happiness, ‘bioeconomics, and understanding the intrinsic
value of nature; participatory decision making and ethical leadership; a localization of
control of resources and employment, and a post-capitalist system change that values
ecology over economy’.  (Systems Change Alliance, 2021.)

Focusing on meaning is a suitable coping mechanism for times of crises (Van Tongeren
and Green, 2010; Van Tongerem and Showalter, 2021), and thus MW and eudaimonic
wellbeing may represent a relevant process for post-pandemic rebuilding and systemic
transition. They must be considered valuable resources for social change towards better
working life, that, however, are at stake even if our systems change, or even if the great
reset fails – or if working circumstances are experienced as too insecure or meaningless
in turbulent times.

The dual possibility of eudaimonia and MW is also described in the ecosocial approach
to wellbeing, where meaningfulness in different contexts of human life is seen as
renewing societies by deliberately reorienting thought patterns and behaviour in the
direction of what is truly important. This is, however, not an easy or straightforward task,
as shifting individual thought patterns and promoting certain values happen under the
influence of various power structures. (Salonen and Konkka, 2015.) Critically inclined
scholarly discussions have emphasised the need for institutional (i.e., ‘economic, political
and normative’) reforms to renew the power structures underlying individual possibilities
to focus on what people consider important – practical examples include, for example, a
citizens’ income (Yeoman et al., 2019, p. 3; Bregman, 2017), which would in turn
facilitate a focus on meaningfulness in insecure times.
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Methods
The methodology of this research combines phenomenological approach to qualitative
methodology. The phenomenological approaches used in this dissertation are rooted in
the epistemology of the interpretive philosophical paradigm. Phenomenological thinking
lays the foundation for much qualitative research, and in this instance qualitative
approaches were determined to be best suited to investigating the research questions.
Qualitative research approaches are characterised as ‘loosely structured, emergent and
inductively grounded’ (Miles et al., 2014, p. 19) approaches appropriate to studying real-
life, subjective, and socially constructed phenomena, such as participants’ lived
experiences of MW and MLW.

Figure 5 illustrates the relation between the methodological choices made regarding the
dissertation sub-studies and the overall epistemology guiding those choices.

Figure 5: The methods used in each sub-study and overall dissertation methodologies.
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3.1 Methodology

Interpretive philosophies highlight the nature of knowledge as something that cannot be
grasped solely through objectivity or observation. Perceptions, which always require an
initial sense-based impulse, develop through understanding or interpreting the
phenomenon being perceived, as seen in Figure 6 below. This process of interpretation
interceding between a phenomenon being perceived and the resulting perception is central
to interpretive philosophies. (Hatch and Yanow, 2003.)

Figure 6: Perception is shaped through interpretation. (Adapted from Hatch and Yanow, 2003).

In phenomenological approaches, a process being studied is defined in terms of event–
experience (the thing that happens), mind or consciousness (the thing interceding; also
conceptualised in terms of lens, worldview, frame, or paradigm), and understanding (the
interpretation) (ibid., 66), as presented in Figure 7 below. This conceptualisation
illustrates how knowledge about a phenomenon (such as employee experiences of MW
or eudaimonia) forms, and how inquiries into the phenomenon might be approached.
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Figure 7: The process of making meaning of events and experiences. (Adapted from to Hatch
and Yanow, 2003).

There is a distinct similarity between the epistemological approach applied in this
dissertation and the phenomenological methodologies considered useful for studying the
richness and depth of human experience. An established methodology for studying human
experience, phenomenology focusses on the internal and social realms at play in
experiencing and constructing meanings of experiences: ‘the human science of lived
experience in the world’, as put by Van Manen (1990). Furthermore, phenomenology is
the philosophical basis of many qualitative research methodologies (Nicholls, 2019).

Phenomenology focusses on peoples’ lived experiences and in-depth understanding of
them (Landridge, 2007; Kafle, 2011). A phenomenological approach combines
psychology and social sciences through describing mental states and the ways in which
they construct social phenomena. It also requires qualitative methods to reveal how
people construct meanings of their experiences as part of their ever-changing
connectedness to the world: meanings for what is experienced and how. (Guba and
Lincoln, 1994; Huhtinen and Tuominen, 2020; Neubauer, 2019, p. 91; Soule and
Freeman, 2019.) And indeed, over the last 30 years, phenomenology has been a
commonly applied research methodology in the organisational sciences, especially in the
study of workplace wellbeing and work-related experiences (Huhtinen and Tuominen,
2020).

In its emphasis on interpretation, this method can also be described as hermeneutical (van
Manen, 1990; Dahlberg and Dahlberg, 2019). The hermeneutical interpretive approach is
central to organisational applications of phenomenology, where collective understanding
and meaning-making becomes important (Huhtinen and Tuominen, 2020). Within
collective actions, understandings are inevitably constructed via interpretations.
Construction of collective meanings and the ways in which they are understood calls for
dialogue and an awareness of the interpretation taking place. Therefore, hermeneutical
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phenomenology is a functional framework for studying meaningfulness and
meaninglessness not only as individual experiences, but also as they are understood in
relation to the integral framework for fostering MW that underpins this dissertation
(Lysova, 2019, see chapter 2.3.1). As hermeneutic phenomenology aims to understand
how people construct meanings of their experiences and how they are both influenced by
and influencers of social phenomena, it is a suitable framework for studying peoples’
experiences in the organisational and societal domains.

3.2 Data collection methods

In order to study the richness of the human experience, including its ‘unique, contextual,
and relational aspects’, phenomenologists suggest using thick methods and ‘non-
methods’ that open pathways to ‘flexible, pliable, sensitive and creative’ understandings.
This dissertation aims to capture these understandings by applying a mix of
methodological tools to explore the meanings people give their experiences. (Dahlberg et
al., 2001, p. 333.) This required the development and application of data collection
methods specific to each sub-study, which explains the wide variety of data collection
methods appearing in this dissertation.

This variety of data collection methods was used for several reasons: firstly, four of the
five sub-studies took place within the context of broader development projects. The
methods were developed to engage a diverse sample in collective development processes
with as little hierarchy as possible. Secondly, the methods were designed to offer a range
of ways of capturing varying attitudes, everyday realities, and experiences and to facilitate
dialogue. Thirdly, in each sub-study, these methods used were developed to meet the
specific objectives and constraints of the sub-study; the author’s professional background
in applied drama and theatre was an important resource here. Finally, as the overall
objective was phenomenological in terms of capturing experiences and observing them
from a variety of angles, the data collection methods were designed to enable different
forms and ways of thinking about them (Dahlberg and Dahlberg, 2001).

This chapter divides the various data-collection methods used into three categories:
participative inquiry, arts-based and contemplative methods, and narrative methods.

Participative inquiry

Participative inquiry generally refers to approaches such as participatory action research,
co-operative inquiry, and action inquiry (Reason, 1994). The guiding principle in
participative inquiry is an orientation towards action and inclusion of the members of the
communities involved in the research: an emphasis on research with people, rather than
on them (Reason, 1994; Heron and Reason, 2001; 2006). In this dissertation, those
communities were work communities and their members, individuals who were
pondering their own jobs and work-related experiences. Participative inquiry was the
main data collection method used in Sub-studies I and IV.
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A method developed by Heron and Reason (2001; 2006), co-operative inquiry represents
a central approach to participative inquiry. Co-operative inquiry is further described in
Sub-study IV. During data collection, co-operative inquiry was organised around the
integration of different types of knowing: propositional, practical, experiential, and
presentational (Heron and Reason, 2001).  These different types of knowledge are
considered a central epistemological stance in co-operative inquiry, in which cycles of
inquiry delve into these different types of knowledge and construct over one another, all
the while influencing the methods used (ibid.).

Propositional knowing is the type of knowing considered ‘traditional’ and is based on
cognitive phenomena such as ‘words and concepts’. Practical knowing, on the other hand,
is based on and demands the use of ‘intrapsychic, interpersonal, political, and
transpersonal’ skills. Experiential knowing refers to knowledge gained through
encounters with people and phenomena. Presentational knowing refers to the type of
knowledge that emerges from aesthetic experiences. (Ibid., p. 179.)

Sub-study I brought contemplative and arts-based creative methods into the framework
of participative inquiry to capture the different types of knowing. Contemplative data
collection techniques are described in greater detail later in this chapter and in Sub-studies
I, II, IV and V. The creative arts-based data collection method used in the Sub-study I
was applied improvisation, which supported the study’s participative aims through its
principle of categorical acceptance of the ideas that emerge during the process (Johnstone,
1979). Improvisation is a spontaneous method of creating performances that originated
in theatre but has been used in applied form in contexts such as education, community
and organisational development, innovation, and research (Dudeck and McClure, 2018).
The technique is seen ‘to foster the growth and/or development of flexible structures, new
mindsets, and a range of inter- and intrapersonal skills required in today’s VUCA
[volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguous] world’ (ibid., 1).

Improvisational acceptance has shown potential as a phenomenological research process
that enables thinking about possible alternatives and frees participants from uniformly
assuming or accepting one ‘truth’ (Dowler, 2019). It is, thus, an inquiry method suitable
for drawing out novel and deep insights, for shifting among diverse perspectives beyond
what is easily seen, and for eliciting ‘hidden realizations’ (Gilbertson, 2013, p. 5). The
improvisational method applied in Sub-study I appeared to broaden the participants’
thinking and release them from self-criticism, helping them to move past blocks and
welcome diverse ideas through co-creation processes. Reinforcing this view, case studies
indicate applied improvisation builds flexibility, collaboration, and responsiveness in the
context of organisational learning (Wetzel and Tint, 2019).

Arts-based and contemplative methods

In the aim of capturing experiential knowledge, arts-based and contemplative methods
were the primary data collection methods used in this dissertation. According to Polanyi
(1966; Hatch and Yanow, 2003), human knowledge extends far beyond the explicit to a
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tacit dimension (Polanyi, 1966). Arts-based and contemplative data-collection methods
facilitate making the ‘implicit explicit’, helping the unidentified take form, stating the
tacit, and bringing perceptions to consciousness through dialogical interpretations. These
methods are linked to phenomenological philosophies in that phenomenology assumes
human experience to be a vast holistic phenomenon that encompasses, for example, the
embodied and sensual spheres.  Arts-based methods are found particularly useful in the
contexts of organisational development and research, as they function as means of
acknowledging mental models and facilitate group-oriented collective learning
(Lehikoinen, 2017; Koskela, 2018).

In Sub-studies I, II, IV, and V, contemplative methods played a significant role in data
collection. Participants utilized meditative practices to come to a standstill in their day-
to-day work, observe themselves, observe their experiences, and note how they associate
what they observe with MW and workplace wellbeing. These meditative or contemplative
methods correspond to phenomenological approaches in their aim of capturing experience
by observing the human consciousness. This links to certain types of Buddhist philosophy
and psychology, which share a focus on studying consciousness by observing experience
and the different aspects of it (Nicholls, 2019).

In this dissertation, arts-based methods not only functioned as the vehicle for capturing
individual experiences during the data-collection processes but played an important role
in the dialogical and collective interpretation of employee experiences. In Sub-study V, a
parallel is drawn between arts-based methods and the research strategy of convocation.
A concept coined by Khashnabish and Haiven (2014), convocation aims at bringing
communities together to create dialogical spaces that allow ‘reflection, questioning,
debate, and empowerment’ and ‘critical self-reflection’ (ibid., p. 17) – all central aims for
arts-based learning and research (Adams and Owens, 2021). The aim is to give equal
voice to all those who find a topic important in their lives, which makes it relevant to
employees considering everyday experiences of their work. Convocation shares
similarities with ‘collective voicing’ in a ‘space for collective sharing’, a process that has
roots in arts-based methods and has been used extensively in organisational contexts
(Pässilä et al., 2015; Koskela, 2017; 2018).

Narrative methods

Sub-study III relied on narrative methods during data collection to achieve the aim of
eliciting experiential, psychological first-person accounts of moments of meaningfulness
and meaninglessness (Riessman, 2000; Squire, 2008). As this sub-study was inductive in
nature, the narratives served as a method in which the researchers interfered relatively
little in the participants’ descriptions of their lived experience (Dahlberg et al., 2011).

The narrative method chosen to serve the objective of eliciting varying perspectives on
subjective experiences was reflective writing. Used primarily in educational contexts as
a tool for experiential learning, reflective writing is becoming increasingly common as a
research method, as it allows people to creatively establish connections between various
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sets of information and thus form new perspectives on experiences or events. (Jasper,
2005.) Polkinghorne (2005) notes that, at their best, written self-reports can represent a
participant’s intensive exploration of experience.

In this case, the practice of reflective writing allowed participants to tap into their
everyday realities by reviewing, understanding, and interpreting their experiences (ibid.,
Jasper, 2005; Wald and Reis, 2010). According to Schon (1984), people involved in
activities as employees and practitioners carry within themselves vast amounts of tacit
knowledge: they ‘know more than they can say’ (p. 8 – 9; Polanyi, 1966). Reflective
writing has the capacity to capture lived experience and make the ‘implicit explicit’ (Wald
and Reis, 2010, p. 746). Furthermore, writing in the first person emphasizes the validity
of subjective experience and in this instance supported the dissertation’s inductive
orientation (Jasper, 2005).

In the same study, participants also attended collective discussions about MW and MLW,
which gave the researchers the opportunity to analyse and compare the language and
contents of the written narratives to the oral narratives. These discussions were
videorecorded and transcribed verbatim. The participants in the other sub-studies also
engaged in narrative approaches as well, for instance when participating in collective
dialogues on the topic of their day-to-day work-related experiences.

3.3 Analysis methods

The sub-studies relied on the classical methods of qualitative analysis: content, thematic,
and narrative analysis. These practices aimed at uncovering the meanings of employee
experiences reflected in the data.

Content analysis

Content analysis involves categorisation of, interpreting meanings from and recording the
instances of theme occurrence in a body of data, thus allowing for quantifying data by
qualitative means (Vaismoradi et al., 2013; Silverman, 2014; Hsieh and Shannon, 2005).
Content analysis is thus seen as providing a means for organising large and fragmented
data into simple segments (Marvasti, 2004; Silverman, 2014). However, it is important to
recognize context and its role when subjecting data to content analysis (Vaismoradi et al.,
2013; Silverman, 2014).

As the aim of this study is to understand the meanings people attach to their experiences,
those meanings were carefully considered within the context of the inquiry (Vaismoradi
et al., 2013; Dahlberg and Dahlberg, 2019). In the analysis process, this means eliciting
data in the research context of the participant’s everyday reality, the data collection
context, and the context of all the data.  (Dahlberg and Dahlberg, 2019). For example, the
meaning of the concept ‘productivity’ presumably varies across occupations. When
healthcare professionals were asked about productivity in the empirical data used in the
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sub-studies, they often characterized it as contributing to the health and wellbeing of
others (see Sub-study I). A salesperson or an artist might characterize productivity in a
very different way. According to Silverman (2013), the analytical phases of a study
should be intertwined with its data-collection phases, which is a natural context for an
inquiry into meanings to occur between the researcher and participants. Intertwining these
phases also permits analysing the contexts of interpretation already within the data-
collection process.

Content analysis was a key analytical tool used throughout the dissertation. Hsieh and
Shannon (2005) distinguish three different applications to content analysis: conventional
as the traditional, inductive form where codes are derived from the data; directed content
analysis, where a theoretical framework guides the codes; and summative content analysis
that relies, for example, on word counts. Content analysis in its conventional and classical
form was utilized in Sub-study I, where it helped identify how the participatory process
functioned from the viewpoint of the participants. A more deductive approach, directed
content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005), was used in Sub-studies II and IV. In each
case, the deductive analysis and the categories identified were based on the sub-study’s
theoretical orientation – Schwartz’s basic value approach in Sub-study II and
Fredrickson’s broaden-and-build theory in Sub-study IV. In Sub-study III, content
analysis in the summative form was used to identify syntactical procedures (Hsieh and
Shannon, 2005; Bauer and Gaskell, 2000) participants employed when talking about their
experiences and it revealed aspects of tone in the languages of meaningfulness and
meaninglessness, which in turn helped elucidate the quality of those experiences.

Thematic analysis

Thematic analysis aims at identifying patterns of meanings in data (Holloway and Todres,
2003; Braun and Clarke, 2006). According to Braun and Clarke (2006; 2014), thematic
analysis is a fundamental analytical method in qualitative research, as it utilises
identification of key meanings as the basis of data categorisation. The advantages of
thematic analysis are flexibility and ‘theoretical freedom’, which allow for rich, detailed,
and complex accounts of data to emerge (ibid., 78; Vaismoradi, 2013). Thus, thematic
analysis offers an inductive approach to examining the data.

Thematic analysis was utilised in Sub-studies III and V alongside with content analysis
to provide triangulation of analytic tools (Leech and Onwuegbuzie, 2007). The process
of thematic analysis involved classification of themes through coding, naming themes,
reviewing the themes, and distilling them into a pattern where the relationship between
the key themes was presented (Vaismoradi, 2013). According to Bauer and Gaskell
(2000), thematic analysis allows the study of semantic procedures in the data, which helps
identify the meanings behind participants’ experiences. Thus, thematic analysis offered a
way of structuring patterns of essential meanings associated with MW- and MLW-related
experiences.
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Narrative analysis

Data collection methods that rely largely on narrative meaning-making and storytelling
served to construct the basic research design for this study. Narrative analysis provides a
means for examining the structures of stories about the phenomenon being researched
(Silverman, 2014) and is useful for investigating how the themes and structures appearing
in the stories construct peoples’ experiences (Riessman, 2008; Silverman, 2014).
Riessman and Speedy (2007) further note that narrative analysis allows views into how
participants choose to make meaning of experiences when selecting the topics of their
narratives, organising, and connecting them into story sequences, and interpreting and
evaluating them to others through stories. Thus, narrative analysis may capture the
description and interpretation of experiences and the world. As these aspects are captured,
they may reveal implications as to how collective understandings construct social and
collective meanings and shape organisations. (Riessman, 2005.)

A narrative examination of eudaimonic wisdom offered an analytical framework for Sub-
study III (Bauer et al., 2019). The framework suggests that narrative meaning-making
takes place through tone, theme, and structure in storytelling. All these aspects were
analysed in the data, revealing key insights into how people relate moments of
meaningfulness and moments of meaninglessness through tone, the overarching themes
present in the narratives, and how the narratives were structured. Thus, in Riessman’s
terms (2005), narrative analysis provided a means for examining not only what was said
but how it was said and what these aspects revealed about the quality of the experiences.

Table 1 summarizes the nature of the sub-studies and the research methods used therein.

Table 1. Overall descriptions of the sub-studies.
Sub-study I Sub-study

II
Sub-study III Sub-study IV Sub-study V

Title

Participatory
design of a
social
enterprise for
rehabilitees

Meaningfully
Happy at
Work –
Pleasure and
Purpose in
Action

Moments of
Meaningfulness
and
Meaninglessness
– a qualitative
inquiry into
affective
eudaimonia at
work

’Lapsista näkee,
että me tehdään
tämä hyvin’:
Sosioemotionaalisen
hyvinvoinnin
toimintakulttuuri
päiväkodissa
[‘You can tell from
the children that we
do a good job’: A
workplace culture of
socio-emotional

Convoking
radical
imagination: The
use of arts-based
methods for
inquiry in
organizational
contexts
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wellbeing at
daycares]

Context

Mental health
and substance
abuse
rehabilitees
participating
in idea
creation for a
social
enterprise

Employees in
public dental
care, school,
and maternity
nurses in
workplace
wellbeing
workshops

Volunteer
participants from
various fields in
a focus-group
setting

Employees in early
childhood education
participating in a
research process
included in a
training process

Public healthcare
employees in
workplace
wellbeing
workshops

Number of participants

114 51 46 35 128

Data collection methods

Participative
inquiry within
a workshop
setting

Arts-based
and
contemplative
methods
within a
workshop
setting

Narrative
methods within
a focus-group
setting

Participative (co-
operative) inquiry;
arts-based and
contemplative
methods; narrative
survey

Arts-based and
contemplative
methods within a
workshop setting

Data

Original
materials
from the
workshops;
field notes
recorded by
researcher-
facilitators;
observational
data from
follow-up
work;
evaluation
interview
material

Experiential
notes written
by
participants;
field notes
and
observations
made by
researcher–
facilitators

Writings by
participants; four
hours of audio
recordings from
focus groups
transcribed
verbatim (raw
data of 24,000
words)

Narrative survey
data; documentation
from 15 team
meetings (50 pages)

Field notes and
observations by
researcher-
facilitators and
transcriptions
from workshops

Analysis
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Classical,
conventional
content
analysis

Directed
content
analysis
guided by
Schwartz’s
basic value
approach

 Summative
content analysis;
thematic
analysis;
narrative
analysis

Directed content
analysis guided by
Fredrickson’s
broaden-and-build
theory

Thematic
analysis

Contribution of the researcher

Collaborative
design of
research
methods with
the research
team,
facilitation,
co-author

Facilitation,
data analysis,
first author

Research design,
facilitation,
analysis, first
author

Research design,
facilitation in team
meetings, analysis,
first author

Research design,
facilitation,
analysis, first
author

Results
This section summarizes the five sub-studies composing the dissertation. Each sub-study
contributes to answering two to three of the research questions, as seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Relationship between research questions and sub-studies.
How do people
experience
meaningfulness,
meaninglessness and
eudaimonia at work?

How can meaningful
work be supported and
facilitated in
organisations?

How can
meaningful work
contribute to social
sustainability?

Sub-study I X X
Sub-study II X X X
Sub-study III X X
Sub-study IV X X
Sub-study V X X

Each of the sub-studies are summarized in Table 3, including title, research objectives,
main findings, contribution to the dissertation, and research questions addressed.

Table 3. Summary of the sub-study results.
Sub-study I Sub-study II Sub-study III Sub-study IV Sub-study V
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Title

Participatory
design of a
social enterprise
for rehabilitees

Meaningfully
Happy at
Work –
Pleasure and
Purpose in
Action

Moments of
Meaningfulness
and
Meaninglessness
– a qualitative
inquiry into
affective
eudaimonia at
work

’Lapsista näkee,
että me tehdään
tämä hyvin’:
Sosioemotionaal
isen
hyvinvoinnin
toimintakulttuur
i päiväkodissa
[‘You can tell
from the
children that we
do a good job’:
A workplace
culture of socio-
emotional
wellbeing at
daycares]

Convoking
radical
imagination:
The use of arts-
based methods
for inquiry in
organizational
contexts

Research objective

Presents a
participatory
design process
for a social
enterprise
mental health
and substance
abuse
rehabilitees
conceived when
ideating their
future work.

Explores
experiences of
happiness at
work through
pleasure –
purpose
principle and
aims to
understand the
values behind
them.

Examines
through a
narrative
approach how
people speak of
meaningful and
meaningless
experiences and
affective
eudaimonia at
work.

Studies how
employees
experience
socio-emotional
wellbeing in a
day-care context
and how
working culture
may support
those
experiences.

Considers arts-
based methods
in organisational
research
contexts in a
theoretical
framework of
radical
imagination.

Main findings

The process
enabled social
empowerment
and intangible
assets as capital.
Contemplation
of MW
experiences led
to new
perspectives on

Values of self-
transcendence
(universalism,
benevolence)
and self-
enhancement
(achievement)
are central in
experiences of
pleasure and

MW narratives
were about
moments of
connection,
contribution, and
conversion; they
entailed coherent
perspectivity,
dynamism, and
evaluative

Socio-emotional
wellbeing is
experienced in
eudaimonic
moments of
trust,
understanding,
and acceptance.
A work culture
of appreciation,

ABMs
contribute to
convocation of
radical
imagination in
the context of
working life by
allowing space
for critical self-
reflection and
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self,
employment,
and business
ideas.

purpose at
work.

language. MLW
narratives were
about
confinement and
expressed
emotional
complexity and
stagnation in
vivid language.

compassion, and
affectionate
caring emerged
as supporting
socio-emotional
well-being.

collective
dialogues
around re-
imagining
taken-for-
granted
phenomena. In
the process,
alienation and
MLW
experiences
were expressed
as crises of
imagination and
MLW as re-
imagining
things of value
at work.

Contribution to dissertation

Suggests ‘social
laboratories’,
emotional
toolkits, and
identifying MW
experiences as
opportunities for
developing
one’s work and
the quality of
one’s work

Presents the
values that lie
behind
meaningful
and
pleasurable
work-related
experiences.

Describes in
deep detail how
MW and MLW
are experienced.
Perspective-
taking is
identified as a
functional means
of supporting
and transforming
MW experiences
in organisational
settings.

A working
culture that
supports
experiences of
socio-emotional
wellbeing may
be identified by
dialogical
awareness
within a
working
community.
Trust,
acceptance, and
understanding
represent day-
to-day
experiences that
constitute a
working culture
of affectionate
caring.

Radical
imagination and
the strategy of
convocation
helps working
communities
expand their
perspectives on
work to include
authentically
critical
experiences of
value (MW) and
dissolving crises
of imagination
(MLW).

Research questions addressed

2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2
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4.1 Summary of sub-studies

4.1.1 Sub-Study I

Participatory design of a social enterprise for rehabilitees

Background and objectives

The first sub-study describes a participatory design process at a social enterprise in the
Päijät-Häme region of Finland. The participants in the process were mental health and
substance abuse rehabilitees and social workers from four different third-sector
organisations. The process was organised into six half-day workshops with a total of 114
rehabilitees and 10 employees participating. The aim of the process was to gather and
select business ideas in a participatory process and co-create employment the rehabilitees
found meaningful and suitable for themselves in their current situations. The project
differed from a traditional enterprise establishment process, as it did not centre on an
entrepreneur-initiator with a business idea, but rather on gathering a large number of
rehabilitees to collectively generate ideas aimed at enterprise creation and employment
for the participants.

The context of social enterprise provided a value base the participants found meaningful
for their own employment, and the employee-driven nature of social enterprises guided
the process from the beginning. Those participating in the process consisted of volunteers
motivated to create employment for themselves in collaboration with their community of
rehabilitees. Sub-study I concentrated on describing the participatory process and the
methods applied in the generation and refinement of ideas around a social enterprise. The
data consisted of workshop materials, field notes, observation, and interview data and
was analysed through content analysis.

Sub-study I addresses research questions 1 and 3: how meaningful work can be supported
and facilitated in organisations and how meaningful work can contribute to social
sustainability.

Findings

Firstly, the findings show the co-creation process enabled social empowerment among
the participants and tapped important intangible capital. The social empowerment
resulted from the participants acknowledging their whole life experience as contributing
to the ideation and being able to acknowledge the emotions present during the process.
As part of this process, participants identified past or preferred experiences of MW. The
ideation process also thus helped participants discover their internal potential.
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As a result, strengths were not thought of merely as individual personality traits or
character strengths, but also from the perspective of previous experiences and possible
future actions based on them that the participants perceived would generate MW for them
as employees of the forthcoming enterprise. The process produced a service model for
rehabilitation based on peer support. In the implementation of the idea as an enterprise,
those who participated in the ideation process demonstrated coping strategies and
increased novel goal-orientation, which can be interpreted as increased agency.

Secondly, the findings demonstrate the effectiveness of the emotional toolkits used in the
ideation process. They proved necessary in helping the rehabilitees overcome past
negative experiences of work and tackle low self-confidence around topics of
employment.  These emotional toolkits consisted of mindfulness applications such as
meditation, arts-based and dialogical methods, and techniques applied from
improvisational theatre, such as improvisational acceptance. The emotional toolkits
facilitated participant identification of relevant meaningful experiences and collective
learning from those meaningful experiences. They also enabled flow by diminishing
participants’ self-critique during ideation.

Implications

The implications of the sub-study findings are reflected against the four levels of the
integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW (Lysova et al., 2019; see page 36 of
this dissertation). Figure 8 presents the implications of the study at the levels of person,
job, organisation, and society.

Figure 8: Implications of sub-study I as applied to the integrative multilevel framework for
fostering MW.
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The findings of this study have implications at the individual level by emphasising the
impact of the co-creation process for the participants. The process led to identification of
MW experiences and dialogue around what the participants considered requirements for
and qualities of fair, worthy work. Additionally, participation in the co-creation
introduced social empowerment to the process. Emotional toolkits that elicited
experiences of MW helped participants become less self-critical and more confident
about their ideas during ideation. Furthermore, participants started showing more
confidence in their personal working abilities and agency in contributing to the process
of founding the enterprise, because of the possibility of experiencing MW rather than the
sort of work typically given to rehabilitees, for example sheltered employment. The
notion of MW being in within the participants’ reach sparked enthusiasm to participate,
which also led to empowerment around the participants’ employment prospects. The
study indicates that, at the individual level, a process that aims at identifying MW
experiences and the emotions around them could help improving corporate and
organisational cultures in relation to supporting mental health and wellbeing.

At the job level, participants discussed the type of work they found meaningful for
themselves, but also the quality of work they hoped for. The discussions provided
important feedback about the working conditions the future employees considered
requirements for decent work. Furthermore, the discussions also revealed information
about the type of work seen as not desirable: for example, participants referred repeatedly
to the simple monotonous tasks (for example, ‘packing screws in boxes’) they perceived
as typifying rehabilitee employment measures as not desirable.

At the organisational level, the organisation provided the space to discuss the creation of
the enterprise; the space allowed an emphasis on the participants’ experiences of MW.
Thus, the organisation provided a social laboratory that valued experiences of MW and
the requirements of the future employees as central to the future enterprise and facilitated
the inclusion of the participants. The employee-centeredness of social enterprises, both in
the principles of social enterprises and in the case presented in Sub-study I, provides a
road map for how a focus on employees and their notions of MW and their inclusion in
organisational decision-making increases agency around the questions of work and
employment.

Finally, at the societal level, the findings have implications for MW experiences linked
to socially sustainable work. Experiences of MW were especially relevant in considering
fair employee relations that enable agency at work that leads to social development. These
are considered important indicators of social sustainability (Vavik and Keitsch, 2010;
Brown et al., 2006). In addition, central principles of a social enterprise – benefitting the
community, action by a group of citizens, non-capitalist decision-making power,
participating in the various bodies influenced by the activity, influences, and fair
distribution of profits (Defourny and Nyssens, 2014) – contributed to seeing MW in terms
of fair work. Socially sustainable work may be based on social action provided by
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participatory co-creation and employees identifying individual, idiosyncratic aspects of 
worthy work. The emphasis on socially sustainable work at the employee interface is 
central to the logics of social enterprises, but these logics may be implemented in working 
life more broadly by recognizing the importance of participatory, employee-centered 
meaning-making processes in developing MW, which characterizes social sustainability 
in organisational contexts (Lee et al., 2021).

4.1.2 Sub-Study II

Meaningfully happy at work – Pleasure and purpose in action

Background and objectives

Sub-study II was conducted in a workshop setting for healthcare and caregiving
professionals. The study took place as a part of a project aimed at developing work
wellbeing, meaningfulness, and productivity in public healthcare in Finland’s Päijät-
Häme region. Data was collected from a total of 51 healthcare employees. The data
consisted of employees’ experiences of pleasure and purpose at work gathered via
mindfulness-based research methods and writing exercises. These methods were deemed
suitable for identifying work-related experiences and pleasurable and purposeful
moments amid the participants’ day-to-day work. The focus of inquiry was framed in
terms of ‘happiness at work’, distinguished as experiences of pleasure and purpose as
characterised via the pleasure–purpose principle. This principle states that happiness
occurs as ‘moments of pleasure and purpose over time’, and attention drawn to such
moments and balancing pleasurable and purposeful moments may make life happier and
more meaningful. (Dolan, 2014; Dolan and Kudrna, 2016.)

After the experiences of pleasure and purpose were gathered, directed content analysis 
was conducted, applying Schwartz’s theory of basic human values (1992; 2012, see 
Figure 9), which distinguishes ten basic human values reflecting culturally universal 
motivations. The ten basic values are presented as a circular structure that also illustrates 
compatibility and conflicts between the values.
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Figure 9: Experiences of pleasure and purpose experiences analysed using Schwartz’s basic
value approach. (Adapted from Schwartz, 1992; 2012).

Sub-study II answers all the research questions in this dissertation: How do people
experience meaningfulness, meaninglessness and eudaimonia at work, how can
meaningful work be supported/enhanced/facilitated within organisations, and how can
meaningful work contribute to social sustainability?

Findings

In the study, employees’ experiences of pleasure and purpose were reflected in terms of
the basic values they convey. Schwartz’s theory classifies and identifies basic values
recognized across cultures (ibid.).

The theory of basic human values adds to the understanding of MW experiences and the
values these experiences are associated with. The findings showed that experiences of
pleasure, i.e., hedonia, at work, fell firstly in the category of achievement, which
according to Schwartz builds on the defining goal of ‘personal success through
demonstrating competence according to social standards’ (2012, p. 5). In this sample,
many of the employees associated achievement as taking place through direct
engagement with patients: succeeding in helping them or seeing enhancement in their
health. Secondly, experiences of pleasure fell into the category of benevolence, which is
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based on the defining goal of ‘preserving and enhancing the welfare of those with whom
one is in frequent personal contact (the “in-group”)’ (Schwartz 2012, p. 7), or in this
instance, the work community. Thirdly, experiences of pleasure fell into the category of
universalism as defined by the aims of ‘understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and
protection for the welfare of all people and for nature’ (ibid.). In the context of a
caregiving work community, this translated into contributing to patient welfare. Rather
interestingly, experiences of pleasure contained fewer hedonic values than values of self-
transcendence and self-enhancement.

Experiences of purpose, i.e., eudaimonia, at work mostly fell into the categories of
achievement and universalism. Thus, the findings imply that values of self-enhancement
and self-transcendence lie behind day-to-day moments of MW. However, moments of
pleasurable work also mapped to the values of self-enhancement and self-transcendence.
Thus, success at the basic objectives of care work – providing care for patients – appeared
a central aspect of MW.

Implications

The implications of the sub-study findings are reflected against the various levels of the
integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW (Lysova et al., 2019). Figure 10
presents the implications of Sub-study II at the levels of person, job, organisation, and
society.

Figure 10: Implications of sub-study II as applied to the integrative multilevel framework for
fostering MW.
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At the individual level, this study emphasises the importance of fulfilling the values of
self-development and self-transcendence at work: the focus on the other and the focus on
the self. This result participates in the discussion established by, for example, Lips-
Wiersma and Wright (2012) and Rosso et al. (2010), that deems the dynamics between
the self and others central in MW experiences. Sub-study II implies that addressing this
balance may contribute significantly to experiences of MW and eudaimonia in day-to-
day work. The balance between self and others also proved meaningful in terms of
experiences of pleasure and experiences of purpose at work, implying that hedonic
moments in one’s work are rather similar to eudaimonic moments in one’s work – there
is pleasure in purpose. This overlap was particularly emphasised in the context of
caregiving work, as contributing to the welfare of others was frequently considered an
element of personal achievement. Additionally, at the individual level, the findings
indicated the theory of basic human values provides a functional framework for
investigating the deeper meanings of individual MW experiences involving both hedonic
and eudaimonic wellbeing.

At the job level, the findings imply that the values that lie behind pleasurable and
purposeful work experiences may indicate directions of job design or developing the
quality of work towards more MW. Thus, it is important to be aware how these values
are fulfilled during moments of the employee’s day-to-day work. Day-to-day work should
include moments that translate authentically as possibilities for enhancement or
transcendence for the employee. In the context of caregiving work, these moments were
often experienced in connection with patients, either in moments of positive encounter
with patients or when employees authentically felt they were contributing to patient
welfare. Thus, it could be interpreted that the moments of self-transcendence were also
the moments during which caregiving employees also experienced self-enhancement and
achievement.

At the organisational level, the study implies that pleasure and purpose at work may be
supported by organisational culture: by leadership and management that understand the
importance of and facilitate employee alignment with the values of self-enhancement and
self-transcendence in the context of their day-to-day work. This could take the form of,
for example, transforming organisational practices to allow an emphasis on encountering
the patients in social welfare and healthcare. While allowing employees autonomy in job
design may help transform daily working practices towards a focus on the human
encounters, organisational and structural support are also required. Healthcare
professionals repeatedly described difficulties dealing with feelings that their time was
wasted on other tasks instead of being used valuably with the patients. Challenges of time
management were usually described as being pushed for time or being required to perform
tasks such as reporting, which demanded time but were not viewed as relevant – both
aspects of employment over which the employee has little personal control.

At the societal level, enabling working conditions aligned with the values that employees
find central may play a significant role in contributing to socially sustainable work,
especially when it is defined from the ethical viewpoint of worthy, decent, and fair work
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that fosters a positive business–society relationship (Lips-Wiersma et al., 2020; Ciulla,
2012). At the societal level, the study suggests understanding the importance of self-
transcendence and self-enhancement as cultural norms that contribute to MW and
eudaimonic wellbeing in caregiving work would change the social narratives around
caregiving work. A balance between and equal valuation of self-enhancement and self-
transcendence in cultural narratives regarding caregiving work would be important in
lines of work typically viewed as altruistic or as emphasising prosocial goals (Duffy et
al., 2018; Dik and Duffy, 2009). Moreover, it is essential to understand their
interconnected nature in understanding the pleasures and purposes of care work.

4.1.3 Sub-Study III

Moments of meaningfulness and meaninglessness – A qualitative inquiry into 
affective eudaimonia of work

Background and objectives

As MW studies have become a central topic in working-life and organisational research,
many initiatives and approaches to assessing MW have emerged. However, the study of
subjective experiences of MW, not to mention MLW, had been largely neglected at the
time Sub-study III was conducted. Sub-study III examines how people talk about
moments of meaningfulness and meaninglessness at work using various narrative
methods.

The participants were 56 volunteers gathered from a pool of research participants in 
London, UK. The volunteers participated in focus groups during which they reflected on 
their subjective MW and MLW experiences through writing and collective discussions. 
The study introduced the concept of affective eudaimonia to differentiate between 
conceptualisations of eudaimonic wellbeing and cognitive, virtue, and value judgments 
regarding the good life from day-to-day momentary experiences. The research design was 
used to ensure an inquiry into narratives of the ‘experiencing self’ rather than those of the 
‘evaluative self’ (Kahneman and Riis, 2005).

The data consisted of short experiential stories of moments, and transcribed discussions 
that both were analysed using various methods. The analysis draws from a paper by Bauer 
et al. (2019), which considered the relation between wisdom and eudaimonia as presented 
in the narratives through the narrative tools of tone, theme, and structure. In this study, 
tone, theme, and structure in narratives of work-related meaningfulness and 
meaninglessness were approached via thematic analysis, summative content analysis 
focusing on semantic and syntactic aspects, and narrative analysis focusing on structures 
of the narratives, with the overall aim of understanding what these aspects reveal about 
subjective experiences of MW and MLW.
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Sub-study III addresses research questions 1 and 2: how people experience
meaningfulness, meaninglessness and eudaimonia at work, and how MW can be
supported in organisations.

Findings

There were three main findings from Sub-study III: findings on the tone, theme, and
structure of the participants’ narratives. Firstly, findings of tone showed that negative
language was emphasised in comparison to positive language, i.e., meaningless moments
were spoken of in more vivid and descriptive language than meaningful moments.
Moreover, narratives of meaninglessness displayed more experiential language, whereas
narratives of meaningfulness were more evaluative. Findings regarding tone indicated
there was a particular ‘poignancy in pointlessness’, an affective quality to experiences of
meaninglessness that suggests the experience of meaninglessness is especially
overpowering. This was shown in the language used in narratives of meaninglessness as
opposed to those of meaningfulness: narratives of meaninglessness used more adjectives
and more experiential expressions, whereas the language of meaningfulness was more
evaluative.

Secondly, thematic findings showed that moments of MW consisted of moments of
connection, contribution, and conversion, and often the experiences combined several
themes at once. Connection meant moments where participants were engaged with others:
positive moments with co-workers, interaction with others during which the focus was
shifted outside oneself, showing and receiving care and affection from others in the
workplace. In addition, connection meant experiencing connection with others within the
workplace context or with the substance of one’s work or, alternately, a flow-like
connection and awareness of the moment at hand. Moments of contribution referred to
moments at work when participants did something for others: helped or influenced
people, improved society through their professional skills, or experienced being prosocial
or in service to others. Moments of conversion were defined as moments when
participants experienced doing something for themselves; these moments were especially
defined by an experience of achievement or change in terms of self-transcendence.

The thematic findings regarding the narratives of meaninglessness indicate that
meaningless moments reflected a lack of being able to contribute or experience
conversion. Moreover, they were moments of confinement, during which participants
experienced their feelings of control or agency being restricted. Wasting time was an
additional theme participants repeatedly described in association with moments of
meaninglessness.

These thematic findings were condensed into ‘The Model of 4 Cs’ (see Figure 11), which
shows the relation between experiences of meaningfulness and meaninglessness as well
as the prevalence of each theme in the data.
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 Figure 11: The Model of 4 Cs (Martikainen et al., 2021).

Finally, the structural findings from Sub-study III showed special characteristics in the
narratives of meaningfulness and meaninglessness in themes of coherence, complexity,
value perspectives, and experiential and reflective growth (Bauer, et al., 2019).
Examination revealed that narratives of meaningfulness were particularly structurally
coherent. The coherence in narratives included integration of temporal aspects and
continuity in narratives, as well as coherence in thematic and causal aspects. Narratives
of meaninglessness did not display such a high degree of coherence. Moreover, narratives
of meaninglessness conveyed structural stagnancy and monotonousness when compared
to narratives of meaningfulness, which conversely conveyed action, movement, and
change within the narrative structures. Perhaps surprisingly, the narratives of
meaninglessness conveyed a high degree of emotional complexity, while narratives of
meaningfulness entailed a high degree of perspective in terms of themes of experiential
and reflective growth that conveyed motives of cultivating personally meaningful
activities and relationships as opposed to status, approval, and appearances. Furthermore,
narratives of meaningfulness expressed values high in perspective.
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The structural analysis revealed a new structure in the narratives that was termed the
static–dynamic dimension. It showed narratives of meaningfulness were structurally
dynamic, conveying more action, change, and movement when compared to narratives of
meaninglessness, which conveyed monotonousness and stagnation.

Implications

The implications of the sub-study findings are reflected against the various levels of the
integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW (Lysova et al., 2019). Figure 12
presents the implications of the study at the levels of person, job, organisation, and
society.

Figure 12: Implications of sub-study III as applied to the integrative multilevel framework for
fostering MW.

Analysis of the participants’ narratives revealed aspects that imply how MW and MLW
are experienced, the unique characteristics of these two types of narratives, and how the
experiences differ. Understanding these aspects has implications for understanding how
day-to-day experiences at work contribute to MW or MLW over time, and how work may
be made more meaningful.

At the individual level, the findings have important implications for understanding the
quality of how MW and MLW are experienced, as well as antecedents as to why they are
experienced. The findings of tone and structure suggest that experiences of
meaninglessness have a special emotional complexity and poignancy, and their
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consequences may thus weigh more when compared to experiences of meaningfulness.
This finding suggests that attention to experiences of MLW is at least as important as
attention to experiences of MW, and it would be beneficial if meaninglessness was
discussed more openly and studied and understood more thoroughly.

Another individual-level contribution from the study draws on the conceptualisation of
affective eudaimonia. When the narratives of the moments were analysed, they exhibited
dialogues between the experiencing and evaluative selves, i.e., varying experiential and
evaluative characteristic within the narratives. This suggests that, in order to better
understand subjective experiences of MW and MLW, different styles of inquiry are
needed: approaches that speak to the experiencing self as well as approaches that capture
the evaluative self. While this finding is based on individual level narratives, it impacts
many levels of MW: both the experiencing and evaluative selves need recognition and an
equal focus in initiatives involving personal development, organisational development,
and wellbeing in the workplace. Moreover, both selves should be taken into account when
developing measures that influence public policies more broadly, such as national
measures of subjective wellbeing (Martela and Ahokas, 2021). Thus, the study also has
implications at the societal level.

The study’s thematic findings have important implications at the job level. Work that
provides moments of connection, contribution, and conversion for the employee and in
which the employee is protected against experiencing confinement in terms of
autonomous control over their time or in practicing agency offers possibilities for
experiencing one’s job as meaningful. The model of the 4 Cs does not, however, represent
an objective list of goods that provide meaning or guard from meaninglessness, since it
does not state what kind of experiences provide connection, contribution, or conversion,
or claim them as desirable virtues, but only characterises the deeper meanings of
experiences of MW based on the empirical findings. Thus, understanding the themes of
meaningfulness and meaninglessness behind the employee’s subjective work-related
experiences emerges as a more important factor in, for example, directions for job design,
than the specific content of those themes. Nevertheless, the themes identified in Sub-
study III are corroborated by previous research that identify similar themes for MW
(Pavlish and Hunt, 2012; Ryan and Deci, 2000; Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2012; Bailey
and Madden, 2016; 2017; 2019). Thus, they can be considered as essential sources of
experiential MW and MLW that the model of 4 Cs integrates in a novel way.

The structural findings about perspective and static–dynamic dimensions have
implications at the organisation level. The study suggests that bringing perspective to
experiences may make them more meaningful and, consequently, that organisations that
encourage perspective-taking around work-related experiences may support MW. In
addition to individual perspective-taking, collective dialogues are suggested as an
organisational meaning-making practice. The findings of Sub-study III summarise the
tructural findings through two central metaphors that illustrate the perspective and
dynamic–static dimensions that appear in the narratives. Narratives of meaninglessness
elicited a mental image of a fly caught in a glass jar, trapped within a complex emotional
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experience, whereas narratives of meaningfulness elicited an image of paragliding
through the unbounded sky and enjoying a panoramic view. Thus, the study implies that
an organisational culture that emphasizes perspective-taking could allow paragliding
experiences for employees, whereas organisations without the collective capacity for
perspective-taking leave employees trapped alone in glass jars. This is especially
detrimental in the context of MLW experiences and the attendant poignancy but also in
the context of MW experiences left unrecognized and unspoken: they represent a missed
opportunity for appreciating, understanding, and promoting meaningfulness.

4.1.4 Sub-Study IV

‘Lapsista näkee että me tehdään tämä hyvin’ - Sosioemotionaalisen hyvinvoinnin
toimintakulttuuri päiväkodissa [‘You can tell from the children that we do a good job’:
A workplace culture of socio-emotional wellbeing at daycares]

Background and objectives

Sub-study IV was conducted in an early childhood education (ECE) context. The
objective was to investigate how socio-emotional wellbeing manifested in day-to-day
work-related moments, and to examine how workplace culture can be developed to
become more supportive of socio-emotional wellbeing in an ECE context. The study was
conducted through co-operative inquiry process, and the 35 participants were early-
childhood educators and their supervisors. The data consisted of the documentation of the
co-operative inquiry team meetings and survey queries and was analysed using directed
content analysis that drew from the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions
(Fredrickson, 1998; 2001; 2004; 2013).

Sub-study IV addresses research questions 1 and 2: how people experience MW and
eudaimonia and how organisations can support MW.

Findings

The results of this study show that socio-emotional wellbeing was experienced in
moments of trust, understanding, and acceptance that occurred between the ECE
employees and the children but also among the employees. Analysis of the moments when
socio-emotional wellbeing occurred indicated that these moments are characteristically
eudaimonic, with a focus on relationships with other people and on the ways of
functioning that enable positive experiences (Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019). These
moments also speak of MW, as they emphasise the interconnectedness of positive
moments and emotions, eudaimonia, and MW experiences. Eudaimonic moments of
socio-emotional wellbeing were grounded in meaningful experiences that focused on
relationships with other people.
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Furthermore, the findings indicate that a workplace culture that focuses, allows and
emphasises appreciation, affectionate caring, and compassion among the carers and the
children supports socio-emotional wellbeing. These emphases are not meant to serve as
an objective list representing basic objective goods that benefit employees, but the results
indicate work communities benefit from participating in dialogues during which they can
identify factors that support wellbeing. The findings furthermore indicate that dialogue
around identifying and becoming aware of moments of wellbeing in a community is
important to building a workplace culture that supports MW and socio-emotional
wellbeing.

Finally, the study discusses the concept of workplace culture as defined in the national
curriculum for early education as it relates to the broaden-and-build theory of positive
emotions. Comparing these materials shows that workplace cultures that support
wellbeing can be built by identifying day-to-day eudaimonic moments, recognising the
thought patterns that enable a focus on the positive moments, transforming those thought
patterns into working practices and operative models, and consciously focusing on
positive moments, thought patterns, and working practices. However, dialogue within the
work community around moments and experiences as well as thought patterns and
practices that support the aim of development, be it wellbeing or MW, is critical, because
it can contribute to a shared understanding, common ways of functioning, and a collective
focus on the aspects of work the work community wants to value.
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Implications

The implications of the sub-study findings are reflected against the levels presented in the
integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW (Lysova et al., 2019). Figure 13
presents the implications of the study at the levels of person, job, organisation, and
society.

Figure 13: Implications of sub-study IV as applied to integrative multilevel framework for
fostering MW.

This study holds implications on many levels. Firstly, at the individual level, it suggests
that socio-emotional wellbeing and eudaimonia have an experiential connection.
Moments employees identified as moments of socio-emotional wellbeing – moments of
trust, acceptance, and understanding – were also eudaimonic, as defined by the focus on
other and emphasis on ways of functioning (Chalofsky and Cavallaro, 2019). As an
individual-level implication, the study indicates eudaimonic wellbeing is also associated
with positive affective moments at work. Secondly, at the individual level, the study
implies that by sharing personal experiential narratives, teams may become more aware
of relevant moments of wellbeing within the context of the workplace, identify which
values or ways of functioning lie behind those moments, and start to focus on those to
develop more MW in a team-oriented manner.
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At the job level, the study implies that ways of functioning that support wellbeing may
provide guidance for job design that allows for positive moments to occur during day-to-
day work. The study suggests that positive moments hold meaning-making capacities
and, thus, employee-based experiential knowledge of the values that influence the
experiencing of certain moments as positive. Through a collective meaning-making
process, these values could be brought to the collective attention, which could allow for
conscious development of thought patterns and working practices that support wellbeing
and eudaimonic, meaningful moments.

Finally, the study has organisation-level implications in finding that a collective
identification of positive moments at work may function as a basis for developing
organisational culture. The broaden-and-build theory provides a functional framework for
understanding the process of conscious development based on identifying positive
everyday moments. Collective identification of these experiences calls for common
meaning-making processes around day-to-day work and sharing personal meanings in a
collective dialogue, which could expand into developing organisational practices and
leadership. Previous studies emphasise that facilitating meaning-making processes
involving the sharing of positive work-related experiences could contribute to
transmission of positive emotions within a work community; in other words, the
collective dialogues may in and of themselves support eudaimonia and wellbeing
(Perhoniemi and Hakanen, 2013; De Stasio et al., 2020; Tugade et al., 2014). The findings
of Sub-study IV indicate that a work culture that supports MW may be developed through
identification of and collective interaction regarding positive moments at work.

At the societal level, Sub-study IV implies a need for broader critical examination of
notions of wellbeing. The study emphasises a social and relational construct of wellbeing
largely missing in the literature on wellbeing in ECE work contexts (Cumming and Wong,
2019; Hall-Kenyon et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2019). The study thus suggests the need to
research the social and cultural contexts that influence MW and wellbeing.

4.1.5 Sub-Study V

Convoking radical imagination – The use of arts-based methods for inquiry in
organizational contexts

Background and objectives

Sub-study V describes a process of convocation in employee workshops. This process
was conducted during wellbeing development workshops for public-sector healthcare
employees in the Päijät-Häme region of Finland. The participants were partly the same
as the participants in the workshops described in Sub-study II, but the workshops were
organised at a different phase of the project and involved more participants. In this phase,
128 healthcare employees participated in the workshops and the study. The study reflects
the concept of radical imagination and the process of convocation in employee workshops
addressing work-related wellbeing and productivity.
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According to Max Haiven and Alex Khashnabish (2014), convocation is a research
strategy aimed at giving voice to communities that the research phenomenon concerns
and bringing them to the centre of the research process. In a sense, convocation calls for
transferring the researchers’ power and control of the research process to the people being
researched. As a research strategy, convocation has generally been applied in studies and
development processes involving citizen activists, but in the case described in Sub-study
V, it is transferred to working communities. The chapter presents arts-based methods as
tools for convocation as well as some examples of the themes that emerged in the
workshops during the convocation processes. These themes can be seen as examples of
how participants experienced essential concerns in their work and how they utilized
radical imagination in strengthening meaningful work experiences as centrally valuable
in their day-to-day work.

Imagination became an essential concept in this study. As Haiven and Khashnabish
define, the aim of the convocation process is to elicit radical imagination which refers to
a collective ability, not a personal trait, to ‘imagine the world, social institutions, and
human relationships otherwise’. This ability may be boosted by convocation, which calls
communities together to create ‘new spaces of dialogue, debate, reflection, questioning,
and empowerment’. (Haiven and Khashnabish, 2010, p. iii; Khashnabish and Haiven,
2014.)

Graeber has also seen the importance of imagination in different transformational
processes that aim for social change and saw two kinds of imaginations: ‘imaginative
identification’, which meant the ability to see things from another person’s perspective,
and ‘immanent imagination’, which referred to a capacity to create new ways of being in
social relations and as political agents. He interprets political in terms of the possibility
and power to ‘decide collectively what we want to do with our lives’. (Vansintjan, 2021).

Sub-study V addresses research questions 1 and 2: how people experience MW and how
organisations can support MW.

Findings

Firstly, the findings highlight the usefulness of convocation as a dialogical process that
makes critical questions visible within the work community. Arts-based methods
contribute to convoking imagination by providing the ‘collective, dialogic engagement’
called for by Khashnabish and Haiven (2014). In an organisational development process,
convocation allows radical imagination and the voicing of concerns that might remain
unsaid amid day-to-day work. Furthermore, it allows dialogue around what employees
find valuable in their work, and thus a focus on and assertion of them. In this way, it has
potential for ‘critical self-reflection’ (Khashnabish and Haiven, 2014, p. 17), collective
and organisational learning, and social change.

Secondly, the findings capture employee concerns in the case organisations. These
include a worry about ‘losing control over the process’ – yet employees were not worried
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so much about the loss of control over their work processes, but about loss of control over
the service process and provision of care for the patients. Graeber defined alienation as
this exact loss of control over process and saw the opposite of imagination, ‘ideological
naturalisation’, as its cause. Ideological naturalisation refers to a process whereby people
are socialised into thinking that phenomena originally located in the ideological sphere –
and thus a locus of change through imagination – are the natural order of things and, thus,
unchangeable. Haiven and Khashnabish (2010) refer to a similar process with the term
‘crises of imagination’: individually and collectively experienced takeover of
imaginations in which options and possibilities for imagining things otherwise seem
either non-existent or irrelevant – a loss of control over the process of imagination. In the
results of Sub-study V, crises of imagination due to this alienation were evident in
employee concerns firstly regarding their patients and secondly regarding their own
wellbeing at work.

The findings of Sub-study V highlight a process that gave employees space to reclaim
imagination over their own work and the care they provide. In this process, two central
themes became visible in participant’s stories about what they found important in their
work. These themes were named ‘re-imagining things of value’ that is equivalent to
Graeber’s terms of immanent imagination and ‘crises of imagination’, which translates to
imaginative identification as the healthcare employees discussed how their work and
questions concerning organisational change would impact patients. Questions about
social reproduction, i.e. how employees understood ‘spaces of identity formation,
meaning, care and possibility’ (Khashnabish and Haiven, 2014: p. 9) emerged as central
during the workshops. This implies that imagination is a powerful tool for making
meaning into meaningfulness. Haiven’s and Khasnabish’s concept of ‘radical
imagination’ and Graeber’s concepts of ‘immanent imagination’ and ‘imaginative
identification’ explain how imagination functions in making meaning and taking
perspective on important issues in one’s work. Alienation due to ideological
naturalization annihilates imagination and paves the way for meaninglessness. The
findings of Sub-study V suggest convoking radical imagination as a functional strategy
for dialogical, critical, employee-centred development of MW and highlights the
importance of social and collective action in making meaning for meaningful work.
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Implications

The implications of the sub-study findings are reflected next on the levels presented in
the integrative multilevel framework for MW (Lysova et al., 2019). Figure 14 presents
the implications of the study at the levels of person, job, organisation, and society.

Figure 14: Implications of sub-study V as applied to the integrative multilevel framework of
MW.

Sub-study V captured narratives told by healthcare employees that conveyed crises of
imagination brought on by a mismatch between the structural demands of the work and
the possibility to concentrate on the core of work. However, narratives of re-imagining
things of value, which included experiences of MW, arose during the workshops. These
central things of value were appreciative encounters with patients and among colleagues.
At the job level, and especially in a context of caregiving work, the quality and structure
of work that restores human encounters to the core of caregiving work promotes MW
according to the study.

The main finding from Sub-study V is, however, methodological in terms of employee
inquiry and organisational development. As an organisation-level implication, the study
suggests that the strategy of convoking radical imagination offers insight into critical,
employee-driven development towards organisational cultures that support MW.
Criticality became visible in the study in the finding that employees described either the
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core problems of their day-to-day work experiences or the experiences they found as
essentially meaningful. In the concept of radical imagination, ‘radical’ refers to
employee-led identification of the root causes of their MW and MLW experiences. Arts-
based methods were identified as functional vehicles for identifying relevant personal
experiences and making them visible in a dialogical, collective setting. In these dialogues,
the participants also described the root causes of their experiences, for example the day-
to-day language struggles a dentist with a background as a non-native speaker described
within her working community, or the experience of an encounter between a nurse and a
care-home resident who was a veteran on Independence Day. Thus, ABMs were
recognized as contributing to a call, made by Haiven and Khashnabish, to find methods
of convocation that enable the formation of an authentic dialogic space ‘beyond well-
trodden discursive paths’ (Khashnabish and Haiven, 2014, p. 81). These spaces of
dialogue also allowed emotions, for example pride, concern, and affection, to emerge in
employee narratives which emphasized the authenticity of them.

At the societal level, the study suggests that the take-over of imaginations was visible in
the workplace experiences of caregiving employees, and these employees expressed deep
concerns about the possibility to offer patients sufficient care because of influences at the
societal level, such as financial scarcity or organisational mergers. They expressed
narrowing opportunities for the society-level change they hoped for, such as placing
human encounters at the centre of their work or equity in access to care. The workshops
conducted in accordance with the principles of radical imagination introduced spaces
where these concerns could be voiced and perspectives on the things of value employees
hoped to attend to more could be presented and broadened. The dialogical spaces and
collective voicing around meaningful issues in the participants’ day-to-day work
functioned as a vehicle for reclaiming the imagination that facilitates envisioning
development paths towards a good, socially sustainable working life.
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4.2 Summary of results and conclusion

This study set out to add to our understanding on three research questions:

1) How do people experience meaningfulness, meaninglessness, and eudaimonia at
work?

2) How can meaningful work be supported and facilitated in organisations?
3) How can meaningful work contribute to social sustainability?

This chapter summarizes the study findings responding the research questions based on
the five sub-studies, as seen on Figure 15.

Figure 15: Summary of the dissertation results.

Firstly, the results of research question 1 address the individual level of MW and how
people experience MW and eudaimonia at work. The dissertation findings indicate that
people experience MW and eudaimonia as affective and evaluate them as cognitive global
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judgments. Affective eudaimonia is an important concept that emerged from Sub-study
III, demonstrating the levels of experience that include emotions in general and feelings
around MW and, especially, MLW. The sub-studies emphasize the themes of connection,
contribution, and conversion; trust, acceptance, and understanding; self-enhancement and
self-transcendence; and re-imagining things of value as important as elements of MW
experiences. MLW experiences are seen to entail experiences of confinement; lack of
agency and time-wasting; and crises of imagination. However, as indicated by previous
research, meaningfulness is often found subjectively (Bailey and Madden, 2016): the
findings on research question 1 are not meant to represent an objective list of virtuous or
unvirtuous behaviours that result in MW and MLW, but to stress the importance of
identifying and distinguishing between personal feelings of meaningfulness/
meaninglessness, moments, experiences, values, and evaluations in self-reflection.

Meanwhile, the findings addressing research question 2 add to our understanding of how
MW may be supported and facilitated within organisations. The findings show that self-
reflective identification of MW experiences may function as the basis for developing task
attributes and quality of one’s work as including the meanings of MW, such as
contribution or the values of self-transcendence. In this dissertation, quality of work refers
to the way work feels like a day-to-day, moment-to-moment basis, and thus, daily MW
should entail positive moments that capture individually important MW themes. In terms
of MLW, experiences of meaninglessness have a detrimental relation to job quality as the
moments of wasting time and lacking agency have potential to override perspectives of
development hoped for in one’s work.

Furthermore, the dissertation findings regarding research question 2 emphasize the
relational quality and social construction of MW at workplaces. The study suggests that
collective dialogical perspective-taking around MW can facilitate construction of an
eudaimonic organisational culture of meaningfulness. Collective perspective-taking is
proposed as an organisational practice that supports MW. However, it must be noted that
an ethos of equality and prioritizing the employee and community voices in a spirit of
convoking radical imagination is central to these dialogues to avoid the problems of
‘management of meaning’ and existential labour (Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009; Bailey
and Madden, 2017).

Lastly, the dissertation suggests implications for understanding how MW may contribute
to social sustainability, the concern of research question 3. Firstly, the findings of Sub-
study I imply that access to both self-reflection and collective perspective taking around
MW led to increased agency and empowerment as members of society through work.
Providing such access is, thus, a societal-level question that contributes to socially
sustainable work. Secondly, the dissertation findings highlight the need to change the
social and cultural narratives regarding work in two ways: by broadening the narratives
of what is important at work for the employees themselves and by entailing the
importance of perspective-taking and collective dialogues at workplaces. The deeper
understanding of MW and MLW experiences this study contributes to, informs the
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discussion around societal measures of wellbeing, and emphasizes the need for such
measures in work-related contexts.

In summary, the findings of this dissertation state that experiences of MW are
characterized by self-transcendence and self-enhancement, such as moments of
connection, contribution, and conversion. MW experiences combine positive, affective
moments with eudaimonic wellbeing, as positive emotions like trust, acceptance, and
understanding emerge from relationships with other people and ways of functioning that
result to positive experiences. MLW is experienced as emotionally complex yet confined.
As MW experiences hold a special perspectivity that the MLW experiences lack, self-
reflective perspectivity taking has potential in supporting MW experiences and
transforming MLW experiences. Dialogical identification of employee experiences and
dialogical perspective-taking around them are also suggested as organisational practices
that facilitate MW. Dialogues around MW demonstrate potential in transforming work
practices and quality to include MW and eudaimonic moments in day-to-day work and
help diminish MLW, inducing aspects of work such as wasting time. These dialogues also
have potential to socially construct a working culture that focuses on MW. However,
bringing MW into focus as an indicator of work quality calls for changing cultural and
social narratives to include MW as measure of success and moving beyond traditional
productivity thinking. In addition, equal access to MW regardless of socio-economic
status and discussions about MW, adds to socially sustainable work and employment.
Finally, the inductive understanding of MW and MLW experiences should inform
measures of experienced wellbeing. For example, this dissertation emphasizes the need
to understand the importance of distinguishing peoples’ experiences of their evaluations
in the development of a measure for experienced wellbeing for organisational inquiry,
research, and societal purposes.
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Discussion
This chapter will discuss the findings of this dissertation as they answer the three research
questions and compare the contributions with previous literature on MW and eudaimonia.

How do people experience meaningfulness, meaninglessness, and eudaimonia at work?

Sub-studies II, III, IV, and V all examined peoples’ lived experience at work, and thus
addressed the first research question: How do people experience meaningfulness,
meaninglessness, and eudaimonia at work? This question may be understood at both the
individual and job levels on the integrative multilevel framework for fostering MW. The
analysis of individual experiences and their quality provides a basis for understanding
how MW experiences may function as a stepping-stone towards more meaningful and
socially sustainable work.

The findings of Sub-study III frame individual experiences of MW in the sphere of
affective eudaimonia. The concept of affective eudaimonia highlights MW and MLW
experiences as subjective states that combine affective wellbeing in terms of momentary
emotions and feelings, day-to-day experiences, and the ‘experiencing self’ in relation to
‘how meaningfulness feels’ with eudaimonic wellbeing: actions that results in a good life,
external evaluations, virtues, values, global judgements, and task attributes in relation to
‘what we think about meaningfulness’ (Kahneman and Riis, 2005; Dolan and Kudrna,
2016; Allan et al., 2019a,). Affective eudaimonia is a central contribution of this
dissertation because it paves way to understanding experiences of MW and MLW
authentically, thus disentangling central dissonances within the human experience and
facilitating the promotion of authentical MW in organisational and societal contexts.

Thus, when Allan et al (2019a) define MW purely evaluatively ‘as the global judgement
that one’s work accomplishes significant, valuable, or worthwhile goals that are
congruent work with one’s existential values’ (Allan et al., 2019a, p. 502), this
dissertation proposes that MW is defined as consisting of levels of experience and
evaluation that might or might not be in congruence with one another, and should be thus
investigated carefully to elicit the differences between experiential and evaluative levels.
The findings on research question 1 further suggest that, when inquiring about MW and
MLW experiences, it is important to distinguish between experience and evaluation, and
to develop inquiry methods, language, and approaches in a way that resonates with the
perspective being inquired about. Differentiating experience and evaluation is by no
means a straightforward task, as these levels can be seen as interacting in an inner
dialogue as shown in Sub-study III, blending feelings with reflections and judgments.
However, they may be approached, for example, as shown in Figure16.
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Figure 16: Inquiring into experiential and evaluative levels of MW and MLW.

As suggested, eudaimonia and experiencing meaning are partly affective, it is
understandable that subjecting them to managerial control is bound to be unsuccessful
and possibly harmful for the employee. This finding further gives weight to the critiques
coined as ‘management of meaning’, ‘agency – control debate’, and ‘existential labour’,
emphasises the need for authenticity when fostering MW, and warns against placing
existential labour on the employees. This dissertation suggests that the risk of existential
labour exists if management of meaning aims at the experiential level of MW and MLW.
(Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009; Bailey et al., 2017). However, authentic inquiry into
MW and MLW could be constructed through inductive means at the levels of experience
that inform the levels of evaluation. Employee self-development and learning from
employee experiences is at the heart of such organisational inquiry, and previous studies
stress their potential in reinforcing meaningfulness (Bailey et al., 2018; Fletcher, 2016;
Fletcher and Schofield, 2019; Berthoin-Antal, 2018).

However, according to Sub-study III, perspective-taking and reflection on these primarily
affective experiences make important contributions and have the ability to make the
experiences more meaningful. Sub-studies II and IV corroborate this notion by proposing
how perspective-taking on MW experiences reveals central values behind the experiences
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and characteristics of organisational cultures that support individual experiences of MW.
The central values behind the pleasure and purpose experiences focused on in Sub-study
II include self-enhancement, i.e., an emphasis on a sense of achievement, and self-
transcendence, i.e., an emphasis on universalist values, such as the ‘protection of welfare
of other people and the planet’ (Schwartz, 1992, 2012). These values are similar to the
findings of the thematic investigation in Sub-study III, which framed the most important
themes in MW experiences as connection, contribution, and conversion.

When considering job design that boosts experiences of MW, this dissertation proposes
that meaningfulness in work may be enhanced by ensuring opportunities to experience
contributions, meaningfulness at work by supporting experiences of connection, and
transcendence by facilitating experiences of conversion. As Pratt and Ashforth (2003)
suggest, developing MW could be differentiated into developing meaningfulness in work
(which refers to task attributes) and developing meaningfulness at work (which refers to
the relational contexts of work) and transcendence that includes both. This dissertation
suggests that the task attributes of work may be enhanced into enveloping ‘4 Cs’ moments
or values of self-enhancement and self-transcendence within the work itself, while the
quality of work could be enhanced by providing opportunities to experience positive
emotional moments at work, for example involving and developing trust, understanding,
and acceptance.

Finally, this study contributes to the understanding of MLW experiences, especially
through Sub-studies III and V. Sub-study III stresses the emotional complexity, poignant
experientiality, and, furthermore, static short-sightedness of MLW experiences, which are
thematically portrayed as experiences of confinement. Sub-study V describes the
decrease in imagination resulting from concern about not being able to focus on the core
mission of one’s work or experiencing ethical stress that may result from such short-
sightedness. The findings regarding MLW experiences capture the core problems of
MLW as described by Lepisto and Pratt: alienation, or experiencing constraint and limited
autonomy, and anomie, or questioning the value and worthiness of one’s work (2017, p.
104). Bringing perspective to a meaningless experience could transform it by expanding
the view of the experience. Perspective may be added through realisation or justification
strategies: by enriching working conditions that provide possibilities for self-realisation
or by providing opportunities for meaning making around things of value (ibid., 108). In
terms of developing job quality, enriching daily working conditions, such as freedom in
terms of time usage or autonomy in the ways of working, may be essential in guarding
against MLW.

This dissertation adds to the study of MLW by emphasising the emotional and static
qualities of MLW experiences that contribute to the difficulty of overcoming them, at
least by individual means. Therefore, this study stresses the need for multidimensionality
involving self-reflection, relationality, and social construction in self-realisation and
meaning making, and thus contributes to the call to integrate intrasubjective and
intersubjective viewpoints in MW research made by Yeoman et al. (2019). In addition,
the findings of Sub-study III emphasise the temporal aspect of MLW experiences,
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indicating that autonomy in the use of time is an essential contributor in experienced
meaningfulness and wellbeing at work (Kahneman, 2011). Furthermore, the findings
about MLW in this study also imply how experiencing meaninglessness may weaken the
experienced job quality by hindering multifaceted elements around the job itself and
confining the capability of job crafting.

This dissertation proposes perspective-taking be considered as functioning in two forms:
a self-reflective, temporal form and a dialogical, collective form (see the following
chapter). Self-reflective, temporal perspective-taking offers possibilities for fostering
MW by deepening understanding within one’s personal narratives of work. Lysova et al.
(2019) name personal narratives as a pivotal individual-level factor that influence MW
experiences. The findings of this dissertation contribute to the literature by proposing that
perspective-taking on both meaningless and meaningful experiences has the potential to
transform or focus attention on them. The findings thus stress that paying attention to
meaningful experiences, or learning from both meaningful and meaningless experiences,
is a skill that may be practiced through either interpersonal or social and relational
perspective taking, and not merely a matter of innate personal disposition. Focusing on
meaningful work-related experiences would be an important meta-cognitive skill to be
practiced in working life.

Thus, it is important to recognize the need for critical considerations to avoid the negative
sides of meaningfulness while stressing the need for developing self-reflective skills.
Meaningfulness must not be made an imperative of work, and not everybody considers it
as a central focus in their work as stated in the studies of existential indifference (Schnell,
2010; Schnell et al., 2013). The existential quality of MW and MLW experiences
involving the persons experience world as a whole call for careful sensitivity around the
subject to avoid corporate enclosure, and harmful existential control of human agency
(Yeoman et al., 2019; Fleming 2014; Tourish 2018; Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009;
Lips-Wiersma et al., 2020). Moreover, as MW research and development largely reside
in positive psychology approaches and thus emphasise the individual possibility of self-
development in transforming work as more meaningful, critical management approach is
a beneficial school of thought to pair with it to avoid emphasis on individual experiences
be turned into vehicles of therapeutic power (Brunila, 2014; Brunila et al., 2021). Critical
management studies emphasize the focus on social, cultural, and political root causes that
influence individual experiences. To understand experiences that arise as self-reflective
perspectives, it is important to consider and analyse them in social, cultural, and political
contexts. Thus, a paradox mindset applying both positive and critical approaches is
needed in order to attend to perspective taking in an ethical and authentic way.

How can meaningful work be supported and facilitated in organisations?

All the sub-studies comprising this dissertation address the second research question:
How can meaningful work be supported and facilitated in organisations? The dissertation
findings emphasise the need for collective intraorganisational dialogues that focus on
identification, self-reflection, and perspective-taking around MW and MLW experiences,
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and thus on the social construction of meaning-making, which could expand into cultures
of meaningfulness. The findings contribute to recent constructivist and relational
approaches to MW (Yeoman et al, 2019; Bailey and Madden 2019). Bailey et al. (2019b)
stress the importance of arenas that enable self-reflection and open pathways to
understanding meaningfulness in organisational contexts. These arenas should be
oriented in a more qualitative and less structured manner than typical in the logics of
management and institutionalisation (ibid., p. 494, Bailey and Madden, 2016). And yet
the research to date has rarely taken a pragmatist stance on how these arenas could be
implemented in working life to contribute to more MW and eudaimonia.

The results of this dissertation propose constructing arenas of work-related self-reflection,
dialogical meaning-making, and perspective-taking in organisational settings in order to
facilitate and support MW. As Bailey et al. (2019b) suggest, these arenas should be freely
structured and focus on qualitative processes, which would allow the polyphonic nature
of employee experiences to emerge in dialogue. They could also focus on the notion of
netdoms and emplotment as sources of meaning and processes of constructing coherence
and significance in experiences through social interaction (Bailey and Madden, 2017) that
encourages perspective-taking around MW. According to phenomenological principles,
understanding a phenomenon calls for understanding the multiple realities people share
in day-to-day life (Eberle, 2014).

Thus, when attempting to understand how people experience meaningfulness,
meaninglessness, and eudaimonic wellbeing at work, it is essential to understand the
multiple meanings people attach to their experiences. Harding (2019, p. 140) has
suggested that organisations should be considered ‘polytopic spaces’: actively and
socially produced spaces that are at the same time ‘a medium and outcome of actions’.
These spaces are both ‘constituted and constitutive’ of the numerous actors engaging in
the actions, their identities, and the interactions between them (which Harding terms
‘emplacements’, in which the occupants of a space constitute selves); ideologies, belief
systems, and materiality; and institutional and power relations, norms, and regulations.
MW and MLW are experienced through and by these emplacements, and the variety of
emplacements and experiences make workplaces polytopias of ‘ontological multitudes’.
(Ibid., p. 145.) The recognition of polytopias explains why ‘management of meaning’
(Lips-Wiersma and Morris, 2009) is a problematic strategy for facilitating and fostering
meaning amongst complex, personal realms of experience, and why understanding the
multitude of employee experiences offers possibilities for facilitating MW. In addition to
making existing processes of meaningfulness visible, these arenas provide a new
emplacement for meaningfulness to emerge. This dissertation further suggests that arts-
based, creative, and contemplative methods facilitate such emplacements and emergence
of polytopias.

The findings regarding how organisations could facilitate meaningfulness introduce a
sixth paradox to add to the five paradoxes of MW (Bailey et al., 2019b). This dissertation
proposes that organisations should facilitate and foster experiences of MW – and yet they
should be able to do so without imposing management of personal meanings and
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institutionalising the social construction of meanings. A further question arises: who
should oversee organisational dialogical practices? As indicated by the findings presented
in Sub-study V, the dialogical practices could be organised according to the principles of
convoking radical imagination, gathering the communities in question together to create
new spaces for dialogue, meaning making, and re-imagining realities (Haiven and
Khasnabish, 2014). Placing the work community at the centre of this process disarms the
control described as the ‘management of meaning’ but requires an ethos of equality. Sub-
study I describes such a process of centring development around equality within a
community and the horizontal structuring of such dialogical spaces within an
organisation. At workplaces, horizontally structured dialogical spaces based on equality
would allow participation of employees and leaders, which would allow the dynamics of
meaningfulness to come into play. Frémeaux and Pavageau (2020) stress that leaders who
identify the dynamics of MW also promote it – the dialogical spaces proposed in this
research would allow perspective-taking around the interwovenness of MW experiences
among all levels of an organisation, including between employees and leaders.

Based on the radical pedagogics of Ivan Illich, these intraorganisational dialogical spaces
could be structured as equal, self-motivated ‘learning webs’ where all those participating
in the dialogue would be considered peers. The learning webs would be based on a system
that ‘should provide all who want to learn with access to available resources at any time
in their lives; empower all who want to share what they know to find those who want to
learn it from them; and, finally, furnish all who want to present an issue to the public with
the opportunity to make their challenge known’ (Illich, 1971, p. 54). Thus, these learning
webs also represent an opportunity for organisational transformation. This dissertation
further proposes that organisations should provide ‘opportunity structures’ for such
learning webs and for transforming work through job design based on the dialogues that
emerge in the webs (Pavlish et al., 2019. p. 237). The idea of learning webs can be seen
as echoing in the ideas of ‘new forms of organising’, which emphasize self-organisation
(Puranam et al. 2014; Launonen et al., 2020; Martela, 2019). An ethos of voluntarism
would also safeguard from the imperative of MW and add awareness on the negative sides
involved in MW. Furthermore, in the discussions of research and development of work,
and the practices that they entail, criticality is to be emphasized, as it is seen to promote
access to more authentic considerations of MW and a sense of agency (Autin and Allan,
2020; Diemer, et al., 2017; Diemer and Hsieh, 2008).

Including critical approaches in the dialogical spaces organised around identifying and
reflecting on MW could support employees in recognising the contextual factors
described in their experiences and utilising them as information to transform job-related
factors related to employee experiences. For example, the findings of Sub-study IV
present ECE employees’ perceptions of multilevel contextual factors they saw as forming
a working culture that supported socio-emotional wellbeing, and the findings of Sub-
study V described social and societal factors that influenced caregiving employees’
experiences. Collective dialogues addressing MW in organisations should be considered
significant opportunities to understand the contextual factors influencing work-related
experiences, from the micro-level, such as ability, skill, and motivational issues; to the
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meso-level, such as team climate, in-group relations, management, leadership, and HR
practices; and the macro-level of socio-political and economic climate, including ethical
aspects such as fairness, the business–society relationship, and worthy work (Lysova et
al., 2019; Fletcher and Schofield, 2019; Tommasi et al., 2020; Bailey et al., 2018; Lips-
Wiersma, 2019). Such recognition and implementation of the relevant information calls
for collaboration within the different levels of organisational stakeholders.

Finally, the structural examination of narratives of meaningfulness and meaninglessness
in Sub-study III revealed central qualities of the employee experiences in question that
can be presented via two metaphors. Narratives of meaninglessness resembled ‘a fly
trapped in a glass jar’, whereas narratives of meaningfulness portrayed a perspective of
‘gliding freely through clear skies’ – a paraglider. These metaphors may be extended to
represent organisational cultures that are differently oriented in terms of questions of
meaningfulness. ‘Glass jar organisations’ confine employees through strict structures and
hierarchies or narrow, deskilled, or monotonous tasks. Glass jar organisations are not
developed in providing opportunity structures through which employees may engage in
perspective-taking around their day-to-day work experiences or their contribution to the
‘greater good’ (Pavlish et al., 2019; Steger, 2012). Therefore, these cultures may induce
alienation and experiences of MLW. ‘Paraglider organisations’, on the other hand, allow
for freedom, support, and towing their employees into free skies of autonomous gliding
by trusting in their skills and giving them challenges. Organisations provide both self-
reflective and dialogical opportunities for perspective-taking. For a paraglider, the
landscape of one’s contribution and connections to the whole can be broadly viewed.

How can meaningful work contribute to social sustainability?

There is a call to critically examine cultural understandings of what we value at work and
what might be considered of central importance at work. In the light of the findings of
this dissertation, connection, contribution, trust, acceptance, and understanding are some
of the essentials that people consider things of value at work. These concepts may be
regarded as ‘soft’ in contemporary working life. Soft concepts, such as love, dignity,
pride, and so on, are rarely considered of importance in professional contexts, let alone
central to discussions of professional or organisational development (Allan et al., 2019b).
And yet this dissertation suggests that in transitioning towards more sustainable and
meaningful futures in the sphere of working life, there needs to be a refocusing of cultural
norms and narratives regarding work. To make work more meaningful, strategic attention
needs to be paid to meaningfulness as an element of quality of working life. As the
findings of this dissertation emphasise, a focus on MW cannot, however, be a vehicle of
management or top-down communication, but a central phenomenon of working life to
be inquired into and understood from the bottom up as employee experiences.
Emphasising employee views of authentic MW and MLW experiences should, thus,
represent new social and cultural narratives and norms of a good working life. As the
organisational and societal structures that influence the experience of daily work, are
often beyond individual reach, difficult to comprehend and grasp, organising spaces of
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collective perspective-taking around experiences of work represents a possibility of
agency in questions concerning work.

This dissertation stresses the need to focus on employee experiences of MW, which also
has implications for new societal measures of a good working life. The findings of this
dissertation indicate the importance of measuring experienced MW and how it may be
distinguished from global evaluations of MW. Both constructs are necessary, as is the
understanding of their differences in applying contextually relevant measures. The
findings also suggest that deeper and more detailed understanding of the experience of
MLW would provide important information for assessing the quality of work and the
societal conditions that force people into MLW.

This dissertation suggests that deeper understanding and facilitation of MW experiences
is a relevant link to the concept of ‘bridge sustainability’ and constructs of social
sustainability that emphasise wellbeing (Vallance et al, 2011; Rogers et al, 2012). Firstly,
the findings of this dissertation underscore the feelings, experiences, and values people
themselves see as contributing to their sense of MW and are in connection with when
experiencing eudaimonic wellbeing. As noted in Sub-study IV, when work provides these
experiences, people respond to them with novel ways of thinking, acting, and being in
relation with one another. Secondly, the dissertation highlights the benefits of
‘reimagining the world’ and convocation as a process for facilitating this reimagining.
Reimagining is central to the transformative approaches demanded in bridge
sustainability and convoking radical imagination in employee-led reimagination of good
work could also have implications for civil society. Development of new societal
measures of the good life, meaningfulness, and wellbeing plays a central role in making
society more sustainable, as these measures deconstruct the emphasis on material value
underpinning soon-to-be-outmoded narratives of a good society. Previous studies suggest
gross domestic product is an outdated measure of success and an insufficient answer to
the call of sustainable development and human wellbeing in particular (Bregman, 2017;
Van der Bergh, 2009; Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013; Kalimeris et al., 2020; Martela,
2018; Martela and Ahokas, 2021). Instead, meaningfulness is proposed as one of the
measures of experienced wellbeing (Martela and Ahokas, 2021).

The dissertation findings consider the various aspects of experienced meaningfulness,
social, organisational, and societal structures, and cultural values that contribute to MW
as well as the conditions that result in MLW, alienation, and illbeing. As working life
constitutes a large element of the way societies are constructed, not to mention the way
work ‘permeates and shapes our lives’ (Bebbington and Dillard, 2009, p. 157), these
considerations suggest directions for making work more sustainable by indicating which
individual, organisational, and societal capabilities should be fostered to enable
opportunities for MW. Rogers et al. (2012) see social sustainability as fulfilment of the
needs of wellbeing that result in a thriving community and as requiring understanding of
the individual, social, and emotional needs, social structures, and cultural values that need
maintaining or strengthening, as well as the behaviours and conditions that result in
distress. This dissertation argues that MW and perspective-taking around it in
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organisational contexts fulfils individual and social needs but developing and
strengthening social, organisational, and societal structures and practices and
transforming cultural values to centre on MW must happen for them to contribute to
socially sustainable work.

5.1 Assessment of the research

Debates exist about how validity and reliability should be assessed in qualitative research,
and the topic is considered challenging (Creswell and Miller, 2000). These challenges
stem from differences between qualitative and quantitative paradigms. The paradigms
entail basic belief systems, worldviews, and ontological and epistemological assumptions
that guide the researcher and are not to be mixed up with mere methodological choices.
Both qualitative and quantitative methods may be used in both paradigms. (Guba and
Lincoln, 1994.) The traditional definitions of validity and reliability originate in the
assumptions of the quantitative research paradigm, such as a realist epistemology that
assumes an objective reality capturable by the researcher, a ‘positivist’ or ‘post-positivist’
stance in the concepts of Denzin and Lincoln (1994). Nor do the assumptions underlying
the quantitative paradigm take into account the interpretivist approach central to the
qualitative paradigm. Hence, validity and reliability have been considered unsuitable
concepts for assessing the quality of qualitative research (Creswell and Miller, 2000;
Golafshani, 2003; Huttunen and Kakkori, 2020).

In addition to modifying the concepts of validity and reliability to better suit the
assumptions of qualitative research (Huttunen and Kakkori, 2020), several alternative
measures for assessing the quality of qualitative research have been developed. Guba and
Lincoln (1994) have established a widely used framework for assessing trustworthiness,
as opposed to validity and reliability, as an indicator of quality in qualitative studies; this
framework is recommended by Creswell (1998) as suitable for meeting the objective of
achieving critical understanding and deep knowledge of a phenomenon. Guba and
Lincoln (1994) bring critiques of realist and post-positivist epistemologies to their
evaluative framework, although criticism has been directed recently at the framework,
claiming its correspondence with realist and postpositivist epistemologies (Huttunen and
Kakkori, 2020). The framework employs the criteria of credibility, dependability,
confirmability, and transferability. Reflexivity is considered an element of confirmability,
but since it is a central factor in interpretivist research approaches and epistemologies
(Hatch and Yanow, 2003) and also considered important in other sets of evaluative
criteria for qualitative studies (e.g., Creswell and Miller, 2000), it will be discussed here
in detail. Lincoln’s and Guba’s framework for assessing trustworthiness relies on the
utility and persuasiveness of the constructs used in a study rather than their proof (ibid.,
Guba, 1981). This framework serves as the basis of the evaluation this dissertation, but
alternative evaluation criteria are discussed to explore whether they might better suit the
dissertation orientation (Huttunen and Kakkori, 2020). The dissertation’s central
objective – mapping human experiences that ‘deal with worlds of meanings’ – needs to
find accord with a scientific worldview that does not rely on realist, subject–object
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dualism that depends on the belief of an objective reality that can be accessed without
subjectivity (Huttunen and Kakkori, 2020, p. 603, Polkinghorne, 1989). Instead, the value
– and thus the evaluation – of qualitative research should be approached from its capacity
to ‘evoke new kinds of thinking and seeing’ (Huttunen and Kakkori, 2020, p. 603).

Table 4 describes the assessment of this research in terms of credibility, dependability,
confirmability, and transferability.

Table 4. Assessment strategies used in the dissertation.
Quality criteria Strategies used in this dissertation
Credibility Prolonged engagement

Triangulation
Persistent observation
Member checking

Dependability Detailed procedural descriptions
Consistency in analytic standards

Confirmability Using quotes
Audit trails

Transferability Rich descriptions about the studies’ context allowing
“transferability judgments”

Reflexivity Identifying researcher positioning
Validity as reflexive accounting
Validity as external accounting

5.1.1 Credibility

Credibility refers to the plausibility and trustworthiness of research findings (Stenfors et
al., 2020) and may be assessed by how well the interpretations made in the study represent
the original data. Some characterise it as the ‘degree of truth’ conveyed by the findings
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Korstjens and Moser; 2018; Stenfors et al., 2020).  Since this
dissertation does not rely on the correspondence theory of truth, it is better to assess
credibility according to the hermeneutical definition of truth. Huttunen and Kakkori
(2020) present the hermeneutical, Heideggerian notion of truth as ‘uncoveredness’ and
‘unconcealment’ as a suitable indicator of the quality of qualitative research: beings and
things should be considered as parts of ‘totality and context’. When ‘truth’ is defined in
this manner, it becomes relevant to assess the credibility of a study through how well it
represents phenomena as they appear to the subjects experiencing them. (Huttunen and
Kakkori, 2020, p. 607.)

The task of the research is, then, to uncover people’s experience-worlds and the meanings
and different ways of understanding the study’s subjects attach to the phenomena studied
(ibid.). The credibility of research may thus be achieved and assessed through, for
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instance, the prolonged engagement in the research settings, triangulation, persistent
observation, and member checking proposed by Lincoln and Guba (1985).

Sub-studies I, II, IV, and V took place in extensive organisational and societal
development and research processes, and the author played a central role in facilitating
and coordinating the workshops in the processes. These workshops called for immersion
and prolonged engagement (Creswell, 1998) in the setting of the participating
organisations, dialogues with various stakeholders, and persistent motivation to reach
understanding amid the polyphony of stakeholder voices. As the processes involved
communities of practice that participated in the project over the course of several years,
it was possible to check with participants regarding the nature of the knowledge gathered
and its relevance. It was not always easy – sometimes project workers had to work as
brokers between employees and managers to find solutions to discussing challenging
work-related experiences and utilising possible conflicts in experiences to advance
understanding as opposed to creating distrust. In other words, sometimes the researchers
were forced to make choices about what information from the polyphony of voices was
the most important, what was to be emphasised, and whose ideas shaped and controlled
the development of the study. On the other hand, managing polyphony also enabled
persistent observation of various perspectives on work-related experiences. (Lincoln and
Guba, 1985; Creswell, 1998.)

Triangulation – the use of various approaches in the same study – is a key element in
establishing credibility (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Creswell, 1998; Korstjens and Moser,
2018) and central to all the research processes used in this dissertation. Triangulation
strategies were applied in methods, sources, and analysis (Denzin, 1978; Patton, 1999).
Methodological triangulation involved using several qualitative, arts-based, narrative
and/or dialogical data collection methods in each study. As the data collected by these
methods was both rich and deep, most of the studies involved triangulation in analysis
methods and perspectives in interpretation as well. Sub-study III in particular relied on
examining datasets through triangulation of various analytic approaches (Leech and
Onwuegbugie, 2007). Analyst triangulation was substantial in all five sub-studies, as they
were executed in and by multidisciplinary collaborative research teams. Multiple datasets
provided the possibility to employ source triangulation: in all the sub-studies, the data
consisted of material written or drawn by the participants, documentation of the dialogues
that formed around these materials, and discussion data. Analyst triangulation took place
in the form of regular discussion amongst the authors during the analysis processes, and
the findings at each phase of the analysis were reviewed by at least two investigators. In
these regards, persistent observation has been a key means of analysis in this dissertation.

Finally, checking with participants, i.e., member checking, served as a credibility
criterion in Sub-study IV. In a co-operative inquiry process consisting of four phases, the
data from the previous phase was analysed between team meetings, and organisation
employees were inquired as to whether they found the analysis accurate.
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5.1.2 Dependability and confirmability

Dependability reflects the stability and replicability of the study (Korstjens and Moser,
2018; Stenfors et al, 2020) and can be assessed by evaluating how the research could be
replicated under similar conditions. Dependability in qualitative research is regarded
mostly as a procedural question and thus concerns the detailed description of the research
designs and methods (Stenfors et al., 2020).

Replicability is, however, influenced by many factors and, in this dissertation, the
qualitative, arts-based, participative, and interpretive approaches gave the study an
idiosyncratic quality. However, dependability also involves the consistency of the
research: following accepted standards in the analysis processes. The dependability of the
dissertation is evidenced by the detailed procedural descriptions, including the data
collection and data analysis procedures applied to the whole of the dissertation and the
sub-studies (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Creswell, 1998). In addition, novel conceptual
framings, such as the model of the 4Cs that are presented in the study results, speak of
the dissertation’s dependability.

Confirmability refers to the correspondence between data and findings or to researcher
impartiality. Confirmability is the criterion that assures the research findings are based on
the data instead of researcher bias (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Confirmability is often seen
as manifesting in the use of quotes as illustrations of the conclusions drawn from the data
(Stenfors et al., 2020).

In addition, both confirmability and dependability may be ensured through audit trails:
keeping records and documents of the ‘research paths’ taken during the course of the
study. Research paths refer to transparent descriptions of the research processes
(Korstjens and Moser, 2018). In Sub-studies I, II, IV, and V, which were lengthy research
projects, the team of researchers included a team member who transcribed discussions
and made notes on the events that took place in the workshops. In Sub-study III, data
collection took place in focus groups and lasted one day, and the entire day was video-
recorded. However, the research path is also described by the structure of the topic guides
utilized at each phase of the research process.

5.1.3 Transferability

Transferability refers to the possibility to apply the research findings in other contexts.
Transferability is assessed by ‘transferability judgment’ that is left to the reader’s
determination based on their perspective. The author carries responsibility for providing
a thick description of the context of the study. (Korstjens and Moser, 2018.)

In this dissertation, rich descriptions of the study contexts are provided in Chapter 4.1
and Tables 1 and 2. The settings and context of the studies, descriptions of the samples,
demographics, and characteristics of the research participants, research designs and data
collection objectives, research procedures, and excerpts from the discussion themes with
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research participants are described in detail in each of the sub-studies. Taken as a whole,
these elements provide justification for a judgment of transferability.

5.1.4 Reflexivity

Identifying researcher positioning is an essential part of the criterion of reflexivity, which
entails self-reflective observations and relational considerations in terms of a researcher’s
positioning toward respondents (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Korstjens and Moser; 2018;
Stenfors et al, 2020). Creswell and Miller (2000) suggest a two-dimensional framework
for assessing validity in qualitative research: validity is based on the lens the researcher
uses to validate their research and the researcher’s paradigm assumptions. The researcher
lens can be used to assess validity from the researcher’s point of view (‘validity as
reflexive accounting’), from the viewpoint of accurate presentation of participant
realities, and from external accounts of the study, such as those of reviewers. The
researcher’s paradigm assumptions address considerations of researcher positioning, as
they involve awareness of the epistemological stances that influence basic assumptions
as to how and why the researcher is conducting the research. The researcher’s lens and
paradigm assumptions fall under the umbrella concept of reflexivity as considered here.

In terms of self-reflective considerations, the researcher identifies multiple roles and basic
assumptions in which she has been socialised over the course of her life. Like everyone,
the researcher is a tapestry of experiences and influencing factors that she recognises as
having exerted a great impact on the way this dissertation came about. A background in
applied theatre and drama instilled in the researcher a principle of respecting the agency
of study participants. In practice, this principle calls for delicately balancing between the
creation of a safe space through focused facilitation of workshops and the data collection
and its emphasis on the priority and correctness of participant views, knowledge, and
opinion. As the research situations were often (in Sub-studies I, II, IV, and V) part of
organisational development projects, the participants also needed to perceive a space
where they could express that the direction the research was developing was irrelevant
for them if they so felt.

Regarding the paradigm assumptions that influence the researcher’s motivation for and
selected approach to conducting the research (Creswell and Miller, 2000), in this instance,
stressing the agency and centrality of the participants was critical. The author’s
motivation for this dissertation research lies in the aim of making peoples’ experiences
and voices public in the form of studied, empirically tested knowledge to serve as the
foundation for a transformation into more sustainable and meaningful forms of working
life. This inductive orientation stems from the ontological and epistemological biases of
the author and has been essential in all the sub-studies comprising the dissertation. This
research lens runs through the theoretical frameworks, research designs, methodological
choices, and key results of all five sub-studies, bringing them into alignment. (Puusa and
Julkunen, 2020.)
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In addition to this professional stance, which influences how the author sees the world
and how she encounters and relates to people with whom she has conducted the research,
several ‘epistemological and ontological commitments’ (Huttunen and Kakkori, 2020, p.
611) from author’s personal sphere at the time of the study influenced this dissertation.
For example, a keen interest in Buddhist psychologies and philosophies, including a
meditation practice, have considerably influenced the methods and theories applied here.
Contemplative practices served as a fundamental element of the data collection in each
study, and ‘radical imagination’ is an approach adopted from a meditation community.
However, as these epistemological attitudes may influence how the author sees the world
and conducts research, Nicholls (2019) suggests that meditation and mindful practices
may also facilitate learning the skill of critical reflection and reflexivity.

The researcher’s preconceptions, background, and position influence what she chooses to
examine, how, and why (Malterud, 2001) and, conversely, what she excludes from the
research, due to, for instance, observational biases (Kahneman, 2011). The
epistemological standpoint in this dissertation is interpretivist and aligns with the topic of
the study: the interpretive approach is concerned with human-made meanings regarding
situations and perceptions of realities rather than proof of natural phenomena (Hatch and
Yanow. 2003). The investigation that is at the core of this dissertation – the study of
perceptions and experiences of what is meaningful to people in the context of work –
justifies the use of this interpretivist approach.

5.2 Limitations and ethical considerations

5.2.1 Limitations

While contributing to the body of academic literature on MW and work-related wellbeing,
the study features some inevitable limitations.

Firstly, the research design relies on a qualitative research strategy, which limits the
dissertation’s statistical significance. The interpretive analytic choices are grounded in
the qualitative paradigm, and although they offer deep understanding of the phenomena
studied, they exclude straightforward examinations of the relationship between, for
example, the factors that influence the experiences.

Secondly, limitations exist in the generalisability of the study findings. Generalisability
is limited due not only to the qualitative research strategy but to the composition of the
study samples. The limited samples who participated in the study are primarily Finnish
employees from, in three of the sub-studies, caregiving professions. National and
professional cultural conditions play an important role in the samples, and, thus, the work-
related experiences might have been different had they been studied in very different lines
of work. Notwithstanding this limitation, the sample used in Sub-study III provides some
measure of heterogeneity in the context of the dissertation as a whole.
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Thirdly, as the study focuses on lived MW, MLW, and eudaimonic experiences and
subjective perceptions of them, it relies primarily on self-reported data and/or researcher
observations. This data may include a variety of biases, such as selective attention or
social desirability (Brutus et al., 2013).

Lastly, there are limitations to the application of the findings in practice. For instance,
one of the key findings and thus a practical implication of the study is the proposal to
create dialogical spaces that allow for radical imagination. In the context of the studies,
such dialogical spaces for employees were created by university collaborators
professionally trained as facilitators for group processes. Although this dissertation
suggests creating such spaces in the workplace, the value base and the principle of
equality must be priorities that overcome conflicting management agendas. This is an
issue that requires identifying sometimes challenging issues of power and trust in the
workplace. However, this limitation is presented in detail in the findings and in the
discussion of this dissertation (see Chapters 4.1, 4.2 and 5).

5.2.2 Ethical considerations

In a research context, ethical considerations are of utmost importance: study participants
must be protected from harm, their privacy must not be violated, and the ethical principles
of autonomy, beneficence, and justice must be applied (Orb et al, 2000). In this case,
permission to conduct the research and ethical approvals were granted according to the
participating universities’ ethical procedures to ensure the protection of the participants
(Dresser, 1998). Participant privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity were protected at all
stages of the research. Autonomy was ensured through participant consent and the
voluntary nature of participation, and justice by giving voice to the studied communities.
The participants in some of the sub-studies, for example the rehabilitees in Sub-study I,
could be seen as vulnerable, while in other cases, such as the ECE employees who
participated in Sub-study IV, there was a risk participants would indirectly communicate
private information. These two sub-studies demanded special ethical consideration.
Essentially, the orientation of the study design as opening new perspectives on ‘the good
working life’ was viewed as empowering as opposed to disempowering, while anonymity
and consent ensured ethical guidelines were followed (Orb, 2000).

One important ethical consideration concerns the position and power of the researcher in
relation to and the effects they might have on the communities studied (ibid.). As this
dissertation was largely conducted as part of or in conjunction with development projects,
participant and organisation expectations regarding the projects may give rise to an ethical
dilemma. As occurred during the process of conducting this research for this dissertation,
the organisations may expect the collaboration to resolve many issues. Open and
transparent communication about the limitations of university–organisation collaboration
and on the researcher’s positioning in relation to the research on the work communities
was essential in tacking this issue. Further development of research ethics for studies in
the field and especially in the context of development projects could, for example, include
clearly worded statements about the university collaborator’s role in such processes.
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In qualitative studies, research questions and research design are seen as a potential 
ethical concerns (Orb, 2000; Ramos, 1989). Participants must be safeguarded from harm, 
such as potentially distressing topics, during data collection. In inquiring about the 
experiences of meaninglessness in this study, ethicality was ensured by offering 
participants the opportunity to debrief their experiences at subsequent data collection 
workshops. In addition, mood-elevating discussions were included during data collection 
on meaninglessness in Sub-study III. And participating in qualitative research processes 
has also seen to increase self-awareness, sense of purpose, and empowerment, which was 
also witnessed during the data collection processes for this dissertation (Orb, 2000; 
Hutchinson et al., 1994).

5.3 Future research suggestions

The topic of MW is being ever-more widely researched, and the findings from this 
dissertation suggest some directions for future research.

Firstly, this study is based exclusively on a qualitative research strategy. Applying mixed 
methodologies would introduce new arenas of research and provide statistical evidence 
to support findings regarding the researched phenomena. Thus, it would be beneficial to 
include surveys that inquire into participant experiences and the impact of dialogical, 
meaningfulness-based organisational development strategies. Furthermore, it would be 
interesting to study the relational and socially constructive quality of MW development 
further.

Secondly, studying experiences is a complex area of research and involves many 
epistemological and methodological questions. As this study aims to and emphasises the 
importance of distinguishing between experiential and evaluative approaches to MW and 
MLW experiences, capturing experiences becomes especially relevant. Although this 
study does contribute to this question, it leaves open many aspirations for future research. 
For example, utilising diary methods (Ohly et al., 2010, Demerouti et el., 2020), 
experience sampling methods (Larson and Csikszentmihalyi, 2005; Fisher and To, 2012; 
Scollon et al., 2009), or daily reconstruction methods (Schwartz et al., 2009) alongside 
qualitative methods in inquiring into day-to-day MW and MLW experiences would allow 
comparisons between authentic experiences, reflections, and evaluations and the 
cognitive and affective aspects of MW and MLW processes. Also, the methods, measures, 
and language of inquiring into experiences and evaluations form an intriguing future 
research venue. Furthermore, these aspects would be interesting to study across 
occupations. At the organisational level, the study raises ideas for further research into 
MW as an organisational characteristic and capacity or its social impact (Bebbington 
and Dillard, 2009).

Thirdly, the study suggests deeper examination of the concept of social sustainability and
its relationship to MW, MLW, and eudaimonic experiences. This is especially relevant in
the era of climate crisis and societal turbulence from the viewpoints of bridge
sustainability and the relation between MW and, for example, sustainable or
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transformative behaviours at the individual level (Vallance et al., 2011). Moreover, it
would be interesting to differentiate between the concepts of weak and strong
sustainability, and their relation to meaningfulness-based human development – or even
consider the relationship between MW and other aspects of sustainability, such as limits-
to-growth (Neumayer, 2012; Brock and Taylor, 2005; Higgins, 2014; Kalimeris et al,
2020).

Finally, to better understand the complex connections between the systemic levels that
influence experiences of MW and MLW and their impact on creating more sustainable
societies, it would be beneficial to turn to systems and complexity theories in future
research. These would have potential in examining how internal factors, starting from the
day-to-day psychological experiences of employees, interact with external factors, such
as cultural norms or societal and global challenges, in supporting or suppressing MW
(Kira and Eijnatten, 2008).
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Social enterprises are often seen as a source of new and innovative solutions to persistent societal problems
and a means for better inclusion of employees and customers. Because social enterprises combine business logic and social
goals, they have vast potential to renew business and social life; therefore, it is vital to understand how their creation can be
initiated and supported.
OBJECTIVE: This study provides an overview of the participatory design process for a new social enterprise as it appears
in practice.
METHODS: The methods used in this case study guided the participants – mental health and substance abuse rehabilitees
– in the co-creation and refinement of a business idea. The methods used enabled participants to acknowledge their own
strengths or preferences for their potential future work, which was a unique means of establishing a new social enterprise.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: Social empowerment of the participants/future employees of the social enterprise formed
the important, intangible capital in this case. By definition, the core of social enterprises is the customer- and employee-driven
nature. This study clarifies how a social enterprise functions as a laboratory of social innovation at the local and community
levels.

Keywords: Social business, social innovation, rehabilitation, case study, Finland

1. Introduction

Social enterprises combine business logic and
social goals, which distinguishes them from tradi-
tional for-profit or non-profit entities [1, 2]. Social
enterprises tackle persistent societal problems such as
social exclusion, environmental issues, injustice and
poverty. Social enterprises attempt to solve problems
that traditional private, public, voluntary or commu-
nity organisations have not been able to solve despite
their efforts [3]. Brouard and Larivet [4] define a
social enterprise as “a business dedicated to a social
mission, or earning a profit for the financial further-

∗Address for correspondence: Helinä Melkas, Lappeenranta
University of Technology, Lahti Unit, Saimaankatu 11, 15140
Lahti, Finland. Tel.: +358 405881400; E-mail: helina.melkas@
lut.fi.

ance of a social mission”. Dacin et al. [5] show that
a social enterprise can play a key role in addressing
social challenges by fostering employee and commu-
nity well-being while generating financial benefits.
Mair and Martı́ [6, p. 37] highlight the process nature
of social enterprises as “[A] process involving the
innovative use and combination of resources to pur-
sue opportunities to catalyse social change and/or
address social needs”. Traditionally, in business the
focus has been on the heroic individual, the social
entrepreneur, rather than the larger society.

According to the Social enterprise research net-
work EMES, the social criteria that define social
enterprises are (1) an explicit aim to benefit the com-
munity; (2) an initiative launched by a group of
citizens; (3) decision-making power not based on cap-
ital ownership; (4) a participatory nature involving

1051-9815/16/$35.00 © 2016 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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the various parties affected by the activity; and (5)
limited profit distribution. Important characteristics
of social enterprises are representation and partici-
pation of users or customers, stakeholder influence
on decision-making and participative management.
In many cases, an aim of social enterprises is to further
democracy at the local level through economic acti-
vity [7]. The importance of social entrepreneurship is
constantly growing; new “social” start-ups are emerg-
ing at a faster rate than more conventional ventures,
according to the European Commission [8].

The purpose of this paper is to examine the par-
ticipatory design of one social enterprise, focusing
in particular on the first phases of the process: the
initiation phase and the development phase. We ana-
lyse the innovation practices that the nascent social
enterprise embraced and the effects of those prac-
tices. We argue that such processes are still poorly
understood and largely overlooked in the literature.
Establishing a social enterprise does not necessa-
rily differ from establishing a traditional enterprise,
but the process can be much different. Among social
enterprises there are many variations; for instance,
procedures related to employing people and initiation
of the establishment process often vary.

2. Literature and theory

The understanding of basic terms and concepts
such as social enterprise, social innovation and par-
ticipatory design varies in the literature and between
national or international contexts and the public and
private sectors. For example, social enterprise has dif-
ferent definitions in the literature and its legal and
political meaning changes depending on the coun-
try, greatly influencing how these enterprises are set
up and funded and affecting how social enterprises
may be evaluated or compared to one another. In the
academic literature, there is no consistent usage of
the terms social enterprise or social entrepreneurship
[9; see also 5]. Social entrepreneurship covers a broad
range of activities that fall along a continuum, includ-
ing non-conventional entrepreneurial initiatives [10].
Social enterprise is considered to be distinct from
classical business and traditional non-profit activity,
combining elements of social purpose, market orien-
tation and financial-performance standards, each to
different extents than traditional business [11].

Forms of social enterprise found in Finland
include work integration social enterprises that offer
employment to individuals with disabilities and the

long-term unemployed and are provided for by
law, and organisations which have adopted a social
enterprise business model and are therefore eligi-
ble for the “Social Enterprise Mark”. Facilitating a
viable ecosystem for social enterprises is integral to
their success; it requires, inter alia, development of
business expertise, funding and investments, advi-
sory services and publicity, and increasing demand
through public procurement and corporate social
responsibility programmes [12].

Social innovation describes the processes of inven-
tion, diffusion and adoption of new services or
organisational models. This term also has many
interpretations. Well-structured ideas about social
innovation are expected by many [13, 14]. Nuss-
baumer and Moulaert [15] noted that “social
innovations can be macro or micro, structural or local,
they are introduced by an entrepreneurial spirit and
through solidarity, either to improve the functioning
of the organisation or to transform the organisation
into a social enterprise, an enterprise with social
objectives, an organisation pursuing social objec-
tives or to empower it with a more participatory
governance system”. In the present study, social inno-
vation is an umbrella concept for examining the
participatory design process of a new social enter-
prise. Social enterprises have been acknowledged as
major producers or “laboratories” of social innova-
tion, especially at the local or community levels [8].

The end use of a social innovation may be different
from the one that was originally envisaged; some-
times action precedes understanding and sometimes
taking action crystallises the idea. True innovations
are more like multiple spirals than straight lines [16].
There is a consensus on the need to perform empirical
research on social innovation to observe how current
realities develop. A process dimension of social inno-
vation has evolved which stresses that an important
aspect of social innovation is the process of social
interactions between individuals to reach certain out-
comes. This evolution is consistent with the many
other recent developments in the field of business
innovation that emphasize open, collaborative, par-
ticipatory and non-linear characteristics [17].

As for participatory design, Sanders [18, p. 3] pre-
sented different ways to learn from people (Fig. 1),
noting that “Discovering what people think and know
provides us with their perceptions of experience.
Understanding how people feel gives us the ability to
empathize with them. [ . . . ] Seeing and appreciating
what people dream shows us how their future could
change for the better.” According to Sanders, special
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Fig. 1. Ways we can learn from people [18].

Fig. 2. What people say, do and make [18].

tools are needed to access users’ ability to express
deeper levels of their experience; she encourages the
use of “emotional toolkits” that enable people to make
artifacts such as collages or diaries to describe sto-
ries and dreams. Such tools are especially effective in
accessing people’s unspoken feelings and emotional
states. Social innovation and participatory design
have much in common, but they originate from differ-
ent scientific fields. In this study, they are combined
through focusing on the process dimension of social
innovation and our understanding of emotional tools
(see Fig. 2).

3. Data and methods

3.1. The case study

This paper is a case study of the participatory
design process for a new social enterprise in the Lahti
(Päijät-Häme) Region, Finland. Päijät-Häme Social
Psychiatry Foundation and its three partner organi-
sations were in the process of establishing a social

enterprise to employ mental health and substance
abuse rehabilitees. The starting point of the design
process, in 2012, was that there were many people
with entrepreneurial interests and diverse competen-
cies and skills, although the business plan had not
been drafted yet and there was a lack of concrete
business ideas. It was decided by the managers of
the Foundation that an innovation process would be
implemented in collaboration between the organisa-
tions and university researchers/facilitators. Business
ideas would be collected through co-creation and co-
learning – with the help of interactive methods –
to discover which services and products the social
enterprise could offer its customers. The process was
called the “Bee of Communal Economy” (Fig. 3).
Practice-based innovation [19] was the background
philosophy of the action-oriented research; in addi-
tion to gathering business ideas, the goal was to
establish competence in both innovation and creative
methods in the nascent enterprise.

The data consist of:

• Original materials produced at six half-day
workshops organized in the autumn of 2012.
Participants (i.e., rehabilitees, some of their
relatives, and social workers), were from the
four partner organisations. Four workshops
were targeted at anyone interested and two at
the preliminary board. Altogether 114 persons
participated in the workshops, including 104
rehabilitees and 10 social workers.

• Field notes recorded by workshop facilitators
(the researchers). After each workshop, evalua-
tions were conducted by Päijät-Häme Social
Psychiatry Foundation and its three partner
organisations in a meeting with the facilita-
tors. In addition, the facilitators discussed and
validated the observations from this evaluative
meeting and the workshops.

• Observation data collected during follow-
up work with the four organisations. The
researchers participated in the meetings of
the preliminary board during 2013–2014 and
provided business advice and support to the
Foundation staff members. Field notes were
taken.

• A two-hour evaluation interview with the Foun-
dation staff members in late 2014.

The qualitative data were analysed with the help
of content analysis.
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Fig. 3. The Finnish slogan of the Bee of Communal Economy: “Work belongs to everyone”.

3.2. The interactive, participatory methods

Playfulness, improvisation and meditative meth-
ods were used as tools for co-creation and
participatory design. The philosophies of impro-
visational theatre in addition to playfulness and
meditation awareness were used as methods in the
Bee of Communal Economy workshops. This combi-
nation of philosophies was chosen for their emphasis
on removing the pressure from the brainstorming pro-
cess and forming ideas collectively in a dialogue.
The methods were specifically designed to enhance
collaboration and the collective spirit. Because it
was also important to take into account every idea
delivered in the workshops and during the project,
individual ideas were collected in advance from par-
ticipants, who independently completed an “Idea
Form” or wrote their ideas on sticky notes and
stuck them on the “Wall of Ideas”. The workshops
were devoted to collective and dialogical creation,
although the participants may have had many ideas
of their own to start with.

Playfulness was one starting point of the work-
shops, functioning as a warmup for collaborative
thinking and emphasising that knowledge can be
formed in many ways. As Heikkinen [20] notes, the
form of action may be playful but the significance
is completely truthful and serious. The facilitators
pointed out that presence, meditation, fun and games
can provide important information about the parti-
cipants and their meaningful thoughts for business
ideas. Participants were encouraged to produce pref-
erences for and mental images of meaningful work
as the starting point of knowledge creation (Figs. 4
and 5).

The main improvisational philosophy that formed
the basis of the workshops was the philosophy of
accepting [21]. Accepting means that every idea or
thought (called an offer in improvisational terms)
should be accepted. To study this principle, we used
a technique called “Yes, and . . . ” that teaches par-
ticipants to approve their own and others’ ideas
systematically by saying “Yes, and . . . (adding

Fig. 4. Toward a more communal and multifaceted way of
perceiving (social enterprise) work and doing it.

Fig. 5. Presencing.
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one’s own idea to develop the story further). This
technique helps to collectively formulate compre-
hensive creations, usually a story or a scene, but in
this context ideas and future visions. “Yes, and . . . ”
sounds simple, yet participants’ mind-sets and atti-
tudes toward the creative process can cause certain
challenges. Creation is often seen as difficult, requir-
ing some kind of special talent, or ideas are believed
to arrive as an epiphany, rather than produced in
everyone’s mind all the time. This challenge was
encountered during the workshops; rehabilitees were
used to criticising themselves to the extent that
they found it difficult to commence with their own
thoughts and ideas. Deepening the skills of accep-
tance could be useful for countering this mind-set.

It is recognised that supportive and encourag-
ing attitudes towards rehabilitees from professionals’
side have a positive effect on empowerment [22], but
less attention has been directed towards supportive
and encouraging attitudes towards oneself as impor-
tant healing forces. Acceptance could also function
as an important theme in vocational rehabilitation,
when the empowerment of the rehabilitees is of con-
cern, and especially as a tool to overcome lack of
vision, to make plans for the future and foster abil-
ity to be successful [23]. Acceptance is not only a
tool but also an attitude and a skill that requires a lot
of training; the lack of this skill can act as a major
obstacle for empowerment.

Another new approach for the workshop partic-
ipants was the experience of “presencing”. In this
context, presencing had two meanings: first, achiev-
ing through body awareness the combination of
sensing and being present, or being connected with
the inner source of one’s own potential and bringing
it into the present [24]; and second, a flexible state
of mind (mindfulness) in which people are actively
engaged in the present and notice (and accept) new
experiences [25]. To apply this meditation to work-
shops, participants began by silencing their minds
and observing their emotions. Then, participants
were guided into finding and returning to their pri-
vate memories of so-called “meaningful doings”; for
example, to the place and situation when they felt
connected to their work. The sticky notes written after
this exercise were the idea embryos for the business
ideas that the participants collaboratively developed
in groups. More than 100 business ideas were created.
The process of developing these ideas continued in
2013, and the new enterprise, established on the basis
of one business idea, was planned to start in late 2013
(Fig. 6 in the Appendix).

4. Results

“But there are crazy people and alcoholics and even
some social entrepreneurship – help, what’s that?”.
(A staff member in an interview giving examples of
outsiders’ usual prejudice)

4.1. Suitability of the methods

In the business development process, a lot of focus
was placed on how and where the development pro-
cess began and how the ideas for the business were
gathered. This case study differed from the process
of establishing a traditional enterprise in that the ini-
tiator was not an entrepreneur with a business idea,
and such a person was not sought. Instead, hundreds
of mental health rehabilitees were invited to join
in and produce ideas concerning the kind of enter-
prise they could create together. Unusual work and
ideation methods were needed to generate, share and
refine the ideas of the large and heterogeneous group.
The results indicate that the interactive, participatory
methods helped the participants escape the traditional
“spinning” of ideas in one’s own head, leading to new
perspectives and a state of collective ideation. The
whole life experience belongs in ideation, including
emotions and feelings, and especially experiences of
meaningfulness. During the workshops, the aim was
to call forth the participants’ experience of where,
when and why they felt like they were doing some-
thing meaningful. It became evident that this was
also a good way to strengthen the process of dis-
covering one’s own internal potential, as business
opportunities are strongly linked to a person’s life and
experiences. Mental health rehabilitees often have
negative experiences of working life and low self-
confidence, and traditional brainstorming methods
and business advice do not seem relevant to them. The
workshop process made it clear that the rehabilitees
needed more time and different types of encourage-
ment to open their minds. This kind of a process
could be one useful practical response to the need to
improve corporate culture in relation to mental health
problems and employment [26].

The methods in the workshops guided the par-
ticipants to acknowledge their own strengths and
preferences for their possible future work. Partici-
pants’ visions of the future were the foundation for
creating meaningful knowledge according to how
they currently see or would like to see themselves.
This is a unique basis for establishing a social enter-
prise, and participants in the business idea co-creation
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started to commit to the project at an early stage.
Intangible assets are the first – and often the most
important – capital of companies. In this case, these
assets were formed through social empowerment
of the participants/future employees of the social
enterprise.

4.2. Concrete fulfilment of the objectives

The results show that the objectives of the Bee of
Communal Economy were fulfilled and the outcomes
were even better than hoped for. In two years, the
ideation and piloting of a new social enterprise were
implemented, and the new enterprise now has one
important institutional client. More clients have com-
mitted themselves to join in 2015, and the employees
will be paid “a real salary”. A lot of new information
was gained from piloting this process which can be
used in future planning. Sufficient time for piloting
and development was vital to the successful establish-
ment of the new enterprise. The service model that is
based on peer instructors and experience instructors
for mental health rehabilitees is still open in the sense
that changes can easily be made if needed. The whole
process has been open, transparent and natural.

Lessons learned from one year of piloting this pro-
cess will be studied carefully. The two present leaders
of the new social enterprise should not shoulder too
much of the burden, but there is no hurry to make
changes; it is crucial that visions for the future and
current actions show participants how to proceed,
in people’s pay and funding issues and in general
business. Experience will teach. There have been
unexpected setbacks during the piloting, but despite
those, the group’s business activities turned into a
positive routine in which participants have already
acted in a novel, increasingly goal-oriented way. It is
necessary to continue with participatory, interactive
methods to help clarify the objectives of the pro-
cess, which are likely to be forgotten when daily life
becomes hectic. Participants have successfully coped
at work because issues are openly discussed and if
someone cannot cope, rapid actions are taken so that
larger problems do not arise.

In general, individual freedom to take actions pro-
duces good results. Openness and transparency have
been safeguarded for the new enterprise’s activities,
although assistive strategies have also been developed
(e.g., training for experience instructors, supervision
practices and learning to regard customers as cus-
tomers of the group rather than “your individual
customers”). Significantly, in this social enterprise,

mistakes are seen as catalysts for learning. During
the business development process, many types of
knowledge and new competencies (skills, methods,
attitudes) were gained that have not been tested or
achieved elsewhere. The process and its description
are thus seen as valuable and will be refined and
developed further so that others can benefit, too.

The collaboration between the case organisations
and the university was seen by the participants as
fruitful and necessary. Also in the future, the new
enterprise will need support in maintaining “process
courage”. The interest of universities and researchers
is helpful for open and non-traditional development,
as in this case study; however, “the multi-coloured
character involving crazy people and alcoholics and
even some bizarre social entrepreneurship often
causes research organisations to refuse collaboration
in search of faster and more goal-oriented results”,
as expressed by an interviewee. Yet, when the busi-
ness development process does not have “obligatory
objectives”, there is a lot of space for new innovations,
as long as there is sufficient time to engage with inno-
vation at the practical and developmental levels. The
process surpassed expectations, thanks to the brave
people who became engaged in the working life and
entrepreneurship. A manager noted: “The initial aim
that was often repeated about three years ago – that
the most important thing is that we are still alive and
friends after this – has come true. Mightily.”

5. Discussion

The customer- and employee-driven nature lies
at the core of social enterprises, by definition. The
methods utilised in this case study allowed the focus
to remain on the positive aspects of the enterprise,
and the participants were truly enthusiastic about
being able to do meaningful work in the future. The
number of business ideas was overwhelming. The
process could indeed be seen as a practical example of
Nussbaumer and Moulaert’s [15] definition of social
innovation and Hudson’s [17] process dimension.
Understanding social innovation and social enterprise
as synonyms, as many do, appears much too narrow
and even contradictory to the societal value that they
have – separately or together.

As is often the case, this success also depended
on unprejudiced individuals who initiated this pro-
cess, especially from the Foundation’s side. There
are many ways to design social enterprises, not all
embracing social innovation, but on the basis of this
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case study, we propose that methods of social innova-
tion and participatory design are especially relevant
and effective for work integration social enterprises.
Such methods need to be tailored for each case, and
they could provide new viewpoints for the develop-
ment of any enterprise. This study is not without its
limitations, the most noteworthy of which is the sin-
gle study location. Despite that, the results of this
study contribute to our current research and practi-
cal knowledge of opportunities for people who may
have difficulty in securing and maintaining a job. A
future study may be suggested where Finnish cases
and similar enterprises from other countries could be
studied together.

Social enterprises are often seen as a source of new
and innovative solutions to persistent societal prob-
lems, and a means to promote increased inclusion of
employees and customers. This study clarifies how a
social enterprise can function as a laboratory of social
innovation at the local and community levels. Social
enterprises still suffer from numerous deficiencies,
such as poor understanding of their functioning; poor
visibility of their local, domestic and international
roles; inadequate access to resources; and inappropri-
ate legal environments [8, 12, 13]. These deficiencies
prevent social enterprises from realising their full
potential, but the results of this study may be helpful
for practical policy development efforts in this field.
New skills and new approaches are clearly needed.

Innovation involves risk–the risk that a concept
may be innovative but either does not address extant
social or economic needs or does not address them
appropriately [27]. This challenge is critical when
considering social innovation and social enterprises.
It is necessary to surpass simple innovation “recipes”
and examine the configurations, contingencies and
complexities that social innovation requires. The
risks are more likely to be avoided if truly em-
powering, bottom-up, inclusive approaches to inno-
vation and enterprise design are implemented, such
as the ones examined in this case study.
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Appendix

Fig. 6. The process in 2012 and early 2013.
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(Dalai Lama and Howard Cutler (1998): The Art of Happiness)
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good; and for this reason the good has rightly been declared to be that at which all things aim.”
(Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics.)
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Abstract
In the modern work life meaningfulness might be the most important dimension to sustainable,
not only longer but also to good-quality, working careers. Experiencing work as meaningful
can have great influences not only the individuals doing the work but also on deeper societal
problems – meaningfulness of work can quite often be understood as working for some greater
good. Understanding intrinsic motivation leads to understanding meaningfulness of work.

At the same time economical scarcity demands organizations to renew and creates feelings of
uncertainty among staff. Well-being at work is under a stress in this kind of environment. In
scarce, stressful, hectic and sometimes competitive working environment the experiences and
feelings of meaningfulness are easily obscured. However quality, well-being and happiness at
work could have significant impact also on the productivity of work.

Paul Dolan introduces pleasure/purpose-principle in his book “Happiness by Design” (2014):
to be truly happy people need to feel both pleasure and purpose (p. 10).  In this paper we use
the “pleasure/purpose –principle” to understand factors of meaningfulness, inner motivation
and happiness at work. The paper considers peoples experiences of happiness at work
examined through the principle. The data is gathered in several occasions, mainly in the
workshops organized in “Sitä saat mitä jaat” (“You gain what you share”) –project’s
workshops. The project will take place in 2015 – 2017 and it aims to develop and understand
well-being and productivity at work for example through gaining awareness of meaningfulness
of work and creating spaces to share the experiences in dialogue among employees. Seven units
from social and health care in City of Lahti will participate in workshops.

The paper discusses for example of the questions what kind of things bring pleasure to work?
What creates experience of purpose? The data will also be examined through Schwartz´s basic
value approach. What kind of values can be recognized behind the factors of pleasure and
purpose at work? Also methods used to facilitate awareness used in the project are presented.
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Introduction, objective

In Sitä saat mitä jaat (“You gain what you share”) –project, that will be carried out in 2015 –
2017, Lappeenranta University of Technology and Lahti University of Applied Sciences are
developing and studying meaningfulness, happiness, well-being and productivity at work
through approaches of collective sharing, shared space, dialogue, contemplative and arts-based
methodologies. 7 health care units from City of Lahti participate in the project. Project team is
multidisciplinary and comes from different backgrounds of expertise: social sciences, business
and management, humanities and arts, and social and health care. Project is funded by
European Social fund.

In this paper we discuss the questions of happiness and meaningfulness of work through data
collected in two workshops at the beginning of the project. We use Paul Dolan´s pleasure-
purpose –principle to gather knowledge about experiences of happiness at work that includes
deeper meaning, i.e. purpose. We then use Schwartz´s Basic Value Approach to analyze values
underlying in the experiences. The multidisciplinary methods (contemplative, meditative and
arts-based) used in the development work and data gathering for this paper are introduced.

Key concepts and theoretical framework

Paul Dolan suggests in 2014 book “Happiness by Design” a theory for happiness that stresses
feeling pleasure and purpose as main constituents of happiness – not for example experiencing
emotions of being happy or sad.  Happiness constructs of moments where pleasure or purpose
is felt, and the amount of happiness in one´s life could be changed by changing the balance of
pleasure and purpose experienced. Thus moments of pleasure contain happiness as do moments
of purpose, and the ultimate experiences of happiness contain different amounts of both (ibid.)
The opposite of feeling pleasure and purpose would be feeling pain (anger, worry, stress) and
pointlessness (boredom, futility) (Dolan 2014, p. 12). Dolan calls this the pleasure – purpose –
principle, or PPP. He also stresses the meaning of moments, meaning that moments of
happiness are in fact happiness (he highlights “meaning of moments” instead of “meaning of
life” (Dolan 2014, p. 9) – and attention drawn to those moments is one key factor of becoming
aware of one´s own happiness. Also time spend on and attention paid to things that create
pleasure and purpose is a way of “designing” a happy life. (Dolan 2014.)

Dolan´s distinction of happiness as pleasure and purpose is related to understanding happiness
as hedonic or eudaimonic, a distinction that firstly Aristotle outlined in his Nicomachean
Ethics. Hedonic happiness is a form that stresses sensual pleasures as the foundation of
happiness, whereas eudaimonic happiness is formed by meaning of action, virtues:  “the happy
man lives well and does well; for we have practically defined happiness as a sort of good life
and good action.” (Nicomachean ethics, Book 1, Chapter 8). Ryan & Deci (2001) elaborate
hedonic and eudaimonic happiness to broader understanding of well-being. Well-being in a
hedonic sense is subjective and concentrates on avoidance of pain or unpleasantness and
gaining more life satisfaction (Ryan & Deci 2001), whereas well-being in an eudaimonic sense
is an psychological concept (ibid.) and as McGregor and Little (1998) define, consists of
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“happiness + meaningfulness”: “Happiness, which is usually considered the gold standard of
well-being, refers to satisfaction with life, positive affect, and freedom from negative affect.
Meaning refers to feelings of connectedness, purpose, and growth.” (McGregor & Little 1998,
508).

In addition to Dolan´s pleasure-purpose-based definition of happiness we base our definition
of happiness on Martin Seligman´s PERMA –model of well-being. In his 2011 book Flourish
Seligman elaborates the topic of positive psychology to well-being (instead of happiness – that
is “one-dimensional” and “about feeling good” (Seligman 2011, 24)). PERMA –model is a five
pillar well-being theory that includes both subjective and objective elements that each
contribute to well-being. The five pillars are positive emotion, engagement, relationships,
meaning and achievement. (ibid, 24). Both Dolan´s and Seligman’s models are comprehensive
and applicable especially in a work life context, since they stress that happiness is not to be
confused as merely a positive feeling.

In this paper we are interested especially about happiness and well-being in a work life context
– as have been quite a many scholars in the recent years. Happiness and well-being have been
under a growing interest in the work life and organizational research. In organizations, hedonic
component is often connected to job satisfaction and eudaimonic component to engagement
and meaning of work (Grant, Christianson & Price 2007). The interest is due to the fact that
link between being well and happy and being productive seems to be very valid. Happy
employees have been linked to high-performance, being more productive, creative and engaged
to their work, overcoming challenges easier, avoiding stagnation and creating better states of
psychological energy (Spreitzer & Porath 2012; Achor 2012; Wright & Cropanzano 2004;
Rego, Ribeiro & Cunha 2010); positive thoughts, feelings, behaviour and job satisfaction have
been linked directly to organizational outcomes (Lavy & Littman-Ovadia 2016); organizational
virtuousness to higher levels of desired outcomes (Cameron, Bright & Caza 2004) and positive
emotions to enhancing performance on many levels and on various aspects of organizational
life, such as “decision making, turnover/absence, prosocial behavior, negotiation, conflict
resolution, team behavior, leadership” (Barsade & Gibson 2007.)

Also it has to be emphasized that interest to the relation of happiness and work has risen
because new understanding of things we hold valuable is under a growing interest in
transforming world on a quest to find new, sustainable models of work and economy.
Concerning this transformation of work happiness as a concept raises worthwhile, meaningful
questions: is happiness at work only interesting from an instrumental point of view because it
makes people more productive or could happiness be an achievable goal in itself? Or more
widely reflected: what is the purpose of wealth: is wealth an achievable goal in itself and is it
satisfactory, or should wealth be an instrument in creating more well-being and happiness?

Happiness at work is certainly an existing phenomenon that for a good reason has raised
interest. Dolan´s definition of happiness is applicable in this context. Especially thinking about
work meaning and meaningfulness, i.e. purpose has a crucial role in happiness and well-being.

Meaning in, of and at work, meaningful work, meaningfulness of work

Meaningful work life, as well, has been under a growing interest in the recent decades and is
thus defined in several ways from several disciplines. Thus the various concepts of meaning
and work, meaningful work and meaningfulness of work and so on are a bit of a tangling jungle.
Hackman an Oldham define meaningful work by the job characteristics that have an impact on
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meaning of work. The job characteristics that build meaningfulness are skill variety, task
identity and task significance, and together with responsibility and knowledge of performance
these building blocks of meaningfulness create internal motivation. (Hackman and Oldham,
2010.) Chalofsky (2003) distinguishes meaning of work, meaning at work, and meaning in
work – meaning in work being an intrinsic perception of meaning and purpose of the performed
activities (p. 73). Finding a source of meaningfulness of work has also been seen as a burning
issue of our time due to the transforming societies, functions of work and careers and
motivational matters that encourage employees (Martela 2010).

Meaningfulness of work is both a psychological and a philosophical question (ibid.). When
meaningfulness is considered in a philosophical paradigm, questions are ethical in nature.
Michaelson et al (2014) distinguish a different kind of discourse between meaningful work as
it is understood in organizational studies and as it is understood in business ethics: in
organizational studies there is an assumption of meaningful work being a good thing whereas
ethical approach asks why is it a good thing (p. 85).  Bowie (1998) manages to answer this
question from an individual point of view in his Kantian definition of meaningful work that
stresses ethical contents of meaning. Bowie recognizes six characteristics of meaningful work:
1. Meaningful work is work that is freely entered into.
2. Meaningful work allows the worker to exercise her autonomy and independence.
3. Meaningful work enable the worker to develop her rational capacities.
4. Meaningful work provides a wage sufficient for physical welfare.
5. Meaningful work supports the moral development of employees.
6. Meaningful work is not paternalistic in the sense of interfering with the worker's conception
of how she wishes to obtain happiness. (Bowie 1998, 1083.)

When trying to develop work life in a sustainable way meaningfulness of work should be
understood both as a subjective perception of one´s work that creates a sense of purpose for the
worker but also as an ethical and moral construct: the sense of purpose comes from working to
some greater good. We define meaningful work also as work that contains joy and pleasure in
actions and in quality of operating as well as purpose of actions. Since purpose doesn´t
necessarily mean serving a larger purpose than for example one´s own subsistence, we add
experiencing ethical worth to our outline of meaningfulness of work (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Meaningfulness of work as a construct of pleasure, purpose and ethical contents.

All of these elements of meaningfulness at work have to be taken into consideration when the
objective is to develop work life into more sustainable direction. Workers have to perceive
work then as sustainable for themselves, experience resilience, well-being and sensibility in
their work – but there also is a bigger ethical concern: how can work, works contents and even
industries as whole have a purpose that adds to the good of the people and the planet without
taking advantage of the future generations? As Ryan and Deci point out:

“Perhaps the concern of greatest importance, not only for psychological theorists,
but also for humanity, is the study of the relations between personal well-being
and the broader issues of the collective wellness of humanity and the wellness of
the planet. It is clear that, as individuals pursue aims they find satisfying or
pleasurable, they may create conditions that make more formidable the
attainment of well-being by others. An important issue, therefore, concerns the
extent to which factors that foster individual well-being can be aligned or made
congruent with factors that facilitate wellness at collective or global levels.”
(Ryan & Deci 2001, 161.)
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meaning,
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Methods

At the beginning of “You gain what you share” –project we organized start workshops for all
the working communities that participate in the project. All together we organized eight
workshops in February 2016 (two workshops are still due in May 2016). Participants were from
hospitals, home care, dental care, school nursing, maternity and child welfare clinics. We chose
the data from two workshops – (1) dental care & (2) school nursing and maternity & child
welfare – as the sample for this paper. We are going to concentrate especially to the pleasure
and purpose experiences in this paper.

In the workshops we used a variety of methods to meet different objectives of development
work in question. In the workshops the main objectives were aimed to begin forming a “space
of common sharing”. The concept is called ´ba´ in Nonaka´s and Konno´s work (1998). There
´ba´ is defined a shared space for emerging relationships. Ba´s can be physical, virtual, and
mental or combinations of the previous and it provides a platform for knowledge creation.
(ibid.).   All the methods used in the first workshops are listed in table 1.

Phas
e

Method Description of method Objective of method

1 Theoretical background of
“you gain what you share”

Some theoretical notions
from the background of the
project were introduced.
For example the
importance of dialogue
(Bohm 1996), trust
(Helkama 2009) and
cherishing emotional
intelligence (Goleman
2009).

Communicating some of the
basic background values of
development in question
through reasonable and
relevant theoretical notions.

2 “How are you?” by
pictures

Participants were asked to
pic two pictures: one that
illustrates  “how  am  I  at
work right now?” and one
that illustrates “what I
wait, expect or hope for?”

Bringing out the individual
experiences of work at the
moment. Bringing out the
wishes and needs of
development for our common
process.

3 Lines Lines with opposite ends
were formed, for example:
“I leave work at work
place” – “I take work at
home with me”; “I have
methods to help my own
well-being at work – I have
no methods”; “I can impact
my own work – I have no
way of impacting”; “I feel
I work alone – I feel I work
in an community”.

Bringing out different
experiences among the
working community and
creating a dialogical state
between these experiences.

4 Meditation A basic observation
meditation was introduced
and trialed.

Introducing a functional
method to use for well-being
and awareness at work. Create
self-awareness.
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5 Contemplative mental
image association

Participants were guided to
let images rise to their
minds in the
meditative/contemplative
state. Image associations
of three themes were
instructed: The Spark, the
Pleasure & the Purpose
(see further).

Producing self-awareness of
experiences of pleasure,
purpose and about the
“calling” and self-motivation
to one´s own occupation.

6 Pleasure-Purpose Cards Participants were asked to
describe their spark-,
pleasure- and purpose –
experiences in writing on
cards.

Phrasing the previous
experiences.

7 Exercise of conscious
speaking and listening

Participants were divided
into pairs and decide who
is A and who B. By turns
they had the chance to talk
about the previous task
without another one
interrupting.

Sharing
a) the experience of

meditation
b) the thoughts of spark,

pleasure and purpose
c) anything in mind at

that moment
Experiencing

a) conscious speech
b) listening without

reacting
c) giving another person

the possibility to speak
without interruptions

d) the usual conventions
of interaction through
observation of oneself

8 Blue Oceans Matrix Still in groups (of two and
of four) participants were
asked to write down needs
for their well-being. Needs
were categorized under
subtitles: “More”, “Less”,
“New” and “Cut out”.

Troubleshooting/Present state
of the working community.

9 Promises and Wishes The participants were
asked to write a “work
well-being promise” that
they take with themselves
back to work. The
participants were asked to
write down one wish for
the working community.

Bring out knowledge of the
needed process in the working
communities in question. To
give the participants a
concrete provision from the
workshop.

Table 1. Methods of the first workshops.

Concentrating on the themes of pleasure and purpose happened in phases 4 – 6 of the
workshops. The main methods used at this phase were meditation and contemplative practices.
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The participants were introduced a basic meditative practice where you sit in a state of not
doing, not reacting, observing first the sounds in the space, then your own body´s sensations
and your breathing. In Buddhist tradition this kind of meditation is called ́ vipassana´ or ́ insight
meditation`, ´vipassana meaning “seeing things as they actually are”
(http://www.vridhamma.org/VRI-Introduction). The recent mindfulness trend also has
remodeled this basic insight meditation and freed it from religious content. In mindfulness
meditation attention is focused on the present moment without making judgements or
evaluations of it (Laneri et al 2016; Kabat-Zinn 2003.) The meditation we used approached the
mindfulness meditation since we tried to stress that meditation is suitable for everybody no
matter the values or religious background of the practicing person.

We reckoned that meditative and contemplative practices were obvious and necessary
methodological choices to use in development for several reasons. First reason was very
practical. We wanted to introduce an easy (yet not very common in the everyday work life
context) method that the participants could carry on as a method for quieting the mind and
reducing stress during hectic and demanding work. From this viewpoint meditation works to
help coping and as a method to enhance wellbeing.  In organizational research mindfulness
practice is noticed to predict positive emotions, engagement and so called “organizational
citizenship” behavior (Avey, Wernsing & Luthans 2008), which is behavior is characterized
by “altruism, conscientiousness, sportsmanship, and courtesy” (Organ 1988).

Secondly, we needed a method that would raise (self)-awareness. One of the main objectives
for the first workshops was raising awareness and consciousness of one´s own work, of
themselves as a part of working communities and of their working surroundings, practices and
circumstances. Daniel Goleman has described self-awareness as one important component of
emotional intelligence and for example of leadership competencies. Self-awareness means
reasoning, thinking and inter-acting with other people, and being aware of yourself helps in
identifying with for example client or patient (http://www.danielgoleman.info/daniel-goleman-
how-self-awareness-impacts-your-work/). Emotional intelligence is an important aspect of
happiness at work – it helps to recognize and regulate one´s reactions to the unpredictable,
sometimes very hard things that happen at work. Insight meditation is a working method to
practice self-awareness – the meditation is based on noticing what happens in one and
cultivating the reactions to those things happening within oneself (for example noticing an
emotion or an affect – letting that emotion/affect exist as it is but just observing it, not reacting
nevertheless acting from that emotion).

Thirdly, we wanted to use meditation as an example of a way to facilitate positive
transformation. As studies show meditation has influences on brain structure (Lazar et al. 2005;
Laneri et al 2015) and it for example helps build new neural pathways (Hanson & Mendius
2015). This is substantial knowledge when we think especially about learning new mindsets
and unlearning negative attitudes and ways of thinking. As Rick Hanson and Richard Mendius
propose in their 2011 book Buddha’s brain, brain structure can be changed by what flows
through the mind – “mind can change your brain for the better” (Hanson & Mendius 2015, 19;
translation by the author.) This means that regular practice concerning the mind and the brain,
in this case meditation, can mold the brain in more aware, resilient and in a more wisely
reacting, i.e. more positive, direction.

The meditation exercise carried on for a while before it was modified into a contemplative
mental image association exercise. The participants still stayed in the meditative state while
they were instructed to bring three images to mind:
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1) The primary motivation of finding one´s way to the present profession (aka “The
Spark”)

2) The moments of joy and pleasure experienced / felt at work. (aka “Pleasure”)
3) The moments of purpose (“experiencing something a bit bigger than self, moments of

meaning”) experienced / felt at work. (aka “Purpose”)
After mental image association participants were asked to still stay in the quiet conscious state
and to write down experiences that previous exercise had brought to mind. We asked the
previous three questions again and participants wrote down their experiences asked. Everyone
could write down their answers as freely as they themselves defined, so there was no
quantitative limitations to answers. Also the style to describe experiences was free.

Picture 1. Sample of pleasure–purpose -cards.

After gathering the pleasure –purpose data with this meditative and contemplative method, we
decided to use Shalom Schwartz´s Basic Value Approach to study the values that lie behind
the pleasure and purpose experiences.  Basic value approach is a comprehensive classification
and identification of the ten basic values that are recognized in all cultures (Schwartz 2012).
Values according to Schwartz are beliefs (infused with feeling) that refer to desirable goals that
motivate action. Values guide selection and evaluation of actions (ibid., 4; Rokeach 1979). We
were interested to know what kind of values lie in the background of the pleasure and purpose
–experiences and would the recognition of and paying attention to these values help to make
work life happier, more pleasurable and especially more meaningful.

Findings
All together we analyzed data from two workshops for this paper. This meant 264 experiences
of pleasure and purpose all together – 154 experiences of pleasure and 110 experiences of
purpose. Ten basic values from Schwartz´s Basic Value Theory the data was analyzed by were:
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Self-Direction. “Defining goal: independent thought and action--choosing, creating,
exploring.” (Schwartz 2012, 5).
Stimulation. “Defining goal: excitement, novelty, and challenge in life.” (ibid., 5).
Hedonism. “Defining goal: pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself.” (ibid.).
Achievement. “Defining goal: personal success through demonstrating competence
according to social standards.” (ibid.).
Power. “Defining goal: social status and prestige, control or dominance over people
and resources.” (ibid.).
Security. “Defining goal: safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and
of self.” (Schwartz 2012, 6).
Conformity. “Defining goal: restraint of actions, inclinations, and impulses likely to
upset or harm others and violate social expectations or norms.” (ibid.).
Tradition. “Defining goal: respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and
ideas that one's culture or religion provides.” (ibid.).
Benevolence. “Defining goal: preserving and enhancing the welfare of those with
whom one is in frequent personal contact (the ‘in-group’).” (Schwartz 2012, 7).
Universalism. “Defining goal: understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection
for the welfare of all people and for nature.” (ibid.).

The answers were first interpreted on which of the ten basic values´ defining goals they portray.
Because answers were freely phrased some answers were obvious about the values they
portrait, but some needed more interpretation and more precise definitions. Recurrent answers
not as obvious about their values concerned the themes of:

succeeding; because it wasn’t always clear what success meant: meeting one´s own
standards / self-development (this would illustrate “self-direction”) or meeting extrinsic
standards / development in e.g. demands of the occupation  (this would illustrate
“achievement”)
enhancing well-being; because it wasn´t always clear whether the well-being meant the
well-being of the in-group, the working community or doing good in a larger context –
concerning for example the patients. We decided to interpret the answers so that
happiness and well-being of the community one is part of illustrates “benevolence” and
happiness and well-being provided in larger context – to patients, for example,
illustrated “universalism.
belonging in a group or experiences about connection. There isn´t a value that would
unequivocally comprehend a need to belong or to sense connectedness to another
person or a group. Yet this was one of the most recurrent answers. We decided that
connection felt in one´s working community and colleagues illustrates “benevolence”,
whereas connection felt with a patient or the in a larger social context illustrated
“universalism”.

We also interpreted that many of the answers portrayed several values as next samples show.
For example:

“overcoming challenges (client + self) ” – self-direction, achievement, universalism
“humour and time spend with the team” – hedonism, benevolence
“motivated employees” (we interpreted this as a comment of a leader) – benevolence,
self-direction, achievement

The analyzed answers were placed to the pie chart of Basic Values (see picture 2). The (blue)
dots are experiences of purpose and the (red) hearts are experiences of pleasure.
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Picture 2. Data analyzed by Schwartz´s Basic Value Approach (1992, 2012).

The most frequent answers, both concerning pleasure and purpose, in the data were ones that
concerned themes of:

success and accomplishment (101 answers of 264)
relation and connection to other people (147 answers of 264).

Emphasis on these themes can clearly be seen on the Value chart. Values of achievement,
benevolence and universalism are the one´s getting stressed.  A surprising matter is, that when
asked about moments when pleasure is felt, the answers relatively seldom portrayed hedonic
experiences. Achievement and connection to other people arise over the hedonic experiences,
even though the participants had been instructed in the workshops to honestly describe
“moments of pleasure” at work, and they were told, that these moments don´t have to illustrate
productivity or usefulness.

Discussion

Happiness as a concept has roused justified criticism in research. Critical notions have been
stated for example about happiness being a “hedonic treadmill” (Brickman& Campbell 1971;
Diener et al 2006).  Including the aspect of meaning into definition of happiness as happens in
the pleasure–purpose -principle is a radically functional insertion. Meaning is at least as
relevant aspect to happiness as are hedonic pleasures. As Viktor Frankl, the most noted thinker
on meaning and a concentration-camp survivor, states: “…this striving to find a meaning in
one's life is the primary motivational force in man” (Frankl 1992, 104).
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Thus the definition of happiness at work has to include the aspect of purpose and meaning.
Arnold et al. (2007) conceptualize meaningful work from a transformational leadership point
of view as “finding a purpose to work that is greater than extrinsic outcomes of work”. This
definition also confirms our notion from the workshops: meaningful work can be defined by
the workers as the quality, ways of working and attitudes they form individually towards the
extrinsically defined tasks or the outcomes. Meaningfulness of work in our conception has to
be defined so that it takes the inner experience worlds and the socio-emotional factors of the
workers to consideration. Perceived meaningfulness is also an emotionally constructed
concept, which is a seldom taken stand on considerations of meaningfulness. The notion of
affect and emotion behind meaningfulness of work also calls for further research.

The findings from the data suggest that happiness, when understood as experiences of pleasure
and purpose, in work life context is mainly formed of experiencing accomplishment and
achievement (so. success at the task) and sense of belonging to a community or connection
with other people. Ryan and Deci (2000) name similar experiences of autonomy, competence
and relatedness as basic human needs that facilitate intrinsic motivation. So it can be suggested,
that experiencing happiness at work understood as pleasure and purpose is very much linked
to intrinsic motivation. Well-being and intrinsic motivation is a two way street, and intrinsically
motivated, well people at work could be experiencing high-quality work life while being
productive. As Ryan and Deci state “people in their healthiest states are active, inquisitive,
curious, and playful creatures, displaying a ubiquitous readiness to learn and explore.” (ibid.,
56).

The findings might not be a big surprise since the data is collected from health care sector,
from a humane line of work. However the findings give valuable insight on what the people at
work find valuable and meaningful. When experiences of the reality in the health care sector
were shared in the workshops, a concern is unavoidable – how possible it is to experience
moments of accomplishment, achievement or connection and sense of community in the
pressured circumstances of everyday work? Do the structures of the line of work support these
positive experiences? Encountering other people is one of the core values of health care, but is
encountering possible when there is too much to do, too little time and quite often not enough
appreciation?

A question remains: how can happiness at work be a sustained phenomenon? Who has the
power to influence well-being, happiness and meaningfulness of work? To make working
careers better in quality, not only longer in duration, the questions of meaningfulness,
happiness and well-being need to be taken very seriously in the emerging work-life. Already
at this very preliminary stage of “You gain what you share” –project it has come up that a
contradiction of well-being is present in the modern work life. There is a dominant,
oversimplified narrative that emphasizes that happiness at work is a thing that everyone can
achieve just by changing the one´s own mind, ways of working and attitude (Henttonen &
LaPointe 2015). However people at work are often at a mercy of great change, uncertainty and
pressure that cannot be solved only by increasing coping mechanisms. Having said that, it has
to also be acknowledged that individual coping and personal reacting to the over-all situations
and realities at work also have great power in transforming the experienced quality of work
and life in general. In the Buddhist tradition there is a metaphor of “first and second arrows”
(Hanson & Mendius 2015). First arrows are the experiences and happenings that cause pain,
suffering or unpleasantness, and they are unavoidable. The second arrows, however, cause pain
as well, and they are the reactions we ourselves generate and quite often keep up by dwelling
in the things happened, or rather our own interpretations of things happened. Cultivating the
awareness of second arrows and the actions based on reactions can have great influence on
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well-being – but we also need to stay critical and aware in a constructive way about work life’s
development and transformation.
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Abstract
Meaningful work (MW) is an important topic in psychological and organizational
research with theoretical and practical implications. Many prior studies have
focused on operationalizing MW and distinguish between the attributes of a job
that make it meaningful, such as task variety or significance, and the affective
experience of meaning during work, such as the feeling that what one does at
work is meaningful. However, most empirical research focuses on the former
definition and utilizes quantitative scales with deductive questions that omit
what people find important in their experiences. To address this, we conduct
a qualitative investigation of psychological narratives focusing in-depth on the
quality and content of feelings of meaningfulness and meaninglessness during
experiences at work—crucially, without any framing around task attributes.
We introduce the term affective eudaimonia to describe these experiences.
Overall, our results corroborate many existing thematic findings in the MW
literature, such as the importance of connecting and contributing to others and
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avoiding confinement.We also offer new findings: Although theway that people
give language to meaningless narratives is more descriptive, vivid, and expe-
riential in tone than meaningful narratives, meaningless narratives are also more
structurally static and constrained. We use these results to inform practical
suggestions to promote day-to-day experiences of meaning at work and
provide a basis for further academic discussion.

Keywords
meaningful work, meaningless work, eudaimonia, affective experience,
qualitative investigation, narrative inquiry

Introduction

There is substantial interest in workplace wellbeing among policymakers and
members of the public (Financial Times, 2019). Workplace wellbeing has many
dimensions and determinants, and in this paper, we focus on “meaningful work”
(MW) (Haybron, 2016). MW has both intrinsic and instrumental value, as it is
associated with outcomes such as turnover intention (Arnoux-Nicolas et al.,
2016), physical health (Allan et al., 2019), and productivity (Ariely et al., 2008).

One of the earliest approaches to the psychological assessment of meaning
at work was the job diagnostic survey (Hackman & Oldham, 1975), which is
now cited in over 15,000 publications.1 The authors of this survey distin-
guished between affective reactions to work, such as feelings of meaning-
fulness, and job attributes, such as the significance or variety of tasks. Despite
the clear distinction between affective experiences and task attributes in the
Hackman research, perceived meaningfulness is assessed by considering
attributes alone rather than affective meaning, too (Ariely et al., 2008; Chadi
et al., 2016; Frieder et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2019a).

Assessing perceived meaningfulness matters because job attributes may
not be perceived as meaningful in an affective sense even though they are
conceptualized as reflective of MW. To understand whether, how, and why
work feels meaningful—and, equally substantial, meaningless—in an af-
fective sense, we require more information about what employees themselves
feel and believe, and how they express this in their own language. Therefore,
this research considers how people describe feelings of meaningfulness and
meaningless at work. We conduct a qualitative investigation of psychological
narratives, which adds balance to a literature weighted towards a positivistic
quantitative approach (Bailey & Madden, 2019).

A need for qualitative research methods and interpretative epistemologies
has been recognized in the field of work and organizational psychology
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(Symon et al., 2000). Our research approach focuses on how people narrate
their feelings; the affective, experiential, and momentary components of
meaningfulness and meaninglessness. This micro-narrative approach draws
from existing narrative approaches that ask how people describe their jobs and
careers overall at a more macro-level, which may differ from how they describe
the affective and experiential moments of their jobs and careers. We use
narrative tools from personality psychology to view the data (McAdams, 1985;
Bauer et al., 2019), and our main research question is, “How do people narrate
moments when they felt meaningfulness or meaninglessness at work?” While
our analyses do confirm some prior findings, they also provide new insight into
the ways people give language to meaning that can advance our academic
understanding and inform initiatives to promote meaningfulness at work.

We make several contributions to existing literature. First, we bring depth
to existing understandings of the affective experience of meaning, purpose,
and eudaimonia with a bottom-up qualitative narrative inquiry.Within this, we
propose using the term affective eudaimonia to describe and conceptualize
subjective psychological states of meaningfulness and meaninglessness that
are momentary and experiential instead of approaches that take a hedonic-
affective eudaimonic-evaluative, or task attribute focus. Second, we deepen
our understanding of how people talk about feelings of meaningfulness and
meaninglessness at work. Third, we provide new knowledge about aspects of
the language used to describe feelings of meaningfulness andmeaninglessness
at work that makes a conceptual contribution to academic discussion of
eudaimonia and has practical relevance, such as for professional development
and organizational change towards more MW.

Defining Meaningful Work

What is meaningful, or meaningless, work? There are many definitions and
a lack of clarity about what is related to them. Bailey et al. (2019a) conducted
a systematic review of 71 papers researching MW. They condensed existing
definitions ofMW into five categories: definitions from the Job Characteristics
Model (JCM) (Hackman & Oldham, 1975) that emphasize task attributes as
linked to psychological states, from work spirituality that focus on inner life
and community, from the humanities tradition about the subjective perception
of a meaningful life, those that view meaningfulness a multifaceted eudai-
monic psychological state, and, finally, those portraying meaningfulness as an
occupation-specific phenomenon. These categories are not exclusive: Psy-
chological meaningfulness is present across the JCM, humanities, and psy-
chological state approaches to MW, albeit in different ways.
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The definition of MW that is adopted has consequences for understanding
what promotes MW. For example, within the workplace spirituality literature,
organizations are typically viewed as providing the conditions for MW by
creating settings where individual needs for aspects of spirituality are met,
such as community engagement and having an inner life. The humanities
tradition places less emphasis on the organization’s role; instead, the innate
individual drive to discover meaning is the focus, and MW cannot be supplied
solely by job-design initiatives or organizational management (Bailey et al.,
2019a). Thus, definitions of MW impact upon what is emphasized as a source
of meaning/lessness. Similar tensions emerge in theoretical approaches to
facilitating meaning, such as in addressing others’ needs versus oneself (Lips-
Wiersma & Morris, 2009; Lysova et al., 2019; Bailey et al., 2019b).

Our approach views meaningfulness as a multifaceted eudaimonic psy-
chological state (Bailey et al., 2019a). Specifically, we define MW as the
subjective sense of meaningfulness or meaninglessness that individuals derive
from their work (Steger et al., 2012; Bailey et al., 2019a). To avoid any of the
ambiguity about antecedents and outcomes that characterizes this literature
(Bailey et al., 2019a), our outcome is subjective meaningfulness, and other
factors, like task attributes or the organizational climate, are the drivers. Within
this definition of MW, we consider two sub-dimensions. One is the global,
cognitive, and/or evaluative dimension of the subjective psychological state of
meaning—in the language of Kahneman and Riis (2005), the “evaluating self.”
To tap into this dimension, one might ask, “Overall, how meaningful do you
consider your job to be?” (a global evaluation of work). Another is the mo-
mentary, affective, and/or experiential subjective dimension—the “experi-
encing self.” An inquiry into this dimension might ask, “How meaningful does
what you are doing at work right now feel?” or “Tell me about amoment at work
that felt meaningful to you” (a momentary emotional experience).

The conceptual distinction between evaluations or cognition and
experiences or affect is well-established in previous literature (Kahn,
1990; Kahneman & Riis, 2005; Luhmann et al., 2012b; Dolan & Kudrna,
2016; Bailey et al., 2017). For example, in the literature on workplace
engagement, cognition and affect have been used to describe different
ways that the authentic self manifests (Kahn, 1990; Bailey et al., 2017).
We represent the affective facet of psychological meaningfulness using
the term affective eudaimonia, which we define as subjective psycho-
logical states of meaningfulness and meaninglessness that are momentary
and experiential (see Figure 1). Although some approaches consider
affect and eudaimonia to be separate, there is also recognition that there is
conceptual overlap (Kashdan et al., 2008), and the distinction between
“experienced eudaemonia” and “evaluated eudaemonia” is not new
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(Kahneman & Riis, 2005, p. 301). We are separate from three related
literatures: traditional affective approaches aligned with hedonic rather
than eudaimonic wellbeing, such as those that ask about happy feelings
(Angner, 2010); eudaimonic approaches to meaningful work that em-
phasize global, cognitive, and/or evaluative states, such as those in-
quiring about a meaningful life (Bailey et al., 2017); and some
applications of the task attribute approach to meaningful work that do not
always consider affect or emotion, as discussed above (Ariely et al.,
2008; Chadi et al., 2016; Frieder et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2019a).

Our investigation of the psychological experience of affective eudaimonia
overlaps with other approaches to MW. The research methods we use are in
line with qualitative and inductive methods typical for humanities traditions,
emphasizing measuring the subjective experience of meaning. We do not,
however, de-emphasize the importance of organizational-level antecedents.
Although we use an individual-level psychological definition, sources of
meaningfulness may come from satisfying individual needs or the organi-
zational environment. For example, ethical leadership (an organizational-level
factor) can positively impact the subjective experience of meaning for in-
dividuals (Demirtas et al., 2017). We are not aligned with the JCM because we

Figure 1. Affective eudaimonia. Terms drawn from Kahneman & Riis (2005),
Luhmann et al. (2012a), Huta & Waterman (2014), Bailey et al. (2019a).
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do not emphasize psychological meaningfulness as inherently linked to
particular job attributes. Instead, we allow people to tell us if job attributes feel
meaningful or meaningless rather than assuming their importance. Overall,
our approach is mostly psychological, although we include some humanities
perspectives.

Why Study Affective Eudaimonia?

A better understanding of affective eudaimonia provides improved knowledge
about what it means to have good wellbeing—living a “good life” or having
“good work.” The subjective experience of MW falls within wellbeing research
more generally, including job attributes and affective states (Haybron, 2016;
Guest, 2017; Bauer et al., 2019). MW sits within eudaimonic wellbeing, al-
though this perspective does not usually focus on psychological states, instead
emphasizing the virtues, values, actions, and behaviors necessary for in-
dividuals and societies to be well. Nevertheless, understanding how people feel
in their experiences is important because we cannot have a complete picture of
wellbeing without including the subjective and momentary experience of
meaningfulness. As the National Academy of Sciences (2014) concluded, “an
important part of people’s experiences may be overlooked if concepts asso-
ciated with purpose and purposelessness are not included alongside hedonic
ones like pleasure and pain” (p. 5).

The correlates of affective eudaimonia differ from those of evaluative eu-
daimonia, which matters when wellbeing measures prioritize certain groups or
initiatives in policy (HM Treasury, 2020). For example, people who are un-
employed report worse global evaluations of meaning in life than people who
are employed (Ward & King, 2019); however, the unemployed do not appear to
differ from the employed in reports of how meaningful their activities feel
(Dolan et al., 2017). Any conclusions about the consequences of being em-
ployed for the psychological state of meaning appear to depend on whether
there is an inquiry into global evaluations ofmeaning ormomentary experiential
states of affective eudaimonia. In general, cognition and affect have distinct
correlates and reveal different insights about people’s psychological experi-
ences (Kahn, 1990; Kahneman & Deaton, 2010; Luhmann et al., 2012a;
2012b), affecting our understanding of how well individuals, communities, and
societies are doing and whose wellbeing should be prioritized.

Literature Review

In this section, we review a selection of studies from the extensive literature on
MW. Aligned with our definition of MW and the nature of our investigation,
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we focus on psychological studies, selecting those that take a qualitative and
narrative approach to investigate meaningful work.

Psychological approaches to narrative inquiry show how people use narra-
tives to make sense of the separate experiences of their lives and construct them
into coherent life stories (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000; Lysova et al., 2019). From this
viewpoint, psychological narratives are central to understanding human expe-
rience, and narrative language constitutes and expresses worldviews (Connelly
& Clandinin, 1990; Bruner, 1991; Clandinin, 2006; Bauer & Gaskell, 2000).
Investigating psychological narratives enables a systematic study of personal
experience by privileging subjectivity (Riessman, 2000), one of our fundamental
interests. Instead of life stories, however, we focus on how people talk about
moments that felt meaningful or meaningless at work. Therefore, our narrative
approach is experiential, and we elicit experience-centered first-person accounts
of events (Riessman, 2000; Squire, 2008). Riessman andQuinney (2005) refer to
such micro-narratives of events as ‘discrete stories’: “they’re answers to a single
question, topically centered and temporally organized” (p. 394). Our study
investigates how people construct and comprehend their feelings in these
psychological micro-narratives; that is, how people narrate and give language to
moments of felt meaning, and its absence, at work.

A psychological and experiential interpretation of narratives is only one of
many theoretical approaches to narrative study. Like wellbeing, narratives have
been of interest for thousands of years, and they date back to early philosophers
like Aristotle (Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000). Debates about the nature and
value of narrative approaches are longstanding (Mitchell, 1981; Gergen &
Gergen, 2011), and narrative inquiry spans a multi-disciplinary space across
fields including history, anthropology, sociology, theology, philosophy, lin-
guistics, and aspects of evolutionary biological science (Connelly & Clandinin,
1990). Applications of narrative inquiry are broad, covering social work, law,
medicine, nursing, and occupational therapy (Riessman&Quinney, 2005). This
paper does not focus on discussions about different approaches to narrative
inquiry and instead concentrates attention on one specific approach.

One concern about a psychological approach to narratives is that the
“social” is excluded (Gergen & Gergen, 2011). Indeed, psychological ex-
planations consider how internal psychological processes precede or follow
expression (e.g., Bruner, 1991), while some social explanations show how
narrative identities—including how individuals make meaning from their
experiences—are produced contextually within specific cultural and historical
circumstances (Bruner, 1991; MacIntyre 1981; Šverko & Vizek-Vidovic,
1995; Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000; Boova et al., 2019). We are aligned
with the view that narratives carry knowledge of both, as people internalize the
shared knowledge of social and cultural norms into psychological experiences
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(Jovchelovitch & Bauer, 2000; Boova et al., 2019). Therefore, while we are
mainly interested in how people narrate their personal, psychological, and
affective experiences, we recognize that these experiences are not formed in
vacuums. For example, work orientations—internalized subjective evalua-
tions of “what makes work worth doing”—are influenced by social and
cultural factors (Boova et al., 2019, p. 189).

Two recent literature reviews on MW guided our necessarily selective
review of a large literature (Bailey et al., 2019a; Lysova et al., 2019). We
used these reviews as a basis to identify psychological studies using
qualitative and narrative approaches. Bailey et al. (2019a) gathered 14
studies aligned with psychological definitions of meaningful work. We
examined these studies and identified only one qualitative study, which also
used a narrative approach (Bunderson & Thompson, 2009). Due to the
limited number of studies identified, we also included the qualitative and
narrative studies from Bailey et al. (2019a) that adopted a humanities
definition of meaningful work, which overlaps with the psychological
definition and our methodological approach. Out of the 12 empirical studies
they classified as humanities, we identified seven that used a qualitative
narrative approach (Bailey & Madden, 2016; 2017; Pavlish & Hunt, 2012;
Bunderson & Thompson, 2009; Lips-Wiersma, 2002; Lips-Wiersma &
Morris, 2009; Thory, 2016). Lysova et al. (2019) identified three articles
about “personal narratives,” which all drew upon qualitative data from
a psychological perspective (McAdams & Pals, 2006; Bailey and Madden,
2017; Schabram & Maitlis, 2017).

In what follows, we discuss selected key findings from these studies and
evaluate how they align with affective eudaimonia. We include the findings
under broad headings according to the approach taken to eliciting narratives.
Broadly, the approaches ask about life and work histories or the scenes and
moments in time that comprise these histories. Our main point is that neither of
these approaches asks people about moments that felt meaningful or
meaningless in a momentary, experiential sense, which would be consistent
with an approach inquiring into affective eudaimonia.

Life and Work Histories

Two studies reported narrative investigations around the notion of work as
a deeply meaningful “calling.” Schabram and Maitlis (2017) conducted life
story interviews with animal shelter employees, an approach that directs
attention to evaluations of life overall rather than on feelings, experiences, or
moments. In Bunderson and Thompson (2009), the authors asked 23 zoo-
keepers how they got into zookeeping, their thoughts and feelings about work
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and their organizations, and their interactions with others. It did not appear that
meaningfulness or its synonyms were asked about in these work histories,
although “feelings about work” were included. Both studies’ results included
several themes, such as negotiating the challenges of work as a calling and its
contribution to personal identity. Emotions were also important aspects of
pursuing work as a calling: Bunderson and Thompson (2009) reported that
participants described feelings like pride, and Schabram and Maitlis (2017)
reported that negative emotions like sorrow and anxiety were associated with
the challenges of pursuing deeply meaningful work. We build upon these
studies by asking specifically about moments that felt meaningful or
meaningless, rather than meaningfulness within the context of life stories or
general feelings about work.

Lips-Wiersma (2002, 2009, 2012) conducted in-depth investigations of
meaning in life using an approach that blended perspectives from the hu-
manities and workplace spirituality literatures. They initially used storytelling
to document career and life narratives, which later informed action research
and a quantitative scale. Their key conclusion was a framework covering
developing and becoming self, unity with others, serving others, and ex-
pressing full potential. Narrative evidence from emotional intelligence
training suggests this model facilitates MW (Thory, 2016). The focus on
career and life narratives suggests that this framework was influenced by data
from participants’ evaluating selves rather than their experiencing selves, as in
affective eudaimonia. While their research focuses on the presence of
meaning, they do later note that conversations about the quest for meaning are
often expressed in negative ways as complaints (Lips-Wiersma & Morris,
2017, p.69). This is consistent with the idea from literature outside MW on
impressions and stereotypes that “bad is stronger than good” (Baumeister
et al., 2001).

Scenes and Moments in Time

Bailey and Madden’s (2016, 2017, 2019) research included aspects of af-
fective eudaimonia in an experiential, psychological sense, also including
meaninglessness. The authors asked people about “incidents or times when
they found their work to be meaningful and, conversely, times when they
asked themselves, “What’s the point of doing this job?” (2016, p. 53), when
“their work appeared meaningless” (2017, p. 11), or “when they found their
work meaningless” (2019, p. 5). By including language around incidents and
times, their questions were more temporally focused than those in the above
section that asked more broadly about life stories. Such questions may be
thought of as asking about significant moments or “scenes” from life stories,
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contributing to narrative identity (seeMcAdams, 1985;McAdams et al., 2004;
McAdams & Pals, 2006).

Scenes do appear to tap into people’s experiences at work because they
emphasize specific incidents and times. However, the latter two questions
above also appear to tap into cognitions and evaluations; respondents were
asked to reflect on the point of their jobs, or the appearance of work itself,
without reference to affective feelings or psychological states. There is no
language in these questions about experiences, affect, or feelings. Experiences
at work could feel meaningful even without reflection on the point or ap-
pearance of work, such as a friendship at work that feels meaningful even if
the work itself is evaluated as meaningless. Nevertheless, these inquiries
reveal important aspects of meaningfulness and meaninglessness at work.

One key finding of Bailey and Madden (2016) was that of a “meaning-
fulness ecosystem,” which conceptualizes MW to consist of organizational,
interactional, job, and task meaningfulness. Holistic meaningfulness is
reached when all of these are experienced. MW is characterized as self-
transcendent, poignant, episodic, reflective, and personal. MW is difficult to
build by management but easy to destroy with poor management (2016) and
linked to experiencing a lack of control over time (2017). The authors stress
the temporality of meaning, which arises in episodic and “transcendent
moments in time”—rather than as a sustained quality—and requires a re-
flective outlook (“looking back”) on the work (Bailey &Madden, 2017, p.15).

Bailey and Madden’s key meaninglessness findings were seven “deadly
sins” of leadership (2016) and the role of relational processes (2019). The sins
occur when leadership disconnects people from their values and supportive
relationships, takes employees for granted, gives them pointless tasks, mis-
treats them, overrides their better judgment, or puts them at physical or
emotional risk. Four core themes that facilitated experiencing meaningless-
ness were powerlessness, disconnection, devaluation, and self-doubt. They
used the concept of “netdoms” by White (2008): “intersecting socio-cultural
realms of experience, or different but overlapping and entangled social
networks and domains” (p. 2). Switching between netdoms was the main
response strategy towards meaninglessness; when faced with, for example,
devaluation, people switched towards other people that treated them re-
spectfully. We contribute to this research by asking directly about feelings
during experiences of meaninglessness, focusing on how people narrate these
feelings.

In another humanities-based narrative approach, Pavlish and Hunt (2012)
examined nurses’ perceptions of MW. They asked about environmental
factors influencing perceptions of descriptors, conditions, and consequences
of MW, meaningful nursing roles, and stories of meaningful moments
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(p. 115). As with the Bailey and Madden studies, their focus on stories of
meaningful moments is important; however, they did not appear to ask about
feelings. They identified connections, contributions, and recognition as de-
scriptors of MW, and these experiences were more likely to occur in “learning-
focused environments with constructive management, cohesive teamwork,
and sufficient patient-contact time” (p. 118). On the other hand, stressful, task-
focused environments with divisive management functioned as a barrier to
MW. They proposed that modifying working environments can enhance
meaningfulness, illustrating that the humanities approach does not always
focus on individual meaning-making.

Tools of Narration

The results of the studies above can be viewed through three established
psychological “tools” of narration (McAdams, 1985; McAdams et al., 2004;
Bauer et al., 2019). The first tool, tone, refers to whether events turn out to be
good or bad within the narrative. When Bunderson and Thompson (2009) talk
about zookeepers feeling pride in achieving work as a calling, and Schabram
and Maitlis (2017) discuss the anxiety and sorrow associated with the
struggles of achieving deeply meaningful work, these adjectives speak to the
tone of meaning-making in the narratives. Theme refers to why events happen
and to the values, motives, needs, reasons, or purposes for action that the
narrative conveys. Themes were identified in each study above and were the
most common approach (Lips-Wiersma, 2002; 2009; 2012; Bailey and
Madden, 2016; Pavlish and Hunt, 2012).

Finally, structures correspond to how narratives are organized according to
degrees of perspectivity, such as differentiation and integration (i.e., com-
plexity and coherence) or psychosocial perspectivity. Perspectivity may in-
volve taking multiple points of view, describing doing one thing for multiple
reasons (mixed motivation), relating complex emotional experiences
(McAdams et al., 2004), or displaying wisdom about challenging life events
(Bauer et al., 2019; Ryan et al., 2019). None of the foregoing studies appear to
conduct a structural analysis of narratives, but their thematic findings suggest
structures are relevant. For example, when Bailey and Madden (2016) discuss
their meaningfulness ecosystem, this involves a structural perspective from
multiple viewpoints—organizational, interactional, job, or task meaningful-
ness. The episodic and transcendent nature of meaning requiring a reflective
outlook suggests complex emotional experiences (Bailey & Madden, 2017,
p.15). We apply these three tools of narration to better understand how people
narrate scenes and moments in time when asked specifically about feelings of
meaningfulness and meaninglessness, providing new evidence about the
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psychological experience of meaning at work and how people feel and make
meaning within moments.

Aims of the Present Study

Previous literature has taken important steps towards a deeper understanding
of how people narrate affective eudaimonia. We build upon these steps in
several ways. Most importantly, we ask about meaning in terms of experi-
ences, moments, feelings, and psychological states, rather than evaluations,
task attributes, life and career stories, or scenes and moments in time that are
not necessarily affective. This allows us to assess whether asking questions
about meaningful work that include its affective, emotional qualities will
reveal novel insights or confirm past findings.

We address areas identified by others as needing further empirical research
in MW. Bailey et al. (2019a) note that MW studies have mostly adopted
a positivistic, quantitative approach, and there is a lack of “understanding of
how MW is… experienced by employees” (p. 84). We use a bottom-up,
qualitative approach focused on the language that people use and the nar-
ratives they construct to reach what people regard as important for how they
feel in their own meaningful or meaningless experiences. Using this approach,
we address the need to better understand the individual-level antecedents of
MW (Bailey et al., 2019a), the call to place people as humans instead of as
objects in work psychology (Weiss & Rupp, 2011), and, generally, contribute
to a “greater understanding of the experience of meaningfulness” (Bailey
et al., 2019a, p. 84). Lips-Wiersma and Morris (2009) and Lips-Wiersma and
Wright (2012) state that more research into meaninglessness is needed, which
we address by asking about meaninglessness alongside meaningfulness.
Finally, we focus on our results about narrative tones and structures, as these
were not as thoroughly examined as narrative themes in our literature review
above (Bauer et al., 2019).

Overall, the present study uses a qualitative narrative approach that in-
quires into the richness of subjective psychological experiences (Lips-
Wiersma & Wright, 2009; Weiss & Rupp, 2011; Bailey et al., 2019a). We
focus on the experiences that people associate with feelings of meaningfulness
and meaninglessness at work and individual-level perceptions of their an-
tecedents (whether organizational- or individual-level; Lips-Wiersma &
Morris, 2012; Bailey et al., 2019a). Our approach aims to deepen our un-
derstanding of the language that people use to narrate meaningful and
meaningless work, especially its tone and structure, to build a more complete
picture of workplace wellbeing. We propose that the practical implications of
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our study inform the development needs of organizations, Human Resource
Development (HRD) practitioners, managers, and employees themselves.

Our main research question is, “How do people narrate moments when they
felt meaningfulness or meaninglessness at work?” To answer this question, we
investigate the tone, theme, and structure of these narratives (McAdams,
1985; Bauer et al., 2019). Overall, we aim to understand how people give
language to the experience of affective eudaimonia.

Methods

The study was a psychological narrative inquiry that elicited data using
writing exercises and focus groups. To summarize our methods and provide
transparency about our research quality, we used the consolidated criteria for
reporting qualitative studies (Tong et al., 2007), as shown in Table 1.

Sample. Participants were recruited from a research lab at a university in
London, UK, which invites undergraduate, masters, doctoral students, and
local community members to take part in research using fliers, emails, and
word of mouth. We included participants who reported that they could speak
about their present or past employment experiences. A core purpose of the
study was to hear a diversity of perspectives through heterogeneous voices on
a phenomenon that is widely relevant and does not require expertise but rather
reflection of experience. Ethical approval was obtained using the university
ethics procedure.

Each session was conducted in June 2017, lasted one hour, and was video
recorded. There were 54 participants across four sessions, and participants
were paid £10. Of the 54, 36 were female, and ages ranged from 20 to 64
years. In the last six months, six reported primarily working full-time, 15
working part-time, 25 primarily studying, five were unemployed, and three
did not say. We decided to include participants not currently in employment
because they could still reflect on and recall memorable moments from past
jobs. It may have been the case that the ability to reflect on past employment
experiences over time added different information to our understanding of
MW—instead of only including the perspectives of those immersed in their
more recent experiences—but the results held across employment groups.

Procedure. The four sessions were divided into two themes (two sessions
per theme), and each session had two elements (writing exercise and focus
group). The first theme centered on feelings of meaningfulness and the other
on feelings of meaninglessness, and the themes for each group were allocated
by a coin toss. Participants were asked to reflect on these feelings firstly by
self-reflective writing exercises (Wald & Reis, 2010; Polkinghorne 2005;
Jasper, 2005; Kitzinger, 1994). In the meaningfulness-emphasis groups, the
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Table 1. COREQ Quality Indicators (Tong et al., 2007) and Their Description in
This Research With Added Positionality Statements.

Quality indicators COREQ Description of moments of meaning-study

Research team and reflexivity
Interviewer/facilitator First author facilitated the focus groups (first author =

facilitator)
Credentials Facilitator´s credentials were M.A. The educational

background may influence researcher positioning
by emphasizing humanistic perspective, for
example, prioritizing subjectivity, and the validity of
individual experience. First author and facilitator
holds M.A. and B.A in Comparative Literature and
B.A. in Applied Drama. Second author holds BSc
Psychology, MSc Research Methodology, PhD
Social Policy, and third author holds BSc, MSc, PhD
Economics

Occupation Facilitator’s occupation was project researcher at the
time of the study. Facilitator also was at the time
a visiting fellow in the university in charge of the
study

Gender Facilitator was female
Experience and training Facilitator was trained a drama instructor in addition

to M.A. background and held several years of
facilitating experience in university-led multi-
disciplinary organizational development and
research projects

Relationship with participants See page 18–19.
Relationship established Relationship was established by participants´ arrival in

the lab
Participant knowledge of the
interviewer

Facilitator introduced herself in the beginning of each
focus group, explained her visiting scholar status,
country of origin (Finland), and the bottom-up
orientation of the study. The visiting scholar and
foreigner position may influence the participant
perception of the researcher as more open and
non-formal (Holmes, 2020). It may also influence
researcher positioning as a disadvantage of not
being as aware of the local social and cultural
environment

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Interviewer characteristics Facilitator orientation was to emphasize that the
interest behind the study was to find out precisely
why people experience meaningfulness/
meaninglessness in their work and how they discuss
it. Hence, the facilitator emphasized the ease of
contributing to the study by validating the
importance of each participant’s experience.
Privileging subjectivity may however influence
positioning of the study as valuing the subjective
experience as “too true”—and the researcher may
discard the outside factors (social, cultural, biases in
participant thinking, and context of asking).
Positioning the research questions to stress
subjectivity omits why the exact experiences are
considered important by the participants (Holmes,
2020)

Study design
Theoretical framework
Methodological orientation
and theory

Narrative theory to understanding meaning-making in
psychological meaningful and meaningless
experiences. Data was collected in focus groups as
written and discussion data and approached by
triangulation of analytical tools: classical content
analysis, word counts, narrative analysis by thematic
coding and by structure (see Table 3 for more
information)

Participant selection See page 17—18
Sampling Purposeful sampling
Method of approach Pool of participants registered as voluntary

participants for research conducted in the Research
Lab

Sample size 54
Non-participation Six no-shows (registered but did not show up).

Participants signed a consent form stressing
voluntariness of participation, and possibilities of
refusal to answer or ceasing to participate at any
stage of the study, but no participant utilized this
possibility

Setting See page 17
Setting of data collection Research Lab in London, one hour focus group

interviews including word associations, writing
exercises and group discussions, each holding 11 to
15 participants

(continued)
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prompts were to write about “experiencing purpose and meaning, something
that feels worthwhile, and/or fulfilling,” and the meaninglessness-emphasis
groups about “experiencing feelings of purposelessness, meaninglessness,
unfulfillment, something that´s not worthwhile, and/or felt futile.” Thus, the
questions for writing exercises were identical across groups apart from the
variation of adjectives. Participants then discussed these experiences in
a focus group setting. Further details of data collection procedures are
available in Table S1.

We emphasized the importance of moments and feelings in understanding
how meaning is perceived as affective. In our elicitation, we were careful to
ask solely about feelings and experiences of meaningful work—not evalu-
ations. We did not ask people to “tell stories” as such but asked them to
“describe in their own words” or “share an experience or feeling.” Never-
theless, the data emerged as storied and continued to do so in the focus groups,
corroborating the notion that human experience and narratives are deeply
interconnected. In other words, although we only asked about affective ex-
periences, our answers contained evaluations, too. Our questions facilitated
storytelling that transmitted experiential and momentary narratives about
feelings.

Positionality. Understanding researcher positioning is essential in quali-
tative research to assess possible bias arising from, for example, personal
background, social and political position, intentions and assumed context of

Table 1. (continued)

Presence of non-participants Researcher in charge of the study (the second author)
as well as the research lab manager were present in
the lab, but both were in different room to the
participants

Description of sample See descriptions of demographics in the Methods
section (p. 17)

Data collection See page 18, and Table SOM 1
Interview guide Topic guide, exercises and the questions were

triangulated amongst the research team and
modified after each round

Repeat interviews Repeat interviews were not conducted due to the
focus group method and because the research
subject focused on identifying momentary
meaningfulness/meaninglessness that would not
have benefited of repetition

Audio/visual recording Focus groups were audio-visually recorded with the
Research Lab equipment. Participants were aware
of this and gave their consent
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the research task, or ontological and epistemological beliefs (Yin, 2011, p.
123; Berger, 2015; Holmes, 2020). These may influence the research topic,
relation with participants, and research process (ibid., Grix, 2019). In terms of
the research topic, the research team designed the interview guide to facilitate
an inductive stance on how people interpreted the subject. Concerning the
participants, the main objective was to give space for participant discussions
(Silverman, 2013). Thus, in the discussions, the researcher-facilitator asked
intentionally open and vague questions, that is, “Who would like to share?”,
and “Any other insights?” The conversation was encouraged mostly non-
verbally (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000), but when the flow slowed, it was facilitated
by questions such as, “What do you think is the opposite of feeling mean-
ingfulness/meaninglessness?”. We triangulated analyses across the multi-
disciplinary research group to prevent bias; however, we acknowledge that
it is impossible to eliminate positional bias and are instead explicit about its
influence (see positionality statement in Table 1).

Data analysis. The transcriptions produced data almost 24,000 words in
length in three datasets: meaningfulness-emphasis groups’ writings,
meaninglessness-emphasis groups’ writings, and transcriptions of the focus
groups (where both meaningfulness and meaninglessness were discussed).
Our overarching analytic approach was driven byMcAdams (1985) and Bauer
et al. (2019), discussed earlier, across tone, theme, and structure. We also used
triangulation of analytic approaches (see the next section). See Table 2
(second row) for a summary of the methods of analysis.

Our analyses of tone focused on how people talked about meaning/
lessness. We used classical content analysis, examining the syntactic tac-
tics and procedures in language: word frequency and types, vocabulary, and
means of expression. These indicate how experiences are perceived and how
people give language and meaning to these experiences (Bauer & Gaskell,
2000). In part one of the analysis, we looked at the adjectives people used and
conducted a word count across all datasets. In part two of this analysis, we
classified expressions in the group discussion data into evaluative and ex-
periential dimensions (see Table 3).

The analyses of theme focussed on the contents of the feelings—what do
people emphasize or consider important when narrating meaning/lessness?
What are the reasons for action conveyed in the narrative (McAdams, 1985;
Bauer et al., 2019)? To explain what people talked about, we turned to se-
mantic procedures of the narratives that addressed the “denotational and
connotational meanings,” “what is said,” and/or the “themes and valuations”
that emerge (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000, pp.133–134). Thematic analysis
methods were applied to create groupings from an inductive perspective,
although some themes deductively confirmed those from prior research (see
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Discussion). Groupings were coded, and the frequencies of the codes were
recorded numerically.

Finally, we conducted a structural narrative analysis using the written
narratives. The structural elements we analyzed were complexity; coherence
that is temporal, thematic, or causal—that is, unifying narratives across time,
topic, or explanation; experiential and reflective growth themes; and value
perspectivity (see McAdams, 1985; Bauer et al., 2019). We coded segments of
these texts as being high, medium, or low in each of these structural elements
according to their relative frequency in the narratives: high if the structural

Table 2. Summary of Methods of Analysis and Main Findings.

RQ: How do people narrate moments when they felt meaningfulness or
meaninglessness at work?

Narrative
elements1

Tone Theme Structure

Analyses Classical content
analysis
approached by
“syntactical
procedures”2.
Word count
(all data).

Narrative analysis by
thematic coding
approached by
“semantic
procedures”2 (all
data).

Assessing narratives by
structural elements
(written data)1

Findings “Poignancy in
Pointlessness”
(1) negative
adjectives
emphasized in
quantity and in
magnitude, (2)
meaningful
moments used
evaluative more
than
experiential
language
(See Figure 1)

“The Model of 4Cs”
(see Figure 3):
Meaningfulness
narratives
comprised of
themes of
connection,
contribution, and
conversion, as well
as their cross-over
combinations.
Meaninglessness
narratives entailed
themes of non-
conversion, and
non-contribution,
as well as
confinement.

Meaningfulness
narratives convey
more perspectivity
(personal wisdom)
than meaninglessness
narratives;
meaninglessness
narratives conveyed
emotional complexity
Static
(meaninglessness)—
dynamic
(meaningfulness)
dimension

1Bauer et al. (2019).
2Bauer & Gaskell (2000, p. 3)
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element appeared more compared to the counterpart (meaningful to mean-
ingless, and vice versa), medium, if it appeared seemingly similar to its
counterpart, and low if it appeared less compared to the counterpart. During
this analysis, we noticed that these ratings were insufficient to capture the
nuance of the narratives in certain respects. Therefore, we included an ad-
ditional category covering “static” or “dynamic.” Structurally static narratives
were either monotonous and/or included structural aspects without narrative
development. Structurally dynamic narratives expressed action, change, and
movement. The static–dynamic dimension was examined across the narratives
in all the structural aspects: complexity, coherence, value perspectivity, and
growth themes (see Table 5).

Triangulation and validity.We triangulated our analytic strategy (Leech &
Onwuegbuzie, 2007). Mixing analytical tools allowed us to retain flexibility
with the data and to remain open to emerging categories, thus following the
bottom-up approach. For example, we noticed early on that the language used
by the participants needed to be examined both on the syntactical and semantic
levels (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000) because findings emerged in regards to the
choice of words and vocabulary people used (tone), as well as in terms of their
thematic, latent and interpretative content. Later, we focused on the structure
of narratives at the suggestion of reviewers to incorporate narrative ap-
proaches more explicitly.

We also employed investigator triangulation. The first author conducted the
analysis, which was first discussed in 10 weekly triangulation meetings with
the second author, and with all authors before establishing the categories. In
these meetings, the first author presented the preliminary codes and findings.
These were discussed in comparison with the data, and interpretations were
negotiated to reach agreement. To prevent first author bias, differences be-
tween the investigators were scrutinized to reach an agreed, corrected set of
categories. The validation of the codes was conducted by constant comparison
of datasets and checking the prevalence of codes by simple tabulations
(Silverman, 2014). Datasets were compared, and it was found that all four
groups’ accumulated data did not radically deviate from each other in quality,
content, and quantity.

Findings

The overall findings are summarized in Table 2. In brief, our analyses of tone
revealed that people related meaningless moments more descriptively and
vividly regarding the use of adjectives, and more experientially (vs. eval-
uatively) when expressions were classified, than meaningful moments. The
main themes identified were connection, conversion, contribution, and
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confinement, and the descriptive, vivid, and experiential meaningless mo-
ments were never about connection—instead, they were usually about being
confined. Despite meaningless moments being related more vividly in tone,
they were generally simpler in structural coherence, although they did relate
emotional complexity. Meaningless moments also appeared structurally static
in terms of both coherence and growth themes.

Tone. Part one analyses of tone using word counts of adjectives showed that
participants used more adjectives when describing meaningless experiences
than they did for meaningful experiences. In total, participants used 64
different adjectives when describing meaningless moments, compared to only
47 for meaningful moments. The word cloud in Figure 2 illustrates that the
adjectives expressing meaninglessness were most frequent—adjectives such
as bored, frustrated, tired, useless, and repetitive were prominent, comparing
only to the positive adjectives happy, grateful, and content. We interpret these
analyses as showing that meaninglessness language is more descriptive and
vivid in terms of the adjectives used.

Part two analyses of tone showed that people described meaninglessness
affluently in both experiential and evaluative languages. There were 29
different evaluative expressions and 41 experiential expressions. An example
of a meaningless evaluative expression is “I knew in the back of my head this
was something I did not wish to pursue,” and an example of an experiential
meaningless expression is: “…it just felt like (…) day in day out, and I was
a dead man walking.” When people described meaningfulness, however,
evaluative language was more common. Five expressions used experiential
language, for example, “…I feel that it’s meaningful because if I share the joy
then the happiness doubles”, whereas 24 were evaluative, such as, “If you
have an end goal that you understand what you´re working or doing it to-
wards.” Further examples are in Table 3.

Overall, meaninglessness had more experiential descriptions than did
meaningfulness. While people may not often discuss feeling meaningfulness
(Bailey & Madden, 2016, p. 5; Lips-Wiersma & Morris, 2017, p. 69), they do
often discuss feeling meaninglessness (Lips-Wiersma & Morris, 2017, p.
69)—and, as our results highlight, in more descriptive, vivid, and experiential
language. We summarize these results as a “poignancy in pointlessness,” an
affective/emotional quality embedded in meaningless experiences conveyed
by expressive language.

Theme. Results of the thematic coding initially distinguished five main
categories: impact and influence, other people, self, lack of agency and waste
of time, and there were subthemes in each category (see Figure 3). These were
later condensed and renamed into the four categories: other people = con-
nection, self = conversion, influence and impact = contribution, lack of agency
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and waste of time = confinement. The number of times each theme appeared in
the data are shown in Figure 4.

One of these themes entailed descriptions of meaningful moments alone,
which was connection—doing something with others. This meant engaging in
sharing, forming, and deepening relationships at the workplace. As an ex-
ample of this theme, one participant described meaning for her to consist
almost entirely of connection between the working team, “Work closely with
my team and become friends… share happiness and experience… and keep
company. Feel comfortable and confident in the team…”

The themes contribution and conversion included both meaningful and
meaningless moments. Participants talking about contribution emphasized
doing something for others—having a social impact and contributing with
professional skills and knowledge. This was different to doing something with
others because the positive contribution was emphasized. As an example, one
participant said, “In a dead-end retail job, helped a pensioner choose a radio,
showed her how to use it, at that moment I felt so grateful to be able to help her,
maybe subconsciously, I wanted to thank her for giving me the opportunity to
do something meaningful.” Non-contribution in a meaningless moment was
described as lacking the ability to create value for others, “… I’m not adding
value to anybody’s life, I’m sitting here processing changes that [the manager]
could do… he could just change the font in a second… and it was just at the
end of the day walk in, walk out, without feeling like you’d added any value.”

Conversion was about doing something for one’s self, and the narratives
discussed of accomplishment, personal change, or self-growth. For example,
one participant said, “…Taking a risk created meaning for me—without it, I
wouldn´t have unlocked this newfound interest, which has since shaped my
studies and career aspirations.” Participants lacking conversion articulated the
absence of achievement, self-development or self-worth: “A job that focuses
too much on the minute details that do not seem to serve any bigger purpose
(e.g. data entry). The job quickly becomes stagnant and do not allow for
further learning/personal development and growth… I did not feel like I was
learning anything or using any of my skills…”

One theme contained only meaningless moments, which was confinement.
Some participants reported feeling restricted, lacking agency or autonomy,
and a sense of waste of time or effort. People described lack of agency as
experiencing working for an ulterior motive, under outside control, as
a mismatch between one´s tasks and the goal of the work, or not being able to
participate in decision-making. For example, one participant discussing an
experience of meaninglessness while working for a non-profit felt frustrated
by controlling management:
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They hoped to plan an event organized by a youth group for other youth groups
but they wanted to control every strategy & expectation. They would say let the
youth be creative but you need to make sure there is room for these many
speeches… it just seemed that was the face to [an] ulterior motive to maintain
funding. […] I felt frustrated.

Another participant reported meaninglessness arising from wasting their
effort and time in creating an audition tape that ultimately failed:

I finally submitted the tape, only to realize later that the sound and visual were
out of sync, and therefore the tape was useless […] It was a hard earned good
audition that ended up being a complete waste of time, and therefore had no
meaning whatsoever.

“Waste of time” was the most common phrase used to describe a mean-
ingless moment, and it arose as one unambiguous reason for experiencing
meaninglessness throughout the data. However, time was not a phrase or
concept people used when they considered meaningful moments.

Further descriptions of the major themes and their similarities with research
from the literature review are considered in Table 4. Table S1 describes the
crossover themes (e.g., conversion-connection, conversion-contribution).
Crossover themes are important as they indicate that experiences are not
binary but overlapping or on a continuum—people may experience a mix of,
for example, conversion, as in focus on the self, and contribution, as in focus
on serving others, at the same time. This finding supports the paradoxical
definition of MW by Bailey et al., (2019b), stating, for example, that
meaningfulness is dependent on both self-fulfillment and connection or
contribution to other people.

Structure. Overall, meaningless narratives were simpler in structure than
meaningful narratives. We found all the structural elements (value per-
spectivity, coherence, experiential and reflexive growth, and complexity)
present across narratives (see Table 5). However, value perspectivity was
present to a greater degree in meaningful narratives than in meaningless
narratives, and meaningful narratives were dynamic in terms of coherence and
growth themes.

Value Perspectivity

To assess perspectivity, we looked for examples where participants took
multiple, complex, and coherent points of view. One meaningful quote from
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Figure 2. Word cloud of the most frequently used adjectives describing
meaningless and meaningful moments. Only those words with 3+ mentions used.

Figure 3. Initial coding tree with codes and categories, which were later condensed
into Model of 4 Cs.
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a participant portrays a deep perspective of coherent values about making
a difference that supports their career choice in medicine:

I chose medicine as a career because I want to live a purposeful, worthwhile life
where I can bring hope to others…One moment where I feel my work and effort
is meaningful is when I speak to patients on the ward and try to help them with
their suffering…I felt like I had the power/ability to make others feel better. It
was being able to make someone feel like there are people who care about
them… and who can actually do something to help them.

Figure 4. Model of 4Cs—Connection, Contribution, Conversion, Confinement.
Theme surrounded by bolded line (connection) emerged from descriptions of
meaningful moments, non-bold lines were for meaningful and meaningless moments,
and themes surrounded by dotted line arose only from descriptions of meaningless
experiences. Numbers represent the times categories appeared in the described
experiences. Further descriptions of the major themes are available in Table 4, and of
the crossover themes in SOM2.
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Here, the points of view include both the self (living one’s own worthwhile
life) and others (bringing hope, helping people, making them feel better and
cared about). On the other hand, another participant discussingmeaninglessness
during event production appeared to lack perspectivity when talking about the
futility of trivial tasks:

Table 5. Items & Findings of Structural Analysis According to Relative Frequency
(High, Medium, and Low) and On Static–Dynamic Dimension.

Meaningful Meaningless

Complexity
Expressing differentiation on aspects described below
Cataloguing multiple details, thoughts and
emotions on a single event

High High

Comparing and contrasting the views of self and
others

Medium Low

Presenting multiple, alternative courses of action Low High
Coherence
Expressing integration in temporal aspects and continuity (i.e., narrative presents multiple

points in time and continuity between them as temporal perspectivity); thematic aspects
(i.e., narrative constructs on overarching themes and topics), or causal aspects (i.e.,
narrative expresses causes, consequences, and explanations why something was
meaningless/meaningful)

Temporal High – dynamic Low – static
Thematic High – dynamic Medium –

static
Causal High – dynamic Medium –

static
Value perspectivity
Values being expressed with more, rather than
fewer perspectives, i.e., in complexity and
coherence

High – dynamic Low – static

Experiential growth themes
Values and motives for cultivating personally
meaningful activities and relationships, rather
than the value and motives for status, approval,
and appearances

Medium –

dynamic
Medium –

static

Reflective growth themes
Personal valuing of wisdom’s heightened
perspectivity

Medium –

dynamic
Medium –

static

Static narratives conveyed monotonousness and/or stagnation, whereas dynamic narratives conveyed
action, change and movement in the structural aspects. Items draw from Bauer et al., (2019).
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Doing work (e.g. brainstorming ideas for a video, writing a petition) when it was
unclear how my own efforts would contribute to an end goal/product precisely.
[I felt] unmotivated, grumpy, frustrated, tired. Sense that there was a waste of
effort and I did not really care about or enjoy what I was doing… Opportunity
cost of other things I could be doing with my time and energy felt like a waste of
resources. Not learning/growing as an individual nor achieving collective
benefits and goals.

In this quote, there is no evidence of taking the perspective of others, and
a sense that the self is not developing temporally because there is no
learning—that is, there is little coherence. The finding that perspectivity was
more pronounced in the meaningful narratives is somewhat in contrast to the
expectation that wisdom is constructed in “relation to life’s difficult and
unfulfilling events” (Bauer et al., 2019, p. 82). Instead, it suggests that wisdom
and perspectivity are construed more fluidly about experiences that feel good
and meaningful, although meaningless experiences could transform into
meaningful ones with the added ingredient of perspectivity (see Discussion).

Static—Dynamic Dimension and Coherence

We uncovered a seemingly novel structural element present in the narratives,
which we refer to as a static–dynamic dimension. As mentioned earlier, this
dimension is about whether narratives expressed action, change, and
movement across aspects of structure. Static–dynamic dimension was present
especially in the structural aspects of coherence and growth themes, that is,
narratives conveyed either dynamic or static coherence, and dynamism or
stagnancy of growth themes. Whereas meaningful narratives conveyed dy-
namic coherence on many levels (action and development in temporal,
thematic, and causal coherence structures), meaningless narratives were es-
pecially static on the temporal dimension (and static on the others, too—see
Table 5). For example:

I was given some quite boring tasks such as data entry. At the time it was very
unfulfilling and futile. It may have had some benefit for the company, but it felt
pointless and like they were just trying to fill my time because I was not allowed,
or did not have the ability to do many other tasks… It was frustrating as I wanted
to do some more interesting work and I felt my time was being wasted. [I felt
like] time could have been used on other, more interesting tasks which could
have added more value…
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Although the temporal aspect is present in this quote, time is described as
a wasted resource, which is considered experientially so frustrating that it
overrides the evaluation of being beneficial for the organization. There is no
dynamic discussion of change over time. It appears there is a start at causal
coherence—data entry, the cause, “may have had some benefit,” an effect, but
this is not developed nor dynamic; thematically, the point that time could have
been better spent is straightforward, static, and not developed. Furthermore,
the narrative lacks dynamism in structure because it is restricted in action,
change, and movement by repetitive static temporal narration. The story does
not change because the expressions describing temporal stasis take over:
“filling time”; “time wasted”; “time could have been used [to add value]” does
not provide context for the thematic or causal development of the narrative.

In comparison, a meaningful narrative from a teacher showed dynamic
coherence in all temporal, thematic and causal ways:

Once I had done this internship as a teacher of secondary school kids …I was
a student there once when I was young. It felt like I am giving back to the society.
It felt like I am also learning simultaneously. It felt happy, and like this is what I
want to do. The fact that I could learn so much from young minds. And the fact
that giving back what the institution had given to me as a student was amazing…
It felt meaningful to do this since I was a kid… I wanted to teach there once in
my lifetime.

This quote illustrates both coherence and dynamic temporal change when
the teacher considered their history with the school, thematically by linking
motives and values of learning and teaching with contributing to society, and
causally through relating their earlier student experience (a cause) to a later
desire to give back to the school (the effect).

Static–Dynamic Dimension and Growth Themes

Our investigation revealed not only relatively lower amount of coherence
expressed temporally, thematically, and causally in meaningless narratives,
but the absence of any changeability with respect to experiential (inner and
intrinsic) and reflective growth (learning and wisdom), too. For example,
a quote from an employee about his meaningless experiences in a law firm
illustrates the static dimension:

I had to pack files into boxes. Didn’t have to consume much brain power and the
work is tedious and boring. People at the office were also not very respectful of
the work I did. Other co-workers in the team were also not insightful at all. The
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entire experience was dreadful. [I felt] miserable, dreadful and bored. Not
important work. Boring conversations every day. Primarily because I felt
mentally irritated by the lack of cognitive stimulation. It was draining looking at
computers performing repetitive actions. I felt I was worth more to myself.

The language around being “worth more” and having boring conversations
communicates the absence of experiential growth, although the lack of respect
indicates a desire for status and approval from others (another growth di-
mension). The lack of “brain power” and cognitive stimulation communicate
the absence of change in terms of reflective growth and learning, and the
repetitive actions indicate a static experience without change.

In meaningfulness narratives, experiential and reflective growth themes
were in dynamic action. This meaningfulness example relates these by linking
causes and consequences of meaningful activities (coherence), and cataloging
various thoughts, actions and emotions from multiple points of view in re-
lation to others (complexity), leading to reflective growth (learning):

Customers are satisfied and contented with the service given due to the great
teamwork with the other colleagues, we are able to keep our pace on and catch
up with the non-stop coming orders. The manager also gives us, the employees,
the motivation and encouragement on the good work that we have done. Despite
the exhaustion, hard work has paid off. I feel a sigh of relief and joyfulness
within after witnessing all the smiling faces… The experience gained was
wonderful, which could not be learned by just reading books or attending to
classes in school. With the experiences gained, are the boosters on the
knowledge within…. molding and shaping one into a better person from the
experience, learn to be independent, importance of teamwork and sharpen one’s
skill in whatever aspects.

Here, the satisfied customers (consequence) are linked to the cause
(teamwork and motivating manager), and points of view are related from the
self, customer, and colleague perspectives. Experiential and reflective growth
are shown through learning about the importance of teamwork and sharpening
skills, and there is dynamism in language like “molding and shaping.”

In meaningless narratives, however, growth themes were described mostly
as absent or, when mentioned, problematic and stuck. Meaninglessness
narratives showcased growth themes in fewer, more heuristic, and more static
perspectives than the complexly and dynamically expressed perspectivity
around the growth themes in meaningful narratives. As examples, “I felt that I
should use that time to learn useful things for my future career” and “Time is
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golden so should be spent wisely on doing things that are either useful for my
own development or entertaining.”

Meaninglessness Narratives and Complexity

It is important to note that although meaningless narratives were simpler in
structure than meaningful narratives in general, there was one exception for
emotional complexity. Meaningless narratives catalogued detailed emotions
to a significant degree. This aspect of complexity matched the findings for
tone, which showed that meaningless narratives were more complex in terms
of experiential language, and vividness of adjectives. For example:

I worked full-time for a year performing data-entry tasks, repetitively, for 8
hours a day. It was slow, monotonous and incredibly boring—the job was
insanely unfulfilling as I felt I was capable of great use in a different field, but it
was the only job available. [I felt] depressed, drowsy, lethargic, apathy,
boredom, moody, miserable, resentment. I felt like …I was wasting my time
since I could be more productive and efficient completing a job where I required
mental stimulation. Since data-entry requires no brain power, it made me ir-
ritable, worthless and bored.

In the example, we interpret the descriptions of emotions as showing
complexity, richness, and vividness in vocabulary, given there were eight
negative adjectives (from depressed to resentment) and strong adverbs (in-
credibly, insanely). Thus, meaninglessness language portrays an experience
packed with emotion, which explains why “meaninglessness strikes hard”
(Bailey and Madden, 2016; p. 54). At the same time, other structures in
meaninglessness narratives conveyed stagnation.

Connecting tone, theme, and structure. In summary, meaningless narra-
tives were more descriptive, vivid, and experiential in tone than meaningful
narratives. These descriptive meaningless narratives primarily related themes
of being confined, while meaningful narratives mostly related experiences of
connecting with and contributing to others, or personal growth and con-
version. Structurally, meaningless narratives lacked perspective and were
static in their coherence and growth relative to meaningful narratives. Thus,
with more affect, the experience of being confined, and a lack of perspectivity
and change, meaninglessness narratives resemble the experience of a fly
captured in a glass jar—desperate to escape confinement but hampered by
restricted visibility. Meaningfulness narratives resemble a gentler, freer glide
through unrestrained skies, connecting with and contributing to others and
learning, lending a panoramic view.
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Discussion

This study conducted a narrative investigation of how people described
moments that felt meaningful or meaningless at work. It introduced the term
affective eudaimonia to describe these moments, referring to a particular facet
of the multifaceted eudaimonic state approach to MW described by Bailey
et al. (2019a). This facet is aligned with the “experiencing self” (Kahneman &
Riis, 2005), which is affective (feelings-based) and exists on a moment-to-
moment basis, differently to hedonic-affective, eudaimonic-evaluative, and
task attribute approaches. The analyses were informed by Bauer et al. (2019),
who summarizes the tone, theme, and structure of narratives about mean-
ingfulness and meaninglessness. We found that meaningless narratives were
more descriptive, experiential, and vivid in tone than meaningful narratives,
and more likely to be thematically about experiences of confinement than
connecting with or contributing to others or experiencing personal growth and
conversion. Furthermore, these vivid and confined meaningless experiences
lacked perspectivity and were static in their structure and growth, meta-
phorically resembling a fly trapped in a jar that is desperate to escape and
obtain a broader view of itself and the wider world.

Our work is situated broadly within vast literatures about meaningful work
and narratives. We build specifically on a subset of qualitative psychological
studies within these literatures that use narrative approaches. Our primary
contribution is to consider whether and how asking about affective (feelings
of) meaning adds new information to what we currently understand about the
experience of meaning, and its absence, at work. Prior research can be
categorized as investigations that inquired about life and work histories (Lips-
Wiersma, 2002; 2009; 2012; Schabram & Maitlis, 2017) that were not
necessarily experiential or about scenes and moments in time that did not ask
about affect, feelings, and emotions (Pavlish &Hunt, 2012; Bailey &Madden,
2016, 2017, 2019). These studies mostly conducted thematic analysis of
narratives, omitting their tone and structure, and we extract and focus on
findings based on the latter two aspects of narratives. Our findings both
confirm and extend prior research.

Tone

The finding that meaningless moments are more descriptive and experiential
in tone than meaningful experiences reinforces other work. This work in-
cludes Lips-Wiersma andMorris’ (2017) observation that conversations about
meaning are often expressed negatively, as complaints, and Baumeister et al.
(2001), who generally showed that “bad,” such as meaninglessness, is
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stronger than “good,” such as meaningfulness. Our analyses further illustrated
how meaninglessness was communicated through syntactical procedures. As
Bunderson and Thompson (2009) found, the word pride was used to describe
how meaningful experiences felt, although it was less common than other
meaningful adjectives. A new finding from our results is that more adjectives
and more experiential (versus evaluative) language were used to describe
meaningless experiences than meaningful experiences, suggesting that the
negative dimension of meaningfulness is particularly characteristic of af-
fective eudaimonia. This is important theoretically for understanding what it
means to experience wellbeing (Kahneman & Riis, 2005; Angner, 2010;
Haybron, 2016), in that felt meaning may be more about meaninglessness than
meaningfulness. Any investigation of affective eudaimonia would be in-
complete without the former, even though many large surveys do not include
meaninglessness and instead only ask about meaningfulness (Dolan et al.,
2017; Anusic et al., 2017). A practical implication is that it may be more
important to prevent meaninglessness than promote meaningfulness at work.

Theme

In general, our themes confirmed other work, suggesting that asking about life
histories, scenes, moments in time, or moments of felt meaning, produces
similar thematic conclusions. Portions of our thematic analysis were strikingly
similar to Pavlish and Hunt (2012), although we completed our analyses
before identifying this paper. These authors also identified connection and
contribution as overarching themes, reinforcing the importance of these social
dimensions. Social dimensions were also highlighted in the meaningfulness
ecosystem, which described interactional meaningfulness (Bailey & Madden,
2016), and in Lips-Wiersma’s (2002, 2009) model, which included unity and
service to others. Helping others is also important in the related literature on
organizational citizenship (Smith et al., 1983; Bolino et al., 2004).

In addition to themes of connection and contribution, Pavlish and Hunt
(2012) identified recognition. In contrast, we identified conversion and
confinement as other themes and considered recognition a sub-theme of
contribution and conversion (depending upon whether the recognition was for
doing something for others, such as volunteering, or oneself, such as a pro-
motion). Pavlish and Hunt’s (2012) identification of learning as a facilitator
of meaningfulness (and inhibitor of meaninglessness) aligned with our
conversion theme, which emphasized the importance of personal growth,
self-development, and self-transcendence. While confinement was not
identified by Pavlish and Hunt (2012) as an important theme, it was by Bailey
and Madden (2017) in discussing the “seven deadly sins” of leadership. It is
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also important in related theories, such as self-determination theory, where
autonomy is seen to foster intrinsic motivation, particularly in the context of
work (Ryan &Deci, 2000; Gagné & Deci, 2005; Deci et al., 2017; Bauer et al.,
2019).

Structure

Finally, examining structure showed how people organize their narratives
about moments of felt meaningfulness and meaninglessness at work.
Meaningful narratives held more value perspectivity; that is, participants
related multiple and complex points of view (Bauer et al., 2019). This suggests
that providing opportunities to look at meaningless day-to-day experiences
from different dynamic and changeable viewpoints could positively transform
them. For example, collectively sharing experiences at work could offer new
views that create meaningfulness by adding structural perspectivity if people
listen. Conversation could be encouraged with language such as, “What
opportunities do you have to look at your work from other points of view?”
and “What perspectives are you able to gain on your work by sharing it with
others?” This approach goes beyond viewing narratives as individual-level
drivers for MW and considers broader solutions such as the potential of the
collective to widen the perspectivity of subjective experiences.

Meaningless narratives lacked a temporal dimension to structure, sug-
gesting they were “stuck” in time. This was consistent with our thematic
findings that wasting time characterized meaningless narratives about con-
finement, and with the findings of Bailey and Madden (2017) that mean-
inglessness is “being stuck in the moment” and occurs when there is a “lack of
control over the use of time” (p. 11). A relevant task for management and
leadership would be to help employees avoid meaninglessness by focusing on
how the conditions and systems facilitated by leadership impact employees’
experiences. Creating conditions for employees to exercise authentic control,
not confinement, over their time may be a valuable asset in achieving that, as
well as providing opportunities for staff to connect their experiences tem-
porally. For example, professional development programs that build in an
ipsative manner by encouraging employees’ personal bests and building on
prior milestones could reduce or transform meaninglessness. Again, this
approach is about how staff can be guided within their professional contexts to
avoid the psychological experience of meaninglessness rather than relying on
individuals to make meaning. However, some staff may accept meaningless
experiences in certain professional contexts due to winder circumstances, such
as financial or family pressures, and future research could explore the in-
fluence of these circumstances on the construction of meaningfulness at work.
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Other structural findings provide further insight into how meaningless
narratives might transform into meaningful ones. For example, we found that
meaningful narratives were more dynamic and changeable across temporal,
thematic, and causal dimensions of coherence and reflective and experiential
growth, whereas meaningless narratives weremore static. This is different to the
degree of structural elements present in narratives (high, medium, and low), and
speaks to another dimension about whether they are fixed. This finding
complements Bailey and Madden’s (2019) findings that during meaningless-
ness, people dynamically switch between “netdoms” as a response strategy
(such as from colleagues that devalue to friends that respect), emphasizing that
people engage in dynamic action and movement as they transition out of
meaningless experiences—even though they may be stuck when in them. It
could be that switching is a beneficial strategy employed to gain some per-
spective on a meaningless moment, and that after switching back, people view
the meaningless moment as less so. While more research is needed, it could be
that meaningfulness is enhanced by opportunities for staff to consider how their
experiences change across aspects such as time, topic, event, skill, or
knowledge, similar to how it is enhanced with relational netdoms.

Although we inquired only about feelings and experiences, evaluations
were present in people’s responses, too, especially for meaningfulness.
Meaningful narratives had more evaluative language and, relatedly, value
perspectivity, and meaningless narratives had more experiential language and
less perspectivity—although both meaningful and meaningless narratives
contained evaluative and experiential language. Recollections of affective
eudaimonia appear to consist of a dynamic dialogue between the experiencing
and evaluating selves, which can be considered a meaning-making process
(Kahneman & Riis, 2005). Identifying the conversation between these selves
could prove beneficial in understanding and inquiring about employees’
experiences. Future research should delve deeper into the possible conflict
between these selves to discover which one is prioritized, when, and how: The
heightened perspectivity of the evaluating self, or the heightened affectivity of
the experiencing self? This conversation could be harnessed by leadership and
management to avoid or transform feelings of meaninglessness.

Limitations

There are limitations to this research. By asking about moments and feelings,
we assumed that moments and feelings are important, and people might
describe them as less important if they are not emphasized. By focusing on
tone, theme, and structure, we did not consider other aspects of narratives,
such as the process of selecting them. People may select certain meaningful
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narratives because they contrast with meaningless narratives, have trans-
formed a meaningless experience into a meaningful one, or cohere with the
moments of colleagues, as examples.2 The meaningful narratives that we
observed may have started as meaningless, and our data may not have re-
vealed this. Such processes could be investigated with follow-up questions
such as, “Why did you choose to tell me about this experience?”, and “How
did this experience become meaningful for you?” It is also possible that
different researchers would lead participants to select different experiences to
relate to, as it is impossible to eliminate the effects of researcher positionality.

The generalizability of these results is a limitation and area for future
research. While many participants were not in work at the time of the in-
terview, our sample also appeared psychologically sophisticated and possibly
well educated. It may be that eliciting narratives from a different group would
produce new insights. It may be difficult to implement initiatives that make
work itself more meaningful for some jobs, and initiatives that focus on non-
work tasks, such as foreign language courses for workers using their native
language on the job, may have more value (Mortimer, 1990). The cultural
context of London, England may also be important, as worker legislation and
customs will differ in other countries, which could affect narratives about
affective eudaimonia. However, our themes were identified in other samples;
for example, nurses in the United States also spoke of connection and
contribution (Pavlish & Hunt, 2012). There may be generalizations of context
that make the generalization of results more likely.

Conclusions

This paper described affective eudaimonia, which is the experience of eu-
daimonic feelings of meaningfulness, meaninglessness, and related ad-
jectives. Our research investigated these feelings at work, finding the tone of
narratives about meaningless experiences to be more evocative than mean-
ingful ones, suggesting that workplaces should focus on preventing the former
over promoting the latter. Our thematic results indicated that workplaces
should support moments of connection, contribution, and conversion, and
avoid confinement, such as via job design, employee-driven professional
development, the organizational culture, management, and/or leadership.
Structurally, meaningless narratives lacked perspectivity and were static with
respect to time and growth, which initiatives could address by facilitating
wisdom and perspective-taking.

Studying experience is a complex area and distinguishing felt and lived
experiences from evaluations is not straightforward. Reflecting on experi-
ences by its nature may introduce an element of evaluations. For example, it
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may be that people evaluate their work based on their expectations about what
work should be like, and this subsequently influences how they discuss their
experiences at work. Future research could use methods aligned with people’s
experiences, but that do not offer as much depth as a qualitative study, such as
the Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) (Kahneman et al., 2004). Never-
theless, our research probed deeply into experiences of eudaimonia—a mental
state encompassing both positive and negative dimensions of psychological
experiences. Rooting workplace wellbeing in the experience of eudaimonia
illustrates important pathways to authentically meaningful and sustainable
working lives that exist in people’s everyday lived and felt experiences.
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Supplemental Material

Table S1

Data collection procedures

Method How it was done? Why it was done?

Narrative

inquiry by

self-

reflective

writing

exercises

Participants were given writing

exercises that combined open-ended

questions with elements of self-

reflective writing (see exercises in

detail at the end of the table).

Reflective writing allows people to

form connections between various

sets of information creatively, and

thus take new perspectives on what´s

happened. (Jasper, 2005).

Reflective writing has the capacity to capture

lived experience, and to make the “implicit

explicit” in the process of writing (Wald &

Reis, 2010, p. 746). Writing in first person

emphasizes the validity of subjective

experience and is thus “inductive in nature”

(Jasper, 2005, p. 250). Polkinghorne (2005)

considers written self-reports as “languaged

data”, that, at its best, is a result of

participant´s intensive exploration of

experience.

Focus

group

discussions

Following the reflective writing

exercise, focus group discussions

were conducted with the same

participants. The facilitator-researcher

strived to remain an ‘outsider’ in

discussion and encouraged group

members to interact with each other

(Silverman, 2013, p.  212 - 213).

The discussion was designed to reach

participants´ language, concepts, and

frameworks, and allow understandings also

to unfold in communication between the

participants (Kitzinger, 1994). Following the

principles of narrative interview, the

researcher-facilitator avoided influencing

the participants and refrained from imposing



language or discussion topics (M.W. Bauer,

2000).

Self-reflective writing exercises in detail

Meaningful group

1. Describe in your own words a moment from your job where you experienced feelings like

purpose and meaning, something that felt worthwhile, and/or fulfilling. Don’t worry about spelling

or grammar, just write down your own perception of your experience. Also keep in mind there are

no right or wrong answers here – we are interested in your own, specific, subjective experience and

how you understand it.

2. Describe in your own words how you felt during that moment

3. Describe in your own words what about that experience felt purposeful, meaningful, worthwhile,

and/or fulfilling

4. Describe in your own words why did it feel purposeful, meaningful, worthwhile, and/or

fulfilling?

5. Imagine telling about your experience to a friend, what would you say to communicate the

relevance of it?

Meaningless group

1. Describe in your own words a moment from your job where you experienced feeling

purposeless, meaningless, unfulfilling, something that was not worthwhile, and/or felt futile. Don’t

worry about spelling or grammar; just write down as much detail about the experience as possible.

Also keep in mind there are no wrong answers here – we are interested in your own, specific,

subjective experience and how you understand it.

2. Describe in your own words how you felt during that moment



3. Describe in your own words what about that experience felt meaningless, futile unfulfilling or

not worthwhile?

4. Describe in your own words why did it feel meaningless, futile, unfulfilling or not worthwhile?

5. Imagine telling about your experience to a friend, what would you say to communicate the

relevance of it?



Supplemental Material 

Table S2 

Cross-over categories in thematic findings 

Cross-Over 

Categories 

Examples  

Connection – 

Contribution  

22 quotations   

“Volunteering my time to contribute to benefit of others, and learned about another person” 

Contribution – 

Conversion  

20 quotations 

“Challenging myself; escaping my comfort zone, contributing to something I believed in, 

growing”.    

 

Conversion – 

Connection  

12 quotations 

“Working closely with team provided critical skills such as teamwork, interaction, and 

communication skills”, 

 

Connection – 

Contribution – 

Conversion  

7 quotations 

“When I worked as a receptionist for a large office building based in London, my co-worker and 

I always tried to provide great customer service and make visitors feel as welcome as possible. 

Therefore when we were recognised by the company in the form of one of the directors showing 

prospective clients to our site and being awarded the annual company-wide award for best client 

welcome this made the work we did very worthwhile and fulfilling. […] I felt incredibly proud 

that my co-worker and I were singled out from a pool of roughly 300 employees […] I had made 

a difference and made the experience of the visitors more pleasant that it would otherwise have 

been. When I started working there the reception was a “problem site” that received a lot of 

complaints, so it felt very fulfilling to be able to turn it around.” 

 

Non-

Conversion – 

Non-

Contribution 

14 quotations 

“Job is boring, unstimulating. For the low pay, it wasn´t worthwhile either. The job did not teach 

me much or allow me to contribute much to others. Didn´t feel like I was seeing any purpose.” 
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TIIVISTELMÄ:	Varhaiskasvattajien	sosioemotionaalinen	työhyvinvointi	on	hiljattain	
noussut	 esiin	 tärkeänä	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 laatuun	 vaikuttavana	 tekijänä.		
Artikkelissa	 raportoidaan	 viiden	 päiväkodin	 kasvattajatiimin	 kanssa	
yhteistutkijuuden	 (co-operative	 inquiry)	 metodologialla	 toteutettu	 tutkimus.	
Tutkimuksen	 tavoitteena	 oli	 selvittää,	 millaiset	 kokemukset	 ja	 tekijät	
päiväkotiympäristössä	 edistävät	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	 ja	 kuinka	
toimintakulttuuria	 voi	 kehittää	 hyvinvointia	 tukevaksi.	 Tutkimusaineisto	 kerättiin	
kyselyllä	ja	yhteistutkijuusprosessissa	ja	analysoitiin	positiiviseen	lähestymistapaan	
nojaavan	 teorialähtöisen	 sisällönanalyysin	 keinoin.	 Tulokset	 korostavat	
sosioemotionaalisen	hyvinvoinnin	koostuvan	arjen	hyvistä	hetkistä,	 joissa	koetaan	
luottamusta,	ymmärrystä	ja	hyväksyntää.	Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tukevana	
tekijänä	esiin	nousee	arvostava	ja	myötätuntoinen	tykkäämisen	kulttuuri.	Yhteisölle	
tärkeiden	 hyvinvoinnin	 tekijöiden	 tunnistaminen	 vuorovaikutuksessa	 todettiin	
tärkeäksi	toimintakulttuurin	kehittämisessä.	
Asiasanat:	 sosioemotionaalinen	 hyvinvointi,	 toimintakulttuuri,	 yhteistutkijuus,	
positiivinen	lähestymistapa	

ABSTRACT:	 Early	 childhood	 educators’	 social-emotional	 well-being	 at	 work	 has	
emerged	as	an	important	factor	for	the	quality	of	education.	The	article	reports	a	co-
operative	 inquiry	 study	of	 five	 early	 educators’	 teams.	The	objective	was	 to	 study	
which	 experiences	 and	 factors	 promote	 social-emotional	 wellbeing	 in	 a	 daycare	
context.	 The	 data	 consist	 of	 surveys	 and	 a	 co-operative	 inquiry	 process	 and	were	
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analyzed	 by	 directed	 content	 analysis	 guided	 by	 a	 positive	 approach.	 The	 results	
indicate	 that	 social-emotional	 wellbeing	 is	 experienced	 in	 moments	 of	 trust,	
understanding,	and	acceptance.	A	working	culture	of	appreciation,	compassion,	and	
affectionate	 caring	 emerged	 as	 supporting	 social-emotional	 well-being.	 The	
importance	of	becoming	aware	of	factors	that	support	community’s	well-being	and	
dialogue	around	them	is	recognized	as	important	for	developing	such	culture.	

Keywords:	social-emotional	wellbeing,	working	culture,	co-operative	inquiry,	positive	
approach	

Johdanto		

Varhaiskasvatuksen	 tavoitteena	 on	 edistää	 lapsen	 kehitystä,	 oppimista	 ja	 hyvinvointia	
kokonaisvaltaisesti	(Opetushallitus	[OPH],	2018)	ja	yhtenä	tärkeänä	osana	tätä	tavoitetta	
on	 lasten	 sosioemotionaalisten	 taitojen	 kehityksen	 tukeminen	 (ks.	 esim.	 Koivula	 &	
Huttunen,	 2018;	 Määttä	 ym.,	 2017,	 s.	 8;	 Pang	 ym.,	 2018).	 Sosioemotionaaliset	 taidot	
sisältävät	sekä	yksilöllisen	tunteiden	ilmaisemisen	ja	hallinnan	että	sosiaalisen	yhdessä	
toimimisen	ulottuvuuden	ja	ne	koostuvat	viidestä	ydintaidosta:	itsetuntemus,	itsesäätely,	
itsetietoisuus,	 sosiaalinen	 tietoisuus	 ja	 ihmissuhdetaidot	 sekä	 vastuullinen	
päätöksenteko	(CASEL,	2013;	Denham,	2006;	Weissberg	ym.,	2015).	Sosioemotionaalinen	
hyvinvointi	 on	 sosioemotionaalisesta	 kompetenssista	 seuraavaa	 positiivista	 kehitystä,	
potentiaalin	 toteutumista	 ja	 osallisuutta	 (Barry	 ym.,	 2017;	 Durlak	 ym.,	 2011;	 Mayr	 &	
Ulich,	2009;	Weissberg	ym.,	2015).		

Varhaiskasvattajien	roolia	on	tutkittu	etenkin	lasten	sosioemotionaalisen	kehityksen	ja	
hyvinvoinnin	tukemisessa,	mutta	kasvattajien	oma	sosioemotionaalinen	hyvinvointi	on	
jäänyt	vähemmälle	huomiolle	(Cumming	ym.,	2020).	Kasvattajan	yleisellä	hyvinvoinnilla	
ja	lapsen	positiivisella	emotionaalisella	kasvulla	on	todettu	tutkimusempiriaan	perustuva	
yhteys	(Cassidy	ym.,	2017).	Sosioemotionaalisten	taitojen	opettaminen	ja	oppiminen	on	
liitetty	molemminpuoliseen	 ”hyvinvoinnin	oppimiseen”	 (Kirvesniemi	ym.,	2019,	 s.	29).	
Kasvattajien	 ja	 lasten	 jakamat	 positiiviset	 kokemukset	 rakentavat	 sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	 (Bagdi	 &	 Vacca,	 2005).	 Kasvattajan	 hyvä	 mieli,	 erityisesti	 optimismi	 ja	
positiivisuus,	vaikuttaa	kasvattajan	käytökseen	ja	siten	lapsen	kohtaamiseen	sekä	lapsen	
hyvinvointiin	(de	Schipper	ym.,	2008).	Näin	kasvattajien	ja	lasten	hyvinvointi	heijastuu	
toisiinsa	sekä	toteutuessaan	positiivisesti	että	vaarantuessaan	negatiivisesti	(Cassidy	ym.,	
2016;	Cumming,	2020;	de	Schipper	ym.,	2008;	Ylitapio-Mäntylä	ym.,	2012).		

Viime	 aikoina	 on	 alettu	 kiinnittää	 huomiota	 kasvattajien	 työhyvinvointiin	 vaikuttaviin	
organisatorisiin	 tekijöihin	 (Logan	 ym.,	 2020).	 Tällaisena	 tekijänä	 varhaiskasvatuksen	
opetussuunnitelmassa	on	noussut	keskiöön	toimintakulttuuri	ja	sen	kehittäminen	(OPH,	
2018).	Toimintakulttuurin	merkitystä	 lasten	sosioemotionaalisten	 taitojen	kehitykselle	
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korostetaan	 (OPH,	 2018;	 Kansallinen	 koulutuksen	 arviointikeskus	 [Karvi],	 2019),	 ja	
tutkimusta	 kasvatustyön	 käytännön	 ja	 pedagogisen	 laadun	 ja	 kasvattajien	 työssä	
suoriutumisen	tasolla	kaivataan	lisää	(Nislin,	2016).	Lasten	sosioemotionaalisten	taitojen	
kehittymistä	 tukevia	menetelmiä	 on	 todettu	 päiväkodeissa	 olevan	 runsaasti,	 ja	 niiden	
lisäksi	 onkin	 korostettu	 tarvetta	 painottaa	 tutkimusta	 sosioemotionaalista	 kehitystä	
tukevan	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 toimintakulttuurin	 muutokseen	 (Määttä	 ym.,	 2017).	
Toimintakulttuuri	 on	 laaja	 ja	 abstrakti	 käsite,	 joka	 kietoo	 yhteen	 työn	 organisatorisia	
rakenteita,	kuten	virallisesti	päätettyjä	toimintatapoja	ja	sääntöjä,	ja	työssä	epävirallisesti	
muotoutuvia	 käytäntöjä,	 kuten	 sääntöjen	 tulkintaa,	 soveltamista,	 niistä	
vuorovaikutteisesti	 syntyviä	normeja	 ja	niihin	perustuvaa	 toimintaa	 (Brotherus,	2004;	
Giddens,	1984;	Schein,	1985;	1996).	Toimintakulttuurilla	rakennetaan	sekä	kasvattajan	
työskentely-ympäristöä	 että	 lapsen	 oppimisympäristöä,	 jotka	 vaikuttavat	 molempien	
kokemuksiin	hyvinvoinnista	(Cassidy	ym.,	2017).	

Kasvattajien	hyvinvointi	on	jäänyt	lasten	hyvinvoinnin	varjoon	sekä	tutkimusilmiönä	että	
kasvatustyön	tärkeysjärjestyksessä,	vaikka	olisi	perusteltua	käsitellä	niitä	yhtä	tärkeinä	
(Cumming	ym.,	2020).	Tutkimuksessa	on	aukkoja	kasvattajien	hyvinvoinnin	kokemusten	
sosioemotionaalisista	konteksteista	 (Jones	ym.,	2019).	 Samoin	 tutkittua	 tietoa	puuttuu	
toimintakulttuurin	 ja	 kasvattajien	 hyvinvoinnin	 kokemusten	 suhteesta.	 Lisäksi	
suomalaisen	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 tutkimuksessa	 positiivinen	 lähestymistapa	
hyvinvointiin	 ja	 sosioemotionaalisten	 taitojen	 tukemiseen	 on	 toistaiseksi	 jäänyt	
vähäisesti	käsitellyksi	sosioemotionaalisiin	haasteisiin	keskittyvän	lähestymisen	rinnalla	
(Ylitapio-Mäntylä	ym.,	2012).		

Artikkelissamme	sosioemotionaalisen	hyvinvoinnin	käsitetään	rakentuvan	positiivisena	
kehänä	kasvattajien	kokemien	hyvän	mielen	hetkien	varaan	Fredricksonin	(1998;	2001;	
2004;	 2013)	 laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teoriaa	 soveltaen.	 Kasvattajien	 kanssa	 kyselyin	 ja	
yhteistutkijuusprosessissa	 kerrytetty	 aineisto	 lisää	 ymmärrystä	 sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	 edistävistä	 voimavaroista,	 ajatus-	 ja	 toimintamalleista	 sekä	 tavoista	 olla	
suhteessa	muihin.	Lopuksi	sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	kuvaavaa	positiivista	kehää	
jäsennetään	suhteessa	toimintakulttuurin	käsitteeseen	ja	pohditaan,	kuinka	hyvinvointia	
tukevaa	 toimintakulttuuria	 voisi	 kehittää.	 Tutkimus	 vastaa	 aiemmissa	 tutkimuksissa	
(Kirvesniemi	 ym.,	 2019;	 Määttä	 ym.,	 2017)	 määriteltyihin	 tarpeisiin	 ymmärtää	
tarkemmin	 arjen	 hetkien	 vaikutusta	 sosioemotionaaliseen	 hyvinvointiin	
päiväkotiympäristössä.	 Lisäksi	 tutkimus	 luo	 ymmärrystä	 toimintakulttuurin	 laajaan	 ja	
abstraktiin	käsitteeseen	kasvatustyön	arkikokemusten	ja	hyvinvointivaikutusten	valossa.	
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”Laajenna	ja	rakenna”:	Myönteiset	kokemukset	ja	hyvinvointi	

Tässä	tutkimuksessa	sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	ja	sen	rakentumista	tarkastellaan	
positiivisen	 psykologian	 klassisen	 laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 –teorian	 avulla	 (”Broaden	 &	
Build”)	 (Fredrickson,	 1998;	 2001;	 2004;	 2013).	 Teorian	 mukaan	 yksilön	 myönteiset	
tuntemukset	 ja	 kokemukset	 –	 hyvän	 mielen	 hetket	 –	 edesauttavat	 uusien	 ajattelu-	 ja	
toimintamallien	 syntymistä	 sekä	 luovat	 uusia	 tapoja	 olla	 suhteessa	 muihin	 ihmisiin.	
Uudet	 ajattelu-	 ja	 toimintatavat	 ja	 suhdemallit	 puolestaan	 vahvistavat	 resursseja	 ja	
voimavaroja,	minkä	 seurauksena	hyvinvointi	 paranee.	 Parantunut	hyvinvointi	 koetaan	
myönteisesti,	jolloin	positiivinen	kierre	käynnistyy	uudelleen	(ks.	kuvio	1).		

	

KUVIO	1		Laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teoria	(Fredrickson,	1998;	2001;	2004;	2013).	

Artikkelissamme	 laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teoriaa	 sovelletaan	 kasvatustyön	 yhteyteen.	
Aikaisemmin	teoriaa	on	tutkittu	yhteydessä	kiintymyssuhdeteoriaan	ja	saatu	vahvistusta	
positiivisen	kehityksen	kierteelle	(Mikulincer	&	Shaver,	2020;	Schiffrin,	2014).	Schiffrinin	
(2014)	 tulokset	 osoittivat	 lasten	 kokevan	 positiivisia	 tunteita	 hoitajien	 vastatessa	
herkästi	heidän	tarpeisiinsa,	mikä	edisti	lasten	kehitystä.				

Positiivinen	 organisaatioteoria	 tarkastelee	 organisaatioiden	 muutosta	 myönteisten	
kokemusten	 vahvistamisen	 ja	 dynamiikkojen	 seurauksena	 (ks.	 esimerkiksi	 Cameron,	
2008),	 ja	positiivinen	kierre	on	 tunnistettu	myös	organisatorisena	 ilmiönä.	Positiiviset	
tunteet	muuttavat	 ryhmiä,	 yhteisöjä	 ja	 organisaatioita	 yksilöiden	muuttumisen	myötä.	
Yksilöt	 käyttäytyvät	 esimerkiksi	 myötätuntoisemmin	 ja	 avuliaammin	 positiivisten	
tuntemusten	ansiosta,	ja	auttavaisuus	saa	edelleen	aikaan	positiivisia	tunteita	sekä	avun	
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antajalle	että	saajalle.	Teoria	esittää	myönteisten	tunteiden	kannustavan	kollektiivisesti	
positiivisuutta	 vahvistaviin	 ajatus-	 ja	 toimintamalleihin	 levitessään	 yhteisössä.	 Näin	
yhteisöön	voi	syntyä	itsevahvistuvien	tapahtumaketjujen	myötä	positiivinen	kierre,	joka	
muokkaa	 yhteisöä	 yhtenäisemmäksi,	 harmonisemmaksi	 ja	 moraalisemmaksi.	
(Fredrickson,	2003).	

Positiivisten	 hyvinvointikokemusten	 siirtymistä	 on	 tutkittu	 vähän	 ja	 tutkimus	 on	
painottunut	 negatiivisten	 kokemusten	 ja	 kielteisen	 vuorovaikutuksen	 tutkimukseen	
(Perhoniemi	&	Hakanen,	2013).	Laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teoria	on	yksi	harvoista	empiiristä	
tukea	saaneista	teorioista,	joka	tarkastelee	tunneperäisten	ja	kognitiivisten,	hedonististen	
ja	 eudaimonisten	 elementtien	 vuorovaikutusta	 positiivisena	 spiraalina	 hyvinvoinnin	
rakentumisessa	(Peiró	ym.,	2014;	Tugade	ym.,	2004).		

Laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teoria	 muistuttaa	 Hobfollin	 esittämää	 resurssien	 säilyttämisen	
teoriaa	 (ks.	 esim.	 Hobfoll,	 2011),	 jossa	 keskeistä	 on	 ihmisten	 pyrkimys	 omien	
materiaalisten,	 henkisten	 ja	 sosiaalisten	 voimavarojen	 säilyttämiseen	 ja	 lisäämiseen.	
Organisatorisessa	 kontekstissa	 huomion	 kohteeksi	 on	 noussut	 hyvinvointia	 tukevien	
resurssien	kumuloituminen	ja	siirtyminen	työyhteisössä	sosiaalisena	käyttäytymisenä	ja	
vuorovaikutuksena.	(Halbesleben	&	Wheeler,	2015;	Perhoniemi	&	Hakanen,	2013).	

	Työn	merkityksellisyys	ja	eudaimoninen	hyvinvointi		

Myönteisillä	 kokemuksilla	 ja	 tuntemuksilla	 ei	 kuitenkaan	 tarkoiteta	 pelkästään	
mielihyvän	kokemuksia.	Olennaista	on	positiivisen	merkityksen	eli	merkityksellisyyden	
kokeminen	 (Rosso	 ym.,	 2010).	 Merkityksellisyyttä	 voi	 kokea	 esimerkiksi	 näkemällä	
pienet	 teot	 osana	 suurempaa	 hyvän	 tekemisen	 kokonaisuutta,	 keskittymällä	
ratkaisemaan	 ongelmia	 osaamisellaan	 tai	 auttamalla	 muita	 myötätuntoisesti	 (esim.	
Martela	&	Pessi,	2018;	Steger	ym.,	2017).	Laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teoria	korostaa	mielihyvän	
ja	merkityksellisyyden	yhteenkietoutuneisuutta:	usein	merkityksellisyyden	kokemuksen	
yhteydessä	 viriää	hyvän	mielen	 tuntemuksia	 (Fredrickson,	 2003).	Merkityksellisyyden	
kokemukset	 voivat	 siksi	 olla	 luonteeltaan	 myös	 vaikeita,	 eivätkä	 yksiselitteisen	
positiivisia	(Bailey	&	Madden,	2016).		

Merkityksellisyyden	kokemus	on	määritelty	olennaiseksi	eudaimoniselle	hyvinvoinnille.	
Klassisen	määritelmän	mukaan	eudaimoninen	hyvinvointi	perustuu	hyvän	tekemiseen	ja	
hyvään	 toimintaan,	 kun	 taas	 hedonistinen	 hyvinvointi	 pohjautuu	 mielihyvään	 ja	
aistinautintoihin	 (Aristoteles,	 1989).	 Eudaimoninen	 hyvinvointi	 kumpuaa	 omien	
sisäisten	arvojen	motivoimasta	autonomisesta	toiminnasta	(Ryan	ym.,	2008),	 ihmisenä	
kasvamisesta	 ja	 itsensä	 toteuttamisesta	 (Waterman,	 1993),	 mahdollisuudesta	 elää	
merkityksellisyyden,	 tarkoituksellisuuden	 ja	 ihmisenä	 kasvamisen	 täyttämää	 elämää.	
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Keskeistä	on	myös	yhteys	muihin	ihmisiin	(Ryff	&	Singer,	2008).	Työelämän	kontekstissa	
eudaimonisen	 hyvinvoinnin	 on	 nähty	 syntyvän	 merkityksellisestä	 työstä.	 Esimerkiksi	
jonkin	itseä	suuremman	päämäärän	puolesta	työskenteleminen	(Chalovsky	&	Cavallaro,	
2019)	 tai	 haasteista	 selviytyminen	 positiiviseen	 lopputulokseen	 on	 liitetty	
eudaimoniseen	hyvinvointiin	työssä	(Straume	&	Vittersø,	2012).		

Varhaiskasvatuksen	 tutkimuksessa	hyvinvoinnin	määritelmistä	on	viime	aikoina	käyty	
hyödyllistä	tarkentavaa	debattia	ja	todettu,	että	hyvinvoinnin	määritelmät	ja	siten	myös	
mittaaminen	 ovat	 keskittyneet	 lähinnä	 hedonistiseen	 ja	 yksilölliseen	
hyvinvointikäsitykseen.	 Eudaimonisen	 hyvinvoinnin	 tarkastelun	 tarvetta	 on	
peräänkuulutettu.	 	 (Hall-Kenyon	 ym.,	 2014;	 Jennings	 ym.,	 2020;	 Jones	 ym.,	 2019).	
Määritelmällisesti	 on	 todettu,	 että	 kasvattajien	 hyvinvointia	 tulisi	 tarkastella	
kokonaisvaltaisena	 käsitteenä,	 joka	 yhdistää	 yksilölliset,	 relationaaliset,	 sosio-
kulttuuriset,	poliittiset	ja	työskentely-ympäristön	kontekstit	(Cumming	&	Wong,	2019).	
Näiden	eri	kontekstien	tarkastelun	tärkeyttä	on	painotettu	myös	merkityksellisen	työn	ja	
eudaimonisen	hyvinvoinnin	tutkimuksen	yhteydessä	(Lysova,	2019).	

Varhaiskasvatuksen	toimintakulttuuri	ja	hyvinvointi		

Työskentely-ympäristö	 ja	 sosiokulttuuriset	 tekijät	 nähdään	 tärkeiksi	 vaikuttajiksi	
kasvattajien	 kokonaisvaltaiseen	 hyvinvointiin	 (Cumming	 &	 Wong,	 2019).	
Toimintakulttuurin	käsite	kuvaa	hyvin	näitä	konteksteja	ja	onkin	noussut	merkittäväksi	
varhaiskasvatuksen	 laatutekijäksi	 ohjaamaan	 kasvatuksen	 toteuttamista	 ja	 tavoitteita	
(Karvi,	 2019;	 OPH,	 2018).	 Toimintakulttuuri	 ammentaa	 ammatillisen	 kulttuurin	 ja	
organisaatiokulttuurin	 käsitteestä	 sekä	 organisaatiotutkimuksesta	 (Kardos	 ym.,	 2001).	
Toimintakulttuuria	voidaan	tarkastella	organisatorisena	tasona,	jossa	viralliset	rakenteet	
ja	 toimintatavat	 kietoutuvat	 yhteen	 epävirallisten	 käytäntöjen	 ja	 yksilöiden	 toiminnan	
kanssa	 (Brotherus,	 2004;	 Giddens,	 1984;	 Schein,	 1985;	 1996).	 Toimintakulttuuriin	
vaikuttavat	lisäksi	ammatilliset	kulttuurit,	 jotka	sisältävät	kulttuuriin	kuuluvien	kesken	
jaettuja	uskomuksia,	normeja	 ja	käytäntöjä	kasvatustyöstä	 ja	näyttäytyvät	kasvattajien	
toiminnassa	(Brotherus,	2004;	Hargreaves,	1994).	

Opetushallituksen	Varhaiskasvatussuunnitelman	perusteissa	(2018,	s.	28)	määritellään	
toimintakulttuuri	 ”historiallisesti	 ja	 kulttuurisesti	 muotoutuneena	 tapana	 toimia,	 joka	
muovautuu	yhteisön	vuorovaikutuksessa”	ja	se	muodostuu	arvoista,	periaatteista,	työtä	
ohjaavien	 normien	 ja	 tavoitteiden	 tulkinnasta,	 työtavoista,	 yhteistyöstä,	
vuorovaikutuksesta	 ja	 ilmapiiristä.	 Toimintakulttuuriin	 vaikuttavat	 henkilöstön	
osaaminen	 ja	 kehittämisote	 sekä	 toiminnan	 johtaminen	 ja	 organisointi.	 Kasvattajien	
toimintakulttuuri	ohjaa	arvoja,	asenteita	sekä	yhteisössä	toimimisen	ja	vuorovaikutuksen	
tapoja,	joita	lapset	omaksuvat.	Karvin	(2019)	varhaiskasvatuksen	laadun	indikaattoreissa	
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toimintakulttuuri	nähdään	prosessitekijänä,	joka	kuvaa	miten	kasvatuksen	tavoitteet	ja	
tekijät	 toteutuvat	 ja	 jolla	 on	 suora	 yhteys	 lapsen	 kokemuksiin.	 Toimintakulttuurin	
kehittämiseksi	 kasvattajia	 kannustetaan	 tarkastelemaan	 omaa	 toimintaansa	 sekä	
tunnistamaan	ja	korjaamaan	kulttuurin	ei-toivottuja	piirteitä	(OPH,	2018).		

Kasvattajien	operationaalisen	toiminnan	ja	toimintakulttuurin	välillä	on	kuitenkin	nähty	
epäsuhtaa,	 jossa	 käytännön	 toiminnan	 kirjavuus	 ja	 eriävät	 ymmärrykset	muodostavat	
monitahoisia	käsityksiä	kulttuurista	 ja	tekevät	siitä	vaikeasti	ymmärrettävän	(Mowrey,	
2020).	Toimintakulttuurin	käsite	jää	helposti	hahmottomaksi,	mikä	haastaa	kehittämistä.	
Tutkittua	 tietoa	 puuttuu	 esimerkiksi	 toimintakulttuurin	 ja	 kasvattajien	 hyvinvoinnin	
välisestä	suhteesta	ja	siitä,	miten	toimintakulttuuri	voi	tukea	hyvinvointia	(Cumming	ym.,	
2020;	Cumming	&	Wong,	2019;	Jones	ym.,	2019).			

Kasvattajien	hyvinvointia	tarkastellaan	usein	sen	ongelmien	kautta	(esimerkiksi	stressi,	
uupumus	 ja	 loppuunpalaminen)	 (Jones	 ym.,	 2019)	 ja	 toimintakulttuuria	 kehitetään	
ongelmalähtöisesti	 (Ylitapio-Mäntylä	 ym.,	 2012).	Haastavien	kasvatustilanteiden	onkin	
todettu	 vaikuttavan	 merkittävästi	 varhaiskasvattajien	 hyvinvointiin	 (Ahonen,	 2015;	
Viitala,	2014).	Haastavat	kasvatustilanteet	 ja	 lasten	erityisen	sosioemotionaalisen	 tuen	
tarve	kuormittavat	ammattikasvattajia	ja	aiheuttavat	heille	neuvottomuuden	tunteita	ja	
kokemuksia	 kyvyttömyydestä	 toimia	 tilanteessa	 (mm.	 Ahonen,	 2015;	 Alter	 ym.,	 2013;	
Butler	 &	 Monda-Amaya,	 2016;	 Viitala,	 2014;	Westling,	 2010).	 Haastava	 ja	 kaoottinen	
toimintaympäristö,	joka	ei	tarjoa	tukea	kasvattajan	hyvinvoinnille,	voi	johtaa	stressiin	ja	
uupumukseen	 ja	 vaikuttaa	 kasvattajan	 ammatti-identiteettiin,	 työhön	 sitoutumiseen,	
pedagogiikkaan,	 reagointikykyyn	 ja	 asenteisiin	 suhteessa	 lapseen	 ja	 näin	 lapsen	
sosioemotionaaliseen	 kehitykseen	 (Ahonen,	 2015;	 Buettner	 ym.,	 2016;	 Jennings	 ym.,	
2020;	 Jeon	 ym.,	 2014;	 2016;	 Nislin,	 2016;	 Roberts	 ym.,	 2016;	 Whitaker	 ym.,	 2015).	
Kasvattajien	 stressin	 on	 nähty	 olevan	 yhteydessä	 kapasiteettiin	 tukea	 lasta	
emotionaalisesti,	 samoin	 kuin	 pedagogiikan	 laatuun	 (Penttinen	 ym.,	 2020).	 Myös	
kasvattajien	 omalla	 hyvinvoinnilla,	 tunnesäätelyllä	 ja	 sosioemotionaalisilla	 taidoilla	 on	
yhteys	toimintavalmiuteen	suhteessa	nopeasti	kehittyviin	haastaviin	tilanteisiin	(Jeon	&	
Ardeleanu,	2020).		

Toisaalta	haastavat	tilanteet	on	nähty	lapsille	arvokkaiksi	sosioemotionaalisten	taitojen	
oppimisen	 mahdollisuuksiksi.	 Lapset	 hyötyvät	 tällöin	 kasvattajan	 tarjoamasta	
tunnesäätelyn	 tuesta	 eli	 kanssasäätelystä.	 Kanssasäätelyn	 tavoitteeksi	 on	 määritelty	
lasten	 osallisuuden	 tukeminen	 muokkaamalla	 heidän	 ajatuksiaan,	 käytöstään	 ja	
tunteitaan	päiväkodin	arvoihin	ja	konteksteihin	sopiviksi	(Colman	ym.,	2006;	Kurki	ym.,	
2014;	2016;	2017;	Volet	ym.,	2009).	Tutkimus	on	erotellut	kahdenlaisia	kanssasäätelyn	
strategioita:	 ennakoivia	 tilannesidonnaisia	 strategioita,	 joissa	 tilanteen	 ohjaamana	
esimerkiksi	 pyritään	 vaikuttamaan	 toimintaan	 ennen	 tunnereaktiota,	 ja	
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reaktiosidonnaisia	 strategioita,	 joissa	 keskitytään	 lapsen	 tunteen	 ymmärtämiseen	 ja	
käsittelyyn,	kun	se	on	noussut	(Gross,	2015;	Kurki	ym.,	2018).	On	todettu,	että	kasvattajat	
eivät	 ole	 aina	 tietoisia	 käyttämistään	 kanssasäätelyn	 strategioista.	 Niillä	 kuitenkin	 on	
vaikutusta	lapsen	kehitykseen	ja	kasvattajien	olisi	hyödyllistä	sekä	oppia	että	tiedostaa	
sellaisia	kanssasäätelyn	keinoja,	jotka	auttaisivat	lasta	tunnistamaan	tunteita	ja	oppimaan	
niistä	 sen	 sijaan,	 että	 kanssasäätelyä	 käytetään	 vain	 haastavista	 kasvatustilanteista	
selviytymiseen.	 (Kurki	 ym.,	 2014;	 2016;	 2017).	 Kanssasäätelyllä	 voisi	 olla	 myös	
merkittävä	rooli	kasvattajien	ja	lasten	hyvinvoinnin	tukemisessa,	mikäli	sitä	ajateltaisiin	
strategisena	positiivisten	emootioiden	vahvistamisen	keinona.		

Kasvattajan	 positiiviseksi	 kokeman	 työskentely-ympäristön	 on	 todettu	 vaikuttavan	
positiivisesti	 kasvatustyön	 tarkoitukseen:	 esimerkiksi	 lasten	 kohtaamiseen,	 heidän	
osallisuuteensa,	 käytökseen	 ja	 lasten	 emotionaaliseen	 tukemiseen	 (Cumming	&	Wong,	
2019;	de	Schipper	ym.,	 2008;	 Jennings,	 2015).	Organisatorisista	 tekijöistä	kasvattajien	
hyvinvointiin	on	aiemmin	todettu	vaikuttavan	mm.	työtehtävien	organisointi,	työvoiman	
riittävyys,	palkkaus,	 tiimin	 tuki,	 fyysinen	 ja	emotionaalinen	turvallisuus	 ja	kasvattajien	
hyvinvoinnin	näkyvyys	(Logan	ym.,	2020).	Lisäksi	positiivisen	organisatorisen	ilmapiirin	
on	todettu	edistävän	kasvattajien	subjektiivista	hyvinvointia	epäsuorasti	tunnesäätelyä	
tukemalla	 (Jeon	 &	 Ardeleanu,	 2020).	 Kasvattajien	 työhyvinvointia	 tulisikin	 tarkastella	
kokonaisuutena,	 jonka	 ymmärtämiseksi	 on	 oleellista	 kartoittaa	 kasvattajien	 käsityksiä	
siitä,	 mikä	 luo	 positiivista	 työskentely-ympäristöä,	 toimintakulttuuria	 ja	 työilmapiiriä	
(Cumming	&	Wong,	2019).	
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Tutkimuskysymykset	ja	tutkimuksen	toteutus	

Tutkimuksen	tavoite	ja	tutkimuskysymykset	

Tutkimuksen	tarkoituksena	on	laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teoriaan	(Fredrickson,	1998;	2001;	
2004;	2013)	ja	sen	positiiviseen	organisaatioteoriaan	liittyviin	sovelluksiin	(Fredrickson,	
2003)	 pohjaten	 lisätä	 ymmärrystä	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	 tukevan	
toimintakulttuurin	 rakentumisesta	 varhaiskasvatusympäristössä.	 Tutkimuksessa	
ehdotetaan	toimintakulttuurin	kehittämisessä	ei-toivottujen	piirteiden	tunnistamisen	ja	
korjaamisen	 rinnalle	 positiivista	 lähestymistapaa,	 jossa	 toimintakulttuuria	 kehitetään	
hyvinvointia	 tukevien	 hetkien	 ja	 käytäntöjen	 tunnistamiselle.	 Tutkimus	 nojaa	
yhteistutkijuuden	 metodiin	 (Heron,	 1996;	 Heron	 &	 Reason,	 2006),	 joka	 lisää	
työntekijäkokemuksiin	perustuvaa	induktiivista	ymmärrystä.	

Tutkimuksessa	etsitään	vastausta	kysymykseen:	

Millaisista	 elementeistä	 ja	 miten	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	 tukeva	
toimintakulttuuri	rakentuu?		

Tavoitteeseen	pyritään	kahden	alakysymyksen	kautta:	

1.	Millaisia	sosioemotionaalisen	hyvinvoinnin	kokemuksia	työntekijät	tunnistavat	
työn	arjessa?	

2.	Millaisia	sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	 tukevia	ajattelu-	 ja	 toimintamalleja	
sekä	resursseja	työntekijät	kuvaavat	työssään?	

Tutkimuksen	toteutus	

Aineistonkeruu	

Tutkimuksen	 ensisijaisen	 kohdejoukon	 muodostivat	 viisi	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 tiimiä	
neljästä	 eri	 päiväkodista.	 Kunkin	 tiimin	 kanssa	 toteutettiin	 erillinen	 yhteistutkijuuden	
prosessi	syksyllä	2019.	Lisäksi	tiedonkeruussa	hyödynnettiin	kahta	kyselytutkimusta	(ks.	
taulukko	1).	Tutkimukseen	osallistuneet	tiimit	osallistuivat	erillisen	korkeakoulutoimijan	
toteuttamaan	lämmintä	vuorovaikutusta	tukevaan	koulutukseen,	jonka	rinnalla	tutkimus	
toteutettiin.	 Tutkimuksen	 fokus	 oli	 kuitenkin	 työntekijöiden	 kokemuksissa	 ja	
hyvinvoinnissa,	 kun	 koulutuksessa	 keskityttiin	 lasten	 ja	 aikuisten	 väliseen	
vuorovaikutukseen.	 Tutkimukseen	 osallistuneet	 tiimit	 valitsi	 mukaan	 kuntien	
varhaiskasvatuksen	johto.	
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TAULUKKO	1		Tiedonkeruuprosessi	

TIEDONKERUUN	VAIHE	 INFORMANTTIEN	
LUKUMÄÄRÄ	

MIELENKIINNON	KOHDE	

Kysely	 	 	

huhti-toukokuu	2019	 30	 Sosioemotionaalisesti	haastavat	ja	onnistuneet	
tilanteet	arjen	työssä	

huhti-toukokuu	2020	 5	 Positiiviset	kokemukset	ja	tuntemukset,	
toimintamallit,	osaaminen,	resurssit	

Yhteistutkijuus	–	5	tiimiä	4:ssä	eri	päiväkodissa.	Kunkin	tapaamisen	kesto	1	–	1,5	h	
Alkutapaaminen	
Elokuu	2019		
päiväkoti	A	[pkA]	27.8.2019	
pkB1	28.8.2019	
pkB2	29.8.2019	
pkC	23.8.2019	
pkD	19.8.2019	

Osallistujia	yht.		
22	
5	
4	
3	
5	
5	

Kehittämiskohteen	tunnistaminen:	mikä	työssä	
tuottaa	hyvää	mieltä?			
Positiiviset	kokemukset	ja	tuntemukset	

Seurantatapaaminen	
Lokakuu	2019	
pkA	29.10.2019	
pkB1	30.10.2019	
pkB2	31.10.2019	
pkC	17.10.2019	
pkD	14.10.2019	

Osallistujia	yht.	17	
4	
3	
4	
3	
3	

Unelmatavoitteen	kuvittaminen:	millaista	
päiväkodissa	parhaimmillaan	olisi?	
Ajattelu-	ja	toimintamallit,	osaaminen,	resurssit	

Lopputapaaminen	
Joulukuu	2019	
pkA	17.12.2019	
pkB1	18.12.2019	
pkB2	19.12.2019	
pkC	10.12.2019	
pkD	4.12.2019	

Osallistujia	yht.	22	
4	
5	
5	
4	
4	

Kokemusten	jakaminen	ja	yhteinen	
merkityksenanto:	millaista	toimintaa	halutaan	
jatkaa	ja	millaisia	resursseja	halutaan	kehittää?	
Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tukevan	
toimintakulttuurin	elementit	ja	rakentaminen	

Kyselytutkimus	

Ensimmäiseen	 kyselytutkimukseen	 keväällä	 2019	 vastasi	 yhteensä	 30	
varhaiskasvattajaa,	 joista	 9	 oli	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 opettajia,	 19	 lastenhoitajia,	 1	
erityisopettaja	ja	1	päiväkodin	johtaja.	Vastaajat	olivat	työssään	hyvin	kokeneita:	heistä	
37	%	oli	työskennellyt	alalla	10–20	vuotta	ja	37	%	yli	20	vuotta.	Iältään	noin	puolet	oli	
alle	ja	noin	puolet	yli	45-vuotiaita.	Yhtään	miestä	ei	osallistunut	tutkimukseen.	Suurin	osa	
ensimmäisen	kyselytutkimuksen	vastaajista	osallistui	myös	yhteistutkijuuteen.		

Kyselyssä	 pyydettiin	 kuvaamaan	 kokemuksia	 sosioemotionaalisesti	 onnistuneista	 ja	
toisaalta	 haastavista	 tilanteista	 avointen	 kysymysten	 avulla.	 Kokemusten	 kuvaukset	
toimivat	 aineistona	 etsittäessä	 vastauksia	 ensimmäiseen	 tämän	 tutkimuksen	
alatutkimuskysymykseen.		
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Jälkimmäinen	 kysely	 kohdistettiin	 selvittämään	 millaisia	 positiivisia	 kokemuksia	
työntekijät	kuvailevat	työn	arjessa	ja	millaiset	toimintamallit	ja	osaaminen	ovat	suhteessa	
noihin	 kokemuksiin	 (alatutkimuskysymys	 2).	 Kysely	 lähetettiin	 keväällä	 2020,	 mutta	
Covid-19	 -pandemian	 aiheuttama	 poikkeustila	 vaikutti	 vastausten	 määrään	 ja	 niitä	
saatiin	vain	5.	Vastaajia	ei	tässä	vaiheessa	henkilöity,	eikä	demografiatietoja	kerätty.	

Yhteistutkijuus	

Yhteistutkijuusprosessi	perustuu	Heronin	ja	Reasonin	(2006)	kehittämälle	‘co-operative	
inquiry’	 -tutkimusmetodologialle	 (suomenkielinen	 käännös	 kirjoittajien).		
Yhteistutkijuudessa	korostetaan	ilmiön	tutkimista	yhdessä	ihmisten	kanssa,	joille	se	on	
relevantti,	 sen	 sijaan	 että	 tutkittaisiin	 ihmisiä,	 joita	 ilmiö	 koskettaa.	 Näin	 “tutkittava”	
yhteisö	muodostaa	 “tutkimusryhmän”.	 Metodologiassa	 painoarvoa	 annetaan	 erilaisille	
epistemologioille,	 joilla	 tieto	 voi	 esiintyä	 ja	 tunnistetaan	 neljä	 tietämisen	 tapaa:	
kokemuksellinen	 (experiential),	 esityksellinen	 (presentational),	 teoreettinen	
(propositional)	 ja	 käytännöllinen	 (practical).	 Tutkimusparadigmana	 yhteistutkijuus	
haastaa	 perinteisen	 tutkimuksen	 sosiaalisen	 muutoksen	 mahdollisuudella:	
parhaimmillaan	yhteistutkijuus	mahdollistaa	tutkimusryhmästä	sisältäpäin	kumpuavan	
reflektion,	dialogin	ja	muutokseen	tähtäävän	toiminnan.	(Heron	&	Reason,	2006).	

Yhteistutkijuus	 tapahtui	 kahden	 tutkijan	 ja	 viiden	 eri	 tiimin	 22	 varhaiskasvattajan	
yhteistyönä	elo-joulukuussa	2019.	Tutkijat	työskentelivät	yhdessä	kunkin	tiimin	kanssa	
kolme	 kertaa	 ja	 ohjasivat	 tiimien	 oman	 tutkimustyön	 jatkumista	 tapaamisten	 välillä.	
Ennen	tapaamisia	tutkijat	työstivät	yhteenvedon	siihen	mennessä	kerätystä	aineistosta	ja	
tapaamisissa	 tutkijat	 ja	 varhaiskasvattajat	 yhdessä	 analysoivat	 ja	 tulkitsivat	 aineistoa.	
Tutkimustapaamisissa	toinen	tutkijoista	fasilitoi	ja	toinen	dokumentoi.		

Heron	 (1996,	 s.	 56)	 määrittelee	 yhteistutkijuusprosessin	 koostuvan	 useista	 vaiheista,	
joissa	 keskeistä	 on	 kokeilujen	 ja	 reflektion	 vuorottelu.	 Tässä	 tutkimuksessa	 kyseisiä	
vaiheita	 oli	 viisi:	 (1)	 tutkimuskohteen	 tunnistaminen,	 (2)	 tiedonkeruu,	 (3)	
tutkimuskohteen	 tarkentaminen	 (4)	 kokemuksellinen	 uppoutuminen	 tutkittavaan	
ilmiöön	ja	(5)	yhteinen	merkityksenanto	ja	jatkosuunnitelman	sopiminen.		

Tiimien	 tutkimusprosessi	 käynnistyi	 alkutapaamisissa,	 jossa	 sosioemotionaalisen	
hyvinvoinnin	 ilmiö	 todettiin	 yhteiseksi	 tutkimuskohteeksi	 ja	 sen	 konkreettisena	
ilmenemismuotona	keskityttiin	tunnistamaan	hyvän	mielen	lähteitä	työn	arjessa	(vaihe	
1).	 Omien	 kokemusten	 äärelle	 pääsemiseksi	 tiedonkeruun	 metodina	 hyödynnettiin	
tietoisen	 hyväksyvän	 läsnäolon	 menetelmiä.	 Hiljentyminen	 auttoi	 pysähtymään	 oman	
kokemuksen	äärelle	 työpäivän	tehtävien	keskellä	 ja	 toisaalta	 tuomaan	esiin	yksilöllisiä	
kokemuksia	 ennen	 kuin	 niitä	 käsiteltiin	 tiimin	 kesken.	 Hiljentymisen	 nähtiin	 tukevan	
tarkasteluhetkellä	 työntekijälle	 tärkeän	kokemuksellisen	 ja	käytännöllisen	 tiedon	esiin	
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nousemista	 ja	 työntekijöiden	 kokemuksia	 siitä,	 mikä	 heille	 tuottaa	 hyvää	mieltä	 työn	
arjessa.	

Tapaamisen	jälkeen	tiimit	jatkoivat	tutkimusprosessia	selvittämällä,	mikä	lapsille	tuottaa	
hyvää	 mieltä	 päiväkodissa	 (vaihe	 2).	 Tiimit	 ideoivat	 itselleen	 sopivan	
tutkimusmenetelmän:	 he	 pyysivät	 lapsia	 piirtämään,	 valokuvaamaan	 tai	 keskustelivat	
lasten	 ja	 heidän	 vanhempiensa	 kanssa.	 Tässä	 vaiheessa	 korostui	 lasten	 tuottama	
esityksellinen	 tieto,	 jota	 kasvattajat	 täydensivät	 kirjoittamalla	 ennen	 kuin	 toimittivat	
aineistot	tutkijoille.	Tutkijat	kokosivat	ja	luokittelivat	aineistot,	joista	ilmeni,	että	lapsille	
tuotti	päiväkodissa	eniten	hyvää	mieltä	leikkiminen,	luonto	ja	liikkuminen,	joihin	liittyi	
yhdessäoloa	ja	lämmintä	kohtaamista	muiden	lasten	ja	aikuisten	kanssa.	Lisäksi	tutkijat	
tekivät	yhteenvedon	kasvattajien	hyvän	mielen	lähteistä	työssä	(ks.	taulukko	2).	

Seuraavan	tutkijoiden	ja	tiimien	yhteistapaamisen	aluksi	tarkasteltiin	yhteenvetoja	sekä	
lasten	 että	 varhaiskasvattajien	 hyvän	 mielen	 lähteistä.	 Tiimien	 kanssa	 keskusteltiin	
tuloksista	ja	niiden	yhteensopivuudesta	heidän	kokemuksiinsa	(alatutkimuskysymys	1).	
Tiimit	jatkoivat	työskentelyä	piirtämällä	yhteistä	kuvaa	unelmien	päiväkodista:	millaista	
siellä	 olisi	 työskennellä	 ja	 miten	 siellä	 toimittaisiin.	 Piirtämistä	 hyödynnettiin,	 jotta	
ilmiötä	 saatiin	 kuvattua	 tutkivasti	 ja	 intuitiivisesti.	 Piirrettyä	 kuvaa	 pyydettiin	
täydentämään	 kirjoittamalla,	 jotta	 syntyi	 luokittelua	 ja	 teoretisointia	 sekä	 eri	 tiedon	
esitysmuotojen	synnyttämänä	dialogia	ja	dialektista	yhteisen	ymmärryksen	kehittämistä	
tutkimuskohteesta	(vaihe	3).	

Tapaamisen	 jälkeen	 tiimit	 jatkoivat	 tutkimusta	 tunnistamalla	 olemassa	 olevia	 arjen	
tilanteita,	toimintaa	ja	tekoja,	jotka	jo	nyt	luovat	unelmien	päiväkotia	sekä	kokeilemalla	
erilaista	toimintaa	arjen	tilanteissa	(vaihe	4)	(alatutkimuskysymys	2).	Kokemuksellinen	
uppoutuminen	tutkittavaan	ilmiöön	on	yhteistutkijuuden	perusta.	Uppoutuminen	omaan	
toimintaan	 ja	 sen	 havainnointi,	 erilaisen	 toiminnan	 kokeilu	 ja	 muiden	 toiminnan	
huomiointi	 mahdollistaa	 syvän	 kokemuksellisen	 ymmärryksen	 ja	 uusien	 oivallusten	
syntymisen.	 Kokemuksiin	 uppoutumisessa	 sekoittuu	 toiminta	 ja	 reflektio,	 ja	
parhaimmillaan	 se	 johtaa	 iloon	 uuden	 oppimisesta,	 kun	 uusi	 käytäntö	 avaa	
mahdollisuuksia	 ja	 maailmaa	 uudesta	 näkökulmasta.	 Vaiheessa	 4	 käytännölliseen	 ja	
kokemukselliseen	 tietoon	 yhdisteltiin	 kirjoitettua	 tietoa,	 kun	 työntekijät	 kokeilivat	
erilaista	toimintaa,	pohtivat	ja	jakoivat	kokemuksiaan	sekä	kirjasivat	niitä	ylös.	

Tutkijoiden	 ja	 tiimien	 lopputapaamisissa	palattiin	 edellisessä	 tapaamisessa	piirrettyyn	
unelmien	päiväkotiin	ja	toimintavaiheen	aikana	siitä	syntyneisiin	havaintoihin	(vaihe	5).	
Jokainen	raportoi	ensin	omat	kokemuksensa	ja	sitten	keskusteltiin	havainnoista	omasta	
ja	tiimin	toiminnasta.	Yhdessä	pohdittiin,	mikä	kokemuksissa	oli	yhteistä	ja	mikä	erilaista.	
Tiimit	 rakensivat	 yhteistä	 ymmärrystä	 sosioemotionaalisesta	 hyvinvoinnista	
(päätutkimuskysymys)	sekä	jakamalla	kokemuksiaan	toiminnan	muutoksesta	ja	uusista	
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taidoista	 (transformative	 inquiry)	 että	 peilaamalla	 kokemuksia	 oppimaansa	 sekä	
tutkijoiden	 välittämään	 teoriatietoon	 (informative	 inquiry).	 Tiimeittäin	 painotukset	
sosioemotionaalisen	 hyvinvoinnin	 kehittämisen	 tarpeesta	 ja	 tavoista	 vaihtelivat,	 ja	
päätökset	toiminnan	jatkamisesta	saivat	erilaisia	painotuksia.	

Aineiston	analyysi	

Silvermania	(2013)	mukaillen	analyysi	ja	tutkimusaineiston	keruu	lomittuivat	toisiinsa.	
Tutkijat	tekivät	alustavan	analyysin	ja	teemoittelun	jokaisen	yhteistutkijuustapaamisen	
jälkeen	 ja	 seuraavassa	 tapaamisessa	 aineistoa	 analysoitiin	 yhdessä	 keskustellen.	 Näin	
analyysissa	 esiinnoussutta	 keskeistä	 tietoa	 päästiin	 trianguloimaan	 ja	 tarkastelemaan	
yhteistutkijuustiimien	 kanssa.	 Tutkimusaineistoksi	 kertyi	 noin	 50	 sivua	
yhteistutkijuustapaamisten	dokumentointia	ja	35:n	vastaajan	kyselytutkimusaineisto.		

Teorialähtöisessä	 sisällönanalyysissa	 aineisto	 analysoitiin	 laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teorian	
kategorioiden	 ohjaamana	 viidessä	 iteratiivisessa	 vaiheessa:	 aineiston	 koostaminen,	
purkaminen,	 uudelleenkoonti,	 tulkinta	 ja	 johtopäätösten	 teko	 (Yin,	 2011).	 Tutkijat	
koostivat	 aineistot	 kahdeksi	 erilliseksi	 datasetiksi	 (kysely-	 &	 yhteistutkijuusaineisto)	
tekstinkäsittelyohjelmaan	ja	tekivät	ensin	erilliset	analyysit.	Aineistoa	purettiin	osiin	ja	
testattiin	 järjestämistä	 useiden	 luku-	 ja	 koodauskierrosten	 kautta	 erilaisiin	
ryhmittelyihin.	 Tässä	 vaiheessa	 aineistoa	 järjestettiin	 esimerkiksi	 sekä	 lasten	 että	
kasvattajien	 sosioemotionaalista	 osaamista	 eritellen	 ja	 toistuvasti	 ilmenneiden	
keskustelunaiheiden	 mukaan.	 Kuten	 purkamisvaiheelle	 on	 ominaista,	 siihen	 sisältyi	
aineiston	 ohjaamaa	 testaamista,	 yrittämistä	 ja	 tutkimuskysymyksille	 epäolennaisten	
sisältöjen	 hylkäämistä	 (Yin,	 2011).	 Lopulta	 aineisto	 koottiin	 uudelleen	 keskittyen	
laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teorian	ohjaamana	erottelemaan,	millaisia	kokemuksia	kasvattajat	
kuvailivat	 hyvinvointia	 tukevista	 toiminta-	 ja	 ajattelumalleista,	 resursseista	 ja	
voimavaroista,	 jotka	 he	 olivat	 kokeneet	 sosioemotionaalisesti	 toimivina.	 Lisäksi	
aineistosta	 selvitettiin,	 kuvasivatko	 yhteistutkijuusryhmät	 keskusteluissaan	
parantunutta	hyvinvointia.	Aineistossa	positiiviset	tuntemukset	(kategoria	a),	toiminta-	
ja	 ajattelumallit	 (kategoria	 b)	 resurssit	 ja	 voimavarat	 (kategoria	 c)	 olivat	 usein	 hyvin	
yhteenkietoutuneita,	kuten	seuraava	esimerkki	osoittaa:		

Tunnen	tilanteen	merkitykselliseksi	silloin,	kun	yhteistyömme	tuottaa	lapselle	hyvää.	
Muokataan	 ympäristöä,	 mietitään	 toimintatapoja,	 käytetään	 apuvälineitä.	 Mutta	
erityisesti,	 kun	 joku	 kasvattaja	 ilmaisee	 oivallusta	 ja	 tarpeen	 oman	 toiminnan	
muuttamisesta.	 Erityistä	 on	hetket,	 jolloin	 tekemämme	 suunnitelman/ajattelutyön	
pohjalta	minulle	tullaan	iloiten	kertomaan	onnistumisista	lapsen	hyvinvoinnin	eteen.	
Tai	 kasvattajat	 ovat	 itse	 tehneet	 oivalluksen	ja	 on	 nähty	 ratkaisu	 johonkin	
haasteeseen.	

Kaikkia	kategorioita	löydettiin	aineistosta	neljässä	eri	kontekstissa:	liittyen	kasvattajan	
omaan	toimintaan,	suhteessa	lapsiin,	suhteessa	työyhteisöön	ja	satunnaiseen	kontekstiin	
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liittyen	 (muut).	Kokemukset	koottiin	yhteen,	niille	 annettiin	yleistävät	otsikot	 ja	nämä	
tulokset	 koottiin	 taulukkoon	 (ks.	 Taulukko	 3	 ja	 Liite	 1).	 Tutkijat	 vaihtoivat	 aineistoja,	
vertailivat	 analyysejään	 ja	 keskustelivat,	 kunnes	 päätyivät	 usean	 vaihtokierroksen	
tuloksena	yksimielisyyteen	keskeisimmistä	kiteytyneistä	teemoista	(Eskola	&	Suoranta,	
1998).		

Viimeiseksi	kasvattajien	kuvaamia	sosioemotionaalisen	hyvinvoinnin	tekijöitä	tulkittiin	
rinnastaen	toimintakulttuurin	käsitettä	laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teoriaan.	Tulkintavaiheessa	
kasvattajien	 kokemukset	 koottiin	 uudelleen	 kuvastamaan,	 millaiset	 kokemukset	
rakentavat	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	 tukevaa	 toimintakulttuuria	 ja	 kuinka	
kokemukset	asettuvat	laajenna	ja	rakenna	-teorian	määrittelemään	positiiviseen	kehään.	
Tässä	vaiheessa	Varhaiskasvatuksen	opetussuunnitelmassa	esitellyt	 toimintakulttuuria	
rakentavat	tekijät	(OPH,	2018,	s.	28)	purettiin	kategorioiksi:	arvot	ja	periaatteet,	normit	
ja	 tavoitteet,	 työtavat,	 yhteistyö,	 vuorovaikutus	 ja	 ilmapiiri,	 henkilöstön	 osaaminen,	
johtamisrakenteet	ja	toiminnan	suunnittelu	ja	arviointi.	

Tutkimuksen	tuloksia	ja	tulosten	tulkintaa	

Hyvän	mielen	hetkien	teemat	

Kyselytutkimuksen	 ja	 yhteistutkijuuden	 alkutapaamisten	 aineistoista	 selvitettiin	
sosioemotionaalisesti	 onnistuneisiin	 hetkiin	 ja	 tilanteisiin	 liittyneitä	 positiivisia	
tuntemuksia	 ja	 kokemuksia.	 Tässä	 analyysin	 vaiheessa	 apuna	 käytettiin	 tunteiden	
luokittelua	(Plutchik,	2000).		Yleisimmiksi	teemoiksi	nousivat	luottamus	(28	mainintaa,	
hyväksyntä	(20	mainintaa)	ja	ymmärrys	(8	mainintaa).	Taulukossa	2	teemat	käydään	läpi	
kysely-	ja	yhteistutkijuusaineistoista	noussein	esimerkein.	

Aineistossa	 ilmenneet	 positiiviset	 hetket,	 kokemukset	 ja	 tuntemukset	 kiteytyivät	
kolmeen	 teemaan:	 hyväksyntään,	 luottamukseen	 ja	 ymmärrykseen.	 Teemoissa	
huomattavaa	 on	 niiden	 sosiaalinen	 ja	 relationaalinen	 konteksti.	 Hyvän	 mielen	 hetkiä	
kuvattiin	 suhteessa	 lapsiin	 ja	 tiimiin,	 ja	 teemoissa	 korostuvat	 positiiviset	 periaatteet	
yhteyden	rakentumisesta.	Hyvä	mieli	syntyy	yhteydestä	lapsiin:	jaettuun	iloon,	riemuun	
ja	 hyvään	 oloon	 ja	 toisaalta	 heidän	 etunsa	 toteutumiseen,	 tarpeiden	 täyttymisen	 ja	
kehittymisen	 seuraamiseen.	 Hyvää	mieltä	 koettiin	 suhteessa	 lasten	 oppimisen	 intoon,	
ymmärretyksi	 tulemiseen,	 tunteiden	 kestämiseen,	 turvallisuuden,	 luottamuksen	 ja	
avautumisen	ilmaisemiseen.	Toisaalta	hyväksyntä,	luottamus	ja	ymmärrys	näyttäytyivät	
suhteessa	työyhteisöön:	yhdessä	tekeminen,	lämmin	yhteishenki,	sallivuus	ja	keskinäinen	
arvostus	 loivat	 luottamusta	 ja	 hyväksyntää.	 Toisen	 ihmisen	 hyvinvointiin	 liittyessään	
hyvän	mielen	hetket	edustavat	erityisesti	eudaimonista	hyvinvointia.		
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TAULUKKO	2		Edustavimmat	kasvattajien	kuvailemat	positiiviset	tuntemukset	ja	kokemukset																	
(K	=	kyselyaineisto,	Y	=	yhteistutkijuusaineisto) 

POSITIIVINEN	TUNTEMUS/	
KOKEMUS				 

ESIMERKKEJÄ	AINEISTOSTA 

Hyväksyntä 	 
Hyväksyvä	lämmin	yhdessäolo	
lasten	kanssa 

Kuulumisten	vaihto	ja	riemu	jälleen	näkemisestä.	Tuntuu	hyvältä	tulla	töihin	ja	nähdä	
kaikki	ihanat	lapset.	Yhteenkuuluvuuden	tunne	ja	kotoisa	olo	tulla	töihin.	(K) 
Hetki,	kun	toimitaan	lasten	kanssa	pienessä	porukassa	eikä	ole	kiire	minnekään.	On	
aikaa	jutella,	leikki	tai	toiminta	etenee	yhteisesti	ja	ilmapiiri	on	leppoisa	ja	
luottavainen.	Pienryhmätoiminta	on	useasti	tuonut	tällaisen	hetken	ja	varsinkin	
jälkikäteen	on	todella	hyvä	mieli.	(K) 
Aamuhetket	kun	olen	ensimmäisenä	täällä	ja	vastaanotan	lapsia,	silloin	mulla	on	aikaa	
jutella	kun	ei	ole	muuta	ympärillä…	jutellaan	salaisuuksia…	voi	vaan	olla	eikä	kauhea	
tarve	tehdä.	(Y) 

Lämmin	yhteishenki	tiimin	
kesken 

Intoa	tuo	yhdessä	uusien	asioiden	suunnitteleminen	ja	hyvän	toimivan	tiimin	kanssa	
työskentely.	Kun	tiimi	toimii,	toimii	usein	myös	lapsiryhmä	ja	yhteen	hiileen	
puhaltamalla	voidaan	myös	tukea	yksilöitä	paremmin.	(K) 
Työkaverit.	Kun	tosta	kävelee	tonne	ja	sieltä	tulee	moikkauksia	ja	kivoja	
huomautuksia,	ei	isoja	juttuja	vaan	että	hei.	(Y) 
Saa	olla	oma	itsensä,	saa	mokata	–	kunhan	pyytää	anteeksi.	Hyvä	ilmapiiri.	Asiat	
ratkaistaan,	käydään	vuoropuhelua,	kannustetaan	toista,	osataan	nauraa,	osataan	
käsitellä	haastavammatkin	jutut.	(Y)								 

Luottamus	

Luottamus	syntynyt	lapsen	
kanssa 

Lapsen	kuulluksi	ja	ymmärretyksi	tuleminen	-	lapsen	hyvä	olo,	apu,	ilo,	riemu	–	työn	
ilo,	suhde	ja	luottamus	vahvistuu.	(K) 
Läsnäolo	ja	luottamus	on	syntynyt,	se	on	miellyttävää	ja	mielekästä.	Luottamus	liittyy	
siihen,	että	tullaan	tutuiksi.	Olet	itse	mukana	ja	tuot	itsestäsi	jotain	siihen,	ei	vain,	että	
lapsi	ottaa	kontaktia.	(Y) 

Luottamus	työkavereihin	ja	
esimieheen 

Aika	ja	lapseen	keskittyminen	poistaa	kiireen	tuntua.	Minulla	on	nyt	kaikki	maailman	
aika	tämän	tilanteen	eteenpäin	viemiseen.	Myös	muut	aikuistiimin	jäsenet	
ymmärtävät	tilanteen,	kun	se	on	etukäteen	keskusteltu.	(K) 
Oikeesti	me	ollaan	kaikki	rautaisia	ammattilaisia,	tietää	että	pärjätään	ja	osataan	ja	jos	
apua	tarvitaan,	niin	sitä	pyydetään.	Ei	voi	kannatella	toisia,	se	on	raskasta.	Jos	yhdessä	
sovitaan	ja	tehdään	työnjako	niin	voi	olla	luottavainen,	että	homma	on	hoidossa.	(Y) 

Ymmärrys 
 

Oppii	ymmärtämään	lasta	ja	
onnistuu	tämän	kanssa	
vuorovaikutuksessa 

[…]	Miten	tärkeää	on	tuntea	läheisesti	jokainen	lapsi.	[…]	Tämä	suhde	kestää	
paremmin	koko	tunnekirjon,	ja	auttaa	tukemaan	lasta	tunteiden	ymmärtämisessä	ja	
kestämisessä.	(K) 
Eilen	yhden	lapsen	kanssa	kirjoitin	sellaista,	että	lapset	saa	kertoa	mistä	pitää,	ja	
hänen	kanssaan	on	käyty	valtataistelua,	ja	kun	olikin	erilainen	hetki	ja	lapsesta	näki	
toistakin	puolta.	Kun	saa	machon	tai	ujon	aukeamaan,	ja	pääsee	vähän	kuoren	
sisälle…(Työkaveri	jatkaa):	Machotyyppi	nukkarissa	sanoo	”mulla	on	jano,	särkee	
päätä”.	Niillä	keinoin	hän	pyytää	aikuisen	tulemaan	lähelle	ja	pitämään	hyvänä.	(Y) 
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Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	laajentavia	ja	rakentavia	tekijöitä	

Yhteistutkijuustapaamisissa	 keskityttiin	 tunnistamaan,	 millainen	 ajattelu	 ja	 toiminta	
edistää	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia,	 ja	 millaisina	 tekijöinä	 –	 resursseina,	
voimavaroina	 sekä	 hyvinvoinnin	 laatuna	 –	 se	 näyttäytyy.	 Analyysissä	 luokiteltiin	
kokemukset	kasvatustyön	eri	konteksteihin	liittyen:	suhteessa	omaan	toimintaan,	lapsiin,	
työyhteisöön	 ja	 muihin	 (esimerkiksi	 suhteessa	 vanhempiin/kasvatusmenetelmiin).	
Taulukko	 3	 sisältää	 tämän	 vaiheen	 tulokset.	 Nämä	 aineistosta	 nousseet	 keskeisimmät	
sisällöt	kuvataan	yksityiskohtaisemmin	eriteltyinä	liitteessä	1.	

TAULUKKO	3		Kiteytys	yhteistutkijuusryhmien	tunnistamista	sosioemotionaalisen	hyvinvoinnin	
keskeisimmistä	tekijöistä	

OMA	ROOLI	 	 SUHDE	LAPSEEN	 SUHDE	 TYÖYHTEISÖÖN	
/TYÖHÖN			

MUUT	

-	Aikaa,	heittäytymistä,	
läsnäoloa	kohtaamiseen	
ja	luottamuksen	
rakentamiseen	
-	Roolin	muutos	
kontrolloijasta	
tarkkailijaksi	ja	
auttajaksi	havaintojen	
perusteella	sekä	
”seikkailun	
mahdollistajaksi”	
-	Valta	tunnistettava	
suhteessa	lapseen	
-	Provosoitumattomuus,	
kuormittumattomuus	
lapsen	tunteista	

-	Positiivinen	
lapsikäsitys		
-	Tykkäämisen	
osoittaminen	
-	Kuormittumattomuus	
lapsen	tunteesta	
-	Positiivinen,	
tasapuolinen	ja	kaunis	
vuorovaikutus	suhteessa	
lapseen	
-	Kosketus	
-	Lapsen	leikin	ja	
olemisen	vapaus	ja	
mahdollisuus	vaikuttaa	

-	Työntekijän	
riittävyyden	tunne	
-	Mahdollisuus	tunnistaa,	
mihin	voi	vaikuttaa	ja	
mikä	on	omalla	vastuulla	
-	Itseohjautuvuus,	
vapaus	tehdä	tavallaan	ja	
luottamus	jokaisen	
osaamiseen		
-	Tiimin	lämmin	
suhdeperustaisuus		
-	Avoin	kommunikointi,	
avun	pyytäminen	ja	
tarjoaminen	

-	Erilaiset	
menetelmät,	
oppimisympäristöt	
(esim.	metsä,	
pienryhmät)		
-	Luottamus	ja	
vuorovaikutus	
vanhempien	kanssa		
-	Lämmin	
vuorovaikutus	ja	
kannustaminen	

  

Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tukevat	ajatus-	ja	toimintamallit:	
kontrolloimattomuudesta	kuunteluun,	kohtaamiseen	ja	kauniiseen	puheeseen	

Tärkeäksi	 sosioemotionaalisen	 hyvinvoinnin	 tekijäksi	 kasvattajat	 nostivat	 huomiot	
liittyen	 omaan	 toimintaansa	 ja	 kasvattajan	 rooliin.	 Sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	
tukevana	 toimintamallina	 keskiöön	 nousi	 läsnäolo	 ja	 lapsen	 kohtaaminen	 –	 ajan	
antaminen	luottamuksen	rakentumiselle,	oleminen	tekemisen	sijaan	ja	yhteiseen	leikkiin	
heittäytyminen	(Liite	1,	A1).	Huomattavana	ajatusmallina	aineistosta	nousi	esiin	aikuisen	
vallan	 huomioiminen	 ja	 käyttäytymisen	 muutos	 kontrolloijasta	 lasten	 tunteiden	
sensitiiviseksi	 tarkkailijaksi,	 tiedustelijaksi,	 sanoittajaksi	 ja	 säätelyavuksi	 (Liite	 1,	 B1).	
Muutokselle	olennaiseksi	ymmärrettiin	aikuisen	vallan	tunnistaminen	suhteessa	lapseen.	
Eräs	 työntekijä	 kertoi	 havaintonsa	 omasta	 tahattomasta	 vallankäytöstään	 arkisessa	
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vuorovaikutustilanteessa.	 Lapsi	 oli	 pelästynyt	 tekevänsä	 väärin	 ja	 kasvattajan	
kysymyksen	johtavan	mahdollisesti	nuhteisiin: 

Aikuisella	on	mielettömästi	valtaa	[…]	Kun	on	itsellensä	rehellinen,	että	tuon	lapsen	
ilme	 on	 pelokas.	 Mulle	 kävi	 eilen	 sellainen	 juttu,	 että	 [lapsi]	 kertoi	 [toiselle	
ruokailussa],	että	kurkkua	saa	vaan	leivän	päälle,	ja	lapsi	pelästyi,	kun	kysyi[n],	miksi	
sä	sanoit	noin,	vaikka	lapsi	halusi	vain	auttaa	aikuista.	Lapsi	pelästyy,	pelkää	aikuista.	
Lapset	haluaisi	tehdä	oikein. 

Kasvattajan	 tehtävän	 keskiössä	 nähtiin	 lapsen	 tunnetilan	 ja	 tilanteiden	 havainnointi,	
ymmärtäminen	ja	auttaminen	lapsen	tuomitsemisen	ja	määrittelyn	sijaan	(Liite	1,	B2,	C2,	
A2).	Luopuminen	lapsen	kontrolloinnista	ja	määrittelystä	edusti	aineistossa	hyvinvointia	
tukevaa	ajattelumallia,	joka	muotoutui	toimintamalliksi	ja	tavaksi	olla	suhteessa	lapsiin:	 

Lapsi	sanoo:	Emmä	osaa.	Aikuinen	sanoo:	ei	haittaa,	mä	autan	sua,	mennään	yhdessä.	
Aikuinen	ei	sano:	älä	viitsi,	kyllä	mä	tiedän	että	sä	osaat.	Kukaan	ei	enää	vetoa,	että	
nämä	 asiat	 pitää	 oppia,	 kun	 ensi	 vuonna	 olet	 sen	 ikäinen,	 että	menet	 eskariin	 tai	
kouluun.	 Lapsen	 ei	 tarvitse	 olla	 vastuussa	 siitä,	 mitä	 tapahtuu	 ensi	 vuonna.	 Ei	
synnytetä	lapselle	syyllisyyttä,	ettei	se	osaa	jotain.	Tärkeä	saada	lapselle	hyvä	fiilis	ja	
hyvä	mieli	 sanomalla,	 että	mä	 autan	 sua.	 Kun	 lapsella	 hyvä	 olla,	 se	 rupeaa	 jo	 itse	
yrittämään	eikä	tarvitse	vastustaa,	kun	saa	olla	niillä	taidoilla	siinä	hetkessä. 

Vuorovaikutuksella	 nähtiin	 olevan	 suuri	 merkitys	 kontrolloimattomuuden	 ja	
leimaamattomuuden	 ajatusmallin	 toteutumisessa	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	
tukevana	 suhteessa	 olemisen	 tapana	 lapsiin	 (Liite	 1,	 C2).	 Eräässä	 tiimissä	 oli	 tehty	
periaatepäätös	 systemaattisesta	 toimintamallista,	 jonka	 mukaan	 lapsista	 ei	 puhuta	
negatiiviseen	sävyyn	missään	yhteydessä:	 

Kukaan	 meistä	 aikuisista	 ei	 koskaan	 puhu	 lapsista	 mitään	 pahaa,	 että	 se	 on	
semmoinen	tai	tämmöinen,	meillä	ei	kukaan	aikuisista	moiti	lapsia.	Me	ollaan	kaikki	
samoilla	linjoilla,	voidaan	miettiä,	että	onkohan	se	tulossa	kipeäksi	vai	sanoiko	äiti,	
että	oliko	se	nukkunut	huonosti.	Vapauttaa	itselle	energiaa,	kun	ei	haukuta,	että	se	on	
hankala	 tai	 ärsyttävä	vaan	aina	on	 joku	 syy	 taustalla,	 ja	 yritetään	yhdessä	miettiä,	
mikä	 on	 syy.	 Puheella	 on	 hirveän	 iso	 merkitys,	 miten	 lapsesta	 puhutaan,	 että	 ei	
haukuta	 lapsia	 hankaliksi,	 vaan	 hankaluus	 on	 lapsesta	 sivussa.	 Joka	 päivä	 [sanon]	
lapselle	jotain	positiivista.	Sä	olet	ihana,	mutta	mä	en	tykkää	siitä	mitä	sä	teet.	Se	mitä	
tapahtuu	ei	ole	lapsen	persoona.		

Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tukevat	voimavarat:	tiimin	tuki,	
provosoitumattomuus	ja	käytöksen	taakse	katsominen	

Kasvattajat	kuvasivat	lisääntyneitä	sosiaalisia,	psykologisia	ja	kognitiivisia	voimavaroja	
suhteessa	 tiedostettuihin	 ajatus-,	 ja	 toimintamalleihin	 sekä	 tapoihin	 olla	 suhteessa.		
Sosiaalisena	voimavarana	korostui	tiimin	positiivinen	suhdeperustainen	yhteys:	tuki	 ja	
keskinäinen	huolenpito	sekä	lämpö,	myötätunto	ja	positiivisuus	tiimin	kesken.	Tiimissä	
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ilmenevien	erilaisten	osaamisten	arvostus	ja	luottamus	niihin	nousi	esiin	psykologisena	
voimavarana	(Liite	1,	D3). 

Meidän	tiimi	toimii,	meillä	on	se	sama	visio.	Ei	aina	ehditä	puhua,	mutta	hirveän	hyvin	
meillä	 tiiminä	 toimii,	 kun	 ollaan	 lähtökohtaisesti	 samoilla	 linjoilla.	 Mitä	 ikinä	
tehdäänkin,	niin	tehdään	yhdessä,	ollaan	oma	porukka	–	se	välittyy	ja	näkyy	lasten	
puheissakin. 

Lapsiin	 liittyen	 voimavarat	 olivat	 psykologisia.	 Oivallus	 siitä,	 että	 lapsen	
tunteenpurkauksia	 ei	 tarvitse	 ottaa	 henkilökohtaisesti	 oli	 ollut	 osalle	 työntekijöistä	
ratkaiseva	 oman	 hyvinvoinnin	 kannalta	 (Liite	 1,	 D1,	 B2).	 Henkilökohtainen	
kuormittumattomuus	 lapsen	 tunteista	 liittyi	 luontevasti	 sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	tukeviin	ajatusmalleihin	lapsen	kontrolloimattomuudesta.	 

On	ollut	niin	vapauttavaa	huomata,	että	en	ole	vastuussa	kenenkään	muun	tunteista	
paitsi	omistani.	Jos	lapsi	karjuu,	niin	hänellä	on	täysi	oikeus	tunteen	purkamiseen.	Ei	
tarvi	tehdä	muuta	kuin	mennä	siihen	ja	kysyä	että	sattuiko	jotain.	Se	tilanne	lähtee	
[ratkeamaan]	 siitä	 sitten	 hyvin,	me	 hämmästellään	 sitä	 joka	 päivä.	 Siinä	 hetkessä	
pysyy	oma	tunnetila,	että	ei	ota	mitään	kipinöitä	vaan	että	’tänne	vaan’.	Kun	pysyy	se	
oma	 tunnetila,	 ei	 kerry	 itselle	 negatiivista	 energiaa	 vaikka	 lapset	 kimpoilee	 oman	
kasvunsa	kanssa. 

Kognitiiviset	 voimavarat	 liittyivät	 uusiin	 taitoihin	 ja	 oppimiseen,	 kuten	 esimerkiksi	
vahvistuneeseen	 ongelmanratkaisukykyyn.	 Samoin	 kasvattajat	 kuvasivat	merkittävänä	
kognitiivisena	 voimavarana	 lapsen	 ymmärtämistä.	 Tärkeänä	 nähtiin	 lapsen	
käyttäytymisen	taustojen	ymmärtäminen	ja	toisaalta	ymmärrys	lapsen	eri	puolista	(Liite	
1,	D2).	 

Joskus	kun	joku	kiukkuaa	ja	sitä	ryhdytään	käsittelemään,	niin	se	onkin	surua	[…]	kun	
raivohetkistä	saadaan	käännettyä	esiin	se	että	se	onkin	surua	tai	ikävä	äitiä,	niin	lapsi	
sulaa	 kärvistelyltään	 ja	 antaa	 surun	 näkyä,	 että	 ei	 ollutkaan	 kiukuttelua.	 Voi,	 kun	
osaisi	aina	mennä	sinne	nahkoihin	ja	osais	aina	tehdä	oikein. 

Parantunut	hyvinvointi:	irti	reaktiivisuudesta	

Parantunutta	 hyvinvointia	 kuvattiin	 erityisesti	 vahvistuneena	 kykynä	 säilyttää	 oma	
emotionaalinen	 vakaus	 niin,	 että	 kohdatuista	 haasteista	 ei	 provosoidu,	 niitä	 ei	 ota	
henkilökohtaisesti,	eikä	vuorovaikutuksessa	kohtaa	kiihtynyttä	lasta	kiihtyneesti	(Liite	1,	
E1).	 

Lapsi	voi	päästä	myös	tunnekuohusta	yli,	kun	käännetään	tilanne	keskusteluun	eikä	
aikuinen	lähde	provosoitumaan. 

Esimerkit	 ilmentävät,	 kuinka	 sosioemotionaaliseen	 hyvinvointiin	 ei	 tarvita	
positiivisuuden	ylläpitämistä,	vaan	ennemminkin	provosoitumattomuutta	 ja	neutraalin	
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vuorovaikutuksen	 harjoittamista	 reaktiivisuuden	 sijaan.	 Oivallusta	 sanoitettiin	
tutkimustapaamisissa	näin:	 

Kun	lapsi	tulee	nyrkit	pystyssä,	niin	ei	mene	komennusäänellä	ja	asennolla,	että	no	
mitä	nyt,	vaan	ottaa	lapsen	vastaan,	että	mikä	nyt	hätänä. 

Rauhalliset	aikuiset	tuottaa	rauhallisia	lapsia,	huutavat	aikuiset	huutavia	lapsia. 

Kuten	 myös	 ensimmäisessä	 analyysin	 vaiheessa	 selvitetyt	 hyvän	 mielen	 hetket,	
positiiviset	 kokemukset	 ja	 tuntemukset,	 myös	 parantuneen	 hyvinvoinnin	 kokemukset	
edustavat	klassisesti	määritellyn	eudaimonisen	hyvinvoinnin	malliesimerkkejä	toisaalta	
korostaessaan	toiminnan	yhteyttä	hyvinvointiin,	ja	toisaalta	lapsen	edun	ja	näkökulman	
korostuneisuutena.	 Hyvinvointi	 on	 sidoksissa	 hyvän	 tekemiseen	 ja	 aikaansaamiseen	
suhteessa	 toiseen	 ihmiseen	 ja	 näkyy	 näin	 työn	 arjessa	 esimerkiksi	 parantuneina	
kohtaamisina.	 Eräs	 työntekijä	 kuvasi,	 että	 sosioemotionaaliset	 onnistumiset	 ja	 niiden	
myötä	 parantunut	 hyvinvointi	 näkyy	 ennen	 kaikkea	 lapsissa:	 ”Lapsista	 näkee,	 että	me	
tehdään	tämä	hyvin”	(Liite	1,	E2).	

Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tukeva	toimintakulttuuri	

Viimeisenä	 analyysin	 vaiheena	 peilattiin	 kasvattajien	 tunnistamia	 sosioemotionaalisen	
hyvinvoinnin	 tekijöitä	 toimintakulttuuriin	 soveltaen	 laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teoriaa.	
Kasvattajien	 empiirinen	 aineisto	 tuo	 esiin,	millaiset	 arkipäivän	 kokemukset,	 ajatukset,	
toiminta	 ja	 resurssit	 heidän	 näkemyksissään	 rakentavat	 sosioemotionaalisen	
hyvinvoinnin	toimintakulttuuria.	
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Kuviossa	 2	 käsitteellistetään	 toimintakulttuurin	 abstraktia	 muotoutumisprosessia	
konkreettisemmaksi	 laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teorian	 perusteella.	 Kasvattajien	 positiiviset	
kokemukset	ja	tuntemukset	kiteytyvät	hyväksyntään,	luottamukseen	ja	ymmärrykseen,	
jotka	 voidaan	 ymmärtää	 toimintaa	 ohjaavina	 arvoina	 (kuvio	 2,	 vaihe	 1).	
Varhaiskasvatuksen	 toimintakulttuurin	 nähdään	 rakentuvan	 arvoista	 ja	 periaatteista.		
Arvot	 vaikuttavat	 ajatusmalleihin,	 joiden	mukaan	 tulkitaan	 ”työtä	 ohjaavia	 normeja	 ja	
tavoitteita”	 (OPH,	 2018,	 s.	 28).	 Hyväksynnän,	 luottamuksen	 ja	 ymmärryksen	 arvot	
ilmenivät	 kasvattajien	 ajatusmallien	muutoksena	myötätuntoisiksi	 ja	 arvostaviksi	 niin	
suhteessa	 itseen,	 lapseen	 kuin	 työyhteisössä	 toimimiseen	 (kuvio	 2,	 vaihe	 2).	
Myötätuntoisena	ajatusmallina	tunnistettiin	esimerkiksi	halu	uskoa,	että	kaikki	tekevät	
aina	parhaansa	kuten	kykenevät.	Toiminnan	kulmakivenä	nähtiin,	että	niin	lapsen	kuin	
aikuisen	täytyy	tuntea	olevansa	tykätty:	 

Aikuisestakin	tuntuisi	pahalta,	jos	sulla	olisi	tunne,	että	kukaan	ei	tykkää	susta.	Jos	on	
tunne,	että	susta	tykätään,	niin	kaikki	on	hyvin. 

Toimintamalleissa	 nousivatkin	 esiin	 lukuisat	 erilaiset	 vuorovaikutuksen	 tavat	 osoittaa	
niin	 aikuiselle	 kuin	 lapselle,	 että	 hänestä	 pidetään	 (kuvio	 2,	 vaihe	 3).	 Positiivisen	
toiminnan	 lisääntymisen	myötä	 päiväkodin	 ilmapiiri	 ja	 voimavarat,	 kuten	 yhteistyö	 ja	
johtaminen	 vahvistuivat,	 ja	 nämä	 puolestaan	 mahdollistivat	 kasvattajien	 omien	
voimavarojen	ja	hyvinvoinnin	parantumisen	(kuvio	2,	vaihe	4).		

Vuorovaikutus	 nousi	 keskeisen	 tärkeäksi	 tekijäksi	 toimintakulttuurin	 tietoisessa	
rakentamisessa.	Vuorovaikutuksessa	tapahtuvan	tiedostamisen	ja	tunnistamisen	nähtiin	
rakentavan	 yhteistä	 ymmärrystä	 työn	 arjen	 ilmiöistä.	Eräs	 vastaaja	 pohti	
kyselyaineistossa: 

…oivaltamisen	 jälkeen	 kasvattajat	 pystyvät	 jakamaan	 yhteisen	 ymmärryksen	
auttamisen	 tarpeesta,	 ammatillisuuden	 haasteesta	 ja	 toistensa	 tukemisesta	
tilanteissa,	 jotka	 saattavat	 koskettaa	 omiakin	 tunteita	 vaikealla	 tavalla. Asioista	
"meidän	 ryhmässä"	 ja	 "meidän	 toimintatavoissa"	 on	 tärkeää	 keskustella	 ja	 löytää	
yhteinen	käsitys. 

Kuviossa	2	nuolet	kuvaavat	kokemusten	ja	yhteisen	työn	todellisuuden	muodostumista	
vuorovaikutuksessa.	 Toistaiseksi	 myönteisten	 tunteiden	 ja	 kokemusten	 siirtymisen	
prosessia	 ja	 siirtymistä	 välittäviä	 tekijöitä	 on	 hyvin	 vähän	 tutkittu	 (Perhoniemi	 &	
Hakanen,	2013).	 	Tässä	tutkimuksessa	esiinnoussut	vuorovaikutuksen	olennainen	rooli	
saa	 tukea	 Perhoniemen	 ja	 Hakasen	 (2013)	 tutkimustuloksista,	 joissa	 myönteinen	
vuorovaikutus	 potilaiden	 kanssa	 sekä	 ystävällinen	 ja	 huomaavainen	 käyttäytyminen	
työkavereiden	 kesken	 edisti	 työhyvinvoinnin	 siirtymistä	 suun	 terveydenhuollon	
työyhteisössä.	 Sosiaalisen	 tuen	 ja	 avun	 saaminen	 työkavereilta	 ja	 luottamus	 sen	
saamiseen	 on	 havaittu	 tärkeäksi	 positiivisen	 spiraalin	 syntymiselle	 niin	 voimavarojen	
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kertymisen	(Halbesleben	&	Wheeler,	2015)	kuin	työhyvinvoinnin	ja	työhön	sitoutumisen	
(De	Stasio	ym.,	2020)	kannalta.	

Tuloksissa	 nousee	 esiin	 yhteinen	 reflektio	 ja	 dialogi	 tienä	 toimintakulttuurin	
kehittämiseen	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	 tukevaksi.	 Kokemusten	 ja	 oman	
toiminnan	 tietoisen	 tunnistamisen,	 yhteisen	 jakamisen	 ja	 merkityksenannon	 kautta	
ajatus-	 ja	 toimintamallit	 voivat	 muotoutua	 yhteisiksi	 työtä	 ohjaaviksi	 normeiksi	 ja	
tavoitteiksi.	Aikaisemmissa	tutkimuksissa	korostuneet	yhteisen	proaktiivisen	toiminnan	
(De	Stasio	ym.,	2020),	onnistumisten	jakamisen	ja	positiivisen	palautteen	(Perhoniemi	&	
Hakanen,	 2013)	 sekä	 osallistavan	 dialogin	 ja	 reflektion	 (OPH,	 2018)	 tärkeys	 tukevat	
tämän	 tutkimuksen	 tuloksia.	 Perhoniemi	 ja	 Hakanen	 (2013,	 s.	 98)	 korostavat,	 että	
sosiaalisia	taitoja,	myönteisten	tunteiden	ilmaisua	sekä	työssä	energisoivia	ja	motivoivia	
tekijöitä	 kehittämällä	 voi	 syntyä	 voimavaroja	 kasvattavia	 spiraaleita,	 jotka	 säteilevät	
yksittäisestä	työntekijästä	työyhteisöön.	Sen	sijaan	vuorovaikutuksen	mahdollisuuksien	
puuttuessa	 toimintakulttuuri	 voi	 tahattomasti	 vahvistaa	 toimimattomia	 ajatus-	 ja	
toimintamalleja	(OPH,	2018,	s.	29).		

Tutkimuksessa	 havaittiin	 tiimikohtaista	 vaihtelua	 sosioemotionaalisen	 hyvinvoinnin	
tekijöissä	 ja	 toimintakulttuurin	 kehittämiseen	 kaivattiin	 erilaista	 vuorovaikutusta	
tilanteiden	pohjalta.	Tiimien	valmius	reflektoida	oman	työyhteisönsä	toimintakulttuurin	
tekijöitä	 vaihteli.	 Osa	 tiimeistä	 koki	 positiivisen	 toimintakulttuurin	 tarkastelun	
voimauttavana	 ja	 uusia	 ajatuksia	 avaavana.	Mukana	 oli	 kuitenkin	myös	 tiimejä,	 joissa	
voimat	menivät	 haastavien	 kasvatustilanteiden	 vuoksi	 perusturvallisuuden	 ylläpitoon.	
Tutkimustapaamisissa	 nämä	 tiimit	 kuvailivat	 päivittäistä	 selviytymistaistelua,	 ja	
esimerkiksi	 keskustelussa	 esiin	 tulleet	 ehdotukset	 erilaisen	 toiminnan	 kokeilusta	
kuitattiin	toimimattomina	haastavaan	tilanteeseen.	Tiimit	kuitenkin	kaipasivat	dialogia	ja	
kokemusten	vaihtoa,	mutta	 reflektio	 ei	 kohdentunut	omien	ajatus-	 tai	 toimintamallien	
uudistamiseen.		 

Laajenna	 ja	 rakenna	 -teoria	 vahvistaa,	 että	 positiivisten	 tuntemusten	 vähyys	 vähentää	
havaittuja	 voimavaroja.	 Garland	 ym.	 (2010)	 ovat	 tunnistaneet	 positiivisen	 kehän	
vastakohdaksi	negatiivisen	kehän,	jossa	negatiiviset	tuntemukset,	kuten	stressi	tai	huoli,	
ovat	 vallalla.	 Ne	 kaventavat	 näköaloja,	 toiminta-,	 ajatus-	 ja	 vuorovaikutusmalleja	 ja	
käynnistävät	 ”taistele	 tai	 pakene”	 -reaktion.	Mikäli	 työ	koetaan	 liian	kuormittavaksi	 ja	
kohdatut	haasteet	 liian	suuriksi,	 työn	kehittäminen	ei	 lisää	voimavaroja,	vaan	vie	niitä.	
Silloin	myös	 ehdotus	 tarkkailla	 omaa	 toimintaa	 voidaan	kokea	 syyllistävänä	 ja	 yksilöä	
liikaa	vastuuttavana.	Määttä	ym.	(2017)	havaitsivat	tekemässään	selvityksessä	Pihlajan	
(2003,	 s.	 168)	 väitöskirjaan	 perustuen,	 että	 sosioemotionaalisia	 taitoja	 tukevat	
tiedostetut	 tavoitteet	 ja	 menetelmät	 olivat	 vähäisimpiä	 ryhmissä,	 joissa	
sosioemotionaalisia	haasteita	ilmeni	enemmän. 
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Pohdintaa	ja	johtopäätöksiä	

Varhaiskasvattajien	 työhyvinvointi	 on	 hiljattain	 noussut	 tutkimuksessa	 tärkeäksi	
tarkastelun	 kohteeksi	 osana	 sosioemotionaalisesti	 positiivisen	 kasvatusympäristön	
muotoutumista	 (Cumming	 ym.,	 2020;	 Cumming	 &	 Wong,	 2019;	 Jennings	 ym.,	 2020).	
Kuitenkin	 kasvattajien	 hyvinvointi	 on	 suomalaisen	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 kontekstissa	
jäänyt	 vähäiselle	 huomiolle	 -	 esimerkiksi	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 opetussuunnitelmassa	
(2018)	 tai	 Karvin	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 laadun	 indikaattoreissa	 (2019)	 kasvattajien	
hyvinvointia	 sinällään	 ei	 mainita.	 Cumming	 ym.	 (2020)	 toteavat	 kasvattajien	
hyvinvoinnin	 jäävän	näkymättömäksi	 johtuen	 syvälle	 juurtuneista,	 keinotekoista	 jakoa	
korostavista	 diskursiivisista	 käytännöistä,	 joiden	mukaan	 täytyy	 valita	 joko	 lasten	 tai	
kasvattajien	hyvinvoinnin	ensisijaisuus.	Diskursiivisen	käytännön	muuttaminen	joko–tai	
-logiikasta	 sekä–että	 -logiikkaan	 tukisi	 kuitenkin	 kaikkien	 hyvinvointia	
päiväkotiyhteisössä.	 Kasvattajien	 kokema	 työhyvinvointi	 avartaa	 varhaiskasvatuksen	
laatutekijöitä	(Cumming	&	Wong,	2019)	ja	olennaista	on	ymmärtää	kasvattajien	ja	lasten	
hyvinvoinnin	 yhteenkietoutunut	 vuorovaikutuksellinen	 luonne	 (Cassidy	 ym.,	 2017;	
Ylitapio-Mäntylä	ym.,	2012). 

Tutkimuksemme	tulokset	vahvistavat	molemminpuolisen	hyvinvoinnin	syntyvän	hyvän	
mielen	hetkissä,	jotka	sisältävät	sekä	lasten	että	työyhteisön	hyväksyntää,	luottamusta	ja	
ymmärrystä.	Kasvattajien	hyvinvoinnin	määritelmien	on	nähty	seuraavan	hedonistista	ja	
individualistista	 traditiota	 ja	 vasta	 hiljattain	 alkaneen	 korostaa	 hyvinvoinnin	
eudaimonisia	 määritelmiä,	 joilla	 kuitenkin	 voisi	 olla	 merkityksellistä	 toimintaa	
painottaessaan	 paljon	 annettavaa	 sosioemotionaalisen	 työhyvinvoinnin	 yhteyteen	
(Cumming	&	Wong,	2019;	Hall-Kenyon	ym.,	2014;	Jones	ym.,	2019).	Tutkimuksessamme	
keskeisiksi	 nousseet	 hyvän	 mielen	 hetket	 olivat	 määritelmällisesti	 eudaimonisen	
hyvinvoinnin	mukaisia.	 Hyväksynnän,	 luottamuksen	 ja	 ymmärryksen	 hetket	 viittaavat	
hyvänä	ja	oikeana	nähtyyn	toimintaan	suhteessa	muihin	ihmisiin	ja	rakentavat	erityisesti	
merkityksellisyyden	 kokemuksiin	 perustuvaa	 eudaimonista	 hyvinvointia.	 Aiemmissa	
tutkimuksissa	kasvattajien	hyvinvointia	on	todettu	lisäävän	mahdollisuus	keskittyä	työn	
ytimeen:	huolenpitoon	ja	erityisesti	lasten	kohtaamiseen	(Cumming	ym.,	2020;	Ylitapio-
Mäntylä	ym.,	2012).	Tutkimuksemme	 tulokset	vahvistavat	 työn	ytimeen	keskittymisen	
tärkeyttä	 ja	 toisaalta	 korostavat	 kasvattajien	 kokevan	 ydintehtävän	 tavoitteiden	
toteutumisen	myös	positiivisena	hyvän	mielen	lähteenä.	Usein	työn	ydin	toteutuu	lapsen	
kohtaamisessa	 ja	 lämpimässä	 yhteydessä,	 jossa	 kasvattaja	 oppii	 ymmärtämään	 lasta	
paremmin	ja	keskinäisen	luottamuksen	koetaan	vahvistuvan. 

Myönteisille	tuntemuksille	rakentui	ajatus-	 ja	toimintamalleja,	 joiden	nähtiin	edistävän	
sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia.	Tällaisina	ajatus-	ja	toimintamalleina	erottui	erityisesti	
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aikuisen	 roolin	 muutos	 lapsen	 kontrolloijasta	 ja	 määrittelijästä	 säätelyavuksi	 ja	
kuuntelijaksi.	Kasvattajat	huomioivat,	että	aikuisen	on	tunnistettava	valtansa	suhteessa	
lapseen,	jotta	roolia	voi	autenttisesti	muuttaa.	Ajatusmalli	aikuisen	roolin	muutoksesta	on	
radikaali.	 Varhaiskasvatuksen	 osallisuuteen	 liittyen	 on	 todettu,	 että	 aikuisen	 rooli	 on	
kasvattajana	 edelleen	 perinteisen	mallin	mukaan	 toiminnan	määrittelijän	 rooli,	 lasten	
pysyessä	 toiminnan	 kohteena	 (Karlsson,	 2008;	 Karlsson	 ym.,	 2018).	 Vallankäytön	 ja	
lapsen	 määrittelyn	 korvasi	 kasvattajien	 esimerkeissä	 arvostavan	 myötätunnon	
ajatusmallit.	 Ajatusmallit	 osoittautuivat	 merkityksellisiksi	 suhteessa	 kasvattajien	
reaktiivisuuteen	 lasten	 tunteita	 ja	 haastavia	 kasvatustilanteita	 kohdatessa,	 mikä	
puolestaan	lisäsi	kasvattajan	hyvinvointia.	Kasvattajat	kuvailivat,	että	oma	tunnetila	oli	
mahdollista	säilyttää	tyynenä	riippumatta	lapsen	tunnetilasta.	Myötätunnon	määritelmän	
(Goetz	ym.,	2010)	mukaan	ajatusmallit	muuntuivat	toiminnaksi,	jossa	keskeisenä	nähtiin	
tykkäämisen	osoittaminen.	Sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tukevan	toimintakulttuurin	
tekijöiden	 kanssa	 samankaltaisia	 laatuja	 –	 läheisyyttä,	 läsnäoloa	 ja	 luottamusta	
kasvatettavien	 toimintaan	 parhaiden	 mahdollisten	 kykyjensä	 mukaan	 –	 Määttä	 ja	
Uusiautti	 (2012)	 ovat	 liittäneet	 pedagogisen	 rakkauden	 käsitteeseen.	 Tykkäämisen,	
huolenpidon	 ja	 pedagogisen	 rakkauden	 tärkeyttä	 on	 alleviivattu	 myös	 aiemmissa	
tutkimuksissa,	ja	todettu,	että	kasvattajien	on	helppoa	pitää	työtä	merkityksellisenä,	kun	
sitä	 leimaa	 huolenpidon	 kulttuuri	 työyhteisön,	 johdon,	 lasten	 sekä	 vanhempien	 ja	
kasvattajien	 välillä.	 Myös	 kasvattajan	 on	 tunnettava	 olevansa	 tykätty	 ja	 huolenpidon	
piirissä,	 jolloin	 hyvinvointi	 lisääntyy.	 (Määttä	&	Uusiautti,	 2012;	 Ylitapio-Mäntylä	 ym.,	
2012).	 

Hyvinvointia	 tukevaa	 toimintakulttuuria	 voidaan	 kehittää	 positiivisten	 kokemusten	
taustalla	olevia	periaatteita,	ajatus-	ja	toimintamalleja	vuorovaikutuksessa	tunnistamalla	
ja	 tukevaa	 ilmapiiriä	 sekä	 resursseja	 vaalimalla.	 Tutkimuksemme	 ehdottaa,	 että	
toimintakulttuurin	 kehittämisen	 tulisi	 olla	 työyhteisön	 kollektiivinen	 prosessi,	 jossa	
keskeisenä	 tavoitteena	 on	 tunnistaa	 yhteisölle	 ominaisia	 sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	 tukevia	 tekijöitä	 vuorovaikutuksessa.	 Perhoniemi	 ja	 Hakanen	 (2013)	
ehdottavat,	että	toimintakulttuurin	tietoisen	kehittämisen	lisäksi	yhteinen	myönteisten	
tunteiden	 ilmaisu	 ja	 työn	 energisoivien	 tekijöiden	 kollektiivinen	 jakaminen	 voi	 toimia	
positiivisten	 tunteiden	 ja	 voimavarojen	 kerryttämisen	 areenana	 niiden	 säteillessä	
yksilöistä	työyhteisöön.	 

Tiedostaminen,	 toimintatapojen	 tunnistaminen	 ja	 vuorovaikutus	 on	 nähty	 tärkeäksi	
myös	 suhteessa	 tunteiden	 kanssasäätelyyn,	 jota	 pidetään	 keskeisenä	
sosioemotionaalisen	 kompetenssin	 oppimisen	 mahdollisuutena.	 Määritelmällisesti	
kanssasäätelyllä	 on	 tarkoitettu	 lapsen	 käytöksen,	 ajatusten	 ja	 tunteiden	 suuntaamista	
päiväkodin	 odotusten	 ja	 arvojen	 mukaisiksi.		 Tutkimus	 on	 tunnistanut	 kasvattajien	
käyttävän	 sekä	 ennakoivia	 tilannesidonnaisia	 sekä	 reaktiokeskeisiä	
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kanssasäätelystrategioita,	 mutta	 ei	 aina	 tunnistavan	 omia	 toimintamallejaan.	(Colman	
ym.,	 2006;	 Gross,	 2015;	 Kurki	 ym.,	 2014;	 2016;	 2017;	 Volet	 ym.,	2009).	Ajatus-	 ja	
toimintamallien	tunnistaminen	sosioemotionaalisten	tilanteiden	kontekstissa	voisi	tukea	
myös	 kanssasäätelyn	 strategioiden	 tietoista	 oppimista.	 Yhteinen	 sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	 tukevien	 tekijöiden	 tunnistaminen	 johtaa	 kiinnittämään	 huomiota	
vaalittaviin	 resursseihin,	 jotka	 auttavat	 edistämään	 sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	
tukevaa	 toimintakulttuuria.	 Tutkimuksemme	 implikoi	 hyvän	 mielen	 hetkien	
tunnistamisen	 ja	 huomioimisen	 yhdessä	 lasten	 kanssa	 luovan	 mahdollisuuksia	 koko	
päiväkotiyhteisön	 hyvinvoinnin	 vahvistamiselle.	 Hyvän	 mielen	 hetkien	 yhteinen	
tunnistaminen,	niiden	vaaliminen	ja	niihin	liittyvän	positiivisen	käytöksen	huomioiminen	
ja	 vahvistaminen	 voitaisiin	 nähdä	 positiiviseen	 lähestymistapaan	 pohjaavana	
kanssasäätelystrategiana,	 jossa	 keskeistä	 on	 yhteinen	 positiivisten	 tuntemusten	 ja	
kokemusten	 reflektio.	 Tällaiset	 reflektiiviset	 kanssasäätelystrategiat	 laajentavat	
kanssasäätelyn	 käsitettä,	 kasvatustyön	 käytäntöjä	 ja	 toimintamalleja	 sekä	avaavat	
mahdollisuuksia	tulevaisuuden	tutkimukselle.	

Aiempi	 tutkimus	 osoittaa,	 että	 organisatoristen	 tekijöiden	 ja	 toimintaympäristön	
vaikutus	hyvinvointiin	on	merkittävä	(Logan	ym.,	2020),	mutta	hyvinvointiin	vaikuttavia	
organisatorisia	 tekijöitä	 on	 sekä	 varhaiskasvatuksen	 tutkimuksen	 että	 käytännön	
konteksteissa	 huomioitu	 toistaiseksi	 verrattain	 vähän.	 Aiempi	 varhaiskasvattajien	
hyvinvoinnin	 tarkastelu	 on	 jäänyt	 psykologisen,	 yksilön	 hyvinvointia	 painottavan	
määritelmän	varaan.	 Individualisoitu	hyvinvointikäsitys	vastuuttaa	kasvattajaa	omasta	
hyvinvoinnistaan	sekä	toimintatapojensa	johtamisesta	ja	muutoksesta.	Näin	esimerkiksi	
sosiaalisen	kontekstin	ja	toimintakulttuurin	vaikutukset	hyvinvointiin	jäävät	huomiotta.	
(Cumming,	 2017;	 Cumming	 &	 Wong,	 2019).	 Myös	 eettiset	 ja	 poliittiset	 vaikuttimet	
hyvinvointiin	 ovat	 määritelmien	 rajauksen	 vuoksi	 jääneet	 tutkimuksessa	 vähäisiksi.	
Kuitenkin	työpaikkojen	kulttuuria	muokkaavat	sisäisen	yhdistymisen,	eli	 työyhteisöjen	
keskinäisen	 kulttuurin,	 ja	 ulkoisen	 adaptoitumisen,	 eli	 yhteiskunnallisten	 ja	
sosiokulttuuristen	 vaikuttimien,	 tavoitteet	 (Schein,	 1985;	 1992).	 Yhteiskunnallisten	 ja	
sosiaalisten	 normien	 voidaan	 nähdä	 rakentavan	 toimintakulttuuria	 päiväkotiyhteisön	
ulkopuolelta	 ja	 määrittävän	 esimerkiksi	 millaisia	 arvoja	 tai	 asenteita	 kasvatustyössä	
kulloinkin	pidetään	tavoiteltavina	ja	millaisia	resursseja	kasvattajilla	on	toteuttaa	niitä.	
Näkökulman	 laajentaminen	 toimintakulttuuriin	 hyvinvoinnin	 keskeisenä	 tekijänä	 on	
siksi	tarpeen.	Kokonaisvaltainen	hyvinvointikäsitys	tunnustaa,	että	yksilön	hyvinvointiin	
ja	 työskentely-ympäristöön	 vaikuttavat	 useat	 relationaaliset,	 sosiokulttuuriset	 ja	
poliittiset	tekijät,	joiden	kaikkien	tulisi	olla	yhdessä	kasvattajan	kanssa	myös	vastuussa	
hyvinvoinnista.	Näin	hyvinvoinnin	tukemiseen	tulisi	liittää	sekä	psykologisia,	filosofisia	
että	 eettisiä	 ulottuvuuksia	 (Cumming	 &	Wong,	 2019).	 Brunila	 (2014)	 on	 kiinnittänyt	
tutkimuksissaan	 erityistä	 huomiota	 yksilölähtöisten	 ja	 terapeuttisten	 puhetapojen	
yleistymiseen	 hyvinvoinnin	 yhteydessä,	 jolloin	 sen	 suhde	 riippuvaisena	 ulkoisista,	
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esimerkiksi	yhteiskunnallisista,	konteksteista	hämärtyy.	Toimintaympäristö	onkin	syytä	
ottaa	vakavasti	huomioon	sosioemotionaalista	hyvinvointia	tarkasteltaessa	ja	varottava	
rakenteellista	 vallankäyttöä	 kasvattajien	 ja	 lasten	 tunneilmaisuun	 liittyen:	 positiiviset	
tunteet	eivät	saa	muuttua	 työn	tai	kasvatuksen	 imperatiiviksi.	Lisäksi	on	 tunnistettava	
positiivisen,	 voimavarakeskeisen	 lähestymistavan	 rajallisuus	 hyvinvoinnin	
kompleksisten	ilmiöiden	yhteydessä. 

Tutkimuksemme	 tuo	 esiin	 positiiviseen	 psykologiaan	 ja	 organisaatioteorioihin	
perustuessaan	 vaihtoehdon	 vallalla	 olevaan	 sosioemotionaalisiin	 ongelmiin	
keskittyvään	lähestymistapaan.	 Sen	 tarkoituksena	 ei	 ole	 kuitenkaan	 viestiä,	 että	
positiivisuuden	myötä	haastavat	kasvatustilanteet	vähenevät.	Aiemmissa	tutkimuksissa	
on	 todettu	 kasvattajien	 lisääntyvä	 huoli	 sosioemotionaalisista	 vaikeuksista	
varhaiskasvatuksessa	(Koivula	&	Huttunen,	2018;	Määttä	ym.,	2017).	Laajenna	ja	rakenna	
-teorian	 mukaisesti	 ehdotamme,	 että	 positiivinen	 lähestymistapa	 lisää	 ajatus-	 ja	
toimintamallien	 sekä	 resurssien	 repertuaaria	 (Fredrickson,	 1998;	 2001;	 2004;	 2013).	
Kasvattajien	 tunnistama	 reaktiivisuuden	 ja	 samalla	 kuormittumisen	 väheneminen	 on	
merkittävä	 käytännön	 esimerkki	 ajatusmallin	 muutoksen	 myötä	 laajentuneesta	
toimintarepertuaarista.	Vuorovaikutuksessa	se	muuntuu	resurssiksi	suhteessa	vaikeiden	
sosioemotionaalisten	 hetkien	 kohtaamiseen	 ja	 samalla	 hyvän	 mielen	 vahvistamiseen	
kasvatustyössä. 

Tutkimuksen	luotettavuus	ja	eettiset	näkökohdat	

Tutkimuksemme	 tuloksia	 arvioitaessa	 on	 huomioitava,	 että	 tavoitteena	 ei	 ollut	 luoda	
yleiskuvaa	päiväkodin	 toimintakulttuurista.	Tutkimus	keskittyi	nostamaan	esiin	hyvän	
mielen	 hetkiä	 ja	 tunnistamaan	 kuinka	 positiivisella	 vahvistamisella	 voidaan	 rakentaa	
sosioemotionaalista	 hyvinvointia	 ja	 sitä	 tukevaa	 toimintakulttuuria.	 Aineistonostot	
hyvinvoinnin	tekijöistä	toimivat	tapausesimerkkeinä,	mutta	ovat	luonteeltaan	kuvailevia.	
Sen	 sijaan	 ehdotuksella	 yhteisen	 tunnistamisen	 ja	 dialogin	 tärkeydestä	 voidaan	nähdä	
normatiivinen	 luonne.	 Tutkimustulokset	 voi	 nähdä	 teoreettisesti	 yleistettävinä	muihin	
kasvatuskonteksteihin	ja	erityisesti	toimintakulttuurin	tietoinen	tarkastelu	kasvattajien	
käytännön	 kokemusten	 avulla	 operationalisoituna	 voi	 olla	 suositeltavaakin	 eri	
kasvatusympäristöissä.	 Aihepiiri	 vaatii	 kuitenkin	 lisää	 tutkimusta,	 jotta	
yleistettävyydestä	saadaan	lisää	tietoa. 

Tutkimukseen	 osallistuneet	 tiimit	 osallistuivat	 lämpimän	 vuorovaikutuksen	
koulutukseen,	mikä	varmasti	vaikutti	tutkimusaineistoon.	On	kuitenkin	huomioitava,	että	
tutkimukseen	 osallistui	 tiimejä,	 joissa	 sosioemotionaalisia	 haasteita	 koettiin	
merkittävästi.	 Haasteiden	 ja	 hyvinvoinnin	 esteiden,	 eli	 ns.	 negatiivisten	 tapausten	
(Silverman,	 2013;	 Yin,	 2011),	 ilmeneminen	 tutkimusprosessin	 aikana	 viittaa	 aineiston	
autenttisuuteen.	Pyrkimys	sosiaaliseen	suotavuuteen	ei	ylittänyt	haastavista	ja	vaikeista	
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asioista	 puhumista.	 Toisaalta	 negatiiviset	 tapaukset	 vähensivät	
tutkimuksen	anekdotialismia	 (Silverman,	 2013)	 ja	 suojasivat	 yksipuoliselta	 aineistolta.	
Negatiiviset	 tapaukset	 eivät	 kuitenkaan	 kumonneet	 tutkimuksessa	 esiin	 tulleita	
positiivisia	 kokemuksia,	 vaan	 tarjosivat	 kriittisiä	 näkökulmia	 positiiviseen	
lähestymistapaan,	jotka	on	otettava	huomioon	jatkotutkimuksissa	ja	varhaiskasvatuksen	
kehittämisessä	esimerkiksi	tiimien	valmiustaso	huomioimalla.	 

Yhteistutkijuusmenetelmän	 reliabiliteettia	 voi	 arvioida	 aineistonkeruutilanteiden	
perusteella:	 aidot	 vuorovaikutustilanteet	 toivat	 esiin	 osallistujien	 asennoitumisen	
tutkimustilanteita	 ja	 käsiteltäviä	 teemoja	 kohtaan	 sekä	 helpottivat	 keskustelujen	
vakuuttavuuden	 ja	 keskusteltujen	 teemojen	 relevanssin	 arviointia.	 Näitä	 arvioitiin	
tutkijoiden	 keskinäisissä	 triangulaatiokeskusteluissa.	 Myös	 eri	 tutkimusmenetelmien	
(kyselyn	 ja	 yhteistutkijuustapaamisten)	 triangulaatio	 osoitti	 esiin	 nousseen	 tiedon	
samankaltaisuutta	 ja	 siten	 reliabiliteettia.	 Lisäksi	 yhteistutkijuus	 menetelmänä	 toi	
erityisesti	 vastaajavaliditeettia	 tutkimukseen,	 kun	 eri	 vaiheissa	 tehtyjä	 päätelmiä	
käsiteltiin	yhteistutkijuustapaamisissa	(Creswell	&	Miller,	2000).	 

Tutkimukseen	 sisältyi	 monia	 eettistä	 pohdintaa	 vaatineita	 seikkoja:	 tutkimukseen	
osallistujien	työskentely	lasten	kanssa,	lasten	välillinen	osallistuminen	tutkimukseen,	ja	
mahdollisen	 sensitiivisen	 tiedon	 ilmeneminen	 tutkimusaineistossa.	 Tutkimukselle	
haettiin	 yliopiston	 eettinen	 ennakkoarviointi.	 Tutkimusluvat	 pyydettiin	 jokaisen	
osallistuvan	 tiimin	 organisaation	 esimieheltä.	 Kyselytutkimuksen	 osalta	
tiedonhankinnan	 menetelmä	 oli	 standardoitu	 ja	 tutkittavat	 suojattiin	 esimerkiksi	
tietosuoja-asetusten	 (GDPR)	 tarkalla	 seuraamisella,	 informoimalla	 osallistujia	
henkilötietojen	suojaamisesta	ja	anonymisoimalla	kyselyvastaukset.	
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LIITE	1	Yhteistutkijuusryhmien	tunnistamat	sosioemotionaalisen	hyvinvoinnin	keskeisimmät	tekijät	

	 OMA	ROOLI	 	 SUHDE	LAPSEEN	 SUHDE	
TYÖYHTEISÖÖN/	
TYÖHÖN			

MUUT	

	 1	 2	 3	 4	
A	
Sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	
rakentavat	
toimintamallit	
	

-	Aikuinen	antaa	aikaa	
kohtaamiselle	ja	on	
läsnä	
-	Aikuisen	
heittäytyminen	
yhteiseen	leikkiin	ja	
hassutteluun		

-	Irti	alituisesta	
tekemisestä	
olemiseen		
-	Lapselle	
mahdollisuus	
vaikuttaa	
-	Ei	lähdetä	mukaan	
lapsen	tunteeseen		
-	Ei	kuormiteta	lasta	
virheellä		
-	Ei	rajoiteta	lasten	
leikkiä	
		

- -	Tiimien	
itseohjautuvuus	
toimivien	käytäntöjen	
suunnittelussa		
-	Positiivinen	palaute		

- -	Vuorovaikutus	
vanhempien	kanssa		

- -	Pienryhmät	
-	Metsä	
oppimisympäristönä	
	

B	
Sosioemotionaalista	
hyvinvointia	
rakentavat	
ajatusmallit	
	

- -	Aikuisen	roolin	
uudelleenajattelu:	

- kontrolloinnista	
aktiivisuuteen	ja	
ohjaamiseen	

- -	Jyrkkyydestä	
joustamiseen	
tilanteen	lukemisen	ja	
tulkitsemisen	
perusteella	

- -	Aikuinen	toimii	
säätelyapuna	

- -	Aikuinen	ei	
erotuomari,	vaan	
tunteiden	tiedustelija	
ja	sanoittaja	

- -	Aikuinen	toimii	
tarkkailemalla	ja	
huomioimalla	

- -	Aikuinen	on	
”seikkailun	
mahdollistaja”	
-	Aikuisen	tehtävä	
auttaa	lapsi	vaikean	
tilanteen	yli	
		

- -	Kiukun	takana	on	
tarve,	joka	täytyy	
tunnistaa	

- -	Lapsi	haluaa	tehdä	
hyvin	ja	oikein	

- -	Lapsella	oltava	
ensisijaisesti	hyvä	olo	
ja	tunne	tykätyksi	
tulemisesta	
-	Aikuinen	ei	ota	
lapsen	tunteita	
henkilökohtaisesti	

- -	Työtä	voi	kehittää,	
vaikkei	se	tulisikaan	
”valmiiksi”	

- -	Oman	työn	ja	
vaikutusmahdollisuu
ksien	rajojen	
tunnistaminen	

- 	

- 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 								(Taulukko	jatkuu	seuraavalla	sivulla)	
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	 - OMA	ROOLI	 	 - SUHDE	LAPSEEN	 - SUHDE	
TYÖYHTEISÖÖN/	
TYÖHÖN			

- MUUT	

	 - 1	 - 2	 - 3	 - 4	
C	
Rakentava	tapa	olla	
suhteessa	
	

- -	Aikuinen	antaa	aikaa	
luottamuksen	
rakentumiselle		

- -	Aikuinen	auttaa	
lasta	selviämään	
vaikeista	
tuntemuksista	omalla	
läsnäololla	
-	Aikuinen	tunnistaa	
valtansa	suhteessa	
lapseen	

- -	Tasapuolinen	
huomiointi	

- -	Lapsen	
kohtaaminen,	
läsnäolo	

- -	Kosketus	
- -	Vuorovaikutus	

keskittyy	kysymiseen,	
sanoittamiseen	ja	
selvittämiseen	

- -	Vuorovaikutuksessa	
ei	tuomita,	syyllistetä,	
määritellä	lasta	eikä	
puhuta	lapsesta	
pahaa	
-	Tykkäämisen	
osoittaminen	lapselle	

- -	Luottamus	ja	vapaus	
tehdä	työtä	tavallaan		

- -	Sallivuus	kokeilla	ja	
tehdä	virheitä	
tiimissä	

- -	Puhumaan	
oppiminen	ja	avun	
pyytäminen	tiimin	
kesken	

- -	Vuorovaikutuksen	
positiivisuus	ja	
lämpöisyys	

- -	Kannustaminen	

D	
Voimavarojen	
vahvistuminen	

- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	

Sosiaaliset		
voimavarat	

- 	 - -	Lasten	sosiaalisten	
voimavarojen	
vahvistumisen	
seuraaminen	

- -	Tiimin	tuki	
- -	Positiivisuus	
- -	Keskinäinen	

huolenpito,	lämpö,	
myötätunto		

- -	Reiluus			
- -	Yhteinen	visio		
- -	Töissä	saa	olla	

”kokonaisena”	

- -	Vanhempien	
luottamus	

Psykologiset		
voimavarat	

- -	Aikuinen	ei	
provosoidu	lapsen	
tunteista	

	 - -	Erilaisten	
osaamisten	arvostus	

- 	

Kognitiiviset		
voimavarat	

- 	 - -	Ongelmanratkaisu,	
uuden	oppiminen	

- -	Ymmärrys	lapsen	eri	
puolista		

- 	 - 	

E	
Parantunut	terveys,	
hyvinvointi,		
Tyytyväisyys,	
selviytyminen	
	

- -	Parantunut	
selviytyminen	
haastavista	tilanteista	

- -	Mahdollista	säilyttää	
oma	(tyyni,	
positiivinen)	
tunnetila	

- -	Positiivisen	
huomiointi	vahvistaa	
positiivista	

- -	Parantunut	
luottamus	

- -	Parantuneet	
kohtaamiset	

- -	Parantuneet	suhteet	
lapsiin	

- -	”Lapsista	näkee,	että	
me	tehdään	tämä	
hyvin.”	

- -	Parantunut	
tyytyväisyys	
työyhteisöön	ja	sen	
toimintaan	

- 	
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ABSTRACT: Early childhood educators’ socio-emotional wellbeing in the workplace has
emerged as an important factor in education quality. The article reports a co-operative
inquiry study of five teams of early educators. The objective was to study which experiences
and factors promote socio-emotional wellbeing in a daycare context. The data consist of
questionnaire responses and a co-operative inquiry process and were analysed by directed
content analysis guided by a positive approach. The results indicate that socio-emotional
wellbeing is experienced in moments of trust, understanding, and acceptance. A workplace
culture of appreciation, compassion, and affectionate caring emerged as fostering socio-
emotional well-being. The importance of becoming aware of factors that support a
community’s wellbeing and dialogue around them is recognised as important for developing
such culture.

Keywords: social-emotional wellbeing, working culture, co-operative inquiry, positive
approach

Introduction
The aim of early education is to comprehensively promote a child’s development, learning,
and wellbeing (Finnish National Agency for Education [FNAE], 2018) and one critical aspect
of this objective is supporting the development of a child’s socio-emotional skills (see e.g.,
Koivula & Huttunen, 2018; Määttä et al., 2017, p. 8; Pang et al., 2018). Socio-emotional skills
include the expression and management of personal emotions, the dimension of social co-
operation, which consists of five core skills – self-knowledge, self-regulation, self-awareness,
social awareness, and interpersonal relationships – and responsible decision-making
(CASEL, 2013; Denham, 2006; Weissberg et al., 2015). Socio-emotional wellbeing is a
positive development resulting from socio-emotional competence, the realisation of one’s
potential, and inclusion (Barry et al., 2017; Durlak et al., 2011; Mayr & Ulich, 2009; Weissberg
et al., 2015).

The role of early childhood educators has been studied in conjunction with fostering the
child’s socio-emotional development and wellbeing, but the educators’ own socio-emotional
wellbeing  has  received  less  attention  (Cumming  et  al.,  2020),  despite  the  fact  that  a  link
between the educators’ general sense of wellbeing and the child’s positive emotional
development has been demonstrated through empirical research (Cassidy et al., 2017). The
teaching and learning of socio-emotional skills has been linked to mutual “learning about
wellbeing” (Kirvesniemi et al., 2019, p. 29), and positive experiences shared by the educator
and child build socio-emotional wellbeing (Bagdi & Vacca, 2005). The educator’s sense of
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feeling good, particularly their optimism and positivity, impact the educator’s behaviour and,
thus, their encounters with the child and the child’s wellbeing (de Schipper et al., 2008). In
this manner, the educator’s and the child’s wellbeing reflect on each other when realised
positively as well as when jeopardised negatively (Cassidy et al., 2016; Cumming, 2020; de
Schipper et al., 2008; Ylitapio-Mäntylä et al., 2012).

Recently, attention has begun to be paid to organisational factors influencing the
wellbeing of educators in the workplace (Logan et al., 2020). Workplace culture and its
development have emerged as key factors in early education curricula (FNAE, 2018), and the
significance of workplace culture in the development of a child’s socio-emotional skills has
been underscored (FNAE, 2018; Finnish Education Evaluation Centre [FEEC], 2019), yet
more research is needed on the practical and pedagogical quality of the education and the
educator’s performance on the job (Nislin, 2016). Methods of supporting the development
of a child’s socio-emotional skills have been shown to be abundant at daycare centres, but
research into changes to workplace culture that result in socio-emotional development is
required (Määttä et al., 2017). Workplace culture is a broad, abstract concept that weaves
together a workplace’s organisational structures, such as processes and rules determined at
an  official  level,  with  practices  that  form  unofficially  at  the  workplace,  such  as  the
interpretation and application of rules, the subsequent norms that form through interaction,
and the actions that result (Brotherus, 2004; Giddens, 1984; Schein, 1985; 1996). Workplace
culture  is  used  to  build  the  educator’s  work  environment  and  the  child’s  learning
environment, which impact both the educator’s and child’s experiences of wellbeing (Cassidy
et al., 2017).

The wellbeing of educators has been overshadowed by the wellbeing of the child as both
a subject of research and a priority in education, despite there being justification for treating
them as equally important (Cumming et al., 2020). Gaps exist in the research when it comes
to educators’ experiences of wellbeing in socio-emotional contexts (Jones et al., 2019), and
there is a lack of research data on the relationship between workplace culture and educator
experiences of wellbeing. Importantly, a positive approach to wellbeing and fostering socio-
emotional skills has received minimal attention in previous Finnish studies of early
education when compared to an approach that focuses on socio-emotional challenges
(Ylitapio-Mäntylä et al., 2012).

This article adapts Fredrickson’s (1998; 2001; 2004; 2013) broaden-and-build theory
to conceive of socio-emotional wellbeing as being built in a positive cycle from instances the
educator experiences as moments of feeling good. Data collected from the educators through
surveys and co-operative-inquiry processes increases our understanding of resources,
models  of  thinking  about  and  doing  things,  and  ways  of  being  in  relation  to  others  that
promote socio-emotional wellbeing. In conclusion, the article applies the positive cycle
depicting socio-emotional wellbeing to the concept of workplace culture and potential ways
of developing workplace cultures that foster wellbeing. The study answers the need, laid out
in previous research (Kirvesniemi et al., 2019; Määttä et al., 2017), to understand in greater
detail the impact of everyday moments on socio-emotional wellbeing in the daycare
environment. In addition, the study creates understanding of the broad, abstract concept of
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workplace culture in the context of day-to-day educator experiences and their impact on
wellbeing.

“Broaden-and-build”: Positive experiences and wellbeing
In this study, socio-emotional wellbeing and its construction are examined using the classic
“broaden-and-build” theory of positive psychology (Fredrickson, 1998; 2001; 2004; 2013).
According to the theory, an individual’s positive emotions and experiences – moments of
feeling good – facilitate the emergence of new models of thinking and operating and create
new ways of being in relation to others. These new ways of thinking and operating and new
relationship models, for their part, reinforce resources and assets, leading to an increase in
wellbeing. The improved wellbeing is experienced positively, and so the positive cycle begins
again (see Figure 1).

In this article, the broaden-and-build theory is applied to the work of educators. The
theory has previously been studied in conjunction with attachment theory, and the cycle of
positive development has been confirmed (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2020; Schiffrin, 2014).
Schiffrin’s (2014) findings indicate that children experience positive emotions when
educators respond sensitively to their needs, which promotes the children’s development.

Positive organisational theory examines organisational change as a consequence of
positive experiences and dynamics being reinforced (see e.g., Cameron, 2008), and a positive
cycle has also been identified as an organising phenomenon. Positive emotions change
groups, communities, and organisations through changes at the individual level. For
instance, individuals behave more empathetically and are more helpful as a result of positive
emotions,  and  the  helpfulness  results  in  positive  emotions  for  the  parties  receiving  and
giving the help. The theory proposes positive emotions as collectively encouraging models
of thinking and doing that reinforce positivity as they spread through a community. In this
manner,  a  positive  cycle  formed  through  a  self-reinforcing  chain  of  events  can  form  in  a
community, shaping the community to be more unified, harmonious, and moral.
(Fredrickson, 2003).

The transfer of positive experiences of wellbeing has been little researched; rather, the
research to date has emphasised the study of negative experiences and interactions
(Perhoniemi & Hakanen, 2013). The broaden-and-build theory is one of the few empirically
supported theories that examines the interaction between emotion-based and cognitive,
hedonistic, and eudaimonic elements in the construction of a positive cycle of wellbeing
(Peiró et al., 2014; Tugade et al., 2004).

The broaden-and-build theory is reminiscent of the theory of resource preservation
presented by Hobfoll (see e.g., Hobfoll, 2011), in which the individual’s efforts to preserve
and increase one’s own material, emotional, and social resources is key. The accumulation
and transfer of resources that foster wellbeing through social behaviour and interaction in
work communities has begun to receive attention in organising contexts. (Halbesleben &
Wheeler, 2015; Perhoniemi & Hakanen, 2013).
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FIGURE 1 The broaden-and-build theory (Fredrickson, 1998; 2001; 2004; 2013).

The meaningfulness of work and eudaimonic wellbeing
Nonetheless, positive experiences and emotions do not refer exclusively to experiences of
pleasure. It is the experiencing of positive meanings, or meaningfulness, that is essential
(Rosso et al., 2010). Meaningfulness can be experienced by, for instance, seeing small acts as
part  of  a  greater  whole  of  doing  good,  concentrating  using  one’s  competence  to  solve
problems, or by helping others empathetically (see e.g., Martela & Pessi, 2018; Steger et al.,
2017). The broaden-and-build theory emphasises the intertwined nature of pleasure and
meaningfulness: a sense of feeling good is often sparked in conjunction with experiences of
meaningfulness (Fredrickson, 2003). Hence, experiences of meaningfulness can also be
difficult in nature, as opposed to unambiguously positive (Bailey & Madden, 2016).

The experience of meaningfulness has been defined as essential to eudaimonic
wellbeing. According to its classic definition, eudaimonic wellbeing is based on doing good
and good action, while hedonistic wellbeing is based on pleasure and sensual gratification
(Aristotle, 1989). Eudaimonic wellbeing springs from autonomic activity motivated by one’s
internal values (Ryan et al., 2008), personal growth, self-realisation (Waterman, 1993), and
the opportunity to live a life filled with meaningfulness, purpose, and personal growth.
Connection  to  others  is  also  key  (Ryff  &  Singer,  2008).  In  the  context  of  working  life,
eudaimonic wellbeing has been seen as resulting from meaningful work (MW): working
toward a goal greater than oneself (Chalofsky & Cavallaro, 2019) or pushing through a
challenge to a positive end result have been associated with eudaimonic wellbeing at work
(Straume & Vittersø, 2012).
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In studies of early childhood education, a useful and clarifying debate about definitions
of wellbeing has taken place recently, revealing that definitions of wellbeing, and thus its
measurement, have concentrated primarily on wellbeing as an individual and hedonistic
concept. There has been a call for examinations of eudaimonic wellbeing. (Hall-Kenyon et al.,
2014;  Jennings  et  al.,  2020;  Jones  et  al.,  2019).  It  has  been  argued  that,  by  definition,  the
wellbeing of educators ought to be studied as a comprehensive concept bringing together a
number of contexts: the individual, the relational, the socio-cultural, the political, and the
work environment (Cumming & Wong, 2019). The importance of examining these various
contexts has also been emphasised in conjunction with research into meaningful work and
eudaimonic wellbeing (Lysova, 2019).

Workplace culture and wellbeing in early childhood education
Work environment and socio-cultural factors have been seen as significantly impacting the
overall wellbeing of educators (Cumming & Wong, 2019); the concept of workplace culture
describes these contexts well and as such has become a significant factor in the quality of
early childhood education, in guiding its aims and their realisation (FEEC, 2019; FNAE,
2018). Workplace culture draws from the concepts of professional and organisational
culture  and  from  organisational  research  (Kardos  et  al.,  2001).  Workplace  culture  can  be
examined as an organising level at which official structures and procedures entwine with
unofficial practices and individual activity (Brotherus, 2004; Giddens, 1984; Schein, 1985;
1996). Workplace culture is also impacted by professional cultures, comprising the beliefs,
norms, and practices regarding the work of educators shared among those belonging to the
culture and evidenced in their actions (Brotherus, 2004; Hargreaves, 1994).

In the introduction to the Finnish National Agency for Education’s early education
curriculum (2018, p. 28) workplace culture is defined as “a historically and culturally formed
way of doing things that takes shape in interaction within the community”; it is formed of
values, principles, interpretation of the norms that steer work and objectives, ways of
working, co-operation, interaction, and atmosphere. Workplace culture is impacted by the
staff’s competence and grasp of development as well as by the way operations are led and
organised. The workplace culture of educators is steered by values, attitudes, and ways of
doing things and interacting within the community that the children then adopt. In the
Finnish Educational Evaluation Centre’s indicators of early childhood education quality
(2019), workplace culture is seen as a process factor that describes how the objectives and
factors of the education and that have a direct link to the child’s experiences are realised. In
order to develop workplace culture, educators are encouraged to observe their own actions
and behaviour and to identify and correct unhoped-for characteristics of the culture (OPH,
2018).

Nevertheless, an imbalance has been seen between educators’ operational actions and
workplace culture, in which the range of practices and divergent understandings form
multifaceted conceptions of the culture and make it difficult to grasp (Mowrey, 2020). It is
easy for the concept of workplace culture to remain amoebic, which poses a challenge in
terms of its development. There is a lack of research data regarding, for instance, the
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relationship between workplace culture and educator wellbeing and how workplace culture
can foster wellbeing (Cumming et al., 2020; Cumming & Wong, 2019; Jones et al., 2019).

The wellbeing of educators is often investigated from the perspective of problems in it,
such as instance, stress, exhaustion, and burnout (Jones et al., 2019), and efforts to develop
workplace culture are problem-based (Ylitapio-Mäntylä et al., 2012). Challenging
educational situations have been shown to have a significant impact on the wellbeing of early
childhood educators (Ahonen, 2015; Viitala, 2014). Challenging educational situations and
some children’s need for special socio-emotional support put a strain on professional
educators, resulting in feelings of helplessness and experiences of inability to function in the
situation (see e.g., Ahonen, 2015; Alter et al., 2013; Butler & Monda-Amaya, 2016; Viitala,
2014;  Westling,  2010).  A  challenging  and  chaotic  work  environment  that  does  not  offer
support for educator wellbeing can lead to stress and exhaustion and impact the educator’s
professional identity, commitment to their work, pedagogy, ability to react, attitudes toward
the child and, thus, the child’s socio-emotional development (Ahonen, 2015; Buettner et al.,
2016; Jennings et al., 2020; Jeon et al., 2014; 2016; Nislin, 2016; Roberts et al., 2016;
Whitaker et al., 2015). Educator stress has been linked to the educator’s capacity to offer
children emotional support and to quality of pedagogy (Penttinen et al., 2020). Furthermore,
the educators’ own wellbeing, emotional regulation, and socio-emotional skills are linked to
ability to react in rapidly developing, challenging situations (Jeon & Ardeleanu, 2020).

On the other hand, challenging situations are seen as valuable opportunities for learning
socio-emotional skills. In these instances, children benefit from the support in emotional
regulation offered by the educator, or co-regulation. The aims of co-regulation have been
defined as supporting the child’s inclusion by shaping the child’s thoughts, behaviour, and
emotions to align with the values and contexts of the daycare centre (Colman et al., 2006;
Kurki et al., 2014; 2016; 2017; Volet et al., 2009). Two types of co-regulation strategies have
been identified in the literature: predictive, situation-specific strategies, in which the aim is
to consider the situation when, for instance, influencing action before an emotional reaction,
and reaction-specific strategies, in which the focus is on understanding and processing the
child’s  emotion  after  it  has  emerged  (Gross,  2015;  Kurki  et  al.,  2018).  It  has  been
demonstrated that educators are not always aware of the co-regulation strategies they
employ. Nevertheless, these strategies have an impact on the child’s development and it
would be beneficial for educators to both learn and identify methods of co-regulation that
would  help  the  child  recognise  their  feelings  and  learn  from  them,  instead  of  using  co-
regulation exclusively to deal with challenging educational situations. (Kurki et al., 2014;
2016; 2017). Co-regulation could also play a significant role in supporting the wellbeing of
educators and children, if it were viewed as a strategic way of reinforcing positive emotions.

A workplace environment the educator experiences as positive has been shown to have
a positive impact on the meaning of educational work: on encountering the child, inclusion
and  behaviour  of  the  child,  and  offering  the  child  emotional  support  (Cumming  &  Wong,
2019; de Schipper et al., 2008; Jennings, 2015). As an organising factor, educator wellbeing
has been demonstrated to impact the organising of tasks, sufficient staffing, compensation,
support within the team, physical and emotional safety, and the visibility of educator
wellbeing (Logan et al., 2020). In addition, a positive organising atmosphere has been shown
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to indirectly promote the subjective wellbeing of educators by supporting emotional
regulation (Jeon & Ardeleanu, 2020). Indeed the workplace wellbeing of educators ought to
be examined as a whole, the understanding of which requires surveying educator
conceptions regarding what creates a positive work environment, workplace culture, and
work atmosphere (Cumming & Wong, 2019).

Research questions and execution of the study

Aims of the study and research questions
The objective of the study is to increase understanding of building a workplace culture that
fosters socio-emotional wellbeing in the environment of early childhood education, and to
do so based on the the broaden-and-build theory (Fredrickson, 1998; 2001; 2004; 2013) and
its applications in positive organisational theory (Fredrickson, 2003). The study suggests,
alongside identification and correction of unhoped-for characteristics, a positive approach
to developing the workplace culture in which the culture is developed by identifying
moments and practices that foster wellbeing. The study relies on the co-operative inquiry
method (Heron, 1996; Heron & Reason, 2006), which increases inductive understanding
based on employee experiences.

The study seeks to answer the question:

Of what elements and how is a workplace culture that fosters socio-emotional wellbeing
constructed?

The objective is approached through two sub-questions:

1. What kinds of experiences of socio-emotional wellbeing do employees identify in their
day-to-day work?
2. What kinds of thought models, operational models, and resources do the employees
describe as fostering socio-emotional wellbeing in their work?

Execution of the study

Data collection
The study’s primary sample was formed of five teams of early childhood educators from four
daycare centres. A co-operative inquiry process was carried out separately with each of the
teams in autumn 2019. In addition, two questionnaires were used to collect data (see Table
1). The teams participating in the study also participated in a training on fostering
affectionate interaction led by a party from an institution of higher education; the present
study was carried out alongside this training. Nevertheless, the focus of the study was
employee experiences and wellbeing, whereas the training focused on the interaction
between children and adults. The participating teams were selected by the municipal
leadership responsible for early childhood education.

Table 1. The data collection process
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PHASE OF DATA
COLLECTION

NUMBER OF
INFORMANTS

TOPIC OF INTEREST

Questionnaire

April- May 2019 30 Socio-emotionally challenging and successful
situations in day-to-day work

April-May 2020 5 Positive experiences and emotions, ways of
doing things, competency, resources

Co-operative inquiry teams from daycare centres. Each meeting 1.5 in
duration

Initial session

August 2019

dcA1 27 Aug 2019

dcB1 28 Aug 2019

dcB2 29 Aug 2019

dcC 23 Aug 2019

dcD 19 Aug 2019

No. of participants

22

5

4

3

5

5

Identifying development needs: what elements
of my work make me feel good? Positive
experiences and feelings

Follow-up session

October 2019

dcA 29 Oct 2019

dcB1 30 Oct 2019

dcB2 31 Oct 2019

dcC 17 Oct 2019

dcD 14 Oct 2019

No. of participants

 17

4

3

4

3

3

Illustrating the dream result: what could daycare
be like at its best?

Models of thinking and acting, competence,
resources

1 Daycare
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Final session

December 2019

dcA 17 Dec 2019

dcB1 18 Dec 2019

dcB2 19 Dec 2019

dcC 10 Dec 2019

dcD Dec 2019

No. of participants
22

4

5

5

4

4

Sharing experiences and collective meaning-
making: what ways of doing things do we want to
continue and what resources do we want to
develop?

The elements of and ways to build a workplace
culture that supports socio-emotional wellbeing

Questionnaire
A total of 30 early childhood educators responded to the first study questionnaire in the
spring of 2019, 9 of whom were early childhood education teachers, 19 daycare personnel,
1 a special needs instructor, and 1 a daycare director. The respondents were very
experienced in their work: 37 % of them had worked in the field 10–20 years and 37 % over
20 years. Approximately half of the respondents were over and half under 45 years old. No
men participated in the study. The majority of those who responded to the questionnaire
also participated in the co-operative inquiry.

In the questionnaire, respondents were asked to describe experiences of socio-
emotionally successful and, conversely, socio-emotionally challenging situations through
open-ended questions. The descriptions of these experiences served as data in presenting
answers to the first of the research sub-questions.

A second questionnaire was targeted at uncovering what sort of positive experiences
employees describe in their day-to-day work and what sort of models of doing things and
competence are related to those experiences (sub-question 2). The questionnaire was sent
in the spring of 2020, but the unusual circumstances resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic
impacted the number of responses: only 5 were received. At this point respondents were not
identified, and demographic information was not collected.

Co-operative inquiry
The research process was based on the co-operative inquiry research methodology
developed by Heron and Reason (2006). Co-operative inquiry emphasises the study of a
phenomenon in co-operation with those for whom the phenomenon is relevant, instead of
researching those impacted by the phenomenon. In this manner, the community being
“researched” forms the “research team.” The methodology stresses the various
epistemologies that may reveal data and recognises four ways of knowing: experiential,
presentational, propositional, and practical. As a research paradigm, co-operative inquiry
challenges traditional research by involving the possibility of social change: at its best, co-
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operative inquiry facilitates reflection, dialogue, and change-oriented action welling up from
within the research team. (Heron & Reason, 2006).

The co-operative inquiry took place August–December 2019 through the co-operation
of 2 researchers and five teams consisting of a total of 22 early childhood educators. The
researchers met with each team three times and steered the continuation of the teams’
research between meetings. Before each meeting, the researchers prepared a summary of
the data collected to that point, and during the meetings, the researchers and the early
childhood educators analysed and interpreted the data together. In those meetings, one of
the researchers acted as facilitator and the other documented the discussion.

Heron (1996, p. 56) defines the co-operative inquiry process as consisting of multiple
phases in which the alternating of experiments and reflection is key. In this study, there were
five such phases: (1) identifying the subject of research, (2) data collection, (3) narrowing
the subject of research, (4) experiential deep-dives into the phenomenon being researched,
and (5) collective meaning-making and agreeing on a plan for the next phase.

The teams’ research process began during the initial meeting, in which the phenomenon
of socio-emotional wellbeing was asserted as the subject of the co-operative inquiry and
identifying sources of feeling good in one’s day-to-day work was focused on as a concrete
manifestation of this wellbeing (phase 1). Methods of conscious, accepting presence were
applied as a data-collection method in order to help participants access their own
experiences. Pausing helped participants take a moment with their own experiences amid
their day-to-day tasks and, on the other hand, elicit individual experiences before they were
discussed among the team. At the moment of observation, the pause was seen to facilitate
the elicitation of experiential and practical knowledge important to the employee and
employee experiences of what generates a good feeling for them in their day-to-day work.

After the meeting, the teams continued the inquiry process by investigating what
produces a good feeling for the children at their daycares (phase 2). The teams ideated a
research method that worked for them: they asked the children to draw or photograph or
they conversed with the children and their parents. During this phase, the emphasis was on
the presentational knowledge produced by the children, which the educators fleshed out in
writing before delivering the data to the researchers. The researchers collected and
classified the data, which revealed that the things at the daycare that generated the most
sense of feeling good were playing, the outdoors, and movement, which were associated with
connection and affectionate encounters with other children and adults. In addition, the
researchers prepared a summary of the educators’ sources of feeling good while at work (See
Table 2)

The next meeting of the researchers and teams began with a review of the summaries
and both the children’s and early childhood educators’ sources of feeling good. The findings
were discussed within the teams, as was their correspondence with their experiences (sub-
question 1). The teams continued their work by drawing a collective image of the daycare of
their dreams: what it would be like to work there and how things would work there. Drawing
was used so the phenomenon would be described intuitively and on an inquiry basis. The
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teams were requested to flesh out the drawn image by writing, in order to generate
classification and theorising as well as dialogue sparked by the varying manifestations of
knowledge and dialectic development of collective understanding of the subject of research
(phase 3).

After the meeting, the teams continued their research by identifying existing day-to-day
situations, activities, and acts that already create the daycare of collective dreams as well as
by testing various ways of doing things in day-to-day situations (phase 4) (research sub-
question 2). Experiential deep-dives into the phenomenon being studied is the foundation of
co-operative inquiry. Diving into and observing one’s own way of doing things, testing
various ways of doing things, and acknowledging others’ ways of doing things facilitates the
generation of deep experiential understanding and new insights. Action and reflection come
together in this experiential dive, and at its best it leads to the joy of learning new things,
when a new practice opens up opportunities and the world from a new perspective. In phase
4, practical and experiential knowledge were combined with written knowledge, as the
employees experimented with various ways of doing things, pondered on and shared their
experiences, and wrote them down.

At the final meeting of the researchers and the teams, the group returned to the daycare
of collective dreams drawn in the previous meeting and the observations that emerged
during the action phase (phase 5). At first, everyone reported their own experiences, after
which  the  group  discussed  observations  on  their  own  way  and  the  team’s  way  of  doing
things. The group then discussed the experiences shared and how they varied. The teams
constructed a collective understanding of socio-emotional wellbeing (primary research
question) by sharing experiences of changes in their way of doing things and of new skills
(transformative inquiry) and by reflecting their experiences of what they had learned against
the theoretical information communicated by the researchers (informative inquiry). The
emphases regarding needs for and ways of developing socio-emotional wellbeing varied by
team, and decisions regarding continuing the current ways of doing things were assigned
varying emphasis.

Analysis of the data
Adapting Silverman (2013), analysis and data collection overlapped with each other. The
researchers prepared a preliminary analysis and categorisation of themes after every co-
operative inquiry meeting; the data was analysed through collective discussion at the
following meeting. This made it possible to triangulate and confirm the key information that
emerged during the analysis among the co-operative inquiry team. Approximately 50 pages
of documentation of the co-operative inquiry meetings and 35 questionnaire responses were
collected.

In the directed content analysis, the data analysis was guided by the categories of the
broaden-and-build theory in five iterative phases: compiling the data, unpacking, re-
compiling, interpretation, and drawing of conclusions (Yin, 2011). The researchers compiled
the data into two separate datasets (questionnaire-based data & data from co-operative
inquiry) in word-processing software and conducted various analyses of it. The data was
unpacked into parts; its subsequent organisation into clusters was tested through multiple
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iterations of reading and coding. At this point, the data was organised into different
categories for children’s socio-emotional wellbeing and educators’ socio-emotional
wellbeing and topics of conversation that rose repeatedly. As typical for the unpacking phase,
this process involved data-directed testing, trial, and error, and rejecting of contents
irrelevant to the research questions (Yin, 2011). In the end, the data was re-compiled
according to the principles of the broaden-and-build theory with a focus on distinguishing
the kinds of experiences the educators described as models of thinking that fostered
wellbeing,  models  of  doing  things  that  fostered  wellbeing,  and  resources  and  assets  that
fostered wellbeing that they had experienced as working for them socio-emotionally. In
addition, the data was examined to determine whether the co-operative inquiry groups
described improved wellbeing during their discussions. In the data, positive feelings
(category  a),  ways  of  thinking  and  ways  of  doing  things  (category  b),  and  resources  and
assets (category c) were intertwined frequently and to a high degree, as illustrated by the
following example:

I feel like a situation is meaningful when our co-operation produces good for a child.
[When] we shape the environment, think about the things we do, use aids. But especially
when one of the educators expresses an insight and the need to change their way of doing
things. The moments when someone comes up to me, thrilled to tell me about success in
fostering a child’s wellbeing based on the plan/thinking we’ve done are particularly
special. Or when the educators themselves have had an insight and seen a solution to
some challenge.

All categories were found in the data in four different contexts: in relation to the educator’s
own way of doing things, in relation to the children, in relation to the work community, and
in relation to random contexts (others). The experiences were compiled, assigned general
titles,  and  these  findings  were  compiled  into  a  table  (see  Table  3  and  Appendix  1).  The
researchers exchanged datasets, compared analyses, and discussed until, as the result of
several exchange iterations, they reached unanimity about the key summarised themes
(Eskola & Suoranta, 1998).

Last of all, the factors of socio-emotional wellbeing described by the educators were
interpreted by mirroring the concept of workplace culture against the broaden-and-build
theory. At the interpretation phase, the educators’ experiences were re-compiled to describe
the sort of experiences that build a workplace culture fostering socio-emotional wellbeing
and how these experiences fit into the positive cycle presented in the broaden-and-build
theory. At this stage, the factors contributing to workplace culture presented in the early
childhood education curriculum (FNAE, 2018, p. 28) were broken down into categories:
values and principles, norms and objectives, ways of working, co-operation, interaction and
atmosphere, staff competence, management structures, and planning and evaluation of
operations.

Findings and their interpretation

Themes related to moments of feeling good
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Positive feelings and experiences related to socio-emotionally successful moments and
situations were identified in the questionnaire data and the data from the co-operative
inquiry. Classification of feelings was utilised as an aid in this analysis (Plutchik, 2000). The
most common themes to arise were trust (28 mentions), acceptance (20 mentions), and
understanding (8 mentions). These themes are reviewed in Table 2, along with examples
from the questionnaire and co-operative inquiry data.

TABLE 2 The most representative positive feelings and experiences described by educators

(Q= data from questionnaires, C = data from co-operative inquiry)

POSITIVE FEELING /
EXPERIENCE

EXAMPLES FROM THE DATA

Acceptance

Warm, accepting
presence/time with the
children

Chatting and interacting, joy at being reunited. It feels good to come to work
and see all the lovely children. A sense of belonging, I feel at home at work.
(Q)

The moment when we’re doing something with the children in small groups
and there’s no rush to move on to the next thing. There’s time to talk, play,
or the activity goes without conflict and the mood is relaxed and trusting.
Doing activities in small groups has often created such moments and
especially afterwards I feel really good. (Q)

The moments in the morning when I’m the first one here and I welcome the
children, then I have time to talk when there’s nothing else distracting me…
we share secrets… we can just be and there’s not a lot of pressure to do
anything. (C)

warm spirit of co-
operation within the
team

Excitement in planning new things together and working with a good,
functioning team. When the team works well, the groups of children also
often work well, and by working toward the same goal we can also do a
better job supporting each other as individuals. (Q)

Co-workers. When you walk from there to there and you hear others saying
hi or offering some nice remark, nothing big, just hello. (C)

You can be yourself, make mistakes – as long as you apologise. A good
atmosphere. Things are resolved, we talk to each other, encourage each
other, can have a laugh, can deal with issues, even challenging ones. (C)

Trust
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Trust has been
established with child

When the child is heard and understood – the child feels good, help,
happiness, joy – the joy of work, the relationship and trust grows stronger.
(Q)

Presence and trust have formed, it’s nice and meaningful. Trust is related to
getting to know each other. You’re involved and bring yourself into the
interaction, not just the child establishing contact. (C)

Trust in one’s colleagues
and superior

When the child is heard and understood – the child feels good, help,
happiness, joy – the joy of work, the relationship and trust grows stronger.
(Q)

Presence and trust have formed, it’s nice and meaningful. Trust is related to
getting to know each other. You’re involved and bring yourself into the
interaction, not just the child establishing contact. (C)

Understanding

Learning to understand
the child and succeeding
in interaction with them

[…] The importance of knowing every child well. […] These relationships are
more resilient when dealing with the entire range of emotions and help
support the child in understanding and dealing with their feelings. (Q)

Yesterday this one child and I wrote about what the children like, and there
have been power struggles with this child, and then there was this different
sort of moment and I saw another side of this child. When you get a macho
or shy one to open up and get under the shell a little… (Co-worker picks up
here): the macho kid in the nap room says “I’m thirsty, I have a headache.”
This is how he asks a grownup to come close and coddle him. (C)

The positive moments, experiences, and feelings that appeared in the data were
summarised into three themes: acceptance, trust, and understanding. Worth noting in these
themes are their social and relational context. Moments of feeling good were described in
relation to the children and the team, and the positive principles of building connection were
emphasised  in  the  themes.  Feeling  good  emerges  in  connection  to  children:  shared  joy,
exhilaration, and feeling good as well as in the realising of their best interests, the meeting
of their needs, and the observing of their development. Feeling good was experienced in
relation to the children’s enthusiasm for learning, their being understood, tolerating feelings,
safety, and expressing trust and vulnerability. In addition, acceptance, trust, and
understanding appeared in relation to the work community: collective doing, a warm team
spirit, tolerance, and mutual respect created trust and acceptance. In particular when related
to the wellbeing of others, the moments of feeling good represent eudaimonic wellbeing.
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Factors broadening and building socio-emotional wellbeing

During  the  co-operative  inquiry  meetings,  the  focus  was  on  recognising  what  sorts  of
thinking and doing represent socio-emotional wellbeing, and in what factors – resources,
assets, and quality of wellbeing – it manifests. In the analysis, experiences were classified in
relation to different contexts of education work: in relation to the educator’s own action, to
the children, to the work community, and others (for instance, in relation to
parents/educational methods). Table 3 presents the results of this phase. These key contents
emerging from the data are presented in greater detail in Appendix 1.

Ways of thinking about and doing things that foster socio-emotional wellbeing: from being out
of control to listening, encountering, and saying nice things

The educators noted their own actions and the role of the educator as one important factor
in fostering socio-emotional wellbeing. Being present and encountering the child rose as a
central way of doing things that fostered socio-emotional wellbeing – dedicating time to

TABLE 3. Summary of central factors of socio-emotional wellbeing as identified by the co-operative
inquiry groups

MY ROLE RE: CHILD RE: WORK
COMMUNITY/WORK

OTHER

- Time, being
authentically involved,
being present in
encounters, building
trust

- Role change from
controller to observer
and helper based on
observations and
“facilitator of
adventure”

- Must recognise my
power over the child

- Not being provoked
or weighed down by
the child’s feelings

- A positive view of the
child

- Showing I like them

- Not being weighed
down by the child’s
feelings

- Positive, mutually
vulnerable, beautiful
interaction with the
child

- Touch

- The child’s freedom
to play and be and
chance to have a say

- A sense of being
enough

- The chance to
recognise where I have
an influence and what
is my responsibility

- Self-direction, the
freedom to do things
my way, trust in
everyone’s
competence

- Fundamental warmth
in team relations

- Open
communication, asking
for and offering help

- Range of methods,
learning environments
(the forest, small
groups, etc.)

- Trust and interaction
with parents

- Warm interaction
and encouragement
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building trust, being instead of doing, and joining in the child’s play (Appendix 1, A1).
Acknowledging the adult’s power and a change in behaviour from controller to a sensitive
observer of, inquirer into, verbaliser of the child’s feelings and a resource for helping the
child regulate their feelings emerged as a significant model of thinking about things
(Appendix 1, B1). Recognising the adult’s power in relation to the child was understood as
being essential to this change. One of the employees related an observation about her
unintentional wielding of power in a day-to-day interaction. The child was afraid of having
made a mistake and of a question the educator asked possibly leading to a reprimand:

The adult has incredible power […] When you’re honest with yourself, the look on that
child’s face is fearful. I had a moment yesterday when [a child] told [the other children
in the dining room] that you can only have cucumber if it’s on a sandwich, and the child
was afraid when I ask[ed] why did you say that?, even though the child just wanted to
help the adult. The child is frightened, is afraid of the adult. Children want to do what’s
right.

Observing the child’s emotional state and situations and understanding and helping the child
instead of judging and defining them was seen as central to the educator’s work (Appendix
1, B2, C2, A2). In the data, relinquishing controlling and defining the child represented a way
of thinking that fosters wellbeing that formed into a way of doing things and being in relation
to children:

The child says: I can’t. The adult says: that’s OK, I’ll help you, let’s go together. The adult
doesn’t say: come on, I know you know how. No one here says anymore that these are
things  you  have  to  learn,  since  next  year  you’re  going  to  be  old  enough  to  go  to
kindergarten or school. The child doesn’t have to be responsible for what happens next
year. Not making a child feel guilty for not knowing how to do something. The important
thing is to make the child feel good and feel good about themselves by saying I’ll help
you. When the child feels good about themselves, they’ll start trying and won’t have to
resist, since whatever skills they have at that moment are enough.

In a way of being in relation with the children that fostered socio-emotional wellbeing,
interaction was seen as having a large impact on realising a model of thinking that did not
involve controlling or labelling the child (Appendix 1, C2). One team had made a decision
regarding  a  systematic  way  of  doing  things  that  meant  children  are  never  referred  to  in
negative tones in any context:

None of us adults every speak ill of the children, that he’s this way or she’s that way, at
[our daycare] none of us adults criticise the children. We’re all on the same page, we can
think about if he’s coming down with something or did her mom say she hadn’t slept
well. You free up energy for yourself when you don’t say he’s difficult or irritating but
there’s always some reason for it in the background and we try to think together what
the reason is. Talk is terribly important, how we talk about a child, that we don’t call
children  difficult,  instead  the  difficulty  is  separate  from  the  child.  Every  day  [I  say]
something positive to the child. You’re a great kid, but I don’t like what you’re doing.
What happens isn’t the child’s personality.
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Resources fostering socio-emotional wellbeing: the team’s support, refusing to be provoked, and
looking beyond behaviour

The educators described an increase in social, psychological, and cognitive resources in
acknowledged ways of thinking about and doing things as well as in ways of being in relation
to others. A positive relation-based connection within the team was highlighted as a social
resource: support and mutual caretaking as well as warmth, empathy, and positivity among
the team. The valuing of and trust in various competencies within the team emerged as a
psychological resource (Appendix 1, D3).

Our team works, we share the same vision. We don’t always get a chance to talk, but we
work really well together as a team, since we’re on the same page from the start. No
matter what we do, we do it together, we’re a group who looks after each other – this is
communicated and evident even in the way the kids talk.

The resources related to children were psychological. The insight that a child’s emotional
outburst doesn’t need to be taken personally was critical for some employees in terms of
their own wellbeing (Appendix 1, D1, B2). Refusing to be take on the child’s feelings linked
naturally to socio-emotional wellbeing-fostering ways of thinking about a child who is out of
control.

It has been so liberating to realise I’m not responsible for anyone feelings but my own.
If a child is screaming, they fully have the right to express their feelings. All you have to
do is go over and ask if something happened. And from that the situation starts [being
resolved], it surprises us every day. In that moment your own emotional state remains
such that you don’t take let any sparks get to you, you just [say] “come here.” When your
own emotional state remains stable, you don’t gather negative energy to yourself even
if the children are struggling with their own growth.

Cognitive resources are often related to new skills and learning, such as strengthened
problem-solving abilities. The educators similarly described understanding the child as a
significant cognitive resource. Understanding the reasons for the child’s behaviour  was seen
as important, as was understanding of the different sides of the child (Appendix 1, D2).

Sometimes when someone is throwing a tantrum and we start unpacking it, it turns out
to be sadness […] when we’re able to turn a moment of rage inside out and reveal that
it’s sadness or missing mommy, then the child’s suffering melts away and lets the
sadness show, that it wasn’t anger after all. Oh, if only we were always able to get close
to the child and always knew how to do things right.

Improved wellbeing: moving away from reactivity

Improved wellbeing was described particularly in an increased ability to preserve one’s
emotional stability to not be provoked by challenges encountered, not take them personally,
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and when interacting, not encounter an agitated child in a state of agitation oneself
(Appendix 1, E1).

The child can also get over an emotional outburst when you turn the situation to
conversation and the adult refuses to be provoked.

The examples express how socio-emotional wellbeing does not require perpetual positivity
but rather a refusal to be provoked and practicing neutral interaction instead of reactivity.
This insight was expressed during the inquiry processes thus:

When the child comes with their fists raised, you don’t go into it with your voice raised
and a bossy attitude, what is it this time?, but you accept the child, what’s wrong?

Calm adults produce calm children, shouting adults produce shouting children.

As with the moments of feeing good revealed during the first phase of the analysis, positive
experiences and feelings as well as experiences of improved wellbeing represent prime
examples of classically defined eudaimonic wellbeing by stressing the link between doing
and wellbeing and by emphasising the child’s best interests and perspective. Wellbeing is
bound to doing and accomplishing good in relation to another human being and is thus seen
in day-day-work in, for example, improved encounters. One employee described socio-
emotional successes and the resulting wellbeing as being evident first and foremost in the
children: “You can tell from the children that we’re doing a good job” (Appendix 1, E2).

workplace culture that fosters socio-emotional wellbeing
At the final stage of the analysis, the factors of socio-emotional wellbeing identified by the
educators were reflected against the workplace culture; the broaden-and-build theory was
adapted to this process. The educators’ empirical data reveals the sort of day-to-day
experiences, thoughts, actions, and resources that, in their view, build a workplace culture
that fosters socio-emotional wellbeing.
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FIGURE 2. Building a workplace culture that fosters socio-emotional wellbeing

Figure 2 conceptualises the abstract process of forming a workplace culture into more
concrete form on the basis of the broaden-and-build theory. The educators’ positive
experiences and feelings are summarised as acceptance, trust, and understanding, which can
be understood as behaviour-guiding values (Figure 2, phase 1). In early childhood education,
workplace culture is seen of being constructed of values and principles. Values influence
ways of thinking based on how “the norms and objectives guiding the work” are interpreted
(FNAE, 2018, p. 28). The values of acceptance, trust, and understanding manifested in a shift
in the educators’ way of thinking toward being more empathetic and appreciative in relation
to the educator themselves, the child, and the way things are done within the work
community (Figure 2, phase 2). For instance, the desire to believe that everyone is always
doing the best they can was recognised as an empathetic model of thinking. The necessity of
both the child and the adult felling like they are liked was seen as one of the cornerstones of
the way things are done:

As an adult you would feel bad too if you felt no one liked you. If you feel people like you,
everything’s fine.

And indeed, numerous ways of demonstrating through interaction with both adults and
children  that  they  were  liked  emerged  in  models  for  doing  things  (Figure  2,  phase  3.)
Through an increase in positive doing, the daycare’s atmosphere and resources, such as the
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work community and leadership, grew stronger, which in turn facilitated the improving the
educators’ own resources and wellbeing (Figure 2, phase  4).

Interaction rose as a critical and central factor in the conscious building of workplace
culture. Acknowledgement and identification that took place in interaction were seen as
building collective understanding of phenomena in day-to-day work. In the questionnaire-
based data, one respondent mused:

…after gaining this insight, educators are able to share their collective understanding of
the need to help, professional challenges, and supporting each other in situations that
might touch on feelings in a way the educator experiences as difficult. It’s important to
discuss issues regarding “our group” and “our way of doing things” and find a unified
perspective.

In Figure 2, the arrows describe the interaction-based formation of the reality of experiences
and  working  together.  Scarce  research  has  been  conducted  to  date  on  the  process  of
transferring positive feelings and experiences and the factors that facilitate this transfer
(Perhoniemi & Hakanen, 2013). The essential role played by interaction in this study is
supported by findings from research conducted by Perhoniemi and Hakanen (2013), in
which positive interaction with patients and friendly and considerate behaviour among
colleagues promoted the transfer of workplace wellbeing in an oral-healthcare work
community.  Receiving  social  support  and  help  from  colleagues  and  trusting  it  will  be
received has been noted as important to the creation of a positive spiral in terms of both
accumulation of resources (Halbesleben & Wheeler, 2015) and workplace wellbeing and
commitment to one’s work (De Stasio et al., 2020).

Collective reflection and dialogue emerged in the findings as a path to developing a
workplace culture that fosters socio-emotional wellbeing. Through the conscious
identification of experiences and one’s way of doing things, collective sharing, and meaning
making, ways of thinking about and doing things can form collective norms and objectives
that guide work. The importance of collective, proactive doing (De Stasio et al., 2020),
sharing of successes, positive feedback (Perhoniemi & Hakanen, 2013), and inclusionary
dialogue and reflection (FNAE, 2018) stressed in earlier research support the findings of this
study. Perhoniemi and Hakanen (2013, p. 98) underscore that social skills, the expression of
positive feelings, and developing energising and motivating factors in the work can lead to
resource-strengthening spirals that radiate from the individual worker to the work
community. Conversely, a lack of opportunities for interaction can unintentionally reinforce
non-functioning models of thinking about and doing things in a workplace culture (FNAE,
2018, p. 29).

In this study, team-specific variation in the factors fostering socio-emotional wellbeing
was observed and various sorts of interaction were desired to develop workplace culture
based on the situation in the team. There was variation in the teams’ willingness to reflect
on the workplace culture within the work community. Some of the teams experienced the
examining of a positive workplace culture as empowering and opening up new thoughts.
There were also teams in which, due to challenging educational situations, resources went
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to maintaining basic safety. In the inquiry meetings, these teams described a daily struggle
to survive, and for instance the suggestions that emerged in the conversations for
experimenting with different ways of doing things were dismissed as unworkable due to the
challenging situation. These teams desired dialogue and the sharing of experiences, but the
resulting reflection was not targeted at renewing their ways of thinking about and doing
things.

The broaden-and-build theory confirms that a lack of positive feelings decreases
observed resources. As a counterpoint to the positive spiral, Garland at al. (2010) identify a
negative spiral in which negative feelings such as stress or worry prevail. Negative spirals
narrow perspectives, ways of thinking, doing, and interacting, and spark a “fight or flight”
reaction. If work is experienced as too draining and the challenges encountered as too
massive,  developing  the  work  might  not  increase  resources,  but  deplete  them.  In  this
instance, even the suggestion that one observe one’s own way of doing things can be
experienced as shaming and placing too much responsibility on the individual. In their
research, Määttä et al. (2017) observed, based on Pihlaja’s dissertation (2003, p. 168), that
acknowledged goals and methods for fostering socio-emotional skills were least in groups in
which the most socio-emotional challenges appeared.

Discussion and conclusions
The workplace wellbeing of early childhood educators has gradually risen to become an
important subject of research in conjunction with  the formation of a socio-emotionally
positive educational environment (Cumming et al., 2020; Cumming & Wong, 2019; Jennings
et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the wellbeing of educators in the context of early childhood
education has received little attention in Finland – for instance the wellbeing of educators is
not mentioned as such in the curriculum for early childhood education (2018) or in the FEEC
indicators of quality of early childhood education (2019). Cumming et al. (2020) note that
the wellbeing of educators remains invisible due to discursive practices emphasising a
deeply rooted, artificial division demanding a choice between the primacy of the child’s
wellbeing or the educator’s wellbeing. Nevertheless, changing this discursive practise from
an either–or logic to a both–and logic would foster the wellbeing of all in the daycare
community. Wellbeing experienced by educators broadens the factors influencing the
quality of early childhood education (Cumming & Wong, 2019), and understanding the
intertwined, interactive nature of educator and child wellbeing is essential (Cassidy et al.,
2017; Ylitapio-Mäntylä et al., 2012).

The  findings  of  our  research  confirm  that  mutual  wellbeing  emerges  in  moments  of
feeling good that include the approval of both the children and the work community, trust,
and understanding. In the past, the wellbeing of educators has been seen as defined
according to the hedonistic and individualistic tradition; only recently has emphasis been
given to eudaimonic definitions of wellbeing, which, in underscoring meaningful doing, could
nevertheless contribute much to socio-emotional wellbeing in the workplace (Cumming &
Wong,  2019;  Hall-Kenyon  et  al.,  2014;  Jones  et  al.,  2019).  The  moments  of  feeling  good
identified as central in our research are by definition aligned with eudaimonic wellbeing.
Moments of acceptance, trust, and understanding imply doing seen as good and right in
relation to others and build eudaimonic wellbeing based particularly on experiences of
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meaningfulness. In previous research, educator wellbeing has been seen to increase the
educator’s  possibility  of  focussing  on  the  core  their  work:  caring  for  and  especially
encountering the child (Cumming et al., 2020; Ylitapio-Mäntylä et al., 2012). The research
findings confirm the importance of focusing on the core of the work and underscore the
educators’ experience that the realisation of the core objectives of their work is a source of
positive feelings and feeling good. Often the core of the work is realised in encountering the
child and warm connection, in which the educator learns to understand the child better and
mutual trust is experienced as growing stronger.

Ways of thinking about and doing things that were seen to promote socio-emotional
wellbeing  were  built  on  positive  feelings.  The  adult’s  change  in  role  from  controller  and
definer of the child to regulation helper and listener stood out particularly in these ways of
thinking about and doing things. The educators noted the need for the adult to acknowledge
their power over the child in order for authentic change in the role to take place. The thought
model  of  changing  the  adult  role  is  radical.  In  relation  to  inclusion  and  early  childhood
education, it has been noted that the adult’s role as educator remains the role of definer of
the doing, as it is in the traditional model, with the child remaining the object of the doing
(Karlsson, 2008; Karlsson et al., 2018). The use of power and the defining of the child were
replaced in the educators’ examples by ways of thinking that valued empathy. These ways of
thinking proved significant in terms of the educators’ reactivity when encountering the
child’s feelings and challenging educational situations, increasing the educators’ wellbeing.
The educators describe that it was possible for them to maintain a calm emotional state
regardless of the child’s emotional state. In line with the definition of empathy (Goetz et al.,
2010),  these  thought  models  transformed  into  models  of  action  in  which  demonstrating
liking was seen as critical. To these qualities similar to those factors of a workplace culture
that foster socio-emotional wellbeing – doing that increases closeness, presence, and trust
to the best of one’s abilities – Määttä and Uusiautti (2012) have added the concept of
pedagogical love. The importance of liking, concern for others, and pedagogical love has been
underscored  in  earlier  research  that  notes  it  is  easy  for  educators  to  view  their  work  as
significant when it is marked by a culture of concern for others among the work community,
leadership, children, parents, and educators. The educators also have to feel as if they are
liked and within the sphere of concern, at which point wellbeing increases. (Määttä &
Uusiautti, 2012; Ylitapio-Mäntylä et al.,2012).

A workplace culture that fosters wellbeing can be developed by interactively identifying
the principles underlying positive experiences, ways of thinking about things, and ways of
doing things, nurturing a supportive atmosphere, and fostering resources. Our research
suggests that developing workplace culture ought to be a collective process within the work
community, in which the main goal is to interactively identify the factors characteristic to
the community that support socio-emotional wellbeing. Perhoniemi and Hakanen (2013)
suggest that in addition to the conscious development of workplace culture, the collective
expression of positive emotions and the collective sharing of factors that energise work can
function as an arena for reiterating positive feelings and resources as they radiate outward
from the individual to the work community.
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Acknowledging, identifying ways of doing things, and interaction have also been seen as
important in terms of co-regulation of emotions, which is considered a central opportunity
for learning socio-emotional competence. By definition, co-regulation is meant to align the
child’s behaviour, thinking, and feelings with the expectations and values of the daycare
centre. Research has indicated that educators utilise both predictive, situation-specific co-
regulation strategies and reaction-centred co-regulation strategies but do not always
recognise their own way of doing things. (Colman et al., 2006; Gross, 2015; Kurki et al., 2014;
2016; 2017; Volet et al., 2009). Recognising one’s ways of thinking about and doing things in
the context of socio-emotional situations can foster the conscious learning of co-regulation
strategies. Collective identification of the factors that support wellbeing can lead to paying
attention to resources to be nurtured in promoting a workplace culture that fosters
wellbeing. Our study indicates that identifying and recognising moments of feeling good
together with children can create opportunities for strengthening the wellbeing of the
daycare community as a whole. The collective identification and nurturing of moments of
feeling good and noticing and reinforcing the positive behaviour involved therein could be
seen as a co-regulation strategy based on a positive approach, in which collective reflection
on positive feelings and experiences is key. Such reflective co-regulation strategies expand
conceptions of co-regulation and educational practices and operational models, while
opening up opportunities for future research.

Previous research indicates organising factors and the work environment have a
significant impact on wellbeing (Logan et al., 2020), but organising factors impacting
wellbeing have been investigated relatively little in both the context of early childhood
education research and in practice. Previous examinations of wellbeing among early
childhood educators have relied on a psychological definition of wellbeing that emphasises
the individual. The individualised conception of wellbeing places the responsibility for
wellbeing and for leading and changing ways of doing things on the educators’ shoulders;
the impact of, for instance, social context and workplace culture remain unaddressed.
(Cumming, 2017; Cumming & Wong, 2019). Due to the limited scope of definitions, ethical
and political influences on wellbeing have been little investigated. And yet workplace culture
is shaped by the objectives of internal unification, in other words the inner culture of work
communities, and external adaptation, in other words societal and socio-cultural factors
(Schein, 1985; 1992). Societal and social norms can be seen as building the workplace culture
from outside the daycare community, as defining the values or attitudes considered worth
striving toward in education at any given time, and as determining the resources educators
have to realise these values and attitudes. Hence, expanding the perspective of key factors in
workplace wellbeing is necessary. A comprehensive conception of wellbeing acknowledges
the individual’s wellbeing and work environment are impacted by multiple relational, socio-
cultural, and political factors, all of which ought to be, along with the educator, responsible
for wellbeing. Thus, psychological, philosophical, and ethical dimensions ought to be added
to fostering wellbeing (Cumming & Wong, 2019). In her research, Brunila (2014) has paid
particular attention to the spread of discourses about wellbeing that emphasise the
individual and therapeutic attitudes, which lead to the blurring of wellbeing’s dependency
on external contexts such as societal factors. And indeed the work environment is worth
taking into serious consideration when examining socio-emotional wellbeing, as is guarding
against structural power-wielding in relation to educators’ and children’s expression of their
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feelings: positive feelings cannot become an imperative in the workplace or in education. In
addition, the limitations of a positive, resource-centred approach to the complex phenomena
of wellbeing must be acknowledged.

Our research suggests positive psychology and organisational theory in justifying an
alternative to the prevailing approach focused on socio-emotional problems. The intent is
not, however, to communicate challenging situations in education will decrease through
positivity. Earlier research has shown increased concern among educators regarding socio-
emotional difficulties in early childhood education (Koivula & Huttunen, 2018; Määttä et al.,
2017). In accordance with the broaden-and-build theory, we propose a positive approach
increases the repertoire of models of thinking, models of doing, and resources (Fredrickson,
1998; 2001; 2004; 2013). Decreasing the reactivity identified by educators and thus the
resulting strain is a significant practical example of expanded repertoire of action resulting
from a change in the way of thinking about things. In interaction, it transforms into a
resource in relation to encountering socio-emotionally difficult moments as well as in
relation to reinforcing feeling good in one’s work as an educator.

Study credibility and ethical perspectives
In terms of evaluating the findings of the study, it is worth noting that the objective was not
to create an overall image of workplace culture in daycare centres. The study focused on
eliciting moments of feeling good and identifying how reinforcing the positive can be used to
build socio-emotional wellbeing and a workplace culture that fosters it. The excerpts from
the data on factors related to wellbeing serve as workable examples but are descriptive by
nature.On the other hand, the suggestion to engage in collective identification and the
importance of dialogue can be seen as normative in nature. The study’s findings can be seen
as theoretically generalisable to other education contexts and in particular the conscious
observation of workplace culture as operationalised through the educators’ practical
experiences can be recommended in various educational environments. Nevertheless,
further research must be conducted on the topic in order to gain more information about
generalisability.

The teams that participated in the study participated in a training for affectionate
interaction, which certainly influenced the research data. Nevertheless, it must be noted that
teams where socio-emotional challenges were experienced as significant participated in the
study. Challenges and hindrances to wellbeing, in other words the appearance of so-called
negative  instances  (Silverman,  2013;  Yin,  2011)  over  the  course  of  the  research  process
indicate the authenticity of the data. The urge to adhere to social conventions did not
supersede discussing challenging and difficult topics, and the negative instances decreased
the anecdotalism of the study (Silverman, 2013) and protected against one-sided data. Nor
did the negative instances negate positive experiences that emerged in the study, but instead
offered critical perspectives on the positive approach, which must be taken into
consideration in further research and the development of early childhood education, for
instance by recognising the teams’ readiness to participate.

The reliability of the co-operative inquiry method can be evaluated on the basis of the
data collection situations: the situations of genuine interaction revealed the participants’
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stances toward the research situations and themes being dealt with as well as made it easier
to evaluate the persuasiveness of the discussions and the relevance of the themes discussed.
These were evaluated in triangulation discussions held among the researchers. The
triangulation of various research methods (questionnaire and co-operative inquiry)
demonstrated the similarity of the data that emerged, and, thus, its reliability. In addition,
the method of co-operative inquiry brought respondent validity in particular to the study, as
the conclusions drawn at various phases were discussed during the co-operative inquiry
meetings (Creswell & Miller, 2000).

The study involved many issues requiring ethical consideration: the participants’ work
with children, the children’s indirect participation in the study, and the possibility of
sensitive information emerging in the source data. A preliminary ethical assessment was
sought for the study from the university. Research permission was sought from the
organisational superior responsible for each of the teams participating. In terms of the
questionnaire, the method of acquiring information was standardised and the respondents
were protected through, for instance, close monitoring of data protection regulations
(GDPR), informing participants regarding the protection of their personal data, and ensuring
the anonymity of respondent replies.
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Introduction

This chapter takes the form of a case study of arts-based research (ABR) in the  public health
care sector. First, we present a theoretical framework for arts-based  research in organizational
contexts derived from the ideas of imagined orders  (Harari 2015) and radical imagination
(Haiven and Khasnabish 2014). Second, we introduce a set of arts-based methods in
organizational research context as methods of inquiry into employee experience and
convocation of radical imagination. Third, we present examples of the types of employee
voices that emerged in dialogues and reflect on them in the light of the theoretical framework.

In this chapter, we propose a response to a call that Max Haiven and Alex Khasnabish present
in their book Radical Imagination:

Further time and critical reflection are necessary […] to explore how we might
have crafted a process of collective, dialogic engagement differently in order to
push past these well-trodden discursive paths. […] Despite our committed
attempts to create a novel, radicalizing process capable of convoking the
imagination, we simply did not push far enough beyond a relatively conventional
qualitative research paradigm and so never managed to facilitate a truly
collective, dialogic space or process. (2014: 81)

In this chapter, we suggest that arts-based methodology can act as a dialogical and collective
vehicle for expeditions towards such collective, dialogic spaces and processes, and introduce
the use of arts-based methods as a possibility to convoke radical imagination in a workplace
context.

As authors of this chapter, we come to ABR from various starting points. Suvi-Jonna
Martikainen trained as a drama practitioner and as an experienced facilitator joined the Faculty
of Engineering and Science LUT University, Finland; a team within which she has
systematically developed and applied the use of arts-based methods in different stages of
practise-based research in organizational process innovations. She now engages with research
and development projects in  university-organization collaboration and is currently working on
a Ph.D. about employee experiences of meaningful work and their relation to social
sustainability. Anne Pässilä, Ph.D., is senior researcher at LUT University since 2006, Visiting
Research Fellow at RECAP, University of Chester and Visiting Research Fellow at the



University of Bath School of Management (2018–19), UK. Her work focuses on sociocultural
systems, mechanisms of equality, arts-based social engagement in designing sustainable public
and private services and sustainable innovation. Allan Owens (Ph.D.) is Professor of Drama
Education and Co-Director of the centre for Research in to Creativity, Education and the Arts
through Practice (RECAP), University of Chester, UK. He specializes in learning through
critical creativity and arts-based research. All three authors recognize the need for dialogical
sharing to explore and focus on critical questions in workplaces. The concept of radical
imagination is related to this need as well as arts-based epistemologies, methodologies and
their orientations to social change.

The study was conducted in seven workshops organized for health care working communities.
When we refer to communities in this chapter, we mean working communities in each of the
participated work unit, forming of co-workers and their managers. Additionally, in the
particular workshops working communities were combined based on the similarities of
conditions they work in (with the elderly/ independently within a community/on a hospital
ward), approximating communities of practice (Wenger 1998). Workshops were intended to
function as interventions in a project focusing on work wellbeing. The project aimed at
understanding and identifying experiences of wellbeing, meaning and purpose at work, to make
these experiences visible and acknowledge them as common valuable assets of working
communities by designing and using a ‘common space of sharing’ (Koskela 2017). Spaces of
common sharing were considered as dialogical outlets for getting the everyday realities out in
the open amongst professionals, thus creating awareness of the thoughts, emotions, challenges
and questions that exist at the workplace. We consider spaces of common sharing as spaces for
collective voicing (Pässilä et al. 2015).

We present arts-based methods of inquiry that were aimed at bringing collective imagined
orders of working organizations to the fore by the means of contemplation, dérive and dialogue
on a flipped stage. The main research question is: how do arts-based methods convoke radical
imagination? The sub-questions are: what is meant by radical imagination in work-life
contexts? How do employee voices inquired into by arts-based methods convey radical
imagination?

The discussion in this chapter will be of relevance for leaders and others engaged in the field
of organizational and professional development. It will also be of interest to academics, drama
practitioners and arts-based consultants who are interested in working in organizational
contexts.

Theoretical framework

Contemporary work life is characterized by various challenges, such as uncertainty,
fragmentation or increasing complexity of work, or VUCA, i.e. volatile, uncertain, complex
and ambiguous organizational environments (see e.g. Bennett and Lemoine 2014) that
influence wellbeing and the perception of meaningful work (van Wingerden and van der Stoep
2017). These challenges expose employees to the emotions of alienation at work. Alienated
employees might not see the whole picture of their work nor identify with it, or experience
fulfilment, but sense separation from the activities, goals and processes of work. Alienation



and separation from the ‘big picture’ of work lead to a decreased sense of meaning (Ariely et
al. 2008).

FIGURE 10.2: Map of key concepts and findings.

In care work, feelings of alienation often appear to be generated because of the mismatch
between structural demands of organizations and ability to care which is at the core of the work.
The ‘care’ in care work has been taken over by managerialism, consumerism and
professionalism discarding relationships, change and ethical questions (Letiche 2008). In the
workshops, the participants described experiencing a mismatch between the very cores of care
work – providing care, benevolence, human contact and prosocial behaviour and the demands
they described as being exposed to efficiency, and producing outcomes that are defined purely
by financial measures.



Noah Harari suggests in Sapiens that most human functioning is constructed by stories, and
fortified by the human tendency to believe in ‘imagined orders’ (2015: 114–24). The power of
imagined orders is that they are believed collectively. They are ‘figments of collective
imagination’ that finally reach conviction to be considered ‘real’. This construction of both
individual and collective ‘realities’ thus happens narratively, and ‘revolves around telling
stories’ – ‘fictions, social constructs or fictioned realities’ (Harari 2015: 34–35). Harari argues
that people live in a dual reality: the objective – which could also translate as natural order, as
well as the imagined one – which could be understood as the cultural and the social sphere.
Imagined orders have both positive and negative influences: they make human development
and flourishing possible, but they can also trap and narrow down the way we see possibilities,
once we are convinced they actually are the ‘natural’ order of things.

The narrowing of possibilities is highlighted in times of crisis: matters come to a culmination
point where it is obvious they are not working anymore, but neither are alternative ways of
functioning yet clear or even possible to consider. Recent years have been marked by an overall
sense of crisis in economic, ecological, social, organizational and political fields. Haiven
attributes this to a crisis of free market capitalism in Crises of Imagination, Crises of Power
(2014). The crisis reflects on various areas of human life from values to social relations (Haiven
2014). According to Haiven, we suffer because of the takeover of imagination, which decreases
the human ability to see, understand and act. If we shift the view to organizational contexts,
working communities ‘ability to express the experience of working realities may thus become
limited’. Dominant narratives take over individual experience, and socialize people through the
retelling of, and simultaneously being limited by stories of for example austerity, lack of time
or limitations of working in a fulfilling and meaningful way. In this way, they strengthen the
experience of alienation.

‘Radical imagination’ approaches where ‘the ability to envision and work towards better
futures based on an analysis of the root causes of social problems’ (Haiven and Khasnabish
2014: 61) uses collective process, rather than individual traits or attributes (Haiven and
Khasnabish 2014). Radical imagination offers an alternative approach to the mentioned crises
accompanying neoliberal capitalism: financial crises, injustices and inequalities affecting
people, workers and communities; social and ecological crises brought on by industrial
expansion, and the crises in meaning and personal worth. Radical imagination in this sense can
act as a stepping-stone on the way to social change, fuelled by the ability to ‘imagine the world,
social institutions and human relationships “otherwise”’ (Haiven and Khasnabish 2010: iii).
Radical imagination in this sense is an underlying force for practical reflexivity, an ‘exposition
of the situated, tentative and provisional nature of knowledge’ (Pässilä et al. 2015: 71). It is the
notion that there are options for what we tend to take for granted (Haiven and Khasnabish 2014;
Pässilä et al. 2015).

We recognize that organizational context is distant and different from a social movement
context the idea of radical imagination has originated in, and we fully realize that applying it
in organizational context might be considered problematic. Haiven and Khasnabish base their
work on revolutionary approach that for example takes work and the Marxist idea of ‘living
labour’ under critical examination. As the employees are the source of ‘living labour’, they
need to have ‘energy, creativity and dynamism’ (Haiven and Khasnabish 2014: 98) and the
attempts to develop organizations may as well be a way to maintain living labour. Thus, the
organizational context we consider Haiven and Khasnabish’s critical framework in poses a



paradox: organizations aim to maintain ‘living labour’ and, at the same time, preserve and
transform the status quo in order to meet the needs to maintain it.

Bringing critical research into organizational setting exposes the status quo under a threat,
while it simultaneously helps to maintain it. To acknowledge this contextual challenge, we
define applying arts in this context within a framework of post-Boalian practices: they serve as
‘an epistemology for gaining knowledge about social reality in the context of public
organisation’ (Pässilä et al. 2015: 68). The approach is distinct from the traditional Boalian
revolutionary ontology of working with the oppressed, yet rooted in the practice of applying
arts and theatre in reflexive examination of everyday situations with a critical inclination
(Pässilä et al. 2015). We recognize the criticality and caution that the radical inclinations of
both the Boalian tradition and radical imagination take to be honoured. Thus, this study could
be considered as an experimental exploration into the reflexive insights the combination of
radical imagination, post-Boalian ABR and organizational context provide.

Building on these notions of imagined orders and radical imagination as a collective potential,
organizational learning and possible change could be constructed on the foundation of
employee voices on their working realities and re-framing, or re-claiming, the captured
knowledge. We consider the act of collective voicing (Pässilä et al. 2015) in a space of common
sharing (Koskela 2017) as an opportunity to bring forth organizational reflections as
understood by the employees.

These reflections convey both imagined orders, and the possibility to expose them to radical
imagination. Via collective voicing, it becomes possible for professionals to move to critical
reflection and reveal what is hidden, tacit and embodied in organizational dynamics (Pässilä et
al. 2015).

Research design

The study was conducted as seven four-hour workshops organized for a total of seven health
care units during autumn 2016 in Lahti region in Finland. The participants of the workshops
were employees and their managers in a large public health care organization – nurses from
geriatric hospital wards, home care and a care home, school and maternity ward nurses and
dental care workers (dental hygienists, instrument warders and dentists). Altogether 128
participants attended the workshops. The data was gathered as researcher documentation
during the workshops. One researcher transcribed the participant discussion throughout
workshops, and facilitator-researchers added their own documentation. The first author
conducted a thematic analysis of the documentation, searching for emerging themes relevant
to radical imagination. The excerpts from the documentations were translated into English for
the needs of this chapter.

Arts-based methods
Haiven and Khasnabish suggest a research strategy of convocation to fit the needs of radical
imagination in the contexts of social movements. The strategy of convocation means calling
(communities) together and creating ‘new spaces of dialogue, debate, reflection, questioning
and empowerment’ for a ‘process of critical self-reflection’ (2014: 17). We now move to
discuss how arts-based methods were applied in this health care context as methods of



convocation and of inquiry; we also consider what needs to be critically examined in regards
to them. The collected data is then discussed in relation to the idea of radical imagination
(Haiven and Khasnabish 2014).

We suggest arts-based methods support the aim of facilitating collective sharing within
communities, as well as in exploring alternatives and bringing out both individual and
collective reflection, and plurality of voices. Thus, they represent an example of action that
Haiven and Khasnabish articulate as ‘create[ing] new spaces and possibilities for dialogue and
debate and new zones of possibility, reflection, contention, dissonance, and discovery’ (2014:
413). Furthermore, they respond to aim of ‘research’ as ‘not […] accumulation of facts or the
mobilization of knowledge but a unique and special way of creating new zones of encounter’
(Haiven and Khasnabish 2014). Hence, we introduce a set of techniques, which we consider as
relevant to meet these aims.

Phase 1: Capturing everyday experience by meditation and contemplation

Simple meditative and contemplative practices were used in the workshops to help participants
reach their here-and-now experience at work. These techniques are rooted in mindfulness,
which defines as ‘enhanced attention to and awareness of current experience or present reality’
(Brown and Ryan 2003: 822). We introduced a simple meditation technique, based on a very
basic practice of observing breath, and furthermore thoughts, feelings and actions – or ‘thought
monitoring’ (Marlatt et al. 2004). Goldman Schuyler et al. (2017) argue that mindfulness
carries profound purposes in organizational contexts: it strengthens the sense of relatedness
and connection with other humans, meaningful work or natural environments. Practising
mindfulness can lead to ‘moments of waking up’ and becoming present at work (Goldman
Schuyler 2016; Goldman Schuyler et al. 2017).

We are mindful that applying mindfulness in organizational context needs to be approached
with criticality. Applied mindfulness has been critiqued as a ‘depoliticised self-help technique’
(Walsh 2016: 160). The assumption is that institutional, organizational and social
transformation will automatically follow from a technique aimed at self-transformation has
been considered as delusional, since those realms are beyond personal reach (Purser and Loy
2013). Additionally, Walsh

(2016) calls for practitioners to be critical of which ideologies mindfulness serves in different
contexts. Walsh suggests ‘critical, socially aware and engaged’ mindfulness as a way forward:
incorporating ‘social ethics into a critical awareness of contemporary issues that support
positive transformation’ (2016: 162–63). Our position is that contemplative practices hold a
potential to experience moments of waking up to critical awareness of one’s surroundings
through self-reflexivity; this did arise in workshops as for example when employees raised
ethical questions.

To reach the experiences, three questions were posed for reflection during the meditation. We
considered them relevant to radical imagination reflecting on the question ‘what kind of future
we could and should create?’ (Del Fa 2017)

1) When you reflect on your day-to-day work, what would you need the most at this moment?

2) What do you think your working community needs the most  at this moment?



3) How do you think your need and the collective need could be combined? How could these
needs intersect?

Phase 2: Dérive: Drifting for souvenirs

After the meditative practice, participants had about 30 minutes of time that they could spend
any way they wished – going for a walk, heading to a café etc. Their assignment was to bring
something back from their half-an-hour time: a souvenir that would somehow represent their
working reality and experience of everyday work right at the moment. The souvenir could be
an actual material object, but equally something non-material such as a thought, a story, a
photograph or a mental image – just as long as they could tell something about it later.

The technique stems from noticing, an element of drifting, or dérive, an artistic approach to
observe one’s surroundings developed by the French artistic movement Situationists
International (SI) in the1960s. Situationists aimed to revolutionize art as an everyday practice
in order to reveal the deeply rooted alienation of human life in a ‘Society of Spectacle’ (Debord
[1973] 2004). The Situationists saw modern capitalist society creating alienation, not only from
production of goods, but also from peoples’ own emotions and experiences – thus turning them
‘into spectators of their own lives’ (Plant 1992: 1).

The purpose of Situationist philosophy was to criticize this ‘Society of Spectacle’ by practices
of imagination, social relations and creativity, and ‘radical subjectivity’ (Plant 1992; Debord
[1973] 2004), which all are relevant practices to convoke radical imagination. Haiven and
Khasnabish state that research in the sphere of radical imagination provides a chance for radical
subjectivity to meet collective opportunities. This enables making beliefs, orientations and
doubts visible, or shed light on ‘divisions, differences, dissonances’, that don’t get an
opportunity to be noticed in day-to-day operations (Haiven and Khasnabish 2014: 243–44).

The symbolic and storied souvenirs aimed to facilitate and open up dialogue and possibility to
explore real-life issues via aesthetic distancing (Pässilä 2012), thus making it possible to bring
up a variety of experiences going usually unnoticed.

Method Part 3: Organizing a dialogue by flipping the stage

During the dérive, the theatre space in which people had been sitting was reordered. The stage
was set in clusters of four to six chairs forming a semi-circle. Once people returned, they were
asked to enter the stage in groups of four to six at a time, and preferably in a random order.
Groups formed ‘Panels of Experts’ that presented their souvenirs and discussed the subjects
and experiences that had emerged during meditation and derive.

Flipping the Stage was a technique especially designed for these workshops, inspired by the
theatre space in which we organized the workshops. The stage and the symbolic ordering of it
(see Image 10.2) represents a space that highlights the significance of participant views and
dialogue – reflecting radical imagination’s epistemology of doing research with the people in
the grassroot of the context rather than on them (Khasnabish and Haiven 2012: 408).



In addition, flipping the stage was used as a technique to give participants an equal opportunity
to voice their experience and opinions. To provide this kind of opportunity of voicing the
community’s experiences is pivotal for radical imagination as a research strategy. According
to Haiven and Khasnabish researchers should use their privilege primarily in handing the voice
over to the communities they are researching (2012, 2014). Stepping on to the stage was
voluntary, but it seemed to invite and encourage everyone to say something. Though some
people expressed their apprehension of stepping in front of other people at first, still every
participant used the floor.

FIGURE 10.3: The flipped stage.

Findings: Listening to employee voices in the framework of radical imagination

The method of inquiry brought out exemplary reflections in two categories relevant for the
theoretical background: Crises of imagination and Radical imagination in action. Stories that
conveyed crisis of imagination entailed descriptions of narrowing of possibilities and views in
day-to-day work, while stories of radical imagination in action showed examples of how
working communities, in dialogue, defined themselves and expressed what was valuable for
them.

Crises of imagination

aiven and Khasnabish consider crises of imagination to involve, for example crisis in how we
understand social reproduction, i.e. ‘spaces of identity formation,  meaning, care and
possibility’ (2014: 9) as well as social relationships. Social reproduction is pivotal in the



context of care work. Hence, the emerged stories or statements in the data consider crises in
social reproduction in regards of how employees consider themselves or social relationships
(i.e. statuses or positioning of people, especially patients) in the current system. The employee
voices in this category illustrate the experience of narrowing possibilities. Expressing concern
emerged as characteristic to this narrowing. We interpret this concern as the struggle of
observing how the state of affairs developing and not being able to address it with one’s agency.

Haiven and Khasnabish (2014) define the crisis in social reproduction as the crisis of
reproduction of ‘human beings and their social lives’ that results from being caught up in the
capitalist system of exploitation, and that:

places all our lives in crisis as we struggle, each in our own way to find equality,
freedom, peace, security, happiness, love and meaning in a world torn apart by
hierarchies, greed, abuse, […] and the grinding unfairness of it all. (2014: 94)

An example illustrates this struggle as influencing employees’ self-image. An employee
described her perception of self in the current situation with a contradiction: at the same time,
she saw herself as doing irreplaceably valuable work, and experiencing complete
worthlessness.

This is the first thought that popped in my mind when we were told to get back
something […] A piece of loo paper. It perfectly sums up what we are. We are
important, nothing would function without us, but at the end of the day, shit is
wiped onto us.

In the public sector, the crisis of imagination is largely tied to financial concerns. According to
Haiven, ‘“financialization” drives a crisis of social imagination by reorienting the sense of
possibilities’ (2010: 1). As imagination is financialized, it comes at the expense of narrowing
down the set of possibilities (Haiven 2011), for example the sense that social and health care
employees have about their every-day work. Hence, austerity in the Finnish public health care
sector is a fact that is understood as a reality that is given with no alternatives, and this is
implied in the employee stories – austerity is a good example of an imagined order. The
‘organizational fusion’, which the next example refers to, is one influence of the politics of
austerity in the Finnish public health care sector. Employees understand organizational changes
largely as means to promote austerity in the organization, and experience the effects in
everyday operations. The example illustrates the concern they have for the patients that are
underprivileged or struggle socio-economically. The employees see that austerity ultimately
influences the social reproduction of the patients and their positioning – and how they see that
positioning having an influence on their placement or treatment in a changing health care
system as employees.

I want to share this. I had a chance to take a sneak-peek at the future teams that
the upcoming organisational fusion is going to bring about. I am utterly
concerned of the elderly who I work with, those who are in weaker positions and
who can´t take care of themselves or demand for their needs … All I hear [about
the services after the fusion] applies to the people who are able to take care of
themselves. I’ve heard awfully little about people who cannot. I brought this
wrinkled and rumpled newspaper as a symbol of those people and my concern. I
wish managers and leaders would consider solutions for this.



Another employee responds:

I experience the same concern… I feel that the elderly are not valued or
appreciated in our society. I do house calls, and I am often shocked by how the
elderly live and how little help they get… Still the first thing I wrote down [after
meditation] was enthusiasm, inspiration. It is a good fuel to get things done. […]
So, my souvenir is a mental image of a children´s highchair I saw in the café. It
reminded me of an elderly lady who once said to me ‘Kuulehan sie, kun ihminen
on yhen kerran aikuisena ja kaks kertaa lasna.’ – ‘You know, darling, a person
is an adult once, and a child twice’. I think the elderly are so fragile, and would
deserve to be treated with utmost kindness.

As seen in the example above, employees also voiced counter reactions to concerns –  insights
of hope. Hope was rooted in the glimpses of values, and meaningful moments people shared
about their everyday work. These reflected as radical imagination in action, leading to re-
imagining things employees considered valuable.

Radical imagination in action: Re-imagining things of value

Another category that emerged from employee voices were the examples where people
considered things of value in their work. This can be seen as radical imagination in action:
participants created alternatives for the status-quo stemming from their experience, and
considered values they wanted to base their work on as dialogue between them emerged. This
expanded the horizon of the realities employees experienced working in – from austerity and
scarcity of resources to human encounters. Imagination was thus a process they attended to
collectively: first in capturing their here-and-now experience at work, then finding a way to
articulate it during dérive and finally forming it collectively as they participated in the dialogue.

The next example highlights a dialogical encounter between co-workers of different cultural
backgrounds on the flipped stage. The first speaker had brought a mental note from his dérive,
and he wanted to articulate some things that were of value to him; the second speaker joined
the dialogue. As they were from diverse cultural backgrounds by birth, their views also
illustrated pluralizing the presupposed cultural values that echo in the organizational world-
view. The discussants consider topics of love, honour and respect at work. These topics often
go undiscussed in organizational contexts, because they are not considered ‘professional’ –
which is a good example of how crises of imagination limit our beliefs of what is good and
relevant in the work-life context. By bringing these topics to the discussion, the participants
expanded the boundaries of imagination, making it radically broader and apt to illustrate the
extensiveness of human experience. At the same time, they convey something valuable not
only for their lives and for work, but also to the whole working community, as the third
discussant finally comments.

You gain what you share’ is the name of this training. I think it is apt, and it
concerns everyone´s life. You get in life what you give to another person. People
always get back what they give to the community. Thinking is physics. You get
feedback from life. The world is built in a way that we get back the things we give.
If we don´t share love, we get none back.



Another employee responds: I agree with him (the previous speaker), but if you’re
too good, you might get your hand chewed off. You are sharing the wrong way if
that happens. If you’re kind and friendly to others, they do the best for you. (For
example) if you never say hello to me at work, I can’t respect you. I don’t care
about your status, I care if I can respect you. When I was interviewed to this job,
you (refers to his boss) said: ‘We are all hard-core professionals here’. I´m not
really interested in being a hard-core professional, I’d rather be fun and easy
person to talk to, and work with that kind of person, too. […] This is a cultural
difference. I come from Greece, and we have a concept called ‘Philotimo’. It
means respect and honour… If you’re kind and friendly, I’ll do the best for you.
But if you’re, say, a bad prime minister, I can’t respect or honour you just
because of your status. This is the reason democracy was born in Greece.

A manager comments: ‘Thank you! That defines the core of our working
community.’

Considering things of value, a participant shared a meaningful moment at work. She considers
the quality of social relationship to a patient, and a way it became visible in the midst of
everyday work. Her story provided a powerful image that represents a transformation of a
relationship between a service provider and client to a critically meaningful human-to-human
encounter.

Heti kun tästä ruvettiin puhumaan, tuli mieleen miksi teen tätä työtä. Meidän
kerroksessa on 2 tiimiä aamuvuorossa. Ajatuksena, että omia asukkaita käytäisi
joka päivä tervehtimässä. Hän ei ollut silloin mun hoidettavia, mutta tuli mieleen
että hän on sotaveteraani ja on itsenäisyyspäivä. Mä meen huoneeseen, sininen
hetki, nenäliinan kokoiset lumihiutaleet, joulukynttelikkö ikkunalla, teeveessä
Tuntematon sotilas, herra istui ryhdikkäänä ja katseli rinta rottingilla televisiota
hienosti pukeutuneena. Istuin siellä puoli tuntia, en voi unohtaa. Kun herra
hyvästelee niin se on se miksi teen tätä työtä.

The moment we started talking about this topic, I remembered why I do this work.
We had a policy that we visit all our own patients daily. I was working on
Independence Day, and I knew that one of our occupants was a war veteran,
though he was not my patient at the time. I went up to his room, because I wanted
to wish him happy Independence Day, I opened the door, and saw him sitting in
the chair watching the movie ‘Unknown Soldier’ (a classic film telling of the
creation of modern Finland). It was getting dark, snowflakes the size of
handkerchiefs were flowing outside, a Christmas chandelier was lit at the
window. He had dressed up, and he was sitting in his chair watching the movie,
visibly proud. I sat there for half an hour, I just can´t forget it. When he said
farewell, that was the moment I work for.

Another example highlights re-imagining things of value emerging on the flipped stage,
starting with dissonance and evolving to dialogue amongst the working community. A dentist
with an immigrant background apprehensively stepped on to the flipped stage, and fell into



tears. She explained how she is constantly stressed by speaking a foreign language at work,
and that she feels incompetent because she’s not a native speaker. She also spoke how she often
encounters patients who express attitudes that reinforce her belief of her own incompetence,
and for example deliberately tease her about her language. Speaking up on the stage made her
daily struggle with language even more prominent and comprehendible, as she clearly
expressed the same struggle in stepping up on the stage and taking the floor. This evokes
several responses in her co-workers. First, they wanted to assure her of her competence and
noted how they rarely remember to give each other positive feedback as co-workers. Second,
they wanted to share their experiences and insights of getting feedback, and ensure there is a
right to make mistakes in their work. Third, her co-worker from a native background reflected
on the notion of privilege her speech had evoked: she realized she never has to do as perfect
job compared to an immigrant employee to get accepted, and that she understood now the
pressure her co-worker was experiencing on a day-to-day basis.

Discussion

In this chapter, we’ve presented a set of arts-based methods for convoking radical imagination
in a context of organizational research and development. We present a case where arts-based
inquiry process facilitated and convoked collective voicing. We have considered arts-based
methods having a relevant relation to convocation as a research strategy, as suggested by
Haiven and Khasnabish (2014); these strategies share common aims of bringing communities
together and envision alternatives for imagined orders in dialogue.

The process of convoking radical imagination is by no means a straightforward task that
produces clear, unified views or strategies for change. Instead, it is more of an explosion of a
variety of views, values and ideas, where the aim for critically and radically inclined research
is to ‘deconstruct and open up supposed binaries and pluralize the sorts of options available for
thinking and acting beyond the pre-given epistemic order’ (Haiven and Khasnabish 2014: 125).
Thus, a question of the collective dimension in the case we’ve presented remains: when
employees open up their individual experiences of everyday work, it opens up the possibility
of dialogue, but whether this influences on change or strengthening the community is trickier
to assess. One way of ensuring the dialogical dimension in similar organizational processes
would be to bring in people from different levels of the organization: employees, managers and
leaders. In the case we presented, managers attended the workshops, which produced some
tensions, e.g. control issues, overload of employee distress and dissonances of thoughts how
employee voices should be encountered. These tensions reflect on the messiness and poignancy
that an authentically dialogical process also brings forth.

Cultural change of work, especially care work, could also benefit from considering radical
imagination as a provoker of emotion. Combining the theoretical idea of radical imagination
with arts-based methodology opens up a pathway to experiential and emotional considerations
of one’s working environment. In this research, the methods of inquiry used in the workshops
provoked emotion as they made visible power structures shaping the lives of the elderly people
through the professionals working with them. This was present in the reflections emerging via
collective voicing and additionally showed themes of importance in the sphere of radical
imagination. Reflections entailed insights of things of value, such as meaningful moments at



work, or values employees want to cherish in every-day work. In this category, employees
described moments where they were able to reproduce relationships in the workplace through
positive emotions such as respect and kindness. In addition, employee voices reflected on
power structures that narrow this possibility through, for example scarcity and financialization
of imagination (Haiven 2011).

Whilst the intentions of the researcher/practitioners were radically oriented, aimed to provide
social change in the community of the work context as part of ongoing moves to social justice
in Finland, we were constantly confronted by the contradictory dynamisms of actualizing
change. We were reminded once again that arts-based and other critically oriented research
methods are not magic bullets, saving the alienated employee from a turbulent work life and
the intervention served to emphasize this. A more realistic aim became that of provocation, and
convocation of insights, awareness and reflexivity (Haiven and Khasnabish 2014) in the
community in which the research process took place through the creation of collective spaces
for experiential sharing and exploring alternatives. Within the project, we achieved collective
momentary glimpses into radical imagination with the participants, and there were moments
that tore holes into customary reality and imagined orders. However, these glimpses were
occasional; in order to further investigate actualizing change, dialogue would need to be
regular, involving institutional actors from across the organizational hierarchy.

As researchers and practitioners, we came to understand more clearly the well-known paradox
of structure and agency that also influences social change in organizational contexts: the
participants in this research investigation were well aware of the things they valued and would
like to attend to as professionals, if the organizational structures limiting their possibilities
allowed for this. We also learnt that it is difficult, but crucial to make these things of value
visible, as making visible in itself can generate further value.
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